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Abstract
This thesis presents a series of mesoscopic transport experiments with ultracold fermionic 6 Li
atoms, and constitutes a quantum simulation of transport in mesoscopic devices. We develop
a two-terminal setup, consisting of two macroscopic atom reservoirs connected by a tunable
constriction, and use it to measure transport coefficients of quantum gases. The technique is
ideally suited to probe quantum many-body systems, such as strongly interacting superfluids
or non-Fermi liquids. The reason for this is that the measurement signal — the net current
between the two reservoirs — originates from exactly that part of the Fermi gas that is
primarily affected by interactions: the Fermi surface.
In experiments with a quasi-2D multi-mode channel we directly observe the contact resistance, which naturally appears in the Landauer-Büttiker formalism of transport. By applying
a temperature bias between the two reservoirs rather than a chemical potential bias, we detect thermoelectric effects with an unusually large figure of merit ZT . In the same geometry
the drop of resistance associated with the occurrence of superfluidity is observed when strong
inter-particle interactions are introduced by means of a Feshbach resonance. The interplay of
superfluidity with disorder is studied by gradually increasing the disorder strength in the 2D
channel. In doing so, both a molecular BEC and a strongly interacting fermionic superfluid
are turned into fragmented, poorly conducting states. Combining the transport measurements with high-resolution in-situ imaging of the conductor, we find evidence that in both
cases the fragmented state has bosonic character.
Imprinting a quantum point contact (QPC) on the 2D channel provides access to the quantum regime of transport, where single transverse modes are resolved. By tuning either an
attractive gate potential or the confinement of the QPC we observe quantized conductance,
for the first time in a charge neutral system. By gradually increasing the attractive interaction
strength the height of the first conductance plateau surprisingly increases from its universal
value 1/h to ∼ 4/h, calling for an explanation beyond the Landau-Büttiker formalism. Superfluidity eventually destroys the plateau and leads to non-linear current-bias characteristics.
The entire process goes along with a gradual suppression of the spin conductance, reaching
zero in the deep superfluid phase.
We have established transport as a new tool to probe cold atoms and have demonstrated
its high sensitivity to quantum many-body effects. Our experiments extend the concept of
quantum simulation to devices, which moreover may find applications in second generation
cold atom experiments.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit handelt von mesoskopischen Transportexperimenten mit ultrakalten fermionischen 6 Li Atomen, und stellt eine Quantensimulation von Transport in mesoskopischen Strukturen dar. Wir entwickeln einen Zwei-Terminal Aufbau, bestehend aus zwei makroskopischen
Atomreservoiren verbunden durch einen flexiblen Kanal, und nutzen diesen, um Transportkoeffizienten von Quantengasen zu messen. Die Methode ist ideal dafür geeignet Quantenvielteilchensysteme zu untersuchen, wie zum Beispiel stark wechselwirkende Suprafluide oder
Nicht-Fermiflüssigkeiten. Der Grund hierfür ist, dass unser Messsignal — der Nettostrom
zwischen den beiden Reservoiren — von genau dem Teil des Fermi-Gases stammt, der am
meisten durch Wechselwirkung beeinflusst wird: der Fermioberfläche.
In Experimenten mit einem quasi-2D Multimodenkanal beobachten wir direkt den Kontaktwiderstand, der auf natürliche Weise im Landauer-Büttiker-Transportformalismus auftritt.
Indem wir eine Temperaturdifferenz zwischen den beiden Reservoiren erzeugen (anstatt wie
bisher einer Differenz des chemischen Potential) detektieren wir thermoelektrische Effekte,
die eine ungewöhnlich hohe Güteszahl ZT aufweisen. In derselben Geometrie messen wir den
Einbruch des Widerstands aufgrund von Suprafluidität, die auftritt wenn eine starke Wechselwirkung unter den Teilchen durch eine Feshbach-Resonanz hervorgerufen wird. Desweiteren
erforschen wir das Wechselspiel zwischen Unordnung und Suprafluidität, indem wir sukzessive den Unordnungsgrad im 2D Kanal erhöhen. Bei dem Prozess geht ein molekulares BEC
oder ein stark wechselwirkendes, fermionisches Suprafluid in eine fragmentierte, schlecht leitende Phase über. Indem wir die Transportmessungen mit hochauflösender Mikroskopie kombinieren, finden wir Indizien dafür, dass in beiden Fällen die fragmentierte Phase bosonischen
Charakter hat.
Die optische Projektion eines Quantenpunktkontakt (QPC) auf den zweidimensionalen
Kanal macht das Quantenregime des Transports, in dem einzelne transversale Moden aufgelöst
werden können, zugänglich. Indem entweder ein attraktives Gate-Potential oder die Einschnürung des 1D-Kanals durchgestimmt wird, beobachten wir zum ersten Mal mit neutralen
Teilchen quantisierten Transport. Bei schrittweiser Erhöhung der attraktiven Wechselwirkung
nimmt die Höhe des ersten Leitfähigkeitsplateaus überraschend von dem universellen Wert
1/h auf ∼ 4/h zu, was nach einer Erklärung jenseits des Landauer-Büttiker-Formalismus
verlangt. Suprafluidität zerstört schliesslich das Plateau und führt zu einer nicht-linearen
Abhängigkeit des Stroms von der chemischen Potentialdifferenz. Der ganze Prozess geht einher mit einer sukzessiven Abnahme der Spinleitfähigkeit, die im tiefen superfluiden Regime
bis auf Null abfällt.
In dieser Arbeit wurden Transportmessungen als eine neue Methode für die Untersuchung
von kalten Gasen etabliert, und ihre hohe Sensitivität auf Quantenvielteilchensysteme demonstriert. Unsere Experimente erweitern das Konzept der Quantensimulation auf ’Devices’, die
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zudem in einer zweiten Generation von Experimenten mit kalten Atomen eingesetzt werden
könnten.
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1 Introduction
Many-body physics and quantum simulation
Physics in the last century experienced enormous progress by following mainly two routes.
Along the first, new particles or objects could be discovered and studied by advancing to
length scales that humans are not familiar with. A zoom into the microscopic world revealed
its quantum mechanical nature and created such important fields as atomic and molecular
physics, nuclear physics, and particle physics. On the other hand, zooming out of planet earth,
allowed to better understand its origin and to position it in the universe: research activities
in astronomy, such as the study of our planetary system, the exploration of the Milky Way
and other galaxies, and the study of the formation and collapse of stars, contribute to our
general understanding and are the basis of complex theories in cosmology.
The second route deals with collective phenomena that arise when many particles interact with each other. E.g. all types of mechanical waves, magnetism, or phase transitions in
general, cannot be understood by analyzing a single constituent of the system, but require
knowledge about the mutual interactions between the elementary particles. If the interacting
particles are governed by the laws of quantum mechanics, one speaks about quantum manybody systems. Prototypes of such systems are found in condensed matter physics, where
interactions between electrons lead to such intriguing effects as superconductivity, the fractional quantum Hall effect or the Kondo effect. Understanding and modeling these systems
is of both fundamental and technological interest.
For classical interacting systems it is in principle possible to perform computer simulations
although they reach their limits when chaotic behavior is present, as for example in weather
and climate or in turbulent flow. Well known examples are molecular dynamics simulations,
that are used to simulate thin-film growth or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), or to predict
the three-dimensional structure of proteins or metal complexes in chemistry. However, the
modeling of interacting quantum many-body systems that require a description beyond meanfield and perturbation theory poses a big challenge because the computational resources
required for the correct description of such systems grow exponentially with the number of
particles. Consider the simplest case of a system of N particles, having each only two internal
states (qubit). There are in total 2N states, which is the dimension of the Hilbert space. Since
the system can be in any superposition of those states, 2N complex numbers are necessary
to store the state of the system.
Using two double-precision floating-point numbers to store a complex number, the required
memory is 2N +1 × 8 byte. For N = 36 this amounts to 1 Terabyte of memory. Each additional
qubit added to the system doubles the amount of required memory. Any computation on
that size of data, e.g. computing numerically the coherent time evolution of the state vector
by subsequent application of 2N × 2N matrices, requires super computers or becomes quickly
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impossible when more particles are added.
In view of this drawback of classical computers to simulate quantum systems, Richard
Feynman proposed in 1982 to make ”one controllable quantum system simulate another”
[Fey82], i.e. to use a quantum-mechanical system under experimental control to mimic the
Hamiltonian of another quantum system of interest. Instead of using 2N +1 × 64 classical
bits, N quantum bits (qubits) are sufficient. Such an approach is called quantum simulation
and is in general divided into analog and digital quantum simulation [Geo14]. In the former
category a direct mapping exists between the simulated Hamiltonian and the simulator, which
restricts the simulator to a particular class of Hamiltonians. E.g. ultracold Fermions in an
optical lattice are used as an analog quantum simulator of the Fermi-Hubbard model [Ess10]
or an ion chain can be used to simulate the quantum Ising Hamiltonian [Fri08]. The method
is not restricted to quantum-mechanical Hamiltonians: computationally hard optimization
problems, such as the traveling salesman problem, can be mapped on finding the ground state
of an Ising spin glass, and techniques called quantum annealing [Das08, Joh11] or adiabatic
quantum computing [Far01] may be used to find the ground state faster than a classical
algorithm via the introduction of quantum fluctuations. A digital quantum simulator, also
called universal quantum simulator or quantum computer, can simulate in principle any local
Hamiltonian by splitting the time evolution operator in a sequence of single- and two-qubit
gate operations [Llo96]. While digital quantum computing has so far been restricted to a
small number of gate operations [Lan11, Mar11], analog quantum simulators are already
venturous [Boi14].
Besides high-performance computing, quantum simulators are believed to tackle problems
in a variety of fields including condensed-matter physics, nuclear and particle physics and
quantum chemistry. Possible quantum hardware are ions, neutral atoms, single electrons or
electrons in the form of superconducting circuits or quantum dots, photons [Geo14].
Subject of this thesis is a cloud of ∼ 105 neutral, fermionic 6 Li atoms, cooled to quantum
degeneracy, and shaped with laser beams into a two-terminal configuration. Transport between the two terminals through a connected, tunable structure is measured in direct analogy
to solid state experiments. This allows to go beyond the quantum simulation of static Hamiltonians and extends the concept of quantum simulation to devices and dynamic processes
such as the ’computation’ of transport coefficients. In addition, the transport measurements
can be used as a sensitive tool to probe the ground state or finite temperature properties of
many-body Hamiltonians.
Cold atoms
Ultracold atoms stand out among quantum materials due to their inherent cleanness, their
high coherence and high level of control. After the first observation of Bose Einstein condensation in dilute gases of 87 Rb and 23 Na atoms in 1995 [And95, Dav95a, Bra95], followed by
the creation of a quantum degenerate Fermi gas of 40 K atoms four years later [DeM99], cold
gases have emerged as prototypes of quantum many-body systems [Blo08]. Their success as
such is based on the tunability of inter-particle interactions in combination with the flexible
engineering of potential landscapes that further enhance interaction and correlation effects,
like an optical lattice [DeP99, Gre02] or low-dimensional geometries [Mor03, Stö04, Par04,
Kin04b, Hal09, Had06].
The quantum simulation of models from condensed matter physics is particularly suited
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with cold atoms, as becomes apparent from Table 1.1, and has seen tremendous progress over
the last decade [Blo08, Ess10].
Experiments focused on the study of the ground state properties of microscopic models,
such as the Bose-Hubbard [Gre02] or Fermi-Hubbard model [Jör08, Sch08b, Ess10], where the
competition between interactions and kinetic energy induces a quantum phase transition from
a superfluid to a Mott-insulating state. Further, the macroscopic thermodynamic properties
of bulk systems with strong interactions [Hor10, Nas10, Nav10, Ku12] were investigated with
increasing precision in the context of the BEC-BCS crossover. Currently, the focus extends
towards the creation of effective magnetic fields [Lin09, Aid13, Miy13] and topological states
of matter [Jot14, Man15, Stu15] with the goal to combine those single-particle Hamiltonians
with strong interactions, entering a strongly correlated fractional quantum Hall-type regime
[Sør05, Möl09].
Transport
In condensed matter systems new quantum many-body states or effects, such as conventional
superconductivity, high-Tc superconductivity, the fractional quantum Hall effect or the Kondo
effect, were discovered in transport measurements. The reason is that the conductance of a
material is only sensitive to the Fermi surface, which is primarily subject to modifications in
the presence of interactions, and thus constitutes an extremely sensitive tool to probe manybody physics. This is one of the motivations why we developed a cold atoms two-terminal
set-up during this thesis, allowing to measure the DC conductance of an ultracold Fermi gas in
direct analogy to condensed matter experiments. Such a detection complements the standard
technique which consists in imaging the density distribution. The latter is dominated by the
underlying Fermi sea in which no physics takes place unless extremely strong interactions are
present.
A complementary subject in condensed matter physics, besides the search for new strongly
correlated materials, is mesoscopic physics, which deals with devices that are small enough
that quantum effects are pronounced, but still large compared to an atomic length scale.
It led to the discovery of a large variety of unexpected effects, such as the quantization of
conductance or the quantum Hall effect, and has a wide range of applications in quantum
technology, especially when combined with superconductivity [Cla06, Fow12].
Studying and emulating mesoscopic physics with ultracold atoms is therefore of principal
interest, in particular because it holds out the perspective of combining it with strong interactions, a regime difficult to reach in condensed matter physics. It requires an intermediate
regime of smaller atom numbers in more complex geometries, which has recently become
accessible [Alb05, Bou10, Zim11, Ser11, Bra12, Sar13], partly because new in-situ imaging techniques [Gem09, Bak09, She10] and versatile laser beam shaping techniques [Zim11,
Bra12, Kri15a, Cho15, Mur15] have been developed. However, the core of mesoscopic solidstate physics is conduction, and for this concept only limited analogies existed with cold
atoms. So far, the response of the entire atomic cloud to variations of the external potential
1

The effective mass of the conduction band of GaAs is 0.067 me , with me the electron mass.
An exception are dipolar quantum gases, with a permanent electric dipole moment (Heteronuclear molecules,
Rydberg atoms) or magnetic dipole moment (Dysposium, Erbium), or gases inside a high-finesse cavity
which mediates interactions of infinite range [Bau10].
3
Coulomb interactions are in principle of long-range, but screening usually effects short-range interactions.
2
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Cold fermionic atoms

6 Li



Electrons in solids
Metals

GaAs 2DEG

[Ash76]

[Fer97, Wee91, Rös11]
1011 cm−2

Density

1012 cm−3

1023 cm−3

Mass

10−28 kg

10−30 kg

Fermi wavelength

1 µm

0.5 nm

40 nm

Fermi velocity

cm/s

108 cm/s

107 cm/s

Fermi temperature TF

µK

105 K

100 K

Temperature T

nK

T /TF

0.1

Interactions

van der Waals

Coulomb

effectively contact-like2

long-range3

tunable

material dependent

Experiment

Ultra-high vacuum (UHV)

Cryostat, UHV, ...

Potential shaping

Laser light

Lithography, growing, ...

Probing

Imaging, spectroscopy

AC/DC characteristics, spectroscopy,

10−32 kg

1

mK
T [K]/105

10−3

microscopy, photon/neutron scattering, ...
Table 1.1.: Comparison between ultracold fermions and electrons in solids. Many
of the differences are a consequence of the extreme diluteness of cold gases compared to
electron gases, see density entry. E.g. the Fermi wavelength in cold gases is on the micrometer
scale, whereas in solids it is on a nanometer scale. This allows to use laser light in the visible
in order to manipulate cold atoms on that length scale, whereas in solid state samples
nano-lithography is necessary. Another consequence of the diluteness of cold gases is their
low Fermi temperature, which makes it necessary to cool them to extremely low absolute
temperatures in order to reach quantum degeneracy. Although one is currently limited to
T /TF ' 0.1 many-body physics is accessible because interactions can be tuned almost at
will to the largest values allowed by quantum mechanics. A non-exhaustive list of typical
experimental techniques is given in the lower part of the table.
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[Jin96, Mew96, Ben96, Ott04, Bil08, Roa08, Som11, Sch12] has been studied, or the coherent
evolution of bimodal Bose-Einstein condensates[Alb05, Sch05b, Lev07] as a response to a
bias has been monitored. To close the gap to mesoscopic physics it is highly desirable to
connect a probing region in a cold atom experiment to external incoherent reservoirs, such
that only a small fraction of the cloud on the Fermi surface participates in transport. At the
same time, this leads to directed transport, the control of which is the basis of electronics. In
such an intrinsically open configuration, boundary conditions from reservoirs play a crucial
role, and transport is described by the Landauer-Büttiker formula of conductance [Imr02].
Hence, extending the concept of quantum simulation to conduction requires the engineering
of macroscopic reservoirs, an atom battery or capacitor connected to the conductor [Sea07,
Das09, Bru12a].
Outline
 Chapter 2: Basic knowledge about cooling and manipulation of cold atoms is provided.
The experimental apparatus, including a precise description of the two-terminal setup, is introduced and our method to measure the DC conductance of a quantum gas is
presented.
 Chapter 3: The field of mesoscopic physics is introduced and an extensive discussion of
the Landauer formula of conductance applied to cold atoms is given. We present two
experiments with weakly-interacting fermions flowing through a multi-mode channel:
in the first, we directly observe the contact resistance of a ballistic conductor, and in
the second, thermoelectric effects are revealed.
 Chapter 4 deals with the unitary Fermi gas. In the first part, we present our observation
of the drop of resistance associated with the occurrence of superfluidity. In the second
part we present a temperature calibration of the unitary Fermi gas.
 Chapter 5 is devoted to a study of the interplay between disorder and superfluidity.
We present two experiments: one uses a BEC of molecules and the other a unitary
Fermi gas. In both cases transport measurements and in-situ density measurements are
combined to characterize the transition from a superfluid state at low disorder strength
to a poorly conducting state at large disorder strength.
 Chapter 6 presents the observation of quantized conductance when a quantum point
contact (QPC) or quantum wire is imprinted on the 2D channel.
 Chapter 7: The effect of interactions on the particle and spin conductance in a singlemode QPC is measured. In both cases we observe anomalous conductances.
 Chapter 8: The flow of a unitary Fermi gas through the QPC is studied. We observe
non-linear current bias characteristics, which disappear at higher temperature.
 Chapter 9 discusses a series of possible future experiments.

The work presented in this thesis has been carried out together with Jean-Philippe Brantut,
Jakob Meineke, David Stadler, Dominik Husmann, Martin Lebrat, and Tilman Esslinger.
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2 Basics and experimental set-up
In this chapter we introduce the basic concepts of cold atoms experiments and our experimental set-up. The first two sections about cooling and trapping of neutral atoms, and
inter-particle interactions are held general. This facilitates a compact presentation of our
specific experimental cycle to prepare a degenerate Fermi gas in the third section. The creation of the 2D channel and the connected reservoirs is presented in the fourth section. The
fifth section describes the high-resolution projection system developed during this thesis. The
sixth section presents our method to measure the DC conductance of a quantum gas.

2.1. Cooling, trapping, and manipulating neutral atoms
This section deals with the basic techniques to cool, trap, and manipulate neutral atoms
isolated in vacuum. We summarize the basic ideas of laser cooling, atom traps, evaporative
cooling, and introduce one of the key features of cold atoms, the tunability of interactions,
which is achieved via so-called Feshbach resonances. For a thorough introduction to laser
cooling and trapping we refer to [Met99], and for Feshbach resonances to [Chi10].
There are in general two ways by which one can address a sample of neutral atoms in a
gaseous phase isolated in vacuum. The first one is via their electric polarizability and the
second one via their magnetic moment. In the first category one mainly uses AC electric
fields in the form of laser light because by tuning it close to or on resonance with an atomic
transition the coupling to the atoms is much stronger than with DC fields. Further, laser light
is very flexible and can be shaped into almost arbitrary spatial profiles, whereas DC electrodes
are rather static. In the second category one makes use of the magnetic dipole moment of an
atom, which in contrast to an electric dipole moment is present in the majority of atoms in
their ground state, and in particular in all the Alkali atoms due to the uncompensated spin
of the valence electron.

2.1.1. Laser cooling
Laser Cooling was initially proposed in 1975 by Hänsch and Schawlow for neutral atoms
[Hän75], and by Wineland and Dehmelt for ions [Win75], but the experimental development
of the technique started only in the 1980’s with the slowing of an atomic beam [Phi82] and
the demonstration of an optical molasses [Chu85, Dal89] .
We first introduce the elementary ingredient for laser cooling, the radiation force, and then
explain briefly how it can be used to slow down an atomic beam and to cool atoms.
Radiation Force Electro-magnetic radiation can exert a force on matter by the impact of
their photons on the material. Each time a photon is absorbed it transfers its momentum ~kL
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to the material. Often the term ”radiation pressure” is used. E.g. the solar radiation pressure
is used for solar sails that are considered as a new form of spacecraft propulsion. The IKAROS
project of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) successfully demonstrated this
technology in 2010 [JAX10].
We consider the radiation force from monochromatic laser light at frequency ωL on a
two-level atom. It is determined by the average photon scattering rate
Γs = Γρee ,

(2.1)

where Γ = 1/τ (τ : lifetime of the excited state) is the natural linewidth and ρee is the
normalized excited state population. ρee is obtained as the steady state solution of the optical
Bloch equations. The optical Bloch equations are derived from a semi-classical treatment of
the interaction of a two-level atom with a near-resonant laser field, including the electric
dipole approximation and the rotating-wave approximation. In this framework ρee is given
by
(I/Is )/2
ρee =
(2.2)
2
1 + I/Is + 2δ
Γ
with Is = πhcΓ/3λ3 denoting the saturation intensity and δ = ωL − ω0 the detuning of the
laser frequency from the atomic resonance frequency ω0 . Note that even for infinite laser
power (I → ∞) the excited state population saturates at 50%.
The semi-classical radiation force is given by the momentum transfer ~kL times the scattering
rate:
~kL Γ
I/Is
Frad = ~kL Γs =
.
(2.3)
2 1 + I/Is + (2δ/Γ)2
For large saturation, I/Is  1, this results in a maximum force
Fmax =

~kL Γ
.
2

(2.4)

Slowing down of an atomic beam In order to slow down an atom with initial velocity v0 , a
counter-propagating laser beam is tuned to resonance with the atomic transition and exerts
a force on the atom by transferring momentum to it (~kL for a single photon). After the
absorption of a photon and the associated directed momentum transfer, the atom relaxes to
the ground state by spontaneous emission of a photon, thereby losing a recoil momentum
~k0 into a random direction. The momentum transfer due to photon absorption adds up
after many absorption-emission cycles, whereas the momentum lost by spontaneous emission
averages to zero. This results in a net force that can be used to decelerate an atomic beam.
If one wants to continuously slow down an atomic beam, the technique has to be extended
to take into account the Doppler shift of the atoms which changes continuously as they are
decelerated. This is effected by creating a position dependent magnetic field. Its profile is
designed such that the Zeeman shift of the used atomic transition, which has to involve
two states with different magnetic moment, compensates the Doppler shift. The resulting
apparatus is called Zeeman slower and is used in the Lithium experiment to decelerate atoms
from 910 m/s to 60 m/s.
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Doppler cooling and magneto-optical trap (MOT) Besides slowing an atomic beam the
radiation force is also used to cool and trap an atomic cloud. If one wants to cool the gas while
preserving the atom number, kinetic energy of the atoms has to be transfered to the light
field. Such a dissipative process is already achieved in 1D by illuminating the gas with two
counter-propagating, red-detuned laser beams. A brief analysis shows that the resulting force
on slow atoms is proportional to their velocity and can thus be interpreted as a friction force
[Met99]. The achievable temperature is limited by the spontaneous reemission of photons
which subject the atoms to a random walk in momentum space with a step size given by the
recoil momentum. The associated heating rate is balanced by the cooling rate of the friction
force and leads to a steady state minimum temperature
TD =

~Γ
,
2kB

(2.5)

called Doppler temperature, because the cooling is based on the Doppler effect. For Lithium
it amounts to 140 µK. This limit can be beaten by sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms [Dal89]
or by evaporative cooling. Standard sub-Doppler cooling requires that the linewidth of the
cooling transition is small compared to both, the hyperfine splitting of the ground state
and the excited state. The latter is not the case for Lithium and we therefore have to rely
solely on evaporative cooling to reach quantum degeneracy which requires temperature three
orders of magnitude lower than TD . More recently, sub-Doppler cooling for Lithium has been
demonstrated in a gray molasses on the D1 line, achieving a temperature of 60 µK in a 1D
configuration [Gri13].
The described frictional force acts solely in momentum space. In order to trap the atoms,
a directed force in position space is necessary. This is achieved by adding a magnetic field
gradient and circularly polarizing the counter-propagating laser beams, one with σ + - and the
other with σ − . The resulting trap is called magneto-optical trap (MOT). Like in the case of
the Zeeman slower, the magnetic field gradient effects position dependent atomic transition
frequencies. This time, two transition frequencies, driven separately by σ + - and σ − -polarized
light, are needed. Since they scale oppositely with magnetic field one can arrange a situation
where for atoms moving away from the center of the trap it is more likely to absorb a photon
from the counter-propagating beam. Hence, not only is the absolute momentum of the atoms
reduced but also a net force directed towards the position where the transition frequencies
are equal results. For a 3D MOT three mutually perpendicular, counter-propagating pairs of
laser beams are needed. The corresponding magnetic field gradients along the three directions
are formed simultaneously by a quadrupole field produced by two coils in an anti-Helmholtz
configuration. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1a together with a picture of a loaded MOT from
our set-up. The operation of a 3D MOT in combination with a Zeeman slower or 2D MOT
is highly efficient: it cools down a gas from room temperature by ∼ 6 orders of magnitude to
typically a few hundred microkelvin or below, depending on the atomic species.

2.1.2. Trapping and manipulating neutral atoms
Once the atoms are pre-cooled from the MOT phase one has two possibilities to manipulate
their external degree of freedom, i.e. to exert a conservative force on them and thus to create
trapping potentials. The first one uses magnetic field gradients or curvatures to address the
atoms via their magnetic moment, and the second one employs far-detuned light to address
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Figure 2.1.: Magneto-optical trap (MOT). a, Illustration of laser beam arrangements
and magnetic field coils. Each pair of mutually perpendicular laser beams consists of a σ + and σ − polarized arm. Currents I are driven in the coils in opposite directions to create a
quadrupole magnetic field. b, Photograph through one of the windows of the MOT chamber,
where ∼ 109 fluorescing atoms are held in a MOT. Figure taken from [Mül11].

the atoms via their electric polarizability. In the description of our experimental cycle, section
2.3.2, we will see that the final trapping configuration in our experiment is a combination
of both. We briefly review both forces and conclude with a remark on evaporative cooling,
which is accomplished in our case by lowering the depth of the trapping potential.
Potentials created by spatially varying magnetic fields use the Zeeman shift of the energy
of an atom in a magnetic field,
EZ = −µB = −gF mF µB B,

(2.6)

where gF and mF are the Landé g-factor and the magnetic quantum number of the atom
in the hyperfine state F . In the strong magnetic field limit of the Zeeman effect nuclear and
electron magnetic moments decouple and for the ground state of Alkali atoms we have
EZ = −(gS mS + gI mI )µB B,

(2.7)

with ge and gI the g-factor of the electron and the nucleus respectively. For Lithium the high
magnetic field limit is already reached at ∼ 200 Gauss due to the weak coupling of nuclear
and electron spin. Between the two limits the effective g-factor depends on the magnetic field
and can be calculated for Alkali atoms using the Breit-Rabi formula.
A trap requires a local minimum of EZ , which can only be realized for low-field seekers
(states for which ∂EZ /∂B > 0 at a given magnetic field) in the form of a magnetic field
minimum, because a local maximum of the magnetic field, as required for trapping of highfield seekers, is forbidden by Maxwell’s equations [Ket99]. During 20 years of cold atoms
research a large variety of magnetic traps have been devised and built [Ket99, Ket08].
In a similar way the potential energy Udip of an atom exposed to laser light is given by the
potential energy of the induced dipole moment d in the oscillating electric field E,
1
Udip = − hdEi ,
2
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and is therefore often called AC Stark shift. The brackets represent an average over the fast
oscillating electric field. From this formula we can already see that laser frequencies ω reddetuned to an atomic resonance frequency ω0 will produce an attractive potential for the
atoms, whereas blue-detuned frequencies will create a repulsive potential. This is because
the electric dipole moment oscillates in phase with the external field in the first case and out
of phase in the second case. Within a semiclassical model it can be shown that for detunings
∆ = ω−ω0 which are much larger than the hyperfine splitting the force and thus the potential
energy is proportional to the linewidth Γ of the atomic transition and to the intensity I(r)
of the laser light, and inversely proportional to ∆ [Gri00]:


3πc2
Γ
3πc2 Γ
Γ
Udip (r) =
I(r)
'
+
I(r).
(2.9)
2ω03 ω0 − ω ω0 + ω
2ω03 ∆
This formula forms the basis for all optical potentials created for cold atoms. Optical dipole
traps, consisting of a single red-detuned focused laser beam or two beams which cross in their
foci, and optical lattices are certainly the most prominent examples. The approximation made
in the second step holds for not too large detunings ∆  ω0 . Since the associated off-resonant
scattering rate for photons, Γsc , responsible for heating of the gas, is proportional to 1/∆2 ,
3πc2
Γsc (r) =
2~ω03



ω
ω0

3 

Γ
Γ
+
ω0 − ω ω0 + ω

2

3πc2
I(r) '
2~ω03



Γ
∆

2
I(r),

(2.10)

one usually prefers to work with far-detuned laser light at the expense of large optical powers.
Again, the second equal sign hold for ∆  ω0 . In this approximation, a useful formula to
estimate the photon scattering rate in terms of the dipole trap potential is
~Γsc (r) =

Γ
Udip (r).
∆

(2.11)

Evaporative cooling Evaporative cooling is the standard technique which allows to reach
the temperatures required for quantum degeneracy, starting from Doppler or sub-Doppler
temperatures. Its principle consists in a selective removal of atoms in the high energy tail of
the Boltzmann distribution and a subsequent rethermalization of the gas via collisions to a
lower temperature. The effect was first observed in a gas of hydrogen in 1987 [Hes87, Mas88].
To sustain a continuous cooling process, the trap depth U is continuously lowered. This is
called forced evaporation and was first demonstrated also in a magnetic trap of hydrogen
atoms in [Set93].
The cooling rate depends crucially on the collision rate between the atoms because it sets
the speed for the rethermalization rate and thus the recreation of the high-energy tail of the
Boltzmann distribution. In magnetic traps one employs radio-frequency (rf) induced evaporation [Dav95b], which removes atoms by rf-transfer of high-energy atoms to an untrapped
state, keeping the trap depth and thus the trapping frequencies constant. The latter is important because the collision rate scales ∝ ω 3 . In an optical dipole trap forced evaporation is
achieved by lowering the trap depth U , which is usually effected by decreasing the intensity I
of the dipole laser beam exponentially with time. Optical dipole traps have naturally larger
trapping frequencies ω and evaporation is therefore in general more efficient
√ than
√in magnetic
traps. However, ω decreases during the evaporation process because ω ∝ I ∝ U . The efficiency can be further improved by lowering the trap depth with the help of a magnetic field
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gradient, keeping the trapping frequencies almost unchanged [Hun08]. The magnetic field
gradient is typically applied along the vertical direction, superimposed with the potential
gradient arising from gravity. Instead of the square root scaling of the trapping frequencies
with U , one has [Hun08]
ω ∝ U 0.075 .

(2.12)

Applying this technique allows for faster forced evaporation, and may lead to lower temperatures. We apply this technique in our experiment, see section 2.3.2.

2.2. Setting the interactions
Success and perspective of cold atoms are based on the ability to tune the effective interparticle interaction strength almost at will. Due to the diluteness of these systems their
main properties are governed by elastic two-body collisions. In relative coordinates, they
are described by a central potential V (r), which is the sum of a van der Waals potential
∝ −1/r6 and a repulsive potential at short distances ∼ a0 , e.g. ∝ 1/r12 , due to the strongly
repelling electron clouds. This type of combined potential is also referred to as Lennard-Jones
potential. Since the range r0 of the van der Waals potential is much smaller (r0 ∼ 30 a0 for 6 Li
[Chi10]) than the de Broglie or Fermi wavelength λF of cold atoms (λF ∼ 1µm ∼ 20000a0 ),
the colliding atoms do not see the fine details of the potential and their scattering process
can be described by a single parameter, the scattering length a.

2.2.1. Low energy scattering
More formally, the dependence on a single parameter is evident from the solution of the timeindependent scattering problem using relative coordinates[Sak85]: at large distances from the
scattering center, the asymptotic solution ψas of the Schrödinger equation with a finite range
central scattering potential V (r), is the sum of an incident plane wave and an elastically
scattered spherical wave,
eikr
ψas ∝ eikr + f (k0 , k)
,
(2.13)
r
where f (k0 , k) is the scattering amplitude, determining the probability by which an incident
plane wave with wave vector k is scattered into the direction r̂ 0 = k0 /k 0 . Energy conservation
requires k = k 0 . A physical observable is the differential scattering cross section,
dσ
= |f (k0 , k)|2 .
dΩ

(2.14)

Axial symmetry allows for a partial wave expansion of the asymptotic solution (2.13), ψas =
P
l ψas,l . It reveals that for each partial wave, having angular momentum l, the large distance
behavior of the radial wave function is the sum of an in-going and out-going spherical wave.
The only effect of scattering is a phase shift δl for the out-going waves, which is determined
by the coefficient fl of the partial wave expansion of the scattering amplitude via [Sak85]
fl =

12

1
.
k cot(δl ) − ik

(2.15)
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fl can in principle be obtained by matching the asymptotic solution ψas,l to the solution
ψl = ul (r)/r of the radial Schrödinger equation,

~2
∂r2 + k 2 ul (r) = Veff (r)ul (r),
2m
~2 l(l + 1)
,
Veff = V (r) +
2mr2

(2.16)
(2.17)

At low energies, i.e. for k vectors of the particles that fulfill kr0  1, only s-wave scattering
l = 0 is allowed because at such energies particles incident in higher partial waves cannot
2 l(l+1)
overcome the centrifugal barrier ∼ ~ 2mr
necessary to feel the van der Waals potential1 . This
2
0
is the case for cold atoms unless scattering in higher partial waves is resonantly enhanced.
We thus consider δl = 0 for l ≥ 1. Note that s-wave collisions between Fermions are only
allowed for different spin states. The scattering process is then solely characterized by δ0
which depends only on the modulus of the momentum, ~k, due to s-wave symmetry.
For small momenta, a so-called effective range expansion is made for the phase shift,
1 1
k cot(δ0 ) = − + reff k 2 ,
a 2

(2.18)

which defines the scattering length via
1
lim k cot(δ0 ) = − ,
a

k→0

(2.19)

and the effective range reff of the scattering potential, which was originally introduced to
describe neutron-proton scattering experiments [Bet49]. It depends on the true range of the
scattering potential, r0 , and on its depth.
Before we discuss in more detail the implications for the scattering amplitude and cross section we provide a more intuitive understanding of a. Consider the solution of the Schrödinger
equation (2.16) for intermediate distances r0  r  1/k, for which the motion is free and
the kinetic energy term ~k 2 /2m can be neglected2 ,
uim (r) = c(r − a)

r0  r  1/k

(2.20)

with c a constant. We will see in a moment that the ”a” in this equation is indeed the
scattering length a defined by Eqn. (2.19). Eqn. (2.20) can be understood as a boundary
condition for the solution of Eqn. (2.16) for r  r0 ,
uas (r) = Asin(kr + δ),

(2.21)

i.e. at distances r0  r  1/k, value and slope of uas have to be equal to value and slope of
uim . This directly yields
0
u0as (r)
1
! u (r)
= k cot(kr + δ) = im
=
uas (r)
uim (r)
r−a

(2.22)

We can extend the validity range of this equation to r = 0 if we consider that uas and its
derivative u0as do not change if kr  1, and nor does uim and u0im because uim is a linear
1

In this section m denotes the reduced mass which equals half the mass of the colliding atoms if they are
equal. Everywhere else in this thesis m denotes the mass of a single Lithium atom.
2
We drop the subscript l for wave function, phase, scattering amplitude from now on, l=0 is implicit.
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function and has been matched to uas . Hence one can equally well evaluate Eqn. (2.22) at
r=0, which yields Eqn. (2.19). The limit k → 0 is implicit because uas is strictly valid only
for zero kinetic energy.
Hence, a is the intercept with the r axis of a line that coincides with u(r) at distances
r0  r  1/k. For the case of a spherical square well potential of radius R and depth V0 this
is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In this example the wave function is sinusoidal inside and outside
the range of the potential,
(
u1 (r) = c1 sin(k0 r)
for r ≤ R
u(r) =
(2.23)
u2 (r) = c2 sin(kr + δ) for r > R
p
but with different wave vectors, k → 0 and k0 = 2mV0 /~2 . At r = R both solutions have
to be matched. As described above, for R < r  1/k, u2 is approximated by a line, Eqn.
(2.20). For low well depths V0 , a is small and negative because ui has not significantly bent
~2 π 2
yet (Fig. 2.2a). For V0 = 2m
u has made a quarter wavelength and consequently its linear
4R2 i
prolongation never intercepts the r axis, i.e. a → ±∞ (Fig. 2.2b). Importantly this condition
coincides with the presence of a bound state at threshold. Upon further increase of V0 , ui
makes more than a quarter wave turn from r = 0 to r = R and its linear prolongation thus
intercepts the r axis at some positive value (Fig. 2.2c). An expression for a as a function of
k0 is readily obtained from Eqn. (2.22) evaluated at r = R, and reads [Dal99]
a=R−

tan(k0 R)
.
k0

(2.24)

It is plotted in Fig. 2.2d. It demonstrates that for a sufficiently deep attractive potential the
most probable value of a is positive and of the order of the range of the potential, regardless
of how many oscillations the wave function shows inside the well, or equivalently, how many
bound states there are present. This is indeed the case for Alkali atoms [Chi10], where both
a and reff are found to be of the order of r0 at zero magnetic field3 [Ket08].
We return to the physical implications for the scattering amplitude f . It is given by
f=

1
− a1

+

1
2
2 reff k

− ik

,

(2.25)

Let us ignore for the moment reff by considering scattering at sufficiently low k. The total
scattering cross section then reads
(
2
4πa2
for k|a|  1
4πa
σtot = 4π|f |2 =
=
(2.26)
2
2
2
1+k a
4π/k for k|a|  1
and is plotted in Fig. 2.3 as a function of |a| for fixed relative momentum4 k = kF = 1 µm.
The crossover between the two limiting cases of Eqn. (2.26) occurs at |a| ∼ 1/kF . The regime
of divergent |a|, where σtot = 4π/k 2 is called the unitary regime because the scattering does
not depend any more on any physical parameter related to the scattering potential, but solely
3

Considering scattering at finite momentum one can show that for the square well potential reff = R − k22a −
R3
,
3a2

0

which deviates from R only if the well is very shallow or |a| . R [Ket08]
4
The average relative momentum in an isotropic situation is kF , whereas the maximum relative momentum
is 2kF
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Figure 2.2.: Illustration of the scattering length for the case of a spherical well
potential. a-c, Radial wave function u(r) = ψ(r)r (solid black line) for distances r  1/k
for three different well depths. The blue dashed lines are the prolongation of the linear part
of the u(r), valid for R < r  1/k. Their intersection with the r axis gives the scattering
length a. Green solid lines represent the attractive well potential. a, Low well depth, leading
to a negative a. b, Intermediate well depth, supporting a bound state at threshold (green
dashed line), leading to a divergent a. c, Larger well depth, supporting one bound state, a is
positive. d, a/R as a function of k0 R, which parametrizes the well depth. For growing k0 R
the most likely value of the scattering length is a = R (indicated by the green vertical line).
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Figure 2.3.: Total scattering cross section. Total scattering cross section as a function
of |a| for particles with a Fermi wavelength λF = 2π/kF = 1 µm.

on the de Broglie wavelength of the particles. It is the largest cross section that preserves the
probability flux, any larger value would be unphysical. Mapping the result to hard sphere
scattering, the two limits of Eqn. (2.26) correspond to hard spheres with radius R = a or
R = 1/k.

2.2.2. Pseudo-potentials
We have seen in the preceding section that for the description of low energy scattering
the details of the potential V (r) are irrelevant and that the only parameter one needs to
know is a, and reff if necessary. This suggests that a simpler potential can be used in the
Schrödinger equation which reproduces the same scattering amplitude, Eqn. (2.25). The
attractive spherical square well potential considered above is of such kind and is used in
quantum Monte Carlo simulations [Gio08]. An even simpler guess is the δ-potential,
V (r) = gδ(r).

(2.27)

Calculating f (k) in the Born approximation reproduces f = −a if the coupling constant g is
chosen to be
4π~2 a
g=
.
(2.28)
m
Hence, a negative (positive) scattering length means attractive (repulsive) interactions. However, going beyond the Born approximation the δ-potential leads to a divergent integral because its Fourier spectrum does not fall off at large momenta. It can be rescued by introducing
a cut-off momentum ~/R, corresponding to an energy cut-off at ER = ~2 /2mR2 . Provided R
is chosen much smaller than all other relevant distances, g and R can be chosen to produce a
scattering amplitude of the form Eqn. (2.25). This procedure however is not very satisfying
because strictly speaking a 3D δ-potential does not lead to scattering. This can be seen by
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considering the δ-potential as a limit of the square well potential considered above: taking
3
the limit R → 0, V0 → ∞ while keeping 4π
3 R V0 = g constant, one obtains a = 0 [Dal99].
An alternative, more convenient regularization of the contact interactions is obtained by
using the pseudo-potential
V (r) = gδ(r)∂r r·,
(2.29)
With the g from Eqn. (2.28) it leads to the scattering amplitude Eqn. (2.25) with reff = 0. It
is therefore also called zero-range pseudo-potential. The use of (2.29) is equivalent to treating
the motion of particles as free, but imposing on the wavefunction ψ(r) = u(r)/r the boundary
condition Eqn. (2.22) at r=0 [Gio08],
u0 (r)
u(r)

r=0

1
=− ,
a

(2.30)

which is also called Bethe Peierls boundary condition [Bet35].

2.2.3. Feshbach resonance
By means of the spherical well potential we have seen that the most probable value for a is
positive and of the order of r0 . Due to the diluteness of cold gases, ka ∼ kr0  1 would always
be fulfilled and one would never be able to reach the interesting regime of strong interactions
k|a| ∼ 1. A way out are Feshbach resonances which allow to tune a almost arbitrarily from
−∞ to +∞ by simply changing a magnetic field. They were originally introduced in the field
of nuclear physics to describe the resonant scattering of a free nucleon with a target nucleus
[Fes58]. Their first demonstration with cold atoms was in 1998 [Ino98]. The mechanism that
leads to resonantly enhanced scattering is a bound state in a ”closed channel” that has an
energy that equals the total energy of the two colliding particles, the ”open channel”: two
free atoms approach each other, couple to the bound state, spend some time in it, and are
released in a random direction, obeying momentum and energy conservation. The spherical
square well model considered above is a single-channel model, which allows to understand
the resonant enhancement of a. Some Feshbach resonances are indeed very well modeled by
such an effective potential, but to understand the tunability of a with the help of a magnetic
field one has to consider at least two channels.
Open and closed channel refer each to a set of quantum numbers, consisting of the internal
state quantum numbers q1 and q2 of the colliding atoms and the quantum numbers |l, ml i of
the partial wave in which they collide. Since we deal with s-wave collisions the latter can be
dropped. E. g. at zero magnetic field a convenient labeling is
|openi = |q1 , q2 i = |F1 , mF1 ; F2 , mF2 i,

(2.31)

and likewise for |closedi. Here, Fi = Ji +Ii is the total angular momentum of atom i = 1, 2 (Ji :
total electronic angular momentum, Ii : nuclear spin), and mFi the corresponding magnetic
quantum number. Although at large magnetic fields Fi , mFi are not good quantum numbers
any more, this labeling can be kept because the energy levels there are continuously connected
to those at zero magnetic field, making the labeling unambiguous. An energy level diagram
of the states of 6 Li as a function of magnetic field is given in Fig. 2.10b. The channel energy
Eα = E(q1 ) + E(q2 ) is the sum of the internal energies of the separated atoms. Suppose two
atoms prepared in channel α with a relative kinetic energy Ek . A channel β is termed open if
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B

Figure 2.4.: Feshbach resonance. a, Atoms incident in an open channel couple to a
bound state of the closed channel. b, Scattering length and binding energy of Feshbach
molecules as a function of magnetic field. In this representation, the open channel is a triplet
channel and can be tuned with respect to the closed singlet channel.

Eβ ≤ Eα + Ek and closed otherwise. After the collision the separated atoms can only reside
in an open channel because the closed channel is energetically forbidden for large distances
between the particles. Therefore the closed channel is usually labeled in terms of its molecular
bound states and not with the quantum numbers of the hypothetically separated atoms.
For Alkali atoms, the open channel is usually a triplet channel and the closed channel
a singlet channel, see Fig. 2.4 for an illustration. Triplet and singlet refers to the relative
orientation of the electronic spins of the colliding atoms. For Fermions, the triplet potential
is shallower than the singlet potential because of Pauli repulsion of the valence electrons. For
6 Li take e.g. the |1i and |2i states at some magnetic field in the Paschen-Back regime as the
open triplet channel |1i|2i. The effective spin-spin interaction that couples singlet and triplet
channel is realized by the hyperfine interaction. At finite magnetic field, it admixes a bit of
state |5i to state |1i and a bit of |4i to |2i. Hence the singlet channel has contributions from
the single-particle states |1i|4i and |2i|5i. In general also direct spin-spin interactions have
to be considered.
Since singlet and triplet channel have different magnetic moments they can be tuned with
respect to each other by a magnetic field. In the vicinity of the resonance the dependence of
the scattering length on magnetic field is modeled by


∆B
a(B) = abg 1 −
,
(2.32)
B − B0
with abg the background scattering length, B0 the position5 of the resonance and ∆B the
magnetic field width of the resonance. A plot of the broad resonances in 6 Li for the three possible spin mixtures can be found in Fig. 2.11. Table 2.1 summarizes the parameters B0 , ∆B, abg
measured in [Zür13]. In this thesis we use the resonances of the |1i-|2i and |1i-|3i mixture.
5

The position of the resonance is slightly shifted with respect to the magnetic field value where the uncoupled
molecular state crosses the continuum. The reason is a ”dressing” of the molecular state with the continuum
states and vice versa, which leads to an avoided crossing.
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Quantity
B0 (Gauss)
∆B (Gauss)
abg (a0 )

|1i − |2i
832.2
262
-1582

|1i − |3i
689.7
167
1770

|2i − |3i
809.8
200
1642

Description
resonance position
resonance width
background scattering length

Table 2.1.: Parameters for the broad Feshbach resonace in 6 Li for the three possible spin
mixtures. Data measured in [Zür13].

Feshbach resonances are in general categorized into broad and narrow resonances. The
term originally referred to the width ∆B of the resonance. The definition has been refined
and nowadays the term broad is used for resonances where the admixture of the molecular
state to the continuum scattering states is small, whereas the term narrow is used if the
admixture is significant. Equivalently, broad resonances are characterized by a large coupling
strength , E0  EF , between continuum and molecular state, while for narrow resonances,
E0 . EF , where E0 is an energy scale associated to the coupling strength [Ket08]. The width
√
∆B is indeed proportional to E0 , but depends also on the background scattering length and
the difference in magnetic moment between open and closed channel. Further, a two-channel
model with two coupled spherical
square well potentials shows that reff is the length scale
q
2

2~
associated with E0 , reff = − mE
[Ket08].
0
Hence, broad resonances are preferable for various reasons. First, since reff → 0 or equivalently E0  EF , this length or energy scale drops out and one is left with a universal regime,
which is characterized by the single parameter 1/kF a, the ratio of the only remaining length
scales. At low temperatures this regime is an ideal realization of the BEC-BCS crossover
addressed in the next section. Further, since reff → 0 they allow for a simple theoretical
description with a single channel model, like the zero-range pseudo potential Eqn. (2.29).
Second, they allow for an easy experimental control without the need for a precise magnetic
field stabilization. Third, since the admixture of the molecular state is small, the gas is stable
and long-lived around resonance (> 1 min for 6 Li and 100 ms for 40 K). This is only true
for Fermions, where the Pauli principle suppresses three-body collisions [Pet04]. For bosons
the lifetime of the gas at resonance is strongly reduced [Ste99, Rob00, Rem13]: three-body
collisions allow for the relaxation of the highly excited singlet bound state into the deep van
der Waals potential releasing a large energy of at least the level spacing in the van der Waals
potential, which is usually several GHz between the highest lying states.
We remark that the extremely broad Feshbach resonance of 6 Li is very special [Ket08]. It
arises due to a nearly bound state in the triplet potential which, besides leading to a large
negative abg , modifies the continuum states in a way which increases their coupling to the
molecular state. It makes 6 Li particularly suited to study the BEC-BCS crossover.

2.2.4. The BEC-BCS crossover
A BEC and a BCS-type superfluid are in general very distinct phases of matter. It is a priori
not clear how a transition between a BEC of molecules, producible on the side of the Feshbach
resonance where the bound state lies below the continuum (a > 0) (see below), and a BCS
superfluid on the other side of the resonance where interactions are attractive (a < 0) should
look like. The first is composed of bosons that macroscopically occupy the lowest energy state.
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Weak repulsive interactions are necessary for the system to show superfluidity. Conversely,
BCS superfluidity is a many-body effect and is based on weak attractive interactions that
lead to the formation of Cooper pairs at the Fermi surface, which condense in a macroscopic
wave function. However, it turns out that the BCS and BEC ground state wave functions are
equivalent [Eag69]. This has the important consequence that the BCS regime connects via a
smooth crossover to the BEC regime. This was first shown for zero temperature in [Eag69,
Leg80] by extending the standard BCS mean-field theory to the BEC BCS crossover, and
in [Noz85] for finite temperature. On tuning a from large negative to large positive values,
Cooper pairs much larger than the inter-particle spacing turn smoothly into tightly bound
molecules of a size much smaller than the inter-molecule spacing.
The crossover proceeds via an intermediate regime of a strongly interacting superfluid, in
which the pair size is comparable to the inter-particle spacing. Since the strongly correlated
high-Tc superconductors also have a coherence length comparable to the average distance
between electrons, the study of the BEC-BCS crossover with cold gases gained significant
interest. As mentioned above it can be realized with 6 Li in an ideal way by tuning a magnetic
field across the broad Feshbach resonance. The experimental proof that at low temperature
the gas is superfluid along the crossover was provided by the observation of vortex lattices
after rotation of the gas [Zwi05], analogous to vortex lattices in superconductors in the
presence of a magnetic field.
In the following we briefly describe the three limiting regimes, the BCS limit 1/kF a → −∞,
the BEC
p limit, 1/kF a → +∞, and the unitary limit 1/kF a = 0. Here, the Fermi wavevector
kF = 2mEF /~2 is defined with respect to the Fermi energy
uniform gas:
trapped gas:

~2 (6π 2 n)2/3
,
2m
EF = kB TF = ~ω̄(6N )1/3 ,
EF = kB TF =

(2.33)
(2.34)

in a uniform gas or harmonically trapped gas respectively. Note that the quantities (2.33) and
(2.34) coincide only for a non-interacting gas because interactions affect the density n which
determines Eqn. (2.33). In the remaining chapters of this thesis (except for the following
discussion of the three limiting regimes), stated values of EF , TF , 1/kF a are always meant to
be the interaction-independent quantities associated to Eqn. (2.34) unless stated differently.
√
They are evaluated easily from the geometric mean of the trapping frequencies ω̄ = ωx ωy ωz
and the atom number N of a single spin component. Detailed descriptions of the BEC-BCS
crossover and references can be found in [Zwe12, Ket08, Gio08]. As a summary we present
in Fig. 2.5 the finite temperature phase diagram of the BEC-BCS crossover.
BCS limit The BCS regime is characterized by weak attractive interactions, 1/kF a → −∞,
which at low temperature lead to the formation of a BCS superfluid. The chemical potential
is approximately the Fermi energy,
µ ' EF
(2.35)
because only a small fraction of the gas ∼ Tc /TF participates in the pairing. The transition
temperature is exponentially small in the interaction parameter 1/kF a:


π
Tc = 0.28 exp
.
(2.36)
2kF a
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Figure 2.5.: Phase diagram of the BEC-BCS crossover. Below a critical temperature
Tc , which is approximately constant on the BEC side and exponentially suppressed on the
BCS side, a BEC of molecules or a BCS-type superfluid forms on the BEC side or the BCS
side of the resonance respectively. Above Tc the molecules remain bound because they are
a result of a true two-body bound state with a binding energy per particle that equals the
Fermi energy at 1/kF a = 1. Contrarily, on the BCS side, the Cooper pairs are broken above
Tc and one has a weakly interacting Fermi gas. In the intermediate regime pairs have both,
fermionic and bosonic character. The resonant regime 1/kF a = 0 is called the unitary limit.
T ∗ marks the temperature below which pairs and hence the gap ∆ start to form. In the far
BCS regime T ∗ = Tc , and on the BEC side T ∗  Tc . In the strongly interacting regime,
−1 . 1/kF a . 1 the particular phase where pairs are present without being condensed,
Tc < T < T ∗ is not fully understood, and whether it is a pseudogap phase as found in highTc superconductors or a Fermi liquid phase is still subject of current research. The curve
Tc /TF is extracted from [Hau07] and T ∗ /TF from [Ket08]. Axes represent the quantities of
the uniform gas

This result for the uniform gas contains the Gorkov Melik-Barkhudarov correction, which
is the leading-order correction to the standard BCS result in an expansion in the small
parameter kF |a|  1 [Pet02]. Its effect is a reduction of both Tc and the superfluid gap ∆ by
a factor of 0.61/0.28 ≈ 2.2. The superfluid gap at zero temperature is given by


π
.
(2.37)
∆ = 1.76 kB Tc = 0.49 exp
2kF a
With state of the art temperatures in ultracold Fermi gases of T ∼ 0.1 TF it is at present
impossible to produce a weakly interacting BCS superfluid because of the exponentially
suppressed Tc . When talking about BCS superfluidity in the context of experimental cold
atoms, one usually refers to a regime 1/kF a ∼ −1, which is strongly interacting compared to
solid state BCS superconductors.
BEC limit Bosonic molecules consisting of two fermions can be formed by preparing and
cooling the gas on the BCS side of the Feshbach resonance, 1/kF a < 0 and then ramping
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the magnetic field adiabatically to the BEC side [Reg03, Gre03], 1/kF a > 0. This populates
the molecular bound state responsible for the Feshbach resonance via coherent two-body
processes [Mie00]. The formed molecules are therefore also called Feshbach molecules. Alternatively, evaporative cooling can be performed directly on the BEC side, where three-body
recombinations automatically lead to a BEC of Feshbach molecules at low temperatures
[Joc03, Zwi03]. The binding energy (per pair) is directly related to the scattering length and
is given by the Wigner formula [Sak85]
Eb = −

~2
,
ma2

(2.38)

with m the mass of a single fermion. The formula can be understood by noting that the wave
function corresponding to Eqn. (2.20), ψ = c(r − a)/r looks for a  r like the wave function
of a bound state, ψB = exp(−r/a)/r extending over a size a. Since it involves momenta
∼ ~/a it requires an energy 2 × (~/a)2 /2m = Eb to dissociate it. The molecules are stable as
long as they are much larger than the range of the van der Waals potential, a  r0 , which
guarantees that their wave functions have negligible overlap with the deeply bound states.
More precisely the relaxation rate into the deep van der Waals potential is ∝ (r0 /a)2.55
for dimer-dimer scattering [Pet04]. Practically we observe losses to become significant for
a . 3000a0 , which means that molecular BECs of Li2 are always strongly interacting and
that the limit 1/kF a → +∞ is never reached.
The scattering length between Feshbach molecules, called dimer-dimer scattering length,
is [Pet05]
add = 0.6 a.
(2.39)
Hence, the chemical potential6 in the mean-field approximation is
uniform gas:
trapped gas:

4π~2 add nd
,
md


~ω̄ 15Nd ad 2/5
µ=
,
2
aho,d
µ=

(2.40)
(2.41)

with nd the dimer density (equal to the density n of a single spin component in our convention)
and md = 2m the dimer mass. The second
formula holds for a harmonic trap in the Thomas
p
Fermi approximation, with aho,d = ~/md ω̄ the harmonic oscillator length, and Nd the
number of dimers (equal to the atom number N of a single spin component in our convention).
As in a standard BEC the excitations are given by the Bogoliubov gapless spectrum. The
transition temperature Tc for condensation is fairly large [Gio08],
uniform gas:

Tc = 0.22 TF ,

(2.42)

trapped gas:

Tc = 0.52 TF .

(2.43)

Unitary limit The so-called unitary limit is reached at the center of the Feshbach resonance.
Since 1/a → 0, the only remaining length scale in a uniform unitary Fermi gas is the interparticle distance 1/kF , which sets a limit to the scattering cross section, Eqn. (2.26). The
6

To avoid negative chemical potentials we define the chemical potential as µ = µ̃ − Eb /2, where µ̃ is the
chemical potential that should be used for comparison with other regimes of the crossover
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only other physical systems that fall in this large scattering length limit are the crust of
neutron stars and the quark-gluon plasma [Hei01]. An ultracold unitary Fermi gas realizes
the unusual situation of a strongly interacting dilute gas. Dimensionless analysis tells us that
its thermodynamics is universal in a sense that the thermodynamic functions, like pressure,
energy, entropy, are given by the ones of the non-interacting Fermi gas at T = 0, multiplied
by universal functions that depend only on a single dimensionless parameter q = βµ, with
β = 1/kB T [Ho04]. Quantitative expressions are given in chapter 4.3. At zero temperature,
those functions become constants. The Bertsch parameter, ξ = 0.370(5) [Zür13] is such a
constant, indicating the chemical potential in units of the Fermi energy,
uniform gas:
trapped gas:

µ = ξEF ,
p
µ = ξEF .

(2.44)
(2.45)

Since ξ < 1 this shows that the interactions are effectively attractive. Due to the large
interactions the superfluid transition temperature Tc /TF is very large, reaching a fraction of
the Fermi temperature,
uniform gas:

Tc = 0.17(1) TF [Ku12],

(2.46)

trapped gas:

Tc = 0.22(1) TF ,

(2.47)

which is even large compared to high-Tc superconductors, which typically have Tc /TF ' 0.01.
The corresponding superfluid gap is equally large
uniform gas:

∆ = 0.44 EF [Sch08a],

(2.48)

trapped gas:

∆ = 0.59 EF

(2.49)

in agreement with quantum Monte Carlo simulations [Car08].

2.3. Preparation of an ultracold Fermi gas
In this section we describe the preparation process of a quantum degenerate Fermi gas of
∼ 105 6 Li atoms at a temperature T ' 0.1 TF . This is achieved by all-optical means in
a time of ∼ 20 s. Experimental details of the set-up are only mentioned if necessary since
an exhaustive description of the entire apparatus, including laser system, vacuum system,
magnetic field coils, microscope set-up, etc., has been presented in [Zim10, Mül11].

2.3.1. The experimental apparatus
Similar to most existing cold atoms experiments our apparatus is set up in a temperature
stabilized laboratory on vibration-isolated optical tables. It can be divided into two parts:
 A first optical table containing the majority of the laser system necessary to cool, trap,
manipulate, and image the atoms. It consists of various solid state lasers and diode
lasers. Among the latter a few are home-built [Ric95]. Lasers which are involved in the
cooling or imaging process have to be frequency stabilized, whereas far off-resonant
lasers used for the creation of trapping potentials or other kind of potential landscapes
need not to be actively stabilized. The stabilization is done by defining a reference laser
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frequency and offset-locking all other laser onto it with the required detuning [Sch99].
The reference laser itself is absolutely locked on the crossover spectroscopic signal of
the 6 Li D2 line, using Doppler-free frequency modulation spectroscopy [Bjo83]. The
power in a laser beam is regulated with the help of an acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
that is operated in a feedback loop with a photo-diode as a sensing element. Most of
the electronics is analog. The laser light prepared on this table is coupled in optical
fibers which are guided to the science table (next item), where the actual experiments
are carried out.
 A second optical table (”science” table) on which a stainless steel ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) chamber surrounded by various coils and optics is mounted. In this chamber the
cold gas is produced and transferred to a connected octagonal glass cell (see Fig. 2.6),
which provides the necessary high optical access for imaging of the atomic distribution
on a CCD camera. An isometric view of the chamber with the main components labeled
is given in Fig. 2.7. In the main chamber a pressure of ∼ 10−12 mbar is maintained
using ion getter pumps. This is necessary to sufficiently shield the cooled gas from
collisions with background gas at room temperature, which in general heats the cooled
gas and limits its lifetime. In the oven section the background pressure is ∼ 10−9 mbar
due to the oven itself which is operated at ∼ 400°C to generate a high flux atomic
beam. Both chambers are connected with a differential pumping section. Various coils
produce homogeneous and gradient magnetic fields with strengths up to 1000 Gauss.
An isometric view of all coils around the MOT chamber and the glass cell is shown
in Fig. 2.8 Usually a power supply drives the current in several coils if they are not
operated in parallel. Switching between the different coils is accomplished with a a
home-built electronic circuit using high-power transistors (IGBT). Other parts of the
”science” table are described in more detail in the description of the experimental cycle.

The entire experiment is controlled from four personal computers which are configured in a
client-server architecture.

2.3.2. The experimental cycle
In cold atoms experiments cold samples are prepared in a cyclic manner because first the
detection is destructive in most cases, and second the gas heats up steadily during the experiment due to off-resonant heating from the dipole trap or collisions with background gas,
which could only be compensated by more involved cooling techniques not involving atom
losses [Ker00]. In our experiment a degenerate Fermi gas is produced every ∼ 25 s. The experiment has to be built with an emphasis on stability and reliability in order to be able to
continuously produce almost identical samples with atom number and temperature fluctuations on the few per cent level. This is of vital importance because in the end measurements
with different parameter sets carried out each on a physically different sample, are compared.
In the following we describe the cycle following the outline given in Fig. 2.9.
MOT loading
The MOT is loaded during 7 s from a decelerated atomic beam, reaching temperatures of
about 200 µK. The MOT beams are derived from a commercial diode laser seeded tapered
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Figure 2.6.: Octagonal glass cell. Picture of the octagonal glass cell when the surrounding magnetic field coils had not been mounted yet. It is attached via a CF40 flange to
the MOT stainless steel chamber. The octagonal shape provides optical access from various
directions. The cell is flat in order to bring two high-NA microscope objectives (not shown)
as close as possible to the atomic cloud.

glass cell

main chamber

ion pump
Zeeman
slower window CF40 gate valve

Feshbach coil
around glass cell

Zeeman slower

microscope
objectives

oven chamber

MOT coils

oven

Figure 2.7.: The experimental apparatus. Isometric view on the experiment mounted
on the ”science” optical table. Core parts are labeled. A precise description, including technical specifications of the components, can be found in [Zim10, Mül11]. Figure taken from
[Mül11].
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auxiliary coils:

offset coils

jump coil

levitation coil

cloverleaf coil
z
x

main coils: MOT
coils

Feshbach coil (FB1)
around main chamber

y

Feshbach coils (FB2) Helmholtz
around glass cell
coils (HH)

Figure 2.8.: Magnetic field coils. Magnetic field coils around the MOT chamber and
glass cell (both not shown). Various coils are used to produce homogeneous magnetic fields
or magnetic field gradients at the position of the MOT (arrangement of coils to the left) or
at the final position of the atoms in the glass cell (arrangement of coils to the right). Figure
taken from [Mül11].

amplifier system (Toptica, TA 100) with a nominal output power of 500 mW at 671 nm. The
power is symmetrically split between the overlapped cooling and repumper beams. Both
are necessary because the transitions from the ground state hyperfine states F = 1/2 or
F = 3/2 to the unresolved hyperfine states of the excited state of the D2 line are not closed.
A corresponding energy level diagram is drawn in Fig. 2.10a.
The atom source consists of a few gram of 95% enriched 6 Li, filled in a reflux oven heated
to ∼ 400°C, which increases the otherwise low vapor pressure of Lithium to ∼ 5 × 10−5 . Care
has to be taken in the oven design since Lithium melts at around 180°C. An atomic beam of
diameter ∼ 3 mm is generated by the combination of an oven nozzle and three subsequent
apertures. The mean velocity of the emitted particles is 1000 m/s, which is reduced during
the Zeeman slower stage to 60 m/s, corresponding to the capture velocity of the MOT.
After loading of the MOT, it is compressed by changing the detuning of the cooling and
repump lasers from 6.5Γ to 2.0Γ in 10 ms, while reducing the power in the beams accordingly.
This reduces the volume of the MOT, increasing the matching and thus the transfer rate to
the resonator dipole trap. The repumper beam is switched off 6 ms before the cooling beam
in order to optically pump all the atoms into the F = 1/2 hyperfine state, preventing atom
losses in the dipole trap due to spin changing collisions between the F = 1/2 and F = 3/2
states.
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Figure 2.9.: Preparation of a degenerate Fermi gas. a, Loading of the MOT from
a Zeeman slower. b, Transfer to and evaporation in the resonator dipole trap, subsequent
transfer to running wave dipole trap (I) c, Optical transport by translation of the focus of
dipole trap (I), RF equilibration of state |1i and |2i, subsequent RF Landau-Zener transfer
of |2i to |3i. d, Transfer of the atoms from dipole trap (I) to the large waist dipole trap
(II). The procedure goes along with evaporation. e, Final evaporation using a magnetic field
gradient.
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Figure 2.10.: Energy level diagrams for 6Li . a, Hyperfine energy levels at zero magnetic field. Shown are the ground state and the
fine-split excited state (Lithium D-line). Cooling and repumping light for the operation of the MOT is red-detuned with respect to the
D2-line, the hyperfine levels of which are not resolved because the linewidth of the transition, Γ ∼ 2π × 6 MHz, is larger than the hyperfine
splitting of 4.4 MHz. b, Hyperfine energy levels as a function of magnetic field B. mF , mJ , mI denote the magnetic quantum number of
the total angular momentum (electron plus nucleus), of the total electronic angular momentum, and of the nuclear spin, respectively. For
B & 100 G the magnetic field dependence of the levels is determined by mJ . Figures adapted from [Mül11] and [Sta10].
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Resonator dipole trap
An all optical production [Gra02] of a degenerate Fermi gas, i.e. without the usage of a
magnetic trap, is favorable because first, evaporative cooling in a dipole trap is faster allowing
for a shorter cycle time, and second, there is no need for sympathetic cooling with a second,
usually bosonic atomic species [Sch01, Had02] because a dipole trap traps atoms irrespective
of their magnetic moment. Their disadvantage is that at reasonably off-resonant wavelengths,
& 1.0 µm for Lithium, large optical powers, & 100 W are needed to achieve trap depths
comparable to those of magnetic traps. A simple approach is thus to use high-power industrial
lasers, e.g. a CO2 , with the disadvantage of typical high-power issues such as thermal lensing,
the need of special optics, and laser safety concerns.
A complementary approach, followed in our experiment, is to place a high-finesse optical
resonator inside the vacuum, which resonantly enhances the incident optical power. In our
case, the enhancement factor is 1580, corresponding to a finesse of 10200. With a beam
waist of ∼ 550 µm at the position of the MOT, an incident power of 600 mW is sufficient to
produce a trap depth of ∼ 500 µK, comparable to the final temperature in the compressed
MOT. The incident laser light is derived from an ultra-stable, diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser
(InnoLight, Mephisto 2000) with a nominal output power of 2 W at 1064 nm. A disadvantage
of this approach is the complex locking and re-locking scheme required to keep the laser light
resonant with the high-finesse resonator and to re-lock it after every experimental cycle.
The resonator dipole trap is already turned on during the loading phase of the MOT. After
the compression phase of the MOT ∼ 108 atoms have been transferred to ∼ 6000 potential
wells of the standing wave, each having a trapping frequencies of ∼ 75 Hz along the transverse
direction and of 1.1 MHz along the axis of the resonator. A homogeneous magnetic field is
then linearly ramped to a final value of 300 Gauss, where the scattering length between the
states |1i and |2i, which are continuously connected to the |F = 1/2, mF = ±1/2i states (see
Fig. 2.10b, has with −300 a0 its largest negative value on the low magnetic field side of the
Feshbach resonance. This allows for a comparatively efficient evaporation when exponentially
decreasing the optical power in the resonator trap within 3 s to 20% of its initial value.

Running wave dipole trap (I) and transfer to glass cell
For the final experiments the atoms have to be transported from the MOT chamber to the
glass cell (see Fig. 2.6) over a distance of 0.27 m. For this purpose the atoms are transferred
to a standard (running-wave) dipole trap, formed by a tightly focused laser beam with a
waist of 22(1) µm, a wavelength of 1064 nm, and a power of 2 W, which creates a maximum
depth of the trap of 160 µK. It is derived from a fiber amplifier (NuFern NuAmp 10W) and
focused with an achromatic lens with a focal length of 1000 mm mounted on an air bearing
translation stage (Aerotech Inc., Model AERABL20030-M-10-NC).
During the evaporation in the resonator trap, the dipole trap is already switched on at its
maximum power to guarantee a maximum transfer rate. We estimate that ∼ 5 × 106 atoms
are transferred. The transport to the glass cell is effected by moving the focus of the dipole
trap beam with the help of the translation stage over the required distance within 0.5 s.
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The |1i − |3i mixture
In contrast to our early experiments, where we used |1i − |2i spin mixtures, the experiments
presented in chapter 6, 7, 8 are conducted with a |1i − |3i spin mixture. The latter has two
main advantages over the |1i − |2i mixture:
(i) on the low magnetic field side of the Feshbach resonance the largest negative scattering
length for the |1i − |3i mixture is a13 ' −890 a0 , whereas for the |1i − |2i mixture it
is a12 ' −300 a0 , see Fig. 2.11b. This entails a more efficient evaporation for the first
case. In our set-up the effect on the final temperature is significant, with the |1i − |3i
mixture reaching temperatures of 0.1 TF , whereas the |1i − |2i mixture reaches 0.2 TF .

(ii) the Feshbach resonance occurs at a lower magnetic field of 689 G, compared to 832 Gauss
for the |1i − |2i mixture. This has the important consequence that the BCS regime can
also be reached at a lower field, see Fig. 2.11a. In our experiment for various technical
reasons we do not want to exceed a current of ∼ 110 A, corresponding to a maximum
magnetic field of 947 Gauss. At this value a13 = −2650 G is a factor of two smaller than
a12 = −5190, which makes a difference e.g. for the measurements presented in chapter
7.
An equilibrated |1i − |3i mixture is prepared the following: the optical pumping at the end
of the MOT phase should in principle provide an incoherent balanced mixture of the two
magnetic sub-levels of the F = 1/2 ground state. Practically, a small spin polarization is
unavoidable due to asymmetries in the quadrupole magnetic field and the relative position of
the cloud to it. We therefore apply multiple incomplete Landau-Zener transfers between the
|1i and |2i state by irradiating a RF frequency centered at a frequency f = 72.7 MHz from
an impedance-matched antenna mounted close to the glass cell. The RF is applied during
300 ms with a frequency modulation fmod = 40 Hz, which is large enough to drive incomplete
transitions and slow enough for the atoms to decohere, which typically takes place over an
axial trapping period. The frequency deviation is ∆f = ±125 kHz, which is large compared
to the power-broadened linewidth and chosen such that the equilibration is robust against
long-term magnetic field drifts.
Next, all the atoms from the |2i state are transferred to the |3i state using an adiabatic,
complete Landau-Zener sweep. This is done by irradiating a RF frequency at 93.4 MHz from
a second impedance-matched antenna, also mounted close to the glass cell, while linearly
increasing the magnetic field in 200 ms from 242 Gauss to 276 Gauss.
Having a |1i − |3i mixture, the magnetic field is ramped to 302 G, where a13 = −890 G.
Evaporative cooling is enforced by decreasing the power in the dipole trap in 1-2 s in an
exponential manner from 2 W to 20 mW. During the evaporation, the large waist dipole trap
(see next point) is already switched on to guarantee a smooth transfer. At this point the
atom number has been reduced to ∼ 5 × 105 and a degenerate Fermi gas with a temperature
of . 0.4TF has been produced. Alternatively, for the preparation of a strongly interacting
Fermi gas, the evaporation can be performed directly on resonance at B = 689 G.
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a

b

Figure 2.11.: Feshbach resonances between each pair of the |1i, |2i, |3i states of
6
Li. a, Scattering length as a function of magnetic field. b, Zoom of a, onto the low magnetic
field region to the left of the resonances.

Large waist dipole trap (II)
For the final experiments we transfer the atoms to a dipole trap (II) with a significantly
larger waist of w = 70(2) µm. This has two advantages: first, the harmonic approximation of
the Gaussian trapping potential along the transverse direction,



 2

x + z2
x2 + z 2
U (x, z) = U0 1 − exp −
≈ U0 1 +
(2.50)
2w2
2w2
is much better fulfilled. This allows to reliably fit the temperature on time-of-flight (TOF)
density images because the expression for the density distribution after TOF from a harmonic
trap obeys a simple scaling transformation (see Eqn. 4.34 in chapter 4). Second, the transverse
trapping frequencies are lower, leading to a lower Fermi temperature TF and thus at constant
T /TF to a lower absolute temperature, which is important for the experiments presented in
chapter 6-8.
As already mentioned above the transfer from dipole trap (I) goes along with evaporative
cooling in dipole trap (I) in the presence of the large waist dipole trap. After that process
the power of dipole trap (I) is ramped linearly to zero in 200 ms.
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A final stage of evaporative cooling using a magnetic field gradient along the z direction
is employed to reach deeper degeneracy. The magnetic field gradient is produced by a combination of the jump coils and the levitation coils, see Fig. 2.8. It is increased linearly in 2 s
to its final value and back to zero in 0.3 s. This results in a quantum degenerate Fermi gas
of ∼ 105 atoms at a temperature of 0.1 TF for both weak or strong interactions.
During this final stage of evaporative cooling, all additional laser beams for the creation of
more involved trapping potentials at the center of the cloud, i.e the 2D confinement, possible
gate potentials or any projected arbitrary potential, are already switched on. This ensures
that no additional heating is introduced when switching on these potentials.
Hybrid optical-magnetic trap
Importantly, the final trapping potential, illustrated in Fig. 2.12, is only along its radial
directions given by the dipole trap ((I) or (II)). Along the experimental y axis the confinement
is produced by the magnetic field curvature of the Feshbach coils, which are deliberately
mounted in a configuration where the distance between the two coils is larger than in the
Helmholtz configuration. This axial magnetic confinement7 is necessary because the dipole
trap is only weakly confining along its propagation direction. E.g. for dipole trap (I) at 20 mW
the trapping frequencies are (ωx , ωy , ωz ) = 2π × (682, 7.4, 682) Hz and for dipole trap (II) at
150 mW we have (ωx , ωy , ωz ) = 2π × (194, 1.5, 157) Hz. The Feshbach magnetic field in the
z=0 plane is given by [Zim10]
BFB (x, y, z = 0) = B0 IFB +

1 00
B IFB (x2 + y 2 ),
2

(2.51)

with I the current driven through the Feshbach coils, B0 = 8.629 G/A and the magnetic field
curvature B 00 = 0.4145 G/(cm2 A). Hence, in the high-field regime (B & 150 G), where the
magnetic moment along the field direction is µz ' µB for all three states |1i, |2i, |3i, ωy is
given by
p
ωy = B 00 IFB µB /m,
(2.52)
which agrees within 1% with the measured value
p
ωy = 2π × 3.16(6) IFB [A].

(2.53)

Typical axial trapping frequencies are thus 2π × 25 Hz in the weakly interacting regime
(around the zero crossing of the scattering length) and 2π × 30 Hz in the strongly interacting
regime (around the Feshbach resonance). Since the aspect ratio of the cloud, defined as the
ratio of Fermi radii,
RF,y
ω⊥
=
(2.54)
RF,⊥
ωy
√
is set by the ratio of the transverse trapping frequency ω⊥ ' ωx ωz to the axial one,
the atomic cloud is elongated, as depicted in 2.12. In section 2.4 we will see that this is
ideally suited for converting the cigar-shaped cloud in a two-terminal set-up for conductance
measurements.
7

The same magnetic confinement is also present along the x direction, and a twice as strong anti-confinement
along the z direction due to Maxwell’s equations. Both are however negligible with respect to the confinement produced by the dipole trap.
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Atomic cloud

Magnetic
confinement

x

z

y
Dipole trap
Figure 2.12.: Final trapping configuration. The dipole trap (red focused laser beam)
creates the radial confinement, whereas the axial confinement (y direction) is created by the
curvature of the Feshbach magnetic field. Figure taken from [Sta10].

Summary
Starting from the MOT, three evaporative cooling stages in three different dipole traps,
have reduced the atom number by four to five orders of magnitude and the temperature
by more than three orders of magnitude, resulting in a quantum degenerate Fermi gas at a
temperature T ' 0.1TF .

2.3.3. Imaging of the atomic cloud
Almost all diagnostic techniques applied in cold atoms research are based on optical probing.
In its most simple form a resonant laser beam is passed through the cloud and directed on
a photo diode. From the amount of absorption it encounters one can infer the density of the
sample. In most cases, spatial resolution is obtained by building an imaging system with the
position of the cloud defining the object plane. In the image plane a CCD camera is placed
to register the photon signal. Since this is in most cases the only way to retrieve information
about the system, a large variety of imaging techniques has been developed [Ket99], but
the most important ones remain absorption and fluorescence imaging. Most of the imaging
techniques are destructive. Examples of probes that are not based on an optical imaging
system are the photon signal leaking from a high-finesse cavity containing a BEC [Bre07],
a microchannel plate detector for meta-stable Helium atoms [Sch05a], or an ion detector in
the case of a scanning electron microscope [Ger08].
In our experiment we have two imaging systems in place, a standard one with a field
of view extending over the full cloud, and a high-resolution imaging system, with a field
of view restricted to the center of the cloud, see Fig. 2.13. Both are used for absorption
imaging. During imaging the magnetic field is always large enough to be in the PaschenBack regime, which allows us to use the closed transitions from the ground states 2S1/2
|mJ = −1/2, mI = −1, 0, 1i to the excited states 2P3/2 |mJ = −3/2, mI = −1, 0, 1i for the
detection of states |1i, |2i, |3i respectively, see Fig. 2.10b.
Consider that the imaging light propagates along the z axis. The decrease of the intensity
of the imaging light I(x, y, z) during its passage through the gas is given by the Lambert-Beer
law,
∂I(x, y, z)
= −σ(I)n(x, y, z)I(x, y, z),
(2.55)
∂z
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with n(x, y, z) the 3D density of the cloud and the atomic cross section for resonant light
scattering
σ0
σ(I) =
(2.56)
1 + I/Isat
which is a result of the optical Bloch equations. It contains the bare atomic scattering cross
section
3λ2
σ0 =
,
(2.57)
2π
to which σ(I) reduces in the low-saturation regime, I/Isat  1. We work in this regime with
the standard imaging system and also in most cases with
the high-resolution system because
R
it allows to retrieve the column density ncol (x, y) = n(x, y, z)dz without calibration of the
imaging intensity. To see this, consider an initially flat intensity profile I0 , which reduces to
I(x, y) = I0 exp[−σ0 ncol (x, y)],

(2.58)

upon passage through the cloud. Inverting this equation, one retrieves the column density
profile


Z
I(x, y)
1
,
(2.59)
ncol (x, y) = n(x, y, z)dz = − log
σ0
I0
which depends only on the ratio of initial and final intensity. In practice I0 depends also on
the spatial coordinates (x,y). To determine the column density one takes two pictures, one
without atoms to get I0 (x, y) and one with atoms to get I(x, y). A third picture is usually
taken without illumination light and used to subtract a background from both previous
pictures.
Since for some measurements with the high-resolution set-up we work in the high-saturation
regime, we also state the general solution of Eqn. (2.55):
I(x, y)
=W
Isat




I0 −σ0 ncol (x,y)+I0 /Isat
,
e
Isat

(2.60)

where W is the Lambert W function. The column density in this case is given by
1
ncol (x, y) = − log
σ0



I(x, y)
I0


+

1 I0 − I(x, y)
,
σ0
Isat

(2.61)

which, compared to Eqn. (2.59) has an additional term that depends on the absolute value
of the intensity (Isat is a constant).
For the imaging of Lithium special care has to be taken due to its light mass. This is
because the velocity gain of an atom after scattering of a photon, ∆v = ~k/m shifts its
frequency due to the Doppler effect by a comparably large amount −k∆v = −2π × 147 kHz
= −Γ/40. Hence, after scattering of 40 photons on average, the frequency of an atom is
shifted by one linewidth. This effect occurs independent of the used intensity. The distance
that the atoms travel due to the gained momentum depends quadratically on the imaging
time. Hence it is favorable to use short imaging pulses between 5 − 10 µs.
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Figure 2.13.: Two ways to image the atomic cloud. Left: standard imaging system.
Right: High-resolution imaging. Distances are not to scale.

Standard imaging
Our standard imaging set-up is depicted on the left hand side of Fig. 2.13. It consists of
two lenses with focal lengths f1 = 100 mm and f2 = 160 mm, which cast a magnified image
(magnification factor = f2 /f1 = 1.6) of the shadow of the cloud on a CCD camera (Point
Grey, Grasshopper, physical pixel size 6.45 µm). A pixel in the atomic plane has a size of
4 µm, which corresponds also to the resolution of the imaging system.
For imaging, the dipole trap is abruptly switched off and the gas freely expands for 1 ms
along the radial direction8 (time of flight imaging). This reduces the density at the center of
the cloud, which allows for the use of low imaging intensities and prevents non-linear effects
like multiple scattering of a single photon. A pulse of resonant light with a duration of 8 µs
illuminates the sample and the corresponding image is registered on the CCD chip. The
image is taken from the side, hence we obtain ncol (y, z). To extract the temperature of the
cloud, the profile is fitted with a degenerate Fermi gas profile in the case of a non-interacting
gas (see chapter 4.4.1 for details). For a unitary Fermi gas the expansion is governed by
interactions and no simple formula for the expanded density distribution exists. We therefore
apply a different method based on the second moment of the density distribution along the
y axis, which is presented in chapter 4.4.
High-resolution imaging
Our high-resolution system, sketched on the right hand side of Fig. 2.13, is based on a custommade, commercial microscope objective (Special Optics) with an infinite-conjugate design.
8

The axial confinement from the curvature of the Feshbach magnetic field persists.
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Microscope

Telephoto

Combined system

Numerical Aperture
Effective focal length
Working distance
Clear aperture
Effective focal length
Working distance
Clear aperture
Resolution (Rayleigh)
Magnification
Field of view
Physical pixel size

NA = 0.53
fm = 18 mm
9.2 mm
18 mm
ftele = 975 mm
450 mm
26 mm
772 nm (@671 nm)
54.2
151 µm × 151 µm
0.3 nm

Table 2.2.: Parameters of the high-resolution imaging system.

Together with a telephoto objective (also custom-made from Special Optics), featuring a
three lens infinite-conjugate design and placed at a distance ∼ 430 mm from the microscope,
it forms a diffraction-limited imaging system. An EMCCD camera (Andor, iXon 897, pixel
size 16 µm, quantum efficiency & 0.9) is placed in the back focal plane of the telephoto
objective (450 mm) for image acquisition. The imaging set-up is corrected for the wavelengths,
532 nm, 671 nm, 767 nm, and the involved optical elements, including the glass cell, have antireflection coatings at the same wavelengths. The microscope objective is mounted on a stack
of positioning mechanical components, consisting of a coarse 3-axis translation stage, a 3axis piezo translation stage, and a goniometer. The 3-axis piezo translation stage is used on a
daily basis for fine alignment of the microscope. A detailed description of the set-up is given
in [Mül11]. Its key features are summarized in table 2.2.
A second identical microscope objective is mounted from top of the glass cell. It is used
for the projection of arbitrary potentials and is discussed in section 2.5.

2.4. The 2D channel and the reservoirs
In this section we describe how we transform the cigar-shaped cloud into a two-terminal
set-up by engineering a two-dimensional channel potential for the atoms at the center of the
cloud. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.14.

2.4.1. Lightsheet trap
For the implementation of the two-terminal set-up we use a so-called lightsheet trap [Mey05,
Smi05], which employs blue-detuned laser light to strongly confine the atoms along one
direction. This is accomplished by the generation of a TEM01 -like laser mode, possessing a
propagation-invariant line of zero intensity in its intensity profile, and thus traps the atoms
in the direction perpendicular to that line. Such an intensity profile is generated by passing
a laser beam, characterized by its waists w̃y and w̃z (1/e2 -radius) along the y and z direction
respectiveley, through a 0-π phase plate, delaying the phase of one half of the beam by π, and
subsequent focusing with a lens of focal length f . The intensity profile in the focus closely
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Figure 2.14.: 2D channel and reservoirs. A blue-detuned TEM01 -like laser mode
propagates along the x direction and is focused on the center of the cigar-shaped cloud. This
defines a quasi-2D channel and two smoothly connected reservoirs. Figure adapted from
[Sta10].

resembles a TEM01 mode and is given by [Smi05]
 2




2P
z
2y 2
2z 2
ILS (y, z) =
erfi
exp − 2 exp − 2 ,
πwy wz
wz
wz
wy

(2.62)

where wy = λf /π w̃y and wz = λf /π w̃z are the waists in the focal plane, determined by the
original waists w̃y and w̃z , f and the wavelength λ of the used light. Further, P is the power,
and erfi(z) is the imaginary error function defined in terms of the conventional error function,
erfi(z) = −i erfi(iz). The generated confinement along z is to first order harmonic and the
corresponding trapping frequency at the center of the beam is given by
ωz2 =

24c2 ΓP
,
πmω03 wz3 wy ∆

(2.63)

where ω0 , Γ, ∆ are frequency, linewidth and detuning, as previously introduced. Since ωz
3/2
is proportional to 1/wz it is desirable to focus the beam along the z direction as tightly
as possible. For a given minimum distance d ' f from the glass cell this requirement is
equivalent to having an initial waist w̃z as large as possible. However, one has to be careful
to not introduce too much of aberrations when shaping the initial beam because the nodal
intensity line after focusing is very sensitive to wavefront distortions in the initial beam.
Another source of aberrations that has to be taken into account is that the beam is converging
when it passes the glass cell. Hence the numerical aperture ' w̃y /2f should not be too large
neither.
From a precise characterization of the beam profile (appendix A.1) and a measurement of
the achieved trapping frequencies (below) we obtain the results
wz = 9.5(2) µm

(2.64)

wy = 30.2(1.0) µm

(2.65)

ωz ' 2π × 10 kHz.

(2.66)

For typical chemical potentials µ ∼ 0.4 µK of the decompressed cloud in dipole trap (II), this
means that we are able to reach a quantum mechanical 2D regime where the energy of the
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first excited state along z, 1.5~ωz ' 0.72 µK is larger than µ. In addition the temperature
has to be small enough that thermal occupation of the first excited state can be neglected.
Implementation
For the generation of such a lightsheet trap we use a commercial diode pumped solid state
(DPSS) laser with an included intra-cavity frequency doubling unit (Coherent Verdi V10 ),
operating at a wavelength of 532 nm and with a maximum output power of 10 W. The
beam-shaping optics used to prepare the initial beam are based on a commercial beam
shaper from Schäfter Kirchhoff, which collimates, expands and reshapes the light from a
plugged fiber (NA=0.1) into an elliptic Gaussian beam of aspect ratio 1:2, having waists
(w̃y , w̃z ) ' (1.5, 3.1) mm. The beam is then further expanded by a factor 1.6 using a Galilei
type telescope, sent through the 0-π phase plate (Silios Technologies), and focused by an
achromatic lens of focal length f = 250 mm towards the center of the atomic cloud. The
entire set-up is depicted in Fig. 2.15 and is based on a compact 1-inch optics solution: the
1.6x telescope, consisting of a plano-concave lens (f1 = −100 mm) and an achromatic lens
(f2 = 160 mm), phase plate and and achromatic lens (f = 250 mm) are mounted on a single
cage system that is screwed to a cylindrical husk holding the beam shaper [Sta10].
This system again is mounted on a rotary table for alignment of the zero intensity line with
respect to the atomic cloud, and on a linear translation stage (both from OWIS ) movable
along the x direction to bring the focus of the beam onto the atomic cloud. Two mirrors in a
periscope configuration are used to steer the beam onto the center of the cloud. Thanks to the
compact setup and its short distance from the glass cell the lightsheet trap does essentially
not move with respect to the atomic cloud for days or even longer. With the imaging light
propagating also along the x axis we can detect a mutual misalignment of the lightsheet trap
with respect to the atomic cloud with a precision of ' 1.5 µm (1 camera pixel corresponds to
3µm in the plane of the atoms), which is much smaller than the transverse size of the cloud
(' 30 µm) and thus does not influence the transport measurements.
Contrast
The most important point, even ahead of a symmetric beam profile, is that the darkness
D=

Inode
,
(Imax,1 + Imax,2 )/2

(2.67)

with Inode the intensity in the nodal line and Imax,1/2 the intensities at the two maxima
respectively, is on the per mill level. This is because repulsive stray light at the center of the
channel increases the chemical potential in the channel with respect to the reservoirs and can
lead to a complete suppression of transport.
For typical used optical powers of 1.3 W a darkness of one per mill raises the chemical
potential in the channel by 70 nK. By increasing gain and illumination time of the camera to
large values, saturating the recorded beam profile everywhere except along the zero intensity
line, we get an estimate D < 0.003(1), which agrees well with an in-place calibration using
transport measurements, yielding a value of 0.002.
Experimental details on how to optimize the contrast are provided in appendix A.1.
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Figure 2.15.: Implementation of the lightsheet trap. A custom-made beam shaper
produces an output beam with aspect ratio 2:1 which is further expanded by a factor 1.6
using a Galilei type telescope (not shown). The beam then passes through a 0 − π phase
plate and is focused with an achromatic lens of focal length f = 250 mm and steered onto the
center of the atomic cloud using two mirrors in a periscope configuration. The second mirror
is dichroic in order to combine the imaging light with the lightsheet beam. The resulting
intensity profile of the beam in the focus has a a nodal line along the y direction and produces
a repulsive potential for the atoms, which is tightly confining in the z-direction, producing
trap frequencies of ' 10 kHz for an optical power of '1 W. Figure adapted from [Sta10].

2.4.2. Measurement of trapping frequencies
In this section we present a precise characterization of the trapping frequency ωz based on a
fast modulation ωmod of the power of the lightsheet trap which leads to parametric heating
and thus to atom losses when ωmod = 2ωz . We obtain a spatial map of ωz as a function of
the y and x coordinates. Along y we expect the trapping frequency to vary according to
ωz (x = 0, y) = ωz,0 exp(−y 2 /wy2 )

(2.68)

since the trapping frequency varies with the square root of the intensity (see Eqn. 2.63). The
x axis is chosen such that x = 0 coincides with the focus along the z axis (see Fig. A.1g).
Along x we expect it to vary according to
ωz (x, y = 0) = h

ωz,0
i3/2
p
w0,z 1 + (x/xR )2 )

(2.69)

in a range where we can assume wy as constant. The measurement along the x axis serves in
particular for a fine alignment of the lightsheet trap on the atoms, after a coarse alignment
has been achieved by minimizing the size of the channel in time of flight images.
To resolve spatial variations of ωz which occur on a scale ∼ wy ' 30 µm along the y
direction and on a scale ∼ xR ' 1 mm along the x direction we measure ωz in a small dipole
trap created by a laser beam with a waist of 8 µm and a wavelength of 767 nm, propagating
along the z axis. This in-situ characterization of ωz is made possible by our high-resolution
imaging set-up along the z axis, allowing us to detect atom losses in a quasi-2D trap of size
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2.16.: Measuring the trapping frequencies of the lightsheet. a, Typical
spectroscopic signal when the power of the lightsheet trap is modulated. The green line is a
Lorentzian fit. b, ωz measured for three different powers. The green line is a square root fit.
c, ωz as a function of x. The green line is a fit based on Gaussian beam propagation, Eqn.
(2.69). d, ωz as a function of y. The green line is a Gaussian fit, Eqn. (2.68). The absolute
values of (c) and (d) are not comparable due to different used beam powers.

∼ 10 µm. All the characterization is done in the non-interacting regime to avoid interaction
shifts of ωz or additional resonances. For the measurements we use a power in the dipole trap
. 1 mW, corresponding to a trap depth of ∼ 1.5 µK, which is a good compromise between
having a decent density signal and making it not too hard for heated atoms to escape. The
modulation time and amplitude of the power in the lightsheet beam was chosen to be 300 ms
and 10% of the total power respectively.
Fig. 2.16a presents a typical spectroscopic signal for intermediate lightsheet power. The
density in the dipole trap shows a Lorentzian-shaped loss feature at a modulation frequency
of ∼ 8.2 kHz from which we deduce ωz = 4.1 kHz. The observed resonances have relative
widths (FWHM) of δωz /ωz ' 0.05, which are most probably set by the finite modulation
amplitude. Anharmonicities of the lightsheet potential should not be pronounced since e.g.
for the presented signal the potential height of the two lobes amounts to ∼ 15 µK. Fig. 2.16b
presents the measured trap frequencies as a function of the power in the lightsheet beam,
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confirming the square root scaling of ωz with power.
For a measurement of ωz as a function of the x axis we move the translation stage on
which the optics for the lightsheet beam is mounted. The results are shown in Fig. 2.16c,
featuring the expected maximum when the focal position coincides with the position of the
atomic cloud. The x dependency of ωz can be well fitted with Eqn. (2.69) (green solid line)
with w0,z = 14.2(3) µm, in agreement with the above value obtained from the corresponding
fit of Eqn. (A.1) to the green data points in Fig. A.1g.
We then fix the position x such that the maximum trapping frequency is reached, and
measure ωz as a function of the y coordinate. This is accomplished by moving the small
dipole trap along y using a translation of the upper microscope objective. In this way the
atoms are confined to variable positions along the y axis and thus sample different regions of
the lightsheet beam. The measured trapping frequencies are presented in Fig. 2.16d together
with a fit of Eqn. (2.68), yielding a value wy = 29.6(1.0) µm in good agreement with the
above beam characterization.

2.5. Projection of arbitrary potentials
A particular reason for the success of cold atoms research is that the microscopic length scale
in these systems, the Fermi wavelength λF in the case of Fermions is of the order of 1µm.
This means that one can employ laser light in the visible to manipulate the particles on a
microscopic level. Still it requires high-resolution optics to reach the diffraction limit ∼ λ,
where λ is the wavelength of the used light. Using simply UV light is practically not so easy
because suitable UV laser sources are not readily available, although they have been used
to make narrow-linewidth magneto-optical traps for Lithium and Potassium atoms [Dua11,
McK11].
So far high-resolution microscopes in cold atoms set-ups have been successfully used to
resolve single atoms sitting on single sites of an optical lattice using fluorescence imaging [Bak09, She10]. Also single-site addressing of individual atoms has been demonstrated
[Wei11], but the projection of arbitrary diffraction-limited light patterns onto a sheet of cold
atoms has so far mainly been subject to tests without atoms only [Pas08, Gau12]. Our projection system realizes this possibility in an imaging configuration, i.e. a direct image of the
desired structure is cast on the atomic sheet in the lightsheet trap. In its simplest form,
this can be done by printing the desired binary structures on a mask, illuminating it with
laser light, and building a high-resolution imaging system. This technique is described in this
section and was used for the measurements presented in this thesis. A more flexible approach
is to use a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) as a mask allowing for on-demand creation
of arbitrary structures and a dynamic updating of the displayed images. This generalization
of the first approach was also developed during this thesis and is briefly presented in the
outlook.

2.5.1. Set-up
In the preceding section, 2.3.3, we introduced our high-resolution imaging system. To write
diffraction-limited structures one could in principle use the same microscope objective. This
has the advantage of a simple set-up, but it is not possible to directly look at the projected
structures and to analyze them without having to rely on low density signals as they typically
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Figure 2.17.: Projection system. The projection system consists of an achromatic lens
of focal length f = 200 mm and a high-NA microscope objective. A chromium mask, containing the desired structures is placed in the focal plane of the achromatic lens. Examples
of projected structures are a quantum wire and a QPC (studied in chapters 6, 7, 8) and
an optical lattice. The fringes present in the images are due to an etaloning effect of the
back-illuminated CCD camera that we use to image the structures.

arise when atoms are strongly confined along various directions. For this reason, our set-up
has a second identical microscope objective facing the lower one from top of the glass cell,
as depicted in Fig. 2.17. It is solely used to project diffraction limited structures on the 2D
atomic sheet. The lower microscope can then be used to image the projected structures,
which greatly facilitates the initial alignment of the projection system.
A schematic view of the projection system is presented in Fig. 2.17a. It consists of an
achromatic lens with focal length fl = 200 mm and the mentioned microscope objective
with an effective focal length fm = 18 mm. The mask is placed in the focal plane of the
achromatic lens and illuminated with a collimated or converging laser beam at 532 nm. The
image formation process can be imagined as follows: the achromatic lens collimates the rays
diffracted from the mask structure. This collimated beam is then directed into the microscope
objective, which creates an image in its focal plane, which coincides with the plane of the
2D channel if the system is aligned. The free distance between the achromatic lens and the
microscope is not that important because the rays are collimated from an imaging system
point of view. The demagnification factor of the system is M = fl /fm = 11.1.

2.5.2. Observing the projected structures
In this section we consider in more detail the image formation process. This allows us to
show that for a diffraction limited set-up the image obtained from re-imaging the projected
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Figure 2.18.: Simulation of a projected wire. The intensity pattern in the atomic plane
(right image) is the absolute square of the convolution integral between the demagnified
object (left) and the point spread function of the projection system (middle). The example
shows a wire with a width of 1.1 µm, corresponding to a wire width of 12 µm in the object
plane (plane of the mask).

structures on the CCD chip is not degraded with respect to the image in the atomic plane,
but is a rescaled copy of it. This makes the double microscope set-up an ideal system to
project arbitrary potentials in a controlled and simple manner.
Fig. 2.17 shows images of a projected quantum wire, quantum point contact (QPC), and
a lattice structure. They are taken with the high-resolution imaging system containing the
lower microscope objective. The noticeable fringes are due to an etaloning effect occurring
in back-illuminated CCD cameras and are not present in the intensity pattern in the atomic
plane.
The image formation process with coherent light is illustrated in Fig. 2.18 for the case
of the quantum wire. We consider the imaging process which maps the object in the plane
of the mask on an image in the atomic plane. The light field in the atomic plane Ua (x, y)
and the light field in the object plane Uo (ξ, η) are linearly related by a convolution of the
demagnified object field, Uo (x/Mp , y/Mp )/Mp (Mp = fm /fl = 1/11.1) and the point spread
function of the imaging system, h(x, y) [Goo05]:


1
x
y
Ua (x, y) = h(x, y) ⊗
Uo
,
.
(2.70)
Mp
Mp Mp
The intensity in the atomic plane is Ia (x, y) = |Ua |2 . For a circular aperture and a diffraction
limited imaging system the point spread function is an Airy disk and given by
h(x, y) = h(r =

p
J1 (1.22πr/∆r)
x2 + y 2 ) = 2
,
1.22πr/∆r

(2.71)

with
∆r = 0.61λ/NA

(2.72)

the radial distance at which the Airy disk Eqn. (2.71) has the first zero crossing.
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a

b

Figure 2.19.: Intensity profile of the wire. a, Cuts through the 2D intensity profile of the
projected wire for several wire widths. The wire widths on the mask are given by the indicated
widths times the magnification Mp of the projection system, and are 12, 10, 7.8, 5.6 µm. b,
Same as a, after binning with the camera pixel size. Shown are the wire with width 1.1 µm
(black line) and the measured experimental profile (green line).

As can be seen in the right image of Fig. 2.18 the convolution involved in the imaging
process introduces ringing at the positions corresponding to the sharp edges of the object
function. The width of the depicted wire is 1.1 µm, corresponding to a width of the wire on
the mask of 1.1/M ≈ 12 µm. A vertical cut through the right image of Fig. 2.18 is presented
as a black line in Fig. 2.19a. Corresponding curves for smaller wire widths are also drawn.
We now consider the image that is cast on the CCD chip. In appendix A.2 we show that for
coherent illumination the light field on the CCD chip is given by




x y
1
1 x 1 y
Ui (x, y) = h
,
Uo
,
⊗
,
(2.73)
Mi M i
Mp Mi
Mp Mi M p M i
which is identical to Eqn. (2.70) except for a rescaling of the coordinates. Hence, we arrive at
the important conclusion that the intensity pattern observed on the CCD chip is a magnified
copy of the intensity in the atomic plane. This demonstrates the power of the double microscope set-up: one has direct access to the projected potentials, allowing for a fast and precise
alignment and refinements of the structures since one does not have to rely on weak atomic
signals. The limitation in the observation of the projected structures is set by the pixel size
of the CCD chip, which corresponds to 0.3 µm in the atomic plane.

2.5.3. Quantum point contact and quantum wire
In this section we characterize the two structures studied during this thesis, a quantum point
contact (QPC) and a quantum wire. By analyzing the imaged structures we find that we are
indeed operating close to the diffraction limit. The confinement frequency is measured using
the same technique as for the 2D lightsheet trap in section 2.4.2.
The quantum wire is depicted in Fig. 2.17. It is created by illuminating the corresponding
structure on the mask which is the negative of the projected structure. The wire on the mask
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has a width of 12 µm and a length of 210 µm and triangular openings. The incident beam
is slightly focused towards the entrance pupil of the projection system, the achromatic lens,
in order to increase the intensity in the plane of the mask and thus the resulting trapping
frequency. In that configuration we have a circular beam with a waist of 28.9(9) µm in the
atomic plane. This is large enough to guarantee a relatively homogeneous trapping frequency
along the wire.
The QPC is created using the same structure on the mask, by further focusing the illuminating beam towards the mask along the y direction using a cylindrical lens. This leads
to a smooth envelope along the y axis instead of the sharp edges of the quantum wire.
The beam in the atomic plane has waists of wQPCx = 33.6(6) µm along the x direction and
wQPCy = 5.6(3) µm along the y direction.
The pictures of the projected wire or QPC can be analyzed to obtain the FWHM of the
wire or QPC. We accumulate the counts of the images along the horizontal axis and plot
them as a function of the vertical position (experimental x axis). For the case of the quantum
wire with a width of 12 µm in the object plane, the result is shown in Fig. 2.19b as a green
line. We find a FWHM of ∼ 1.5 µm We compare the data to the predictions of a diffractionlimited image (black line), which we obtain by binning the black curve in Fig. 2.19a in bins
of sizes of 0.3 µm, corresponding to the camera pixel size in the atomic plane. The two curves
are generally in good agreement. The predicted FWHM of 1.3 µm is slightly smaller than
observed though.
Measurement of confinement frequency
We measure the confinement frequency νx of the quantum wire in the same small dipole trap
that we have used to measure the trapping frequency of the 2D confinement. The trapping
frequency of the QPC, at itsp
center9 , is deduced from the measured frequency of the quantum
wire times a scaling factor IQPC /Iwire , with IQPC the peak intensity at the center of the
QPC and Iwire the peak intensity at the center of the wire. A direct measurement of the
trapping frequency of the QPC is difficult: one would have to reduce the beam waist of the
small dipole trap (8 µm) further to values significantly smaller than wQPCy in order to have
a well-defined frequency response. This however goes along with a much weaker signal.
The measurement of the trapping frequency of the wire, νx , is carried out with a collimated beam incident on the mask and having a waist of 52(1) µm. This makes sure that
we can exclude any broadening of the resonance signal due to averaging over a spectrum of
y dependent confinement frequencies. As for the QPC, νx for the slightly focused case, for
which the measurements presented in chapter 6 were carried out, is then obtained by scaling
with the corresponding intensity factor. For the measurements a weak 2D confinement of
ωz ∼ 2π × 3 kHz is applied to define the 2D region on which the wire is projected.
Fig. 2.20a shows a typical spectroscopic signal obtained by measuring the density in the
small dipole trap after a modulation time of 1 s. The observed resonances have typical relative widths (FWHM) of δνx /νx = 0.35(5), which are much larger than the relative widths
δνz /νz = 0.05 of the resonances of the lightsheet trap. The most probable reason is an anharmonicity of the confinement. In contrast to the lightsheet trap the confinement is not
harmonic a priori but depends on the precise shape of the point spread function.
9

We use νx for both the confinement frequency of the homogeneous quantum wire and the central confinement
frequency of the QPC.
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a

b

Figure 2.20.: Measuring the trapping frequencies of the wire. a, Typical spectroscopic signal: Density in the small dipole trap as a function of the modulation frequency
of the laser beam creating the wire potential. The solid green line is a Lorentzian fit. b,
Measurement of the confinement frequency of the wire, νx as function of the power in beam
creating it. The green solid line is a square root fit. Inset: Dependence of the vertical 2D
confinement frequency νz on νx . The green solid line is a fit according to the expected scaling
(see text).

Fig. 2.20b presents a measurement of νx as a function of the power in the laser beam
incident on the mask. The square root scaling with the power and intensity is confirmed,
justifying the scaling that we apply to get νx for the slightly focused case and for the QPC.
We also measure the dependence of νz on νx , as presented in Fig. 2.20c. The dependence
arises because the darkness of the projected wire structure decreases due to diffraction when
moving out of q
focus along the z axis, thus creating an additional confinement along z. Hence,
2 + (0.16 ν )2 , where ν
we have νz = νz,0
x
z,0 is the trapping frequency in the absence of the
QPC. Fitting this dependence to the data points in Fig. 2.20c we find ν̃z = 0.07(2) νx . For
typical values, νz,0 = 9 kHz and νx = 30 kHz we obtain a correction to νz,0 of 3%.

2.6. Conductance measurement
In this section we describe the necessary ingredients for a controlled DC conductance measurement with cold atoms. We introduce the equivalent electronic RC-circuit, explain how
we create a bias between the two reservoirs, how we measure the induced transport, and how
we evaluate the compressibility of the reservoirs.

2.6.1. RC model of the two-terminal set-up
Suppose two arbitrarily shaped atomic reservoirs connected by a channel characterized solely
by its conductance G. It may have any dimension and an arbitrary shape, the only requirement should be that it contains a negligible atom number compared to the reservoirs. This
condition implies that G is low enough to not place the reservoirs out of equilibrium by a
too fast emptying of the reservoirs. Equilibration of the reservoirs is further ensured by a
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sufficiently large inter-particle scattering rate in the reservoirs. At equilibrium the reservoirs
have the same chemical potential µ0 , but may very well contain a different number of atoms,
NL,0 and NR,0 , as sketched in Fig. 2.21a. Imagine that we shuffle ∆Ñ /2 atoms from reservoir
R to reservoir L, i.e.
NL = NL,0 + ∆Ñ /2

(2.74)

NR = NR,0 − ∆Ñ /2.

(2.75)

This will change the chemical potential in each of the reservoirs to
µL(R) = µ0 + ∆µL(R) .

(2.76)

The changes in chemical potential can be expressed in linear response in terms of the compressibilities CL(R) = ∂NL(R) /∂µL(R) of the reservoirs:
1 ∆Ñ
CL 2
1 ∆Ñ
.
= −
CR 2

∆µL =

(2.77)

∆µR

(2.78)

The difference in chemical potential or the chemical potential bias ∆µ = µL − µR is thus
given by


1
1
∆Ñ
1 ∆Ñ
∆µ =
+
=
,
(2.79)
CL CR
2
Ceff 2
where at the second equal sign we have introduced the effective compressibility Ceff . To get
the dynamics of the system we differentiate Eqn. (2.79) with respect to time obtaining
d
1 d ∆Ñ
1
G
∆µ =
=−
I=−
∆µ,
dt
Ceff dt 2
Ceff
Ceff

(2.80)

d ∆Ñ
where we have made use of the definition of the current I = − dt
2 , which is positive when
the particle flow goes from reservoir L to reservoir R. For the validity of Eqn. (2.80) it is
necessary that the reservoirs maintain thermal equilibrium during the transport process.
Since we assumed linear response, ∆µ is linearly related to ∆Ñ by Eqn. (2.79) and we obtain
the same differential equation for ∆Ñ :

d
G
∆Ñ .
∆Ñ = −
dt
Ceff

(2.81)

The solution of Eqn. (2.80) and (2.81) with the initial condition ∆µ(t = 0) = ∆µini and
∆Ñ (t = 0) = ∆Ñini (= 2Ceff ∆µini ) is an exponential decay of the chemical potential bias or
particle number imbalance as a function of time,
∆µ(t) = ∆µini exp(−t/τ )

(2.82)

∆Ñ (t) = ∆Ñini exp(−t/τ ),

(2.83)

with a time constant τ = Ceff /G. This is analogous to the discharge of a capacitor, having
a capacitance Ceff = ∂Q/∂U , through a resistor R = 1/G: the chemical potential difference
∆µ is the analog of the voltage U across the capacitor and ∆Ñ /2 corresponds to the charge
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Figure 2.21.: Generic two-terminal model. a, Two reservoirs of different size and shape
are connected by a transport channel. Upon transfer of ∆Ñ /2 particles from the right to
the left reservoirs a chemical potential bias ∆µ arises. b, Corresponding RC circuit: left and
right reservoir are represented each by a capitor, having a capacitance CL and CL . They can
be charged by moving the switch in the vertical position. A discharge through the resistor
R is initiated by moving the switch in the horizontal position.
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Q on the capacitor. More precisely, the capacitor corresponding to Ceff can be thought of
as two capacitors in series, one corresponding to CL and the other to CR . The analog RC
circuit is drawn in Fig. 2.21b. In the experiment we rather measure the total atom number
difference between both reservoirs
∆N = NL − NR = (NL,0 − NR,0 ) + ∆Ñ = ∆N0 + ∆Ñ ,

(2.84)

where ∆N0 is the difference in atom number between the two reservoirs at equilibrium.
Usually ∆N0 /(NL + NR ) is on the few per cent level and depends on the precise alignment
of the channel with respect to the cigar-shaped cloud. Using expression (2.84) in Eqn. (2.83)
we obtain the time evolution of ∆N ,
∆N (t) = ∆N0 + ∆Ñini exp(−t/τ ).

(2.85)

2.6.2. Biasing the reservoirs
In this section we describe how we create a chemical potential bias, a temperature bias or a
spin bias in our two-terminal set-up, Fig. 2.14. The resulting particle, energy or spin currents
deliver complementary information about the state of the connected structure. For weakly
interacting Fermi gases, the scattering length is set to at least −100 a0 in order to guarantee
thermalized reservoirs. For strongly interacting gases around the Feshbach resonance, this
is guaranteed automatically. Detailed procedures, slightly differing between the individual
experiments, are given in the respective experimental sections of each chapter.
Chemical potential bias
The necessary steps for the creation of a chemical potential bias are sketched on the left side of
Fig. 2.22. Starting from a symmetric trapping geometry (1.), we shift the underlying harmonic
trap along the y axis (2.) using a magnetic field gradient of typically ∼ 0.15 Gauss/cm created
by a set of four cloverleaf coils (see Fig. 2.8). Then the Fermi gas is evaporatively cooled
by either decreasing the power of the optical dipole trap or by applying a magnetic field
gradient along the z axis, which is produced by the Helmholtz coils and the levitation coils
(see Fig. 2.8). This results in an atom number imbalance between the connected reservoirs,
while their chemical potential is still the same (3.). Typical values for the relative atom
number imbalance are (NL − NR )/(NL + NR ) ' 0.2 − 0.4, and for the total atom number
N = NL + NR ' (0.5 − 2.0) × 105 . We then separate the two reservoirs using an ellipticallyshaped repulsive gate laser beam at a wavelength of 532 nm (4.). It propagates along the z
direction and is focused onto the center of the channel, where it has waists of 43.3 µm and
2.6 µm along the x and y direction respectively. When turned on, the height of the potential
hill is larger than 30µK, thereby forbidding any particle or energy transfer between the two
reservoirs. To eventually create a chemical potential bias we shift the trap back into its
symmetric starting position by ramping the magnetic field gradient along y to zero within
∼ 50ms, while keeping the repulsive gate beam switched on (5.).
In linear response the resulting chemical potential bias ∆µ = µL − µR is proportional to
the atom number imbalance ∆N = NL − NR and reads
∆µ =

1
non-interacting gas, 2 ∆N
∆N −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
µ
harm. trapping, T=0 3 N
C

(2.86)
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Figure 2.22.: Biasing the reservoirs. Left: Creation of a chemical potential bias. Middle:
Creation of a temperature bias. Right: Creation of a spin bias.

where C = ∂N/∂µ is the compressibility of a single reservoir. The expression to the RHS of
the arrow is valid for non-interacting half-harmonic reservoirs at zero temperature. In our
set-up we have to a very good approximation an overall harmonic trap, which is split by the
channel in two approximately half-harmonic reservoirs. We typically wait another ∼ 300 ms
to ensure thermalization in the reservoirs before we abruptly remove the repulsive gate laser
beam. The insetting current in linear response is I = G∆µ, where G is the conductance of
the structure between the reservoirs.
We note here, that the relative magnitude of the created chemical potential bias, ∆µ/µ,
is much larger than the ratio of applied voltage eV to Fermi energy in typical experiments
in condensed matter physics. For a typical atom number imbalance ∆N = 0.3N we obtain
∆µ = 0.2µ ≈ 0.2TF for a non-interacting gas, which is a factor of ∼ 100 larger than in typical
experiments based on semiconductor hetero-structures [Wee91, Rös11]. However, as we experimentally show below, we are in the linear response regime. The finite bias is actually not
the dominating contribution to energy averaging in our transport experiments, but rather the
thermal broadening ∼ 4kB T ' 0.4TF of the Fermi surface, assuming the lowest temperatures
T ' 0.1TF reached in our experiments. Interactions change the bias for fixed ∆N/N only by
a limited amount, e.g. in the unitary regime the compressibility of a harmonically trapped
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√
gas is the compressibility of a non-interacting Fermi times a factor 1/ ξ, where ξ = 0.37 is
the Bertsch parameter (see section 2.2.4). This results in a reduction of ∆µ/µ by a factor of
0.61 only.
Temperature bias
To create a temperature bias at equal population of the reservoirs, NL = NR , we proceed
the following: starting from a symmetric situation (1.) we evaporatively cool the gas (2.) and
subsequently separate the two reservoirs with the repulsive gate laser beam (see chemical
potential bias above) (3.). To heat one of the reservoirs, we use a laser beam focused to a
waist of 5.0(2) µm and a wavelength of 767 nm. It propagates at a small angle with the z
axis so that it is focused into one of the reservoirs (4.). Parametric heating is accomplished
by linearly ramping up the power of the heating beam to . 1 mW, sinusoidally modulating
its power for 1 s at a frequency f close to twice the trapping frequency along the transverse
direction (f = 660 Hz, for the experiment presented in chapter 3.5), and switching it off
again. In this way we increase the temperature of that reservoir by a fraction of the Fermi
temperature, e.g. for the experiments of chapter 3.5 ∆T ' 0.2 TF ' 200 nK. This is small
enough to be in the linear response regime and large enough to have a decent signal. To let
the reservoir thermalize, we wait for 100 ms, which is more than four times larger than the
trapping period along the transport axis.
This procedure not only creates a temperature bias, but also a chemical potential bias ∆µ,
because for fixed atom number the chemical potential of both non-interacting and interacting
gases in a 3D harmonic trap changes with temperature. For a non-interacting Fermi gas, in
linear response and to lowest order in T /TF we have
∂µ
∆µ =
∂T
∂µ
For the evaluation of ∂T
in a 3D harmonic trap,

N

2π 2
T
2π 2
∆T = −
kB ∆T ' −
3
TF
3
N



T
TF

2

∆T
µ
T

(2.87)

we have used the Sommerfeld expansion of the chemical potential
"
µ ' EF

π2
1−
3



T
TF

2 #
.

(2.88)

Spin bias
A spin bias corresponds to a situation where the two spin states have opposite bias, ∆µ↑ =
−∆µ↓ . Starting from a symmetric trap (1.) we ramp the magnetic field in 10 ms from 302 G
down to 52 G, where the lowest (|1i) and second lowest (|2i) hyperfine states have different
magnetic moments and thus different trapping frequencies, ωy,|1i = 2π × 6.5 Hz and ωy,|2i =
2π×4.2 Hz. At the same time a magnetic field gradient of ∼ 1.5 G/cm along the transport axis
is applied. This induces dipole oscillations with different frequencies and different amplitudes
for the two states (2.), similar to the procedure applied in [Som11]. We wait for roughly
one period of the faster oscillation before we abruptly switch on an elliptic repulsive gate
laser beam separating the reservoirs (3.). The magnetic field is ramped up to the desired
value, where in any case both states have essentially equal magnetic moments (4.). With this
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procedure we create a spin imbalance
1
∆Nσ =
2



∆N|↑i ∆N|↓i
−
N|↑i
N|↓i


(2.89)

It can be adjusted between ∆Nσ ' 0 − 0.9, depending on the precise value of the oscillation time at low magnetic field and the strength of the magnetic field gradient pulse.
Similarly, symmetric, |∆N|↑i | = |∆N|↓i | and asymmetric biases, |∆N|↑i | =
6 |∆N|↓i |, can
be created. With a final stage of evaporative cooling, keeping the repulsive gate potential
switched on, we ensure low temperatures. It reduces at the same time ∆Nσ because in each
reservoir the majority component has a larger chemical potential and is thus preferably evaporated. For the same reason the spin bias becomes more symmetric. We typically work with
∆N|↑i /N|↑i ' −∆N|↓i /N|↓i ' 0.25, and a balanced mixture N|↑i = N|↓i . For the case of
strongly interacting Fermi gases in the superfluid phase, this imbalance is small enough to
be far from the Clogston-Chandrasekhar limit of critical polarization [Zwi06a]. Further, we
checked that this preparation scheme does not increase the temperature compared to the
preparation of a chemical potential bias, which makes it possible to directly compare spin
and particle transport in the same set-up and under the same conditions.

2.6.3. Imbalances and conductance extraction
Once the desired bias has been created, the transport process is started by abruptly removing
the elliptic gate laser beam. The time evolution of the relative imbalance ∆N/N (t) is stopped
after a variable transport time t by setting the elliptic gate laser beam. An absorption picture
is taken, based on which we count the atom number in each reservoir separately. The temperature can be equally fitted on each reservoir separately. Fig. 2.23a shows an example of
three absorption pictures taken for different transport times and a given spin state |3i. The
extracted relative imbalances are plotted as black squares in Fig. 2.23b. For this exemplary
measurement a spin bias had been applied and the green circles represent the relative imbalance of state |1i. In the absence of a spin bias (as is the case for all experiments described in
this thesis except for those in chapter 7) and for a 50:50 spin mixture black and green data
points would coincide due to symmetry and it is sufficient to image a single spin state. We
assume this in the following. For a generalization to spin conductance see chapter 7.
According to the RC-model of the two-terminal set-up introduced above, the relative imbalance decays exponentially with time, see Eqn. (2.85). We thus extract the decay time τ
from an exponential fit to the data. The conductance is then given by
G = Ceff /τ,

(2.90)

requiring the knowledge of the compressibilities of the reservoirs. In the next section we show
how we calculate them. If linear response, i.e. an exponentially decaying relative imbalance,
has been established, τ can be determined from only two measurement points, the initial
imbalance and the imbalance after a certain transport time ttr , by supposing an exponential
time evolution (see chapter 6.3.3 for an example). The signal is most sensitive if ttr ∼ τ is
chosen.
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a

b

Figure 2.23.: Measuring the relative imbalance between the reservoirs. a, Time of
flight absorption pictures for three different transport times. The two reservoirs are separated
by an elliptic gate laser beam which depletes the density along a horizontal line at the
center of the trap. b, Relative imbalance as a function of transport time, extracted from
the absorption pictures shown in a,. For the shown case a spin bias had been applied, which
makes it necessary to measure the time trace of both spin states, |1i (green circles) and |3i
(black squares). Solid lines are exponential fits to the data. Each data point is the mean of
two measurements and error bars indicate one std. deviation.

2.6.4. Compressibility evaluation
For the transport measurements we take care to center the 2D channel on the cigar-shaped
cloud in order to create two identical reservoirs with identical compressibilities. In the following we show how we evaluate the compressibiltiy C = ∂N/∂µ of the entire cloud in the presence of the channel. The compressibility of a single reservoir is half of it, i.e. CL = CR = C/2.
We present here an exemplary calculation for the non-interacting Fermi gas. A generalization to arbitrary interactions along the BEC-BCS crossover is possible thanks to the known
low-temperature equation of state [Nav10], and is presented in chapter 7.
In general we estimate that C should not be far from the compressibility of a harmonically
trapped Fermi gas,
i

(kB T )2 h
βµ
Cho =
−Li
−e
,
(2.91)
2
(~ω̄)3
with Lin (z) denoting the n-th order polylogarithmic function.
For the calculation of the compressibility in an arbitrary trapping potential we start from
the density equation of state of a uniform non-interacting Fermi gas,
n3D (µ, T ) = −Li3/2 (−eβµ )/λ3T ,

(2.92)

q
2π~2
with λT = mk
the thermal de Broglie wavelength. In the local density approximation,
BT
valid for µ  ω̄, the space-dependent density n3D (r) is obtained by substituting
µ → µ − Vtrap (r)

(2.93)
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in Eqn. (2.92). Atom number and compressibility are then given by
Z
N =
dr n3D (µ − Vtrap (r)),
Z
∂
C =
dr n3D (µ − Vtrap (r)).
∂µ

(2.94)
(2.95)

If Vtrap (r) is known we can thus compute both quantities by numeric integration. In practice,
we know N from the absorption pictures, and can thus find µ such that Eqn. (2.94) yields
the correct atom number. Inserting the found µ in Eqn. (2.95) yields the compressibility.
The trapping potential is the sum of the dipole trap, magnetic trap, and lightsheet trap,
and is given by
Vtrap (x, y, z) = Vdip (x, z) + Vmagn (y) + VLS (y, z),



2x2 2z 2
,
Vdip (x, z) = Vdip,0 1 − exp − 2 − 2
wx
wz
1
Vmagn (y) =
mωy2 y 2 ,
2
!
!
2

2y 2
z
2z 2
exp − 2
.
VLS (x, z) = VLS,0 erfi
exp − 2
wLS,z
wLS,z
wLS,y

(2.96)
(2.97)
(2.98)
(2.99)

The trapping frequencies along the radial direction can be expressed in terms of the waists
and depth of the dipole trap,
s
4Vdip,0
ωx,z =
,
(2.100)
2
mwx,z
For the transport experiments dipole trap (II) is usually decompressed to a depth Vdip,0 =
1.13 µK. Fig. 2.24 shows an exemplary calculation for N = 105 atoms, a temperature
T = 50 nK = 0.14 TF , trapping frequencies (ωx , ωy , ωz ) = 2π × (194, 23.5, 157) Hz, measured by small amplitude dipole oscillations, and the measured waists of the lightsheet beam,
(wLS,y , wLS,z ) ' (30, 10) µm. For typical powers in the lightsheet beam of ∼ 1 W the effect
of the repulsive lightsheet trap on µ is a shift towards larger values by about 20%. The
compressibility is reduced by ∼ 4% with respect to its value in the absence of the lightsheet
trap. The small change in C can be understood as a canceling of the effects of an increased
µ, which leads to more available states at the Fermi surface, and the repulsive potential of
the lightsheet trap, which cuts away states at the center of the trap. Black crosses in Fig.
2.24 represent a calculation approximating the Gaussian trap as a harmonic trap. The small
relative deviation shows that the harmonic approximation is typically well fulfilled10 .
The described procedure to evaluate the compressibility can be equally applied for interacting reservoirs if the equation of state is known. The only modification one has to make is
to replace the density equation of state (EoS) of the non-interacting gas, Eqn. (2.92), by the
appropriate counterpart. For the unitary gas the finite temperature EoS [Ku12] and for the
BEC-BCS crossover the zero-temperature EoS [Nav10] are available.

10

For imaging the trap is recompressed to Vdip,0 ∼ 6 µK and anharmonicities are entirely negligible.
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a

b

Figure 2.24.: Influence of the lightsheet trap on chemical potential and compressibility a, Chemical potential in the reservoirs as a function of the trap depth of the lightsheet
trap or as a function of the power in the lightsheet beam (upper axis) for 105 atoms and a
temperature of 50 nK. The right axis indicates the relative change µ/µ0 = µ/µ(VLS,0 = 0).
The single cross at VLS,0 = 0 corresponds to a calculation using the harmonic approximation
for the trapping potential. b Compressibility of the entire trap for the same paramters as in
a,. The compressibility of a single reservoir amounts to half of the plotted values.
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3 Mesoscopic transport experiments with cold atoms
In this chapter we lay the theoretical foundations for mesoscopic transport experiments with
ultracold atoms. For this purpose, we first introduce the field of mesoscopic physics and the
Landauer formula of conductance, which forms the basis for the understanding of more or
less all the experiments presented in this thesis. Next, we compare our observables to the ones
of other transport related experiments that have so far been carried out with cold atoms. We
then present our first experiment on mesoscopic conduction [Bra12], where we studied the flow
of weakly-interacting fermions through a mesoscopic quasi two-dimensional channel, in both
a ballistic and diffusive regime. It constitutes the first realization of a mesoscopic conductor
with cold atoms in the Landauer transport regime. Then a second type of experiment is
presented in the same set-up, where we reveal thermoelectric effects as a response to an
applied temperature bias [Bra13].
Chapter 3.4 and 3.5 closely follow our publications
 [Bra12]: J.-P. Brantut, J. Meineke, D. Stadler, S. Krinner and T. Esslinger, Conduction
of Ultracold Fermions Through a Mesoscopic Channel, Science 337, 1069 (2012),
 [Bra13]: J.-P. Brantut, C. Grenier, J. Meineke, D. Stadler, S. Krinner, C. Kollath, T.
Esslinger and A. Georges, A Thermoelectric Heat Engine with Ultracold Atoms, Science
342, 713 (2013).

3.1. What is mesoscopic physics?
The term mesoscopic describes objects of an intermediate length scale, between microscopic
and macroscopic (from ancient greek ”mésos”: middle and ”skopéō”: look). The objects of
interest are larger than single atoms or molecules but smaller than macroscopic objects,
which are e. g. described by classical thermodynamics. Although a lot of different physics
areas may fall into this category, mesoscopic physics is usually associated with a sub-discipline
of condensed matter physics. Consider Ohm’s law, which states that the conductance of a
piece of metal is proportional to its cross-section A and inversely proportional to its length
L:
A
G=σ ,
(3.1)
L
with the conductivity σ being a material property. Mesoscopic physics advances in a regime,
where the typical length scales, A and L, are made smaller and smaller until Ohm’s law breaks
down. The best example is ballistic electron transport where the conductance is independent
of L due to the absence of scattering and increases step-wise with increasing A due to the
electron wave nature. Mesoscopic transport phenomena are observable if the dimensions of
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the conductor are of the order of at least one of the following characteristic length scales
[Dat09]:
(i) the de Broglie or Fermi wavelength λF
(ii) the mean free path, i.e. the distance over which a particle can travel without loss of its
momentum
(iii) the phase relaxation length, i.e. the length over which a particle can travel before its
initial phase has been randomized
Since these length scales depend very much on the material, e.g. λF in semiconductors is
typically 100 times larger than in metals (see table 1.1), on temperature and magnetic field,
typical mesoscopic sample sizes vary largely. A rather large declared range would be above
1 nm and below 1 mm. All three requirements can be tackled by simply shrinking the dimensions of the electronic components. However, requirement (ii) and (iii) can equally well be
approached by fabricating cleaner samples [Rös11], or by applying strong magnetic fields to
enter the quantum Hall regime where extremely long mean free paths can be reached due
to the suppression of back-scattering in edge channels [Büt88a]. Note also that not all requirements have to be met for the observation of mesoscopic effects. E.g. for the observation
of quantized conductance (i) and (ii) are sufficient. Likewise, for the formation of Landau
levels and the observation of the quantum Hall effect a phase coherence length (iii) larger
than the cyclotron orbit is sufficient. Requirement (iii) is in particular crucial for all type
of interference effects, such as the Aharonov Bohm effect or the observation of fringes of
spacing λF /2 in scanning gate microscopy [Top00]. An overview of the topic can be obtained
from introductory textbooks on mesoscopic physics like [Imr02] or [Dat09], or [Ihn10] with
an emphasis on semiconductor nanostructures.
Cold atoms Due to the diluteness of ultracold gases Fermi wavelengths of the order of 1 µm
can be reached. In our set-up, because of the low mass of Lithium we have λF ∼ 2µm, which
is another factor of 50 larger than in semiconductors. Criterion (i) can thus be met using
high-resolution imaging techniques with visible laser light. Further the mean free path (ii) and
the phase relaxation length (iii) can be made arbitrarily large due to the inherent cleanliness
of cold atomic systems, the tunability of interactions and the absence of inelastic processes
[Blo08]. This promotes cold atoms as an ideal and versatile testbed for the exploration of
mesoscopic physics. In particular, the ability to continuously increase the interaction strength
to the maximum value allowed by quantum mechanics, the so-called unitary limit [Zwe12],
holds out the prospect of studying regimes currently not accessible in condensed matter
physics.
For completeness we note that in contrast to solid-state systems, the observation of interference phenomena with ultracold fermions is limited by criterion (i) rather than (iii). This
is because the phase relaxation length can be made arbitrary p
large in cold atomic systems
whereas the thermal de Broglie wavelength is only a factor of 10/π larger than λF at the
currently lowest temperatures of T /TF ' 0.1. Hence thermal averaging translates into an
effective coherence length
 
~vF
1 TF
λc,th =
=
λF ,
(3.2)
kB T
π T
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Figure 3.1.: Landauer - Büttiker picture of transport. A narrow conductor featuring
quantized transverse modes along the z axis is connected to two reservoirs having different
chemical potentials µL and µR . The net current flow is directed from the side of higher
chemical potential (left) to the side of lower chemical potential (right). In the case of neutral
particles the corresponding densities in the reservoirs are different, which is expressed in
the different shadings of the reservoirs. In our set-up the narrow channel is realized with
a repulsive laser beam (light green), which propagates along the x axis and has a nodal
intensity line at its center along the y axis.

which is the distance over which two particles differing in energy by kB T have dephased by
1 rad. Table 1.1 summarizes important differences between typical parameters in solid-state
semiconductor systems and ultracold Fermi gases.

3.2. The Landauer formula of conductance
Over the past 30 years the Landauer-Büttiker formalism of transport turned out to be an
adequate description for phase coherent electron transport. The basic idea is to consider the
conductance of a sample as being determined by the transmission probability of the carriers
through an array of elastic scatterers. In contrast to the interpretation prevailing at that time,
which considered an electric current as the response of carriers to an electric field, Landauer’s
original idea was the reverse. He assumed an incident carrier flux and calculated the resulting
electric field and the associated voltage drop due to elastic scattering of the carriers from
localized impurities (Landauer residual resistivity dipole1 ) [Lan57, Lan70]. Such an approach
is indeed closer to the experimental reality, where usually the current is imposed and the
resulting voltage drop is measured in order to determine the conductance of a sample.
In the following we derive the two-terminal Landauer formula for the multi-channel case and
subsequently discuss its implications for both condensed matter and cold atoms experiments.
1

It was later shown [Zwe97] that the backflow arising from the current induced density modulations has both
a dipolar and a radial contribution, of which only the latter gives rise to a finite resistance.
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3.2.1. Derivation
We consider our two-terminal set-up, as introduced in chapter 2.4 and 2.6, and depicted
schematically in Fig. 3.1. It consists of two particle reservoirs, left and right, having chemical
potentials µL and µR , and a connected conductor, which is characterized by a discrete set of
N transport channels j corresponding to a quantum number describing the motion transverse
to the conductor. A particle injected from the left reservoir into mode j of the conductor has
certain transmission probabilities Tij to traverse the conductor and exit it in mode i into the
right reservoir2 . The following assumptions about the coupling to the reservoirs are made:
(i) Each reservoir keeps all the channels j below its chemical potential filled with particles
propagating away from it.
(ii) A particle incident on a reservoir is directly absorbed and thermalizes there.
(iii) The particles from the reservoirs are emitted incoherently, meaning in particular that
there are no interference effects between different channels.
We now calculate the current in linear response when a small bias ∆µ = µL − µR > 0 is
present. Due to symmetry particles having an energy below µR do not contribute to the net
current, see Fig. 3.2a. We only have to consider the carriers injected from the left reservoir
within the bias window ∆µ. Assumption (i) tells us that the net particle current injected
into channel j is given by
Z ∞
dnj
˜
dE vj (E)
Ij =
(E) [f (E − µL ) − f (E − µR )] ,
(3.3)
dE
Ej
dn

where the integral runs over energy, Ej is the transverse energy of mode j, vj (E) and dEj (E)
are the group velocity and one-dimensional (1D) density of states of the right-moving particle
waves in mode j, and f (E) = [exp(E/kB T + 1)]−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. For a
schematic representation of the injected currents see Fig. 3.3. The 1D density of states of the
dn
right-moving particles is half the total 1D density of states and is given by dEj (E) = 1/hvj (E),
considering only a single spin state. It thus cancels the velocity in the integral of Eqn. (3.3).
Further, in linear response we have
f (E − µL ) − f (E − µR ) ≈

∂f
∂f
(E − µ)∆µ = −
(E − µ)∆µ,
∂µ
∂E

(3.4)

where µ = (µL + µR )/2 is the mean chemical potential. Hence, the injected current into
mode j is given by
1
zero temperature 1
I˜j = f (Ej − µ)∆µ −−−−−−−−−−→ ∆µΘ(µ − Ej ).
h
h

(3.5)

where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. It is independent of the channel index j provided
that the transverse energy Ej lies more than ∼ 4kB T below the chemical potential µ. For
2

In this picture we regard the conductor as a single entity, whereas in the original considerations of Landauer
and Büttiker it was decomposed into two identical perfect wires characterized by independent transport
channels, connected to an elastic scatterer which made up for scattering among the individual modes.
However, whether the Tij are due to a single localized scatterer or due to a more complex extended
potential profile in the conductor does not matter [Imr99].
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Figure 3.2.: Landauer - Büttiker picture of transport: position and momentum
space. a, Particles incident from both sides on the conductor (not shown), which are below
µR are compensated in a sens that they do not contriubute to the net current. Only particles
within the bias window ∆µ (represented by green arrows) at the Fermi surface contribute. b,
Momentum space representation: three parabolas represent the dispersion relation in three
transverse modes spaced that are spaced by an energy ~ωz . Carriers contributing to the net
current are highlighted in green. Due to the cancellation of the energy dependencies of the
1D density of states and of the group velocity of the particles each mode carries the same
current.

simplicity we shall assume this for the remainder. This means that the reservoir feeds the
same current to each of the channels. An illustration in momentum space is given in Fig.
3.2b.
We now turn to the transmitted currents, i.e. we consider the currents Iij which are made
up by particles, leaving the left reservoir in mode j and entering the right reservoir in mode i.
We obtain them by multiplication of the injected currents I˜j with the transmission probability
Tij = |tij |2 , where tij are the corresponding quantum mechanical probability amplitudes3 .
They can be obtained by solving the quantum mechanical scattering problem in the conductor
based on the single particle Schrödinger equation. We obtain
Iij =

1
Tij ∆µ,
h

(3.6)

where the Heaviside step function has been included in the definition of the Tij or tij respectively.
In linear response, the in principle energy dependent transmission probabilities are evaluated at the chemical potential. The total current Ii incident in the i-th channel to the right
is
X
∆µ X
∆µ
Ii =
Iij =
Tij =
Ti ,
(3.7)
h
h
j

3

j

The reflection probability for an incident mode j from the left to a mode i to the left is accordingly
Rij = |rij |2 . Together with the corresponding matrices treating particles incident from the right side, t0ij
0
and rij
, they can be arranged to form the scattering matrix S. It allows to convert the incident fluxes from
both sides into out-going fluxes to both sides. Conversely, the T matrix (transfer matrix, not to confuse
with the introduced transmission probabilities Tij ) relates all in- and out-going probability amplitudes
from one side to those of the other side, which e.g. is convenient to describe a series connection of coherent
conductors
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Figure 3.3.: The transmission matrix Tij . Particle currents I˜j are injected from the
left reservoir into the modes j of the conductor. Due to elastic scattering, which may result
from localized scatterers or from a more complex potential profile, an incident mode j can
be scattered in various other modes i. Depending on whether forward or back scattering occurred, the process is described by the corresponding probability amplitude for transmission,
tij or for reflection, rij . Each out-going current Ij may have contributions from all incident
currents modes I˜j . In this figure only the net current is considered.

where we have introduced a total transmission coefficient into the i-th channel,
X
Ti =
Tij ≤ 1.

(3.8)

j

The total current from left to right can thus be written as
Itot =

X
i

Ii =

∆µ X
∆µ X
∆µ
Tr(tt† ),
Ti =
|tij |2 =
h
h
h
i

(3.9)

i,j

where Tr(tt† ) denotes the trace over the matrix tt† . We arrive at the Landauer formula of
conductance,
Itot
1X
1
G=
=
Ti = Tr(tt† ).
(3.10)
∆µ
h
h
i

Often, it turns out that Ti ' 1 for all M transverse modes below the chemical potential. This
means either that the individual channels are uncoupled and all ideally transmitting (t ≡ 1)
or that they are coupled but the associated inter-mode scattering occurs only in the forward
direction. In both situations the Landauer formula reads
G=
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or, including finite temperature,
G=

1X
f (Ei − µ).
h

(3.12)

i

In this thesis we will mainly make use of formula (3.12). Formula (3.10) is only considered
when we evaluate the inter-mode mixing in chapter 6.6.

3.2.2. Discussion
In this section we discuss various important implications of the Landauer formula of conductance. For each point we relate the findings and controversies encountered in condensed
matter physics to our particular two-terminal experiments with cold atoms.
Dissipation If in a classical electronic circuit a current I flows through a resistor R we are
used to directly associate a locally dissipated Joule heat RI 2 with it. However, in a ballistic
conductor, there is no energy relaxation mechanism due to the absence of inelastic processes.
This has the important consequence that the energy distribution inside the conductor is
non-thermal and one therefore uses the expressions ”quasi Fermi level” or ”quasi chemical
potential” to quantify the density in the conductor. They can be introduced for right and
left-moving particles alike or be combined to a single level, which is the mean of both if
the density of states is constant over the considered energy range. The problem of energy
dissipation however remains. Electrons or particles that go from the higher chemical potential
on the left side to the lower chemical potential on the right side must lose their excess energy.
Since there is no energy dissipation in the conductor, they have no choice but dissipating
their excess energy upon arrival at the right side, in the right reservoir. This occurs over
an energy relaxation length, which is defined as the distance over which the non-equilibrium
particle distribution forms a thermal distribution. The main energy relaxation mechanism in
condensed matter systems are lattice vibrations (phonons).
We now turn to our cold atomic two-terminal set-up, which is different in two aspects:
(i) Despite the notion of reservoirs, the atomic cloud is isolated in vacuum and we have
a fixed and conserved energy and atom number. Hence, strictly speaking, our system
is described by the canonical ensemble. We can however keep the description of the
reservoirs in terms of (grand-canonical) chemical potentials with the consequence that
they evolve in time during the transport process.

(ii) There are effectively no inelastic processes in our system (see appendix D.1). A particle
coming from the side of higher chemical potential and incident on the side of lower chemical potential nevertheless has to equilibrate with the particles present there. This can
only occur via a rethermalization of the entire reservoir to a slightly different chemical
potential and temperature. The same holds for the other reservoir which continuously
loses particles. The efficiency of rethermalization depends on the inter-particle scattering length which for the presented experiments in the weakly-interacting regime is
typically such that the mean free path is about one order of magnitude larger than the
size of the reservoirs. This means that energy dissipation in the reservoirs takes place in
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an entirely non-local way. However, importantly, the mean time between two scattering
events is much smaller than the timescale over which the transport process takes place,
ensuring thermal equilibrium and well defined chemical potentials in the reservoirs.
We briefly estimate the dissipated energy in our transport experiments for the weaklyinteracting regime. It is determined a priori by the energy that is initially put into the
system, i.e. by the applied chemical potential bias ∆µ. Starting from an equilibrium situation of balanced reservoirs we imagine removing ∆N/2 particles from the right reservoir
and placing them in the left reservoir. In linear response the total energy per particle of the
system has consequently increased by an amount


∆E
1 ∆N ∆µ
1 ∆N 2
=
'
µ,
(3.13)
N
N 2 2
6
N
where in the second step we have used the relation between ∆µ and ∆N for harmonically
trapped non-interacting Fermi gases at zero temperature, Eqn. (2.86). Conversely this means
that ∆E is the amount of dissipated energy during the entire transport process. For a typical
relative particle number imbalance ∆N/N ' 0.35 we obtain ∆E/N ' 0.02µ, corresponding
to an increase in T /TF by 2%. Such a tiny change is experimentally hard to detect because
it is of the same order as the error in our temperature measurements of single reservoirs.
Recovering Ohm’s law The Landauer formula of conductance predicts the correct properties of mesoscopic conductors in the ballistic regime, namely the length independence of
the contact resistance and the discrete values of this resistance in a narrow conductor. Here,
we briefly show that one can recover Ohm’s law from the Landauer formula in the classical
limit of large incoherent conductors. As we will see for the two experiments presented in this
chapter, we can actually realize a continuous crossover between the two transport regimes,
ballistic and diffusive.
For simplicity we start from the zero temperature Landauer formula, Eqn. (3.11), multiplied
by a uniform transmission coefficient4 T . Assuming box-like potentials in the transverse directions we imagine to continuously increase the cross-section A of the conductor such that
we reach A  λ2F and to continuously increase its length L until we reach L  L0 , where L0
is a characteristic length scale of the order of the mean free path. The number of transverse
Ak2
modes is then given by M → (λFA/2)2 = π2F . Inserting this expression in Eqn. (3.11) we
obtain
G = DOS3D AvF T /π,
(3.14)
where we have expressed one factor of kF as kF = mvF /~, and made use of the 3D density
of states for a single spin state, DOS3D = 2πm2 ~2 kF . We now need to relate the transmission
probability of the conductor to its length. Consider the two limits where the length L of the
conductor is either much larger or much smaller than L0 . A sensible expression for T should
reduce to L0 /L in the first limit and to unity in the second limit. It can be shown that in
the absence of interference phenomena a valid expression containing the two limits is given
by [Dat09]
L0
T =
.
(3.15)
L + L0
4

T in this paragraph should not be confused with the temperature, that also has this symbol throughout
this thesis.
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Figure 3.4.: Displaced Fermi sphere (2D representation). In equilibrium the momentum states within the black dashed circles, centered at the origin, are occupied. In the
presence of a current along the x direction, the Fermi sphere is shifted (green circle) along
that direction by an amount kD , corresponding to the drift velocity of the particles. In the
Landauer-Büttiker picture of transport only the momentum states that make up the net
current (green dots) are considered.

Substituting T by this expression in Eqn. (3.14) we obtain
G=

A
DOS3D vF L0 /π.
L + L0

(3.16)

In the limit L  L0 we can identify vF L0 /π as the diffusion coefficient D in the sample and
use the Einstein relation
σ = DOS3D D
(3.17)
to obtain
G=σ

A
,
L + L0

(3.18)

which reduces to Ohm’s law, Eqn. (3.1), when neglecting L0 in the denominator. Hence, Eqn.
(3.16) can be used to smoothly interpolate between ballistic and diffusive transport.
Conductance: a Fermi surface property In the derivation of the Landauer formula we used
that the net current flow is made up by a small fraction of particles at the Fermi surface,
distributed in energy within a small bias window ∆µ. This is in contrast to other pictures
of transport, like the Drude model or the Kubo formula, which rather adopt the point of
view that an electric field in the conductor acts on all particles in the same way. Those
pictures, although very different, can be brought in agreement with the Landauer picture in
that respect by considering the following argument.
Consider the Fermi sphere in k-space, describing the occupied states in the conductor. In
the presence of an electric field it is displaced from the origin, as sketched in Fig. 3.4, because
after a given time interval the acceleration of the particles due to the electric field has increased their momenta. In steady state we may think of the displacement of the Fermi sphere
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as being determined by the mean carrier velocity, i.e. the drift velocity vD = ~kD /m. In linear
response, the displacement kD is much smaller than kF . Hence the populated momentum
states are the same as in the absence of an electric field except for a small fraction of states
slightly below the original Fermi surface with momentum . kF which have been moved to
previously unoccupied states slightly above the original Fermi surface with momenta & kF .
This means that the vast majority of the particles has a partner with exactly the reversed
momentum, and their contributions to the current cancel. Only a small fraction at the Fermi
surface has uncompensated momenta and they make up for the entire net current. We identify them with the green carriers in Fig. 3.2a and b. Hence to understand the conduction
properties of degenerate Fermi gases, we only have to consider particles at the Fermi surface or in other words, conductance in a two-terminal set-up is a Fermi surface property
[Dat09]. Because many-body interactions introduce strong correlations or modifications of
the Fermi surface, transport experiments have been so successful in revealing those effects,
with the most dramatic examples being BCS superconductivity, high-Tc superconductivity,
the Kondo effect, and the fractional quantum Hall effect.
For our measurements the applied bias is typically ∆µ ' 0.2µ, which is large compared to
solid state systems. However it represents a significant improvement compared to standard
imaging techniques, where the density distribution constitutes a signal that is dominated by
the Fermi sea and thus requires a large signal-to-noise ratio to detect effects on top of it
[Zwi06b].
Where and how is the voltage or chemical potential measured? Depending on whether
the voltage is measured at the same contacts from which the current is driven or at separate contacts situated between the current contacts at the two ends of the conductor one
speaks about two-probe or four-probe measurements. The four-probe measurements have the
advantage that the voltage measurement does not include the contact resistance arising at
the interface of different materials, e.g. at the metallic Ohmic contacts on a semiconductor
sample. This type of contact resistance should not be confused with the contact resistance
due to a constricted geometry which is discussed in the context of the Landauer formula.
Although such four-probe measurements are standard [Rös11] they usually do not realize a
measurement of the local non-equilibrium carrier density or the local voltage drop as originally conceived by Landauer and coworkers [Lan70, Eng81, Büt85]. This issue was at the
heart of a long controversy at that time and its implications are discussed in this section.
In its original form [Lan57, Lan70] Landauer’s formula for the conductance of a onedimensional conductor connected to two incoherent reservoirs reads5
G̃ =

1T
,
hR

(3.19)

where T and R = 1 − T are the transmission and reflection probabilities of the conductor
treated as a single complex scatterer. Formula (3.19) differs from formula (3.10) in the one1D

dimensional limit, G −−→ h1 T , by the inclusion of an additional factor 1/R. It thus predicts
an infinite conductance for a perfect defect-free conductor, or equivalently, zero resistance.
The ambiguity originates from the question, where the densities determining the chemical
potentials or the voltage are measured. In the presented derivation, the voltage or chemical
5

For consistency with the preceding treatment we omit a factor e2 owing to the charge of the electron which
appears when considering charge currents instead of particle currents.
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potential difference is assumed to be measured between two points, each deep in one of the
reservoirs, corresponding to a so-called two-terminal measurement. However, historically, the
notion was rather that the voltage is measured in a minimal-invasive way between two points
at the ends of the conductor [Büt85], without disturbing the local non-equilibrium density
distribution. In that case the ”local” voltage or chemical potential drop at the conductor is
proportional to R, and given by R(µL − µR ) [Büt85, Dat09]6 . It arises because the considered
scatterer will cause a pile-up of particles on the side from which the particles are incident
and a reduction of particles, compared to the situation without scatterer, on the other side.
To retrieve the corresponding four-terminal conductance, one divides the current by that
local chemical potential drop, R(µL − µR ) instead of the two-terminal chemical potential
difference ∆µ = µL − µR . This leads to formula (3.19). For its multi-mode generalization,
i.e. the counterpart of Eqn. (3.10) with a ”local” voltage measurement, a more involved formula can be derived [Büt85]7 . Formula (3.10) was presented for the first time in [Fis81], and
earlier in [Eco81] in its one-dimensional limit. This led to a controversy in the ’80s because
it contradicted the original Landauer formula, Eqn. (3.19), see [Sto88] for a detailed historical background. In the end, the controversy has been solved by interpreting the predicted
finite resistance for a perfect conductor as a ”quantum” contact resistance [Imr86, Büt86a],
whose geometric origin in metal point contacts was already mentioned and investigated by
Y. Sharvin in 1965 [Sha65a, Sha65b]. Ultimate confirmation was brought by the pioneering
experiments by van Wees [Wee88] and Wharam [Wha88b] on the quantization of conductance in semiconductor nanostructures, who clearly observed such a contact resistance. In
particular, the observed conductances were precise multiples of 2e2 /h (factor of 2 due to spin
degeneracy), which came as a surprise at that time because even for the believers in the
quantum contact resistance, formula (3.10) was more considered as an order of magnitude
estimate than a precise prediction [Imr86, Sto88, Hou96].
It turned out that the original assumption of minimal invasive voltage probes as part of
a four-point measurement [Eng81], is experimentally very difficult to achieve. Instead, the
voltage contacts usually do disturb the local non-equilibrium carrier density and act like
an inelastic scatterer [Büt86b], thereby establishing an equilibrium between left and rightmoving particles leading in the end to the observed contact resistance8 . Since anyway in the
usual multi-terminal mesoscopic conductor layouts voltage and current contacts are of the
same size and characteristics one should treat them on an equal footing [Büt86a, Imr99].
Especially for one-dimensional phase coherent conductors, one can imagine that realizing
voltage probes without affecting substantially the transmission properties of the conductor is
an inherently difficult task, and it was not before 2001 that such a non-invasive four-terminal
resistance measurement on a ballistic one-dimensional quantum wire has been carried out
[Pic01]. It demonstrates that the four-terminal resistance is indeed zero along the original
arguments of Landauer and coworkers [Sto88], whereas the two-terminal resistance assumes
6

To infer from a local difference of the (non-equilibrium) chemical potentials a local voltage drop in an
electric system requires the additional argument of charge neutrality, which is established by screening
over a length scale larger than the screening length.
7
In the derivation of the Landauer formula, Eqn. (3.10), presented here, we actually followed this reference,
except for the fact that we assumed a voltage measurement deep in the reservoirs.
8
An exception are tunnel coupled probes. If in addition they are superconducting they allow for a spectroscopic measurement of the non-equilibrium energy distribution, as demonstrated for quasiparticles in a
mesoscopic, diffusive wire [Pot97]
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Figure 3.5.: Neutral vs. charged particles. Shown are the quasi chemical potentials
in the vicinity of a scattering region when a particle current is incident from the left. a,
Charge neutral system. A density difference between left and right side is allowed. The net
current is carried by the particles within the bias window ∆µloc (green arrows). The dashed
line corresponds to the course of the local chemical potential in the case of a disordered
conductor. b, Same situation as (a) but for charged particles. Due to the requirement of
charge neutrality a change in the electro-chemical potential goes along with a corresponding
change of the band bottom, resulting in an electrostatic potential −eV (r).

a value close to h/2e2 proofing its origin as a contact resistance. We will see below that in
our set-up we can go even one step further and extract the local resistivity of a ballistic
two-dimensional conductor by high-resolution in-situ imaging of the non-equilibrium density
distribution.
Neutral vs. charged particles In our set-up transport can be viewed as diffusion of particles
at the Fermi surface due to a density difference between the two reservoirs. Consider for
simplicity the situation of a cold-atomic conductor with a flat trap bottom, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.5a. The different density levels of the two reservoirs (not shown in Fig. 3.5a) can either
be smoothly connected by a density gradient across the conductor or by two steep changes
at the interfaces to the conductor. The first situation (illustrated in Fig. 3.5a) corresponds
to the case of a disordered conductor9 , whereas the second case corresponds to the contact
resistance encountered in ballistic conductors. The spatial variation of the density can be
directly mapped into a spatial variation of the chemical potential if the equation of state of the
gas is known. Hence in that case one can directly access the spatial regions where the chemical
potential drops from an in-situ image of the density distribution. This technique is applied in
section 3.4.3 to reveal the contact resistance associated to our quasi two-dimensional channel
in the ballistic regime.
For charged particles the situation is slightly more complex. To obtain a physical picture
of what happens it it useful to outline a typical calculation using the Landauer formalism.
We consider a flux of electrons incident on a conductor. A localized scatterer [Lan57] or a
9

Our statement is true on length scales that are large compared to the length scale of the disorder.
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confined geometry [Ulr98] leads to some back-scattering and thus to a larger electron density
on the side of the incident electrons if electron interactions are ignored. However, electrostatics does not allow unscreened charges. One thus formally considers these current-induced
excess charges as an external perturbation, which are screened by electron interactions, resulting in a steady state charge distribution that is constant on a length scale larger than the
screening length. Since the screening charges in return give rise to an electrostatic potential
in which the carriers move, the described formalism is also called self-consistent screening.
The requirement of a homogeneous charge distribution, even in the presence of a current, is
usually referred to as charge neutrality. It has the consequence that the band bottom tracks
the quasi electrochemical potential in the conductor, as shown in Fig. 3.5b. This is true only
on a length scale larger than the screening length. At smaller distances excess charges (e.g.
Landauer residual resistivity dipoles) are allowed. Since a change in the band bottom in a
uniform conductor can only be caused by an electrostatic potential energy, −eV (r), there
is a one to one correspondence between spatial variations of the band bottom and spatial
variations of the electrostatic potential V (r). From its derivative with respect to space one
can calculate the electric field in the conductor.
Such calculations show that for localized scatterers or for a rapidly varying geometry, as is
the case in a quantum point contact (QPC), the electric field inside the conductor is far from
uniform. Hence the local relation between current density and electric field, j(r) = σE(r) can
be violated. A better interpretation for the origin of the current is then a density difference
or gradient in the right-moving particles, as sketched in Fig. 3.5b. From that point of view
electric transport is a diffusion process [Dat09] taking place within a class of particles with
a directed momentum and having energies within the bias window ∆µ. This is represented
in Fig. 3.5b by the green arrows. All other drawn arrows can be thought of as compensated
or as blocked by the electro-static potential. This is very much in the sense of the original
consideration from Landauer, who calculated the diffusion of precisely those incident carriers
irrespective of their charge, and then used the Einstein relation, Eqn. (3.17), to relate the
diffusion coefficient to the conductance.
We briefly extend the discussion to systems with a non-uniform density distribution at
equilibrium, as they occur in trapped ultra-cold gases. The corresponding diffusive force is
balanced by the force exerted by the trapping potential. In that case the spatial variation of
the chemical potential due to the presence of a current is obtained from the density difference
with respect to equilibrium,
δn(r) = n(r) − nequ (r),
(3.20)
with n(r) and nequ (r) the density distributions in the presence and absence of current respectively. The corresponding spatial variation of the chemical potential with respect to
equilibrium, δµ(r) = µ(r) − µequ (r) is obtained in linear response from


∂µ(r)
δµ(r) =
δn(r),
(3.21)
∂n
equ
By evaluating it at two distinct points, r1 and r2 , e.g. at both sides of a one-dimensional
conductor, one readily obtains the four-terminal conductance G = I/ [δµ(r1 ) − δµ(r2 )]. This
procedure is very similar or almost identical to the procedure used to calculate the current
induced electrostatic potential in a complex conductor [Ulr98]. There, δn(r) = nnon-int (r) −
nnon-int,equ (r) is computed from the corresponding non-interacting electron densities, i.e. the
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density distributions that one would have if there were no Coulomb interactions between the
electrons and thus no screening. Then charge neutrality on scales larger than the screening
length is required. On these length scales the Thomas-Fermi approximation is valid and one
can calculate the electrostatic potential analogous to Eqn. (3.21):

− eV (r) =

∂µ(r)
∂n


δn(r).

(3.22)

equ

Such a calculation reveals at which positions in the conductor the voltage drop is actually
localized [Ulr98].
We conclude that for both, charge neutral and charged systems, the current can be interpreted as a diffusive current. The only difference between the two systems, besides huge
experimental differences due to the absence or presence of the Coulomb force, is that the
local potential drop in a charge neutral system can be obtained from a density measurement,
whereas this does not work for a charged system because the electron density in the conductor is constant due to screening. Instead the local electrochemical potential drop, which can
vary faster than the pure electro-static potential limited by the screening length, is measured
with (preferably non-invasive) voltage probes [Pic01, Dat09].

3.3. Relation to other transport experiments with cold gases
In the preceding chapters it has become clear that our Landauer type transport set-up allows
to measure the DC conductance of the conductor or channel connected to the two reservoirs.
This is because the time scale over which we observe the current is much larger than the
equilibration dynamics of the reservoirs. In this section we review the wide range of experimental techniques and observables that have so far been used to study transport phenomena
in ultracold gases. We will see that in most cases, a simple interpretation of the observables in terms of transport coefficients or diffusion coefficients is not possible. We divide the
experiments in four categories:
(i) Application of an external force
(ii) Expansion experiments
(iii) In-trap dynamics
(iv) Supercurrents in ring traps
which we review one after the other. To make the differences to our experiments most evident,
we put the main emphasis on the relation of the observables to conductance. We will see that
the two most important differences are the following: first, in all reviewed experiments the
entire cloud participates in the transport process, whereas in our experiment it is only a small
fraction at the Fermi surface which is responsible for the net current flow, see section 3.2.2.
Second, due to the absence of reservoirs in the reviewed experiments, typical mesoscopic
physics is not accessible because there boundary conditions from the reservoirs and the
resulting interfaces to the conductor play a dominant role [Imr99, Imr02, Dat09].
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3.3.1. Application of an external force.
In this type of experiments an external force is applied to the cloud and its subsequent
center of mass response is observed in position or momentum space, usually as a function of
time. Such experiments were originally motivated by transport theories of condensed matter
physics, like the Drude model or the Kubo formula, that consider an electric field as the
driving force of electric currents. In that sense an applied external force constitutes the
equivalent of an electric field for neutral particles.
The issue with this approach to transport is best understood by considering an isolated
Fermi-Hubbard system subject to a homogeneous electric field [Eck11]. First, in the absence
of interactions, the system shows a pure AC response because it undergoes Bloch oscillations.
The DC regime can only be reached above a critical interaction strength and in the long time
limit where the behavior of the system does not depend on the initial conditions like the
initial temperature or how the electric field is switched on. Second, even in the DC regime
the steady state current is zero, because in the absence of reservoirs the system heats up
infinitely due to the continuous increase of the energy density.
In the following, we distinguish between experiments that apply a force and look at the
long time behavior of the created excitation (subcategory (a)) and experiments that directly
measure the imparted momentum after the force has been applied (subcategory (b)). The
first method is more related to the DC response of the system whereas the second one is
closer to an AC current response. In both cases, the time ∆t during which the force F is
applied is short compared to the trapping period,
∆t  Ttrap ,
and is therefore usually on a millisecond timescale. The reason is that one wants to avoid
that the signal, although trap averaged in any case, is influenced by some dynamics in the
trap. The strength of the excitation is characterized by the resulting impulse I = F ∆t.
We first treat (a). In a harmonic trap the applied impulse leads to dipole oscillations of the
cloud. Their damping is measured by monitoring the center of mass position or the center of
mass velocity of the cloud as a function of time. Usually the position can be directly accessed
in experiments with fermions, whereas in experiments with bosons the spatial resolution is
often not enough to detect the oscillations in position due to the smaller cloud sizes. Instead
one can measure the momentum of the cloud which is accessible in time-of-flight imaging.
Alternatively, dipole oscillations can be induced by a sudden shift of the harmonic trap by
an amount ∆x significantly smaller than the cloud size. In that case, a potential energy
mωx2 (∆x)2 /2 per particle is added to the system. The only difference to the first method
is that the oscillations do not start from the central position with maximum kinetic energy
but instead from the position of maximum deflection and with zero kinetic energy. The force
or the sudden shift of the trap are usually realized with a magnetic field gradient. Alternatively the dipole trap can be directly displaced [McK08]. An experimentally more involved
technique is an accelerating optical lattice. This is accomplished by linearly increasing the
frequency difference between the two laser beams creating the lattice potential along the
transport axis.
Using these techniques phase coherent transport in a bosonic Josephson junction array formed
by the pancakes of a 1D lattice has been demonstrated [Cat01], as well as strong damping
of the motion of 1D Bose gases, realized as 1D tubes in a 3D lattice [Stö04, Fer05]. In a
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3D lattice phase-slip induced damping was observed in the Bose-Hubbard regime [McK08].
For fermions, the analog experiments with a 1D lattice forming coupled pancakes found collisionally induced transport in a classical gas [Ott04] and the crossover from a conducting
to an insulating state for a quantum degenerate gas when the Fermi energy is moved from
within the lowest Bloch band into the band gap [Pez04]. In a homogeneous 3D lattice the
damping of the oscillations was studied in the lowest Bloch band as a function of repulsive
interactions, which were found to inhibit transport in a similar way as an increased filling
does [Str07].
We conclude that the damping rate of induced dipole oscillations can provide valuable information about the state of the system. It is certainly related to the DC conductivity of the
system if one thinks of the conductivity as a quantity which characterizes the ease by which
particles can move through some potential landscape.
In the second subcategory (b) one immediately measures the center-of-mass velocity response of the cloud after an impulse has been applied. In all other respects the method is
identical to the first subcategory. Originally, this method has been used in combination with
a measurement of the coherence of the gas to probe the excitation spectrum of a Mott insulator [Gre02]. Further, it allowed to extract the phase boundary between a superfluid Luttinger
liquid and a Mott insulator in a system of 1D bosonic tubes described by the sine-Gordon
model [Hal10], and to study the 3D Bose-Hubbard model in the presence of disorder [Pas10,
Gad11]. An insulating behavior of the system above a certain interaction strength or disorder
strength is deduced from the observation that no momentum can be imparted to the cloud
any more.
The measurement of Bloch oscillations and Landau-Zener tunneling into higher bands [Ben96,
Mor01, Tar12] falls also into subcategory (b). In that case the impulse is applied during a
variable time and the imparted momentum on the cloud is measured as usual in time-of-flight
after a sudden switch off of the lattice beams projecting onto the momentum distribution
of the Bloch states. More recently, Bloch oscillations of a single atom have been directly
monitored in position space [Pre15].
This second subcategory, if applied in the context of superfluid to insulator transitions, is
closely related to the measurement of the phase coherence. The phase coherence in a system
is usually measured by determining the width of the momentum distribution accessible after
time-of-flight. Consider now bosons residing in a superfluid state in an optical lattice. As
demonstrated in [Cat01] the atoms can only move if the phases between the neighboring
pancakes are locked. This is because transport occurs via tunneling and the phase coherent current between two neighboring sites is proportional to sin(∆φ), with ∆φ denoting the
phase difference between the two sites. Once phase coherence is lost this phase is not defined
and the superfluid current averages to zero10 . Hence applied to the experiments in [Hal10,
Pas10, Gad11], measuring the velocity response to a short impulse can be seen as a measure
of the phase coherence of the system, and indeed both observables show the same features
as a function of interaction strength [Hal10] or lattice depth [Gad11].
On more general grounds, experiments of the second subcategory are certainly related to
the AC current response of the system. Fourier transforming of the impulse reveals the broad
spectrum of frequencies involved in the excitation. Hence, it does not probe the velocity
10

The single-particle current due to tunneling of thermal atoms is negligible compared to the superfluid
current.
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response to a well defined frequency though, as is the case when an AC voltage is applied to
a solid state sample.

3.3.2. Expansion experiments
In this category we summarize experiments in which after the preparation of the system the
external trapping potential is abruptly switched off and the expansion dynamics of the cloud
in a certain potential landscape, e.g. a disordered potential or an optical lattice potential, is
studied. Such experiments can be very meaningful and allow to extract diffusion coefficients
if the density can be measured in-situ. On the other hand they are conceptually further away
from typical condensed matter transport experiments because, first, there is no directed flow
of particles, but a global expansion (isotropic or non-isotropic depending on the underlying
potential), and second, the initial state is strongly out of equlibrium compared to the final
state and the induced dynamics is thus far from linear response.
Prominent experiments in this category are the ones which demonstrated Anderson localization in one [Bil08, Roa08] or three dimensions [Kon11, Jen12a]. The observation of
an exponentially localized density distribution and a strongly reduced diffusion constitute
clear signatures for Anderson localization. In the other limit, if a cloud freely expands in a
clean system in the absence of interactions, as is usually the case in standard time-of-flight
imaging, ballistic expansion will naturally emerge. This goes even so far that this ballistic
expansion does in general not depend on the conduction properties of the initial state. For
instance, for a band insulator prepared in a 3D optical lattice free ballistic expansion into
the surrounding empty lattice is observed, too [Sch12]. Only the addition of interactions lead
to a diffusive part in the expansion dynamics, which has subsequently also been studied in
low-dimensional bosonic lattice systems [Ron13]. A band insulator will only behave as an
insulating material if it is embedded in a system where no additional states are available, as
it is naturally the case in condensed matter systems where the conductor is placed between
leads which impose their chemical potentials. Further, anisotropic hydrodynamic expansion
of a strongly interacting Fermi gas [OHa02] was used to extract its shear viscosity [Cao11,
Jos14].
Often one is interested in the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient, which can be
very spectacular e.g. in the vicinity of the mobility edge in three dimensions [Del14]. However,
the signal in those experiments is averaged over an energy window with a width given by
the chemical potential of the gas. The interpretation is therefore often difficult and requires
thorough comparison to theory [Kon11, Jen12a, Sch12, Ron13]. The energy averaging can
in principle be circumvented by launching the atoms with a well defined momentum into
the disordered potential [Jen12b] or by using an atom laser [Blo99, Fab11]. If the diffusion
coefficient of the particles can be measured energy-resolved, its value at the chemical potential
or Fermi level can in principle be used to determine the conductivity from the Einstein
relation, Eqn. (3.17), if in addition the density of states at the chemical potential or Fermi
level is known.

3.3.3. In-trap dynamics
In this category we review experiments that prepare an out-of-equilibrium state of the entire
cloud and study its relaxation towards equilibrium. The physical quantities that are mon-
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itored as a function of time are manifold and range from density ordering and lattice site
occupancies to magnetization and supercurrents. We will see that most of the experiments
can be understood in terms of diffusion of the physical quantity that has been placed out of
equilibrium. We form three subcategories,
(a) Quenches
(b) Spin dynamics
(c) Collective oscillations.
In (a) transport related effects are studied by quenching the system in a certain parameter
and observe its relaxation towards equilibrium. In optical lattices quenches in the tunneling
amplitude J and thus in the effective interaction strength U/J have been realized by abruptly
decreasing the lattice depth. In that way the equilibration dynamics of an initially prepared
charge density wave [Tro12] or Mott insulator [Che12] could be studied. A pure quench in the
interaction strength of a 2D Bose gas was used in [Ran13] to study the relaxation of density
correlations.
More recently, with the availability of single-site resolved manipulation of single atoms
in optical lattices these type of experiments could be extended to prepare almost arbitrary
microscopic initial states and to observe their coherent evolution or spreading. E.g. flipping
two spins in an otherwise spin-polarized Mott insulator and observing the spread of these
excitations after lowering the lattice depth allowed to address the transport properties of
magnons [Fuk13], or the preparation of single rows in an otherwise empty 2D lattice and
the tracking of the position of the atoms as a function of time after allowing for tunneling
perpendicular to the rows was used to demonstrate random quantum walks [Pre15].
Subcategory (b) contains experiments that study longitudinal or transverse spin diffusion
in strongly interacting Fermi gases. Longitudinal spin diffusion is induced when a gradient in
the spin density, n↑ −n↓ , is prepared, whereas transverse spin diffusion sets in when a gradient
in the transverse magnetization, i.e. a gradient in the direction of the Bloch vector, has been
prepared. In a seminal experiment [Som11] spin transport in a unitary Fermi gas was studied
by first spatially separating the two hyperfine states by inducing dipole oscillations of different
frequencies in the weakly-interacting regime and then increasing the interaction strength
before the two clouds collide at the center of the trap, mutually damping their motion. By
measuring the spin density gradient in-situ, the longitudinal spin diffusion coefficient could
be determined, showing universally low values.
To measure the transverse spin diffusion coefficient the system is quenched in a state of
transverse spin polarization. Its relaxation towards equilibrium in the presence of a magnetic
field gradient, which drives transverse spin currents, is subsequently studied using a spinecho technique [Kos13, Bar14]. The same spin-echo technique has been applied to track the
decay of an initialized spin spiral [Hil14], which is a state with a gradient in the transverse
magnetization.
In subcategory (c) collective oscillations are absorbed. Their relation to transport is the
following: some collective oscillation like the quadrupole mode [Alt07b], the scissors mode
[Wri07] or higher nodal modes [Tey13, Gua13] involve counter-flowing particles or adjacent
layers with different velocity classes. Hence the damping of these modes is related to the
shear between the particles or in other words, to the ease by which momentum can be
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transfered between the different layers. The relaxation of these modes can thus be seen as
diffusion of momentum. In contrast, the compression or breathing mode is rather related
to the compressibility of the gas [Bar04a, Kin04a, Kin05]. The modes are usually induced
by a rapid change in the trapping potential or by modulating the potential created by an
additional laser beam in the case of higher nodal modes. Their first observation was in weaklyinteracting BECs [Jin96, Mew96], where they can be understood as phononlike excitations
and thus as the analogue of sound waves in a homogeneous system.
Collective oscillations were mainly used to characterize the transition from a hydrodynamic
to a collision-less regime in strongly interacting Fermi gases. Low damping rates are typical for hydrodynamic behavior. Since hydrodynamic regimes occur for both, the superfluid
regime and the normal, strongly interacting regime, it is difficult to conclude on a superfluid transition. Besides the damping of the modes, their frequency, which is related to the
stiffness of the coupling between the particles, constitutes a sensitive probe for interaction
effects. E.g. high-precision measurements of the compression mode [Alt07a] allowed to conclude on beyond mean-field effects in the equation of state of a strongly interacting Fermi
gas. More generally, the frequency in the hydrodynamic and the collision-less regime typically
differ by some factor and the continuous crossover between the two regimes can thus be well
characterized with frequency measurements.

3.3.4. Supercurrents in ring traps
The last category comprises experiments that place a BEC in a toroidal trap and study its
circular motion in it [Ram11, Mou12]. Due to the absence of boundaries along the direction
of the current, it is possible to induce real DC currents without the need of reservoirs. This
is analogous to a closed wire loop where according to the Faraday law an electromotive force
and thus a current can be induced by a temporal change in the magnetic flux.
In such experiments, long-lived supercurrents are induced by a two-photon Raman transition,
where one of the photons stems from a higher order Laguerre Gaussian beam carrying angular
momentum. Alternatively, a flow can also be mimicked or induced by circular steering of a
repulsive barrier [Wri13] or by quenching the temperature across the normal-to-superfluid
phase transition [Cor14]. Experiments have so far studied the decay of the supercurrent
due to phase slips [Ram11, Mou12], which can be fueled by a rotating repulsive barrier
[Wri13] or by interactions with a second spin state [Bea13]. Further, an atomic SQUID
(Superconducting Interference Device) [Ryu13], and a circuit featuring hysteresis [Eck14b]
have been implemented with the goal to develop a field called atomtronics that aims at
building atom analogs of electronic devices [Sea07].
By using two rotating barriers, source and drain regions with well-defined chemical potentials
can be defined [Jen14], which should in principle allow a measurement of the current-bias
characteristics.
We conclude that toroidal dipole traps are due to their geometry particularly well suited
to study persistent currents. Another reason for their suitability to study superfluidity is the
ability to measure the phase gradient which drives the superfluid current [Eck14a, Cor14].
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3.3.5. Conclusion
We have seen that except for the ring traps transport experiments without reservoirs are not
directly related to typical condensed matter physics experiments, where the directed flow
of carriers is characterized by the DC or AC conductivity. The importance of reservoirs is
actually two-fold: first, it ensures a directed particle transport and thus allows for a clear
interpretation of our experiments in terms of the DC conductance. Second, it allows to access
the field of mesoscopic physics, where currents between different leads and the corresponding
voltages are measured in various types of two- or many-terminal sample layouts. For the
description of these experiments the notion of injected currents instead of an electric field as
a driving force of the current is very important.

3.4. Conduction of Ultracold Fermions Through a Mesoscopic Channel
In this section we present our first transport experiment [Bra12] with the two-terminal set-up
introduced in the preceding chapters. The engineered quasi two-dimensional channel constitutes a cold-atom analogue of a mesoscopic ballistic conductor. By projecting an optical
speckle pattern we can introduce a random array of elastic scatterers inside the channel
switching the transport from ballistic to diffusive. By applying a chemical potential bias to
the reservoirs we induce a current through the channel. Measuring the current as a function
of bias we find ohmic conduction, even when the channel is ballistic, in agreement with the
geometric contact resistance appearing in the Landauer picture of conductance. Using highresolution imaging we measure in-situ the density variations due to the presence of a current,
and observe that the density remains uniform and constant inside the ballistic channel. In
contrast, for the diffusive case with disorder, we observe a density gradient extending through
the channel. Unlike a typical solid state physics voltage measurement, our measurement of
the local non-equilibrium density distribution in the ballistic channel is non-invasive. This
allows us to introduce a local resistance and mobility even though these are non-local quantities in the ballistic case. The demonstrated experiment opens the way towards quantum
simulation of mesoscopic devices with quantum gases.

3.4.1. Preparation and detection
Quantum degenerate gases containing Ntot = 4 × 104 6 Li atoms in each of the two lowest
hyperfine states are prepared at a temperature of 0.36(18) TF , where TF ' 700 nK is the Fermi
temperature in our combined optical and magnetic trap [Zim11]. As described in chapter 2.4
a laser beam at a wavelength of 532 nm having a nodal line in the middle of its intensity
profile propagates along the x axis and is focused on the center of the cigar-shaped atomic
cloud. The resulting quasi 2D confinement is characterized by its trapping frequency along
the z axis. Its largest value in this experiment amounted to 3.9 kHz.
The conduction measurement proceeds as follows. We create an asymmetry in the potential
by applying a constant magnetic field gradient of 0.25 G/cm along the y axis. This is done
during the evaporation process and eventually results in a relative imbalance ∆N/Ntot ∼ 0.2,
where ∆N is the number difference between the right and left reservoirs. After evaporation,
the confining potential of the trap is increased and a uniform magnetic field is set to 475 G.
At this value, the scattering length of atoms in the two internal states is -145 a0 . This ensures
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Figure 3.6.: Observation of ohmic conduction. (A) Measured number difference between the two reservoirs as a function of time. The solid line is an exponential fit to the data.
(B) Current as a function of number difference between the two reservoirs, measured from
the exponential fit of panel A, for two different confinements in the channel. A small offset
obtained from the fits in panel A, which is due to a slight misalignment of the channel with
respect to the center of the trap, has been subtracted. Circles: maximum center frequency
along z set to 3.9 kHz, triangles : 3.2 kHz. The lines are linear fits to the data.

that the collision rate is sufficient to maintain thermal equilibrium in each reservoir on a time
scale of ' 30 ms. It also ensures that the mean free path (' 1.3 mm) is much larger than the
length of the channel, making it ballistic. The symmetry of the trapping potentials is then
restored by switching off the magnetic field gradient in 50 ms, a time longer than the internal
thermalization time of each reservoir, but short compared to the timescale of equilibration
of the populations of the two reservoirs. This is important since at that time we had not yet
implemented the repulsive elliptic gate laser beam which allows to separate the reservoirs
initially.

3.4.2. Current measurement
The equilibrium of the whole system is characterized by a balanced population of both
reservoirs, thus after restoring the symmetry of the trap an atomic current sets in through
the channel. Fig. 3.6A presents the time evolution of ∆N/Ntot , with the oscillation frequency
along z in the channel set to 3.9 kHz. We observe an exponential decay (Fig. 3.6A, solid line),
with a time constant of 170(14) ms. The exponential shape can be understood by noting that
our system behaves analogous to the discharge of a capacitor through a resistor, with its time
evolution described by (see chapter 2.6)
d
∆N
dt

= −

G
∆N,
Ceff

(3.23)

where G is the conductance of the channel, and Ceff = C/4 with C = ∂N
∂µ the compressibility
of the cloud in the absence of the channel.
Because the decay of the imbalance is the slowest process, we have a quasi-steady state
situation at each point in time. Thus, the derivative of the curve around any point is a mea-
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surement of the current at a certain number difference, where the atoms in each reservoir
have a known, thermal distribution. Therefore, the magnitude of the current measures the
DC characteristic of the channel. Fig. 3.6B shows the observed current as function of the
number difference for the same data set (circles), and for a channel with reduced confinement of 3.2 kHz at the center (triangles). A linear relation is manifest for both cases, which
confirms dissipative, ohmic conduction and allows to extract the slopes G/Ceff = 2.9(4) s−1
and 3.7(2) s−1 respectively.
The observation of resistance in the ballistic conduction shows that the reservoirs are essential in the investigation of transport, as in the Landauer approach. Indeed, the free expansion
of a non-interacting cloud is also ballistic, but the absence of connection to reservoirs leads
to the absence of any resistance to the flow, other than inertia. Furthermore this ballistic
expansion generally does not depend on the conduction properties of the initial cloud, as
ballistic expansion has even been observed for a band insulator [Sch12].
The Landauer-Büttiker formula states that at zero temperature, the conductance of a
ballistic conductor is equal to 1/h per quantum state contributing to the conduction, where
h is Planck’s constant [Imr99]. Because of the quasi-two-dimensional character of the channel,
the current is carried by many transverse modes, which are not individually resolved because
of finite temperature. Instead, as the channel confinement is varied, the resistance is expected
to vary linearly with the oscillation frequency along the confined direction z, due to the
variations in the number of available modes. In both measurements, the reservoirs have
the same compressibilties, thus the ratio 0.76(11) of the two slopes is equal to the ratio of
conductances alone, and agrees qualitatively with the inverse ratio 0.82 of trap frequencies
along z. We found that the linear relation between resistance and trap frequency persists
for various confinements within the accessible range. The contact resistance, which naturally
appears in the Landauer picture, explains the observation of Ohmic conduction even in a
defect free channel. While every atom that enters the channel on one side exits on the other
with the same momentum with probability one, only a tiny fraction of the atoms from each
reservoir can pass through the channel at any given time due to the low density of states in
the channel.

3.4.3. In-situ measurements
To gain further insight into the mechanism leading to a finite resistance, we use the unique
opportunity in our set-up to image the in-situ density distribution in the channel using
high-resolution microscopy. More precisely, we take in-situ absorption images along the zdirection, with and without current flowing through the channel. A typical picture of the
density distribution in the channel in the absence of current is presented in Fig. 3.7A. At
the sides of the picture we observe the contacts with the two reservoirs which extend beyond
the field of view. Closer to the center, the lower column density reveals the presence of the
channel, which is smoothly connected to the reservoirs. Fig. 3.7B shows the difference between
two such pictures, taken with and without current flowing through the channel.
The red points in Fig. 3.7C show the line-density difference ñl along the channel, obtained
by accumulating image 3.7B along the x-direction. At the center of the channel, the difference
is close to zero over a length of 30 µm, whereas the density difference changes quickly at the
sides of the channel. This qualitative difference between the center of the channel and the
sides indicates a localized chemical potential drop, and thus that the resistance observed in
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Figure 3.7: Investigation of conduction
using high-resolution microscopy. (A)
Absorption picture of the density in the channel, for a cloud at equilibrium (no current).
(B) Difference between two pictures taken at
equilibrium and with a current of 104 s−1 . The
color is orange for positive difference and green
for negative. (C) Line-density difference obtained by accumulating B along the x-axis, for
a ballistic channel (red full circles) and for a
diffusive channel having the same conductance
(blue open circles), in the presence of the same
current. The solid lines are smoothed data to
guide the eye. (D) Focus on the central part
of the line density difference.

Fig. 3.6 originates from the reflection of atoms at the contacts with the reservoirs.
As opposed to the ballistic channel, we have engineered a channel where the conduction is
diffusive, which is the case encountered in typical solid materials. To do so, we project a bluedetuned laser speckle pattern onto the channel, realizing a quasi-2D disorder (see chapter 5
for details). This pattern has a Gaussian envelope with an rms diameter of 32 µm, an average
amplitude of 0.6 µK at the center and a correlation radius of 0.37 µm. We then reduce the
confinement of the channel down to 1.6 kHz along z, so that the atomic conductance of the
disordered channel is the same as that of the ballistic one studied before. We thus have a
second system displaying the same macroscopic transport properties, but with a different
conduction mechanism. The measured line-density difference in the disordered channel is
shown in blue in Fig. 3.7C. In sharp contrast to the ballistic case, the density difference
exhibits a continuous decrease from right to left indicating local equilibrium of the carriers
which forces the chemical potential to drop linearly over the channel.
We now relate the variations of density difference to local transport quantities, which
should be interpreted only when integrated, since the resistance in a phase coherent ballistic
conductor is non-local [Eng81]. Following the approach of mesoscopic physics [Dat09], we
introduce an effective, local chemical potential µ(y), by requiring that it yields the observed
density when inserted in the Fermi-Dirac distribution. As the mean free path for atomic
collisions is very large, the energy distribution of atoms in the channel is certainly not thermal
in the ballistic case, and even for the diffusive case it might not be thermal on the length
scale (∼ 1µm) that we resolve. Therefore, the definition of the effective chemical potential
µ(y) does not correspond to the local density approximation, and does not suppose local
equilibrium. We then define a local chemical potential difference
µ̃(y) = µ(y) − µequ (y),

(3.24)
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Figure 3.8.: Resistivity. Resistivity as a function of position in the channel for both the
ballistic (blue open circles) and the diffusive case (filled red circles).

by subtracting the chemical potential µequ at equilibrium from µ(y). It characterizes by how
much the density is locally out of equilibrium and can be imagined as the analog of a local
voltage for neutral particles. As such, our measurement of the local non-equilibrium density
distribution and the subsequent determination of µ̃(y) corresponds to the situation of a noninvasive voltage probe as originally assumed in condensed matter physics [Lan70, Eng81,
Büt85] (see section 3.2.2). In the same way, the variation of the local chemical potential
along y, ∂ µ̃/∂y can be seen as the counterpart of the electric field created by charge density
variations along an out-of-equilibrium, ballistic electric conductor [Ulr98]. We then define a
line resistivity
∂ µ̃/∂y
∂ ñl /∂y
ρ=
=
,
(3.25)
I
κl I
which when integrated along the y axis from a point y0 to y1 yields the resistance as would
be measured by a four-probe measurement with ideal, non-invasive voltage probes [Pic01]
attached at positions y0 and y1 . Here, we have introduced the line compressibility κl ≡
∂ ñl /∂ µ̃ = ∂nl /∂µ, with nl being the line density along the y axis. The line compressibility is
obtained directly from the column density at equilibrium and the shape of the trap [Mül10],
whereas I is taken to be the current at precisely the imbalance ∆N which is present when
the absorption picture in the presence of current is taken. Fig. 3.8 presents the resistivities
for the ballistic and the diffusive case obtained by applying Eqn. (3.25) to the in-situ picture.
For the ballistic case, the resistivity is zero within error bars at the center of the channel,
whereas it quickly increases at the contacts between the channel and the reservoirs. This
presents a direct observation of the local chemical potential drop at the contacts. We want to
emphasize here that it is not related to a local dissipation of energy, which takes place deep
inside the reservoirs (see section 3.2.2). The asymmetry between left and right is attributed
to the asymmetry in the TEM01 -like laser mode creating the channel, which was present at
that time [Sta10]. For the diffusive channel, the resistivity remains finite across the channel,
exhibiting two weak maxima, which reflect the contact resistance also present in this case,
although weaker due to the reduced confinement. For the diffusive channel, the local resistance
in the channel has its origin in the scattering with the random potential, which leads to
randomization of the momentum distribution of the atoms [Dat09].
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3.5. A Thermoelectric Heat Engine with Ultracold Atoms
This chapter is based on our publication [Bra13]. The theoretical model has been developed
by our collaborators Charles Grenier, Corinna Kollath, Antoine Georges and is described in
detail in [Gre12a, bra13].

3.5.1. Introduction
Thermoelectric effects, such as the generation of a particle current by a temperature gradient,
have their origin in a reversible coupling between heat and particle flows. These effects are
fundamental probes for materials and have applications to cooling and power generation.
Here we demonstrate thermoelectricity in our fermionic cold atoms channel in the ballistic
and diffusive regimes, connected to two reservoirs. We show that the magnitude of the effect
and the efficiency of energy conversion can be optimized by controlling the geometry or
disorder strength. Our observations are in quantitative agreement with a theoretical model
based on the Landauer-Büttiker formalism. Our device provides a controllable model-system
to explore mechanisms of energy conversion and realizes a cold atom based heat engine.
Heat and charge transport in materials are often coupled processes [Ons31]. This coupling
leads to thermoelectric effects, a temperature gradient may lead to a voltage drop or vice
versa. These effects are important for probing elementary excitations in materials and have
practical applications to refrigeration and power generation from waste-heat recovery [Gol09,
Sny08]. Recently, there has also been interest in thermoelectric effects in nano- and molecularscale electronic devices [Ent10, Sán11]. The progress in modeling solid-state physics with cold
atoms [Ess10, Blo12] raises the question whether thermoelectricity can be observed in such a
controlled setting [Gre12b, Kim12], where set-ups analogous to mesoscopic transport devices
have been realized [Alb05, Ram11, Bra12]. Although the thermodynamic interplay between
thermal and density modes has been seen in a second sound experiment [Sid13] and studied
in the theory of the fountain effect[Pap12, Kar12], thermoelectric transport has so far not
been investigated. Here, we demonstrate a cold atoms device in which a temperature bias
generates a neutral atom current, analogous to a charge current in conductors.

3.5.2. Experimental procedure
A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.9A. It is based on our previous work [Bra12, Sta12]. Initially we prepare Ntot = 3.1(4) × 105 weakly interacting 6 Li
atoms at a temperature of 250(9) nK in an elongated trap, having trapping frequencies
2π × (418, 23.5, 418) Hz. The Fermi temperature of the cloud is TF = 931(44) nK. Experiments are performed in a homogeneous magnet field of 552 Gauss, where the s-wave scattering length between the lowest and third lowest hyperfine states amounts to −187 a0 . After
turning on the lightsheet trap, creating a variable confinement νz in the channel up to 10 kHz,
we then raise a gate potential in the channel, preventing any exchange between the reservoirs.
A heating beam heats the left reservoir in a controlled way (see also chapter 2.6.2), increasing its temperature by typically 200 nK. Afterwards, the gate potential is removed abruptly
allowing heat and particle exchange between the reservoirs for a variable time. Before determining the particle number and temperature in each reservoir, they are separated by raising
the gate potential. The power of the laser beam creating the channel is then ramped to zero
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in 400 ms, and each reservoir is left to equilibrate independently for 100 ms [bra13].
We measure the temperatures Th (Tc ) and atom number Nh (Nc ) in the hot (cold) reservoir
using absorption images, and reconstruct the time evolution of the number imbalance ∆N =
Nc − Nh and temperature bias ∆T = Tc − Th . Figure 3.9B and C show typical results. The
temperatures equilibrate fast, similar to the equilibration of atom numbers observed in the
case of pure atomic flow [Bra12]. In contrast, the atom number difference in Fig. 3.9C starts at
zero and shows an initial build-up driven by the thermopower of the channel. At later times,
when temperatures have equilibrated, the imbalance results in a chemical potential bias which
brings the imbalance back to zero. This transient atomic current, created in response to a
temperature gradient, is the fingerprint of the intrinsic thermoelectric power of the channel.
Because the compressible cloud in the hot reservoir expands, one naively expects an initial
particle flow from the cold denser side to the hot one. In contrast, we observe the opposite
effect: a net particle current initially directed from the hot to the cold side.

3.5.3. Theoretical model
To explain quantitatively our observations, we model the channel with its conductance G,
thermal conductance GT , and thermopower αch , which are the linear response coefficients
for the particle and entropy currents due to temperature and chemical potential bias. In this
framework, the particle and entropy currents flowing in the channel are given by :





µ c − µh
IN
1
αch
.
(3.26)
= −G
2
Tc − Th
IS
αch L + αch
In this expression, IN = ∂∆N/∂t and IS = ∂∆S/∂t are the particle and entropy currents,
with ∆S = Sc − Sh . Further, µh , µc are the chemical potentials of the hot and cold reservoirs,
L = GT /T̄ G is the Lorenz number [Ash76] of the channel, which measures the ratio of entropy
to particle current noise at equilibrium, and T̄ = (Th + Tc )/2. The thermodynamics of the
reservoirs are described by
!



κ καr
∆N
∆µ
=
,
(3.27)
Cµ
∆S
∆T
καr
T
∂µ
∂S
∂S
with κ = ∂N
∂µ T , αr = ∂N T = − ∂T N , Cµ = T ∂T µ the compressibility, dilatation coefficient, and specific heat of each reservoir respectively. Further we have written ∆µ = µc − µh
and ∆T = Tc − Th . All thermodynamic quantities are evaluated at the average temperature T̄ and particle number (Nc + Nh )/2. Combining Eqn. (3.26) and Eqn. (3.27) and using
Cµ
CN
2
T = T + αr κ leads to the equation for the time evolution of ∆N and ∆T :
!
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∆N
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.
(3.28)
L+(αr −αch )2
ch
∆T
∆T
dt
− αr −α
`κ
`

Here, ` = CκT̄N is an analogue of the Lorenz number for the reservoirs, measuring the relative
magnitude of thermal fluctuations of entropy and atom number, and τ0 = κG−1 is the particle
transport timescale, analogous to a capacitor’s discharge time [Bra12].
Eqn. (3.28) shows that the thermoelectric response results from the competition between
the entropy transported through the channel, described by αch , and the entropy created
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Figure 3.9.: Concept of the experiment. A: A quasi-two dimensional channel connects
two atomic reservoirs. A gate beam intersects with the channel and blocks particle and heat
transport. A heating beam traverses the left reservoir and heats it in a controlled way. B: Th
(red) and Tc (blue) as a function of time. Dashed line : T̄ at the initial time. C: ∆N/Ntot as
a function of time. In the channel νz was set to 3.5 kHz with a disorder of average strength
542 nK (see text).
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by removing one atom from one reservoir and adding it to the other, described by αr . In
our system, τ0 (typically of order 0.5 s) is longer than both the longest oscillation period
in the trap and the expected collision time in the reservoirs (of order 50 ms). Hence, we
assume that reservoirs maintain thermal equilibrium at any time, and calculate G, GT and
αch using the Landauer-Büttiker formalism [Imr99, Büt88b, bra13]. Within this description
the thermopower of the channel is controlled by the energy dependence of the transmission
rate. Since the rate increases with energy, there is an excess current of high-energy particles
flowing from hot to cold over low-energy particles flowing from cold to hot.

3.5.4. Ballistic channel
The energy-dependence of the transmission coefficient, and hence αch , can be modified by
changing the geometry of the channel [Her06]. We measured the transient imbalance and
the temperature evolution for various confinements in a ballistic channel. Two examples for
νz = 3.5 and 9.3 kHz are presented in Fig. 3.10A and B. The evolution of both ∆N and ∆T is
faithfully described by the theoretical model (Eq. S14 in [bra13]), which does not involve any
adjustable parameter. The dynamics of both temperature and atom number evolution (Fig.
3.10C) is slowing down with increasing νz , as expected because the number of conducting
modes is reduced. The experimental values for τ0 are extracted from fitting the experimental
data with the theoretical model with τ0 as the only free parameter [bra13]. They agree well
with the ab-initio theoretical predictions and with independent measurements performed
with a pure particle number imbalance [bra13].
The amplitude of the transient imbalance also increases with stronger confinement. We
define the thermoelectric response R = (∆N/Ntot )/(∆T0 /TF ), where ∆T0 is the initial temperature difference. In Fig. 3.10D we present the maximum thermoelectric response Rmax ,
fitted using the theoretical model where τ0 was left as a free parameter. It displays an approximately linear increase with νz , well reproduced by the theory [bra13].

3.5.5. Disordered channel
We now investigate the effects of disorder on thermoelectricity. We project a blue detuned
laser speckle pattern on the channel which creates a random potential of same average value
and standard deviation V̄ . The speckle pattern is centered on the channel and has an envelope
with a 1/e2 -radius of 36.1 µm and 40.8 µm along the x and y directions. The correlation length
√
of the intensity distribution, defined as the 1/ e-radius of the autocorrelation function, is
370 nm (see chapter 5 for its determination). The projected speckle pattern leads to a random,
isotropic distribution of hills and wells in the plane of the channel. Fig. 3.11A presents the
time evolution of ∆N/Ntot for increasing disorder, for fixed νz = 3.5 kHz. First we observe
that the time scale increases: the resistance increases as the channel crosses over from ballistic
to diffusive. In addition to this slowdown, Rmax increases from 0.17(8) without disorder to
0.55(16) for a strong disorder of 1.1 µK (still below the percolation threshold of the disorder
∼ 1.8 µK [Pez11]).
For the strongest disorder, we observe (Fig. 3.11B) that the thermoelectric response saturates, while the timescale τ0 keeps increasing, indicating the continuous increase of resistance
with disorder. To further investigate this point, we performed experiments for a fixed confinement in the channel of 4.95 kHz, and several large disorder strengths ranging from 542 to
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Figure 3.10.: Thermoelectricity in a ballistic channel. (A and B): Time evolution of
∆N/Ntot for νz = 3.5 kHz (A) and νz = 9.3 kHz (B). (C and D): Timescale τ0 and maximum
thermoelectric response Rmax as a function of confinement. Symbols represent the values
fitted from experiment and the solid line is the theoretical prediction (see text and [bra13]).

1220 nK. In this regime, the full data-set collapses to a single curve (Fig. 3.11C), provided the
time axis is rescaled by the timescale τ0 extracted from an independent atomic conduction
experiment [Bra12, bra13].
This scaling property comes from the fact that thermopower is a ratio of two linear response
coefficients. Thus, it does not depend on the actual value of the transmission, as the resistance
does, but only on the way the transmission varies with energy. The variation is fixed by
the diffusive nature of the transport process, leading to a universal thermoelectric response
independent of the scattering time. This confirms that thermopower is less sensitive than
resistance to the details of the conductor, a fact widely used in condensed matter physics
[Mok12].
The effect of disorder can be described by extending our theoretical model, introducing an
energy-dependent transmission of the constriction (Eqn. S10 in [bra13]). This transmission
involves the energy-dependent mean-free path in the channel, which is the product of the
particle velocity and scattering time. At strong disorder, the scattering time is assumed to be
energy-independent. When expressed as a function of t/τ0 , a unique theoretical scaling curve
independent of V̄ is predicted for the thermoelectric response, which agrees well with the
experimental data (Fig. 33.11C) with τ0 as the only adjustable parameter. The dependence
of τ0 on disorder strength, fitted to the strongest disorder data only, together with the
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Figure 3.11.: Thermoelectricity in the ballistic to diffusive crossover. (A): Time
evolution of ∆N/Ntot for increasing disorder strength (V̄ = 0.14, 0.27, 0.54, 0.81 and
1.08 µK), for a fixed confinement of νz = 3.5 kHz. Solid lines: theory [bra13]. (B): Fitted
timescale τ0 (black circles) and Rmax (red triangles) as a function of disorder strength for
the data set shown in A. (C): Rescaled time evolution of R (see text) in the regime of strong
disorder from V̄ = 542 nK to 1220 nK and fixed νz = 4.95 kHz. A single, representative error
bar is shown. Black line: theoretical calculation [bra13]. (D): Rmax versus timescale τ0 for
the diffusive (gray squares) and ballistic case (open circles).
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requirement that resistance interpolates between Ohm’s law and ballistic transport from
strong to weak disorder, yields a full model for the ballistic to diffusive crossover [bra13]. The
resulting theoretical curves for the transient particle imbalance accurately describe the data
over the entire crossover (Fig. 3.11A) without extra fitting parameters.
Confinement and disorder are two independent ways of influencing the thermoelectric properties. To compare their respective merits, we display Rmax as a function of τ0 in Fig. 3.11D.
We find that disorder is more efficient than confinement to increase Rmax . For the largest
time scales, we observe a ∼ 3-fold increase in Rmax in the diffusive case compared to the
ballistic one. This comes from the fact that thermoelectricity is due to the asymmetry between the motion of low and high energy particles. In the ballistic case, it originates from
an increase of particle velocity and density of states with energy. For diffusive motion with
a given scattering time, an extra dependence emerges: the rate at which particles with a
given energy will cross the disordered region is itself an increasing function of energy, as it is
proportional to the mean free path.

3.5.6. Heat engine
In the experiment, a controlled exchange of heat between a hot and a cold reservoir is used
to produce a directed current, i.e. work. This motivates an analysis in terms of heat engines.
To do so, we evaluate the work, efficiency, and power of
R ∞the process. The area enclosed in the
µ−N plane (Fig. 3.12A) represents the work W = 1/2 0 dt(µc −µh )(t)IN (t) produced during
the evolution, which we evaluate from Nc,h and TRc,h . Similarly, we evaluate the irreversible
∞
heat associated to the transport process Q = −1/2 0 dt(Tc −Th )(t)IS (t) (Eq. S20 in [bra13]).
We introduce the relative efficiency η = W/Q [Gol09, bra13]. For a reversible (Carnot)
process η = 1. We find that η is largest in the strongly disordered regime, where the thermoelectric response is largest (Fig. 3.12B and C). However, the efficiency of any heat engine is
expected to increase as the dynamics slows down, since the thermodynamic processes become
closer to reversibility. Therefore, a complementary criteria to evaluate the merits of the various thermoelectric configurations is the cycle-averaged power [Cal60], estimated by W/τ0 .
While the power is constant for the ballistic case (Fig. 3.12D), it shows a maximum in the
diffusive case (Fig. 3.12E) and goes down for the largest disorder, since the increase in work
is overcompensated by the slow-down. This is in qualitative agreement with the theory (Eq.
S23 in [bra13]). We attribute the discrepancy with experiments to a small, finite imbalance
offset not taken into account in the calculation.
We now focus on the channel, independently of the reservoirs. We use the transport coef2 /L
ficients extracted using our model to estimate the dimensionless figure of merit ZT = αch
[Gol09] of the channel (Fig. 3.12F and G). This number is related to the efficiency achievable with a channel operating at maximum power, and is used as a criterion for engineering
thermoelectric devices [DiS99]. For the largest thermoelectric response observed, we infer
ZT = 2.4, which is as large as the best values observed in any solid-state material [Sny08].
This is partly due to the fact that our setup also allows one to explore thermoelectricity in
the regime where phonons are absent and the ratio of temperature to Fermi temperature
is large. This is not the case in conventional metals, which have a small ZT . However, in
materials of current interest for thermoelectricity such as strongly correlated “bad metals”
[Ter11], the relevant scale is the effective degeneracy temperature of quasiparticles TF? so that
T /TF? can be large.
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Conclusion
We have demonstrated thermoelectric effects in quantum gases and shown that thermopower
is a sensitive observable in this context. Our technique can be straightforwardly generalized
to interacting systems where thermoelectric properties are of fundamental interest [Beh04,
Zha11, Mic12]. The reversed operation of our device leads in principle to cooling by the
Peltier effect [Gre14]. This may be useful to cool quantum gases to low entropy, needed to
explore strongly correlated fermions in lattices.
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4 The unitary Fermi gas and its drop of resistance
This chapter is divided in two parts. In the first, after an introduction to the basic concepts
of superfluidity, we present a direct measurement of the conduction properties of a strongly
interacting Fermi gas, and the observation of the celebrated drop of resistance associated
with the onset of superfluidity [Sta12]. In the second part we introduce the universal thermodynamics of a unitary Fermi gas, based on which we develop a reliable method to extract
the temperature of a unitary Fermi gas. Chapter 4.2 closely follows our publication
[Sta12]: D. Stadler, S. Krinner, J. Meineke, J.-P. Brantut and T. Esslinger, Observing the
drop of resistance in the flow of a superfluid Fermi gas, Nature 491, 736 (2012).

4.1. Superfluidity
Superfluids are the neutral counterparts of superconductors. Before the achievement of BoseEinstein condensation the only laboratory superfluids were 4 He and 3 He. Superfluidity in
the bosonic 4 He occurs below 2.17 K and can be understood in terms of Bose Einstein condensation, whereas the fermionic 3 He turns superfluid only below ∼ 2 mK as a result of
p-wave pairing. Although helium was first liquified in 1908 by Kamerlingh Onnes, leading
to the discovery of superconductivity three years later [Van10], superfluidity in liquid 4 He
was discovered only in 1937 (Kapitsa, Allen and Misener). A series of experiments showed
that below the λ-point, T=2.17 K, liquid 4 He flows without experiencing any resistance due
to fluid viscosity. E.g. the flow velocity through narrow capillaries [All39] does not depend
on the pressure difference between the connected Helium buckets. This is analogous to superconductors, which sustain a current at zero bias. Most of the unexpected properties of
superfluid Helium are a result of its vanishing viscosity.
The reason why only Helium forms such a quantum liquid at low temperatures is the
following: from ultracold gases, we know that they show quantum behavior when the thermal
de Broglie wavelength of the particles,
s
2π~2
λT =
,
(4.1)
mkB T
becomes comparable to the inter-particle distance. In the case of bosons there is a phase
transition to a BEC, while for fermions there is a mere crossover to a degenerate Fermi gas.
All our studies of these gases would not be possible if they formed a solid on a timescale
smaller than the one over which we perform our experiments. A solid phase is indeed the
equilibrium configuration, but fortunately it is never reached because the gases are so dilute
that three-body collisions are sufficiently rare. Hence, the general criterion for a gas or fluid
of a particular species to become a quantum fluid is that the de Broglie wavelengths of
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its constituents should start to overlap before it turns solid. In Helium the van der Waals
potential is so weak that it turns fluid only at T=4.15 K. Together with its low mass this
results in a large λdB , which is ∼ 0.4 nm for 4 He and even longer for 3 He [Ann04]. This is
larger than the typical interatomic spacing ∼ 0.3 nm and makes the two isotopes of Helium
the only elements which are entirely dominated by quantum effects in their liquid state. Even
stronger, Helium remains fluid down to zero temperature. The reason is that its zero point
energy is larger than the binding energy in a possible solid configuration.
In the following we introduce the most important concepts of superfluidity, with an emphasis on their implications for cold gases.

4.1.1. The order parameter
Most of the properties of superfluids or superconductors can be understood from the existence
of a complex order parameter
Ψ(r, t) = |Ψ(r, t)| eiφ(r,t) ,

(4.2)

which characterizes the superfluid or superconducting state and defines a real-valued phase
φ(r, t). The gradient of this phase determines the superfluid velocity,
~
∇φ,
m∗
where m∗ is the mass of the bosonic entities of which the superfluid is composed.
A simple example are bosonic atoms, for which
p
Ψ(r, t) ≡ ψ0 (r, t) = n0 (r, t)eiφ(r,t) ,
vs =

(4.3)

(4.4)

with ψ0 and n0 (r, t) the condensate wave function and condensate density respectively. Eval~
uating the quantum mechanical current density j0 = 2mi
(ψ0 ∇ψ0∗ − ψ0∗ ∇ψ0 ) yields directly
the superfluid velocity vs = j0 /n0 , Eqn. (4.3).
For fermions Ψ(r, t) corresponds to the external degree of freedom of the pair wave function
F (r1 , r2 , σ1 , σ2 ) [Leg06], where r1 , r2 and σ1 , σ2 are the spatial coordinates and spins of particle 1 and 2 respectively. With external degree we mean the dependence of F (r1 , r2 , σ1 , σ2 )
on the center of mass coordinate r = (r1 + r2 )/2 for fixed values of r1 − r2 , σ1 , σ2 . E.g. for
s-wave pairing of spin-1/2 particles one has
Ψ(r, t) ≡ F (r1 , r2 , σ1 , σ2 )

|r1 −r2 |=0,
σ1 =−σ2 =+1/2

.

(4.5)

In any case, vs is defined via the condensate wave function, which gets macroscopically
occupied below the superfluid transition temperature. In free space it is usually a momentum
eigenstate, e.g. k = 0 for a condensate at rest and ks = m∗ vs /~ for a condensate in motion.
Importantly, the condensate fraction N0 /N ,
Z
bosons: N0 (t) = dr|ψ0 (r, t)|2 ,
(4.6)
Z
Z
X
fermions: N0 (t) =
dr1 dr2 |F (r1 , r2 , σ1 , σ2 )|2 ,
(4.7)
σ1 ,σ2

(4.8)
may be much smaller than the superfluid fraction ns /n (see next point).
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4.1.2. Two-fluid model
The superfluid density ns is defined implicitly in a two-fluid model, in which the total current
density j consists of a superfluid part js and a normal part jn [Leg06],
j = js + jn = ns vs + nn vn ,

(4.9)

with the normal density nn , and the total density n ≡ ns + nn . The model was originally
introduced to describe some early experiments with 4 He, like the residual viscosity observed
in the motion of a stack of narrow spaced disks fixed on a torsional pendulum immersed in
liquid 4 He or the fountain effect [Ann04]. For 4 He at T = 0, one has ns /n = 1, nn /n = 0,
and n0 /n ≈ 0.1. The reason why in general n0 < ns are interactions which have the tendency
to keep particles apart from each other, leading to more localized wave functions in position
space and to a correspondingly larger and finite momentum spread of the ground state wave
function. In interacting BECs this effect is known as quantum depletion of the condensate.
In cold atoms experiments the condensate fraction is usually easy to measure: for bosons, the
momentum distribution of the gas, accessible in time of flight imaging, is fitted with a bimodal
function, consisting of a broad Gaussian for the thermal background and a narrow ThomasFermi profile1 , signaling the condensate [And95, Dav95a, Bra95, Whi09]. For fermions, a
rapid magnetic field ramp technique is applied to convert the condensed atoms into deeply
bound molecules, which can be selectively detected [Reg04, Zwi04]. More generally, the width
of the momentum distribution is used as a measure for the coherence of the system, see e.g.
[Gre02, Chi06, Fal07, Gad11]. The superfluid fraction is much harder to determine and only
recently has its temperature dependence been measured in a unitary Fermi gas, showing
surprising qualitative agreement with 4 He [Sid13].

4.1.3. Superfluid hydrodynamics
The macroscopic behavior of neutral superfluids at zero temperature is governed by hydrodynamic equations [Gio08]. They consist of two coupled equations for the density and the
velocity field and read

m∗

∂
v+∇
∂t



∂
n + ∇ × (nv) = 0,
∂t


(4.10)

= 0,

(4.11)

1 ∗ 2
m v + µ(n) + V
2

where we have omitted the position and time dependence of n = n(r, t), v = v(r, t), and
the trapping potential V = V (r). The first equation is the continuity equation, and the
second one is the Euler equation for the flow of an inviscid fluid. They are obtained as the
zero temperature limit of the Landau two-fluid equations, which are more generally valid
also in the deep collisional regime at high temperature. Alternatively, they can be derived
from the time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation by inserting the ansatz Eqn. (4.4) for
the condensate wave function, evaluating real and imaginary parts separately, substituting
1

Repulsive interactions broaden the ground state wave function, which is a Gaussian in a harmonic trap, to
a parabolic Thomas-Fermi profile in the limit N a/aho  1 (N : atom number, a: scattering length, aho :
harmonic oscillator length of ground state wave function), which is usually well fulfilled in experiments
[Ket99].
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the phase φ(r, t) by vs using Eqn. (4.3), and neglecting the kinetic energy term (quantum
pressure term) [Str96, Leg06]. The equations are thus limited to the description of macroscopic phenomena, where the excitations have wavelengths larger than the healing length.
Examples are sound waves [And97, Jos07], and their generalization, collective oscillations in
the hydrodynamic regime [Str96, Jin96, Sta98] (for references with fermions see below). To
describe them with Eqn. (4.10) and (4.11) one needs to know the equation of state µ(n).
A treatment of effects, in which the normal component plays an essential role, like second
sound, require the full set of the Landau two-fluid equations [Hou13].
While the low temperature excitations of the superfluid, described by Eqn. (4.10) and
(4.11), are in a collisionless regime, the same set of equations describes equally the collisional
hydrodynamic behavior of strongly interacting Fermi gases (1/kF |a| . 1) above the critical
temperature [Gio08]. This is why the investigation of hydrodynamic behavior of strongly
interacting Fermi gases, studied in expansion [OHa02, Cla07, Cao11] or using basic collective
excitations [Bar04a, Kin04a, Kin05, Alt07a, Alt07b, Wri07, Rie08], was not conclusive concerning superfluidity. Higher nodal collective modes have been studied recently, showing a
significant temperature dependence, smooth across the superfluid transition though [Tey13,
Gua13].
However, collisional classical hydrodynamics permits rotational components in the velocity
field, whereas superfluid collisionless hydrodynamics does not because vs is the gradient of a
scalar quantity, and hence ∇×vs = 0. This is equivalent to a zero value of the shear viscosity.
Hence, experiments where the gas is set in rotation are ideally suited to proof the superfluid
nature of low temperature strongly interacting Fermi gases. The definitive proof was indeed
delivered in 2005 by the observation of regular vortex lattices across the BEC-BCS crossover,
which formed after stirring the gas with a two-component laser beam [Zwi05]. The creation
of a vortex is the only possibility for a superfluid to store some angular momentum, and
for sufficiently strong stirring this becomes energetically favorable. For bosons vortices were
already observed earlier [Mat99, Mad00]. Whereas the observation of vortices constitutes a
clear qualitative signal, other experiments involving rotation [Cla07, Wri07, Rie08] remained
less clear concerning a superfluid transition because also the normal strongly interacting gas
exhibits a very low viscosity [Cao11]. Only recently, a local measurement of the shear viscosity
has resolved its drop to zero starting from the superfluid transition temperature [Jos14].
Another important limit of Eqn. (4.11) is the Josephson-Anderson equation [Leg06], which
is obtained by linearizing it in v, neglecting the trapping potential, and substituting the
superfluid velocity Eqn. (4.3),
~

∂
∇φ(r, t) = −∇µ(r, t).
∂t

(4.12)

It is better known in its integrated form,
~

∂
∆φ(t) = −∆µ(t),
∂t

(4.13)

Applied to our experiment, where we apply a chemical potential bias ∆µ, it predicts that
the phase difference between the two reservoirs increases linearly with time, leading to a
continuous acceleration of the superfluid. This process is balanced by excitations of the
superfluid, like vortices, sound waves, or pair breaking occurring beyond the Landau critical
velocity (see below).
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4.1.4. Critical velocity
The Landau critical velocity is defined as the maximum velocity with which a superfluid can
move without creating an excitation. Consider e.g. a heavy impurity, having a mass much
larger than the mass of the constituents of the superfluid, moving with a velocity v through
the superfluid2 . Due to momentum and energy conservation it can only transfer momentum
to the superfluid if an excitation of the superfluid, characterized by a momentum p and an
energy (p), is available that fulfills v = (p)/p. The critical velocity vc is then defined as the
lowest value of v for which this condition is fulfilled, which is
vc = min
p

(p)
.
p

(4.14)

A non-zero critical velocity thus requires a dispersion relation different from that of free
particles. On the BEC side of the resonance this is provided by the linear dispersion relation
of sound waves (Bogoliubov quasi-particles). On the BCS side sound waves continue to exist
and are called Bogoliubov-Anderson modes. The critical velocity however is determined by the
gapped single-particle excitation spectrum, making pair breaking the dominant dissipation
mechanism.
A second type of critical velocity is due to the nucleation of vortices, which requires a
certain threshold energy. A vortex consists of a normal core of the size of the healing length,
the analog of the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length, around which the superfluid circulates.
The movement of vortices gives rise to dissipation. Depending on the geometry and whether
one considers such vortex dipoles, which may be nucleated at the walls or as pairs inside the
superfluid, or vortex rings in 3D [Lan67], critical velocities with different numerical prefactors
can be derived [And66]. Feynman showed that for superfluid flow through a tube of diameter
D, much larger than the healing length ξ vortices are created at the exit if the flow is faster
than the critical velocity [Fey55]
 
~
D
vc = ∗ log
.
(4.15)
m D
ξ
As pointed out in [Noz99] any model for vortex creation will lead to a critical velocity of the
order
~
vc ∼ ∗ ,
(4.16)
m D
with D  ξ the tube diameter or the size of a moving obstacle [Sti00].
For point-like obstacles the critical velocity is given by the Landau critical velocity, whereas
for obstacles of size D ≥ ξ vortex nucleation becomes energetically favorable before pair
breaking. In cold atoms research critical velocities have been measured in three dimensions
with bosons using a moving obstacle [Ram99] or a moving optical lattice [De 05], and for
fermions in the BEC-BCS crossover equally with a moving lattice [Mil07]. More recently,
vc has also been measured in two dimensions for bosons [Des12] and fermions in the BECBCS crossover [Wei15] using a moving obstacle of size ∼ 2 µm. All experiments have in
common that the measured critical velocities are smaller than the Landau critical velocity.
2

The following argument holds also in the absence of a moving obstacle. Instead consider the rest frame of
the moving superfluid, in which the roughness of the moving wall in contact with the superfluid leads to
momentum transfer.
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For the experiments using an obstacle with a size comparable or larger than ξ this is expected.
Results depend in general on geometry, density, and temperature and often require a thorough
theoretical modeling. Further, a roton excitation, typical for liquid helium, has been mimicked
in a 2D Bose gas and the associated critical velocity has been measured [Ha15].
In the experiment presented in the next section we observe dissipation in the flow of a
strongly interacting Fermi gas, and the measured current is in agreement with the fact that
the measured drift velocity exceeds the critical velocity for vortex nucleation.

4.2. Observing the drop of resistance in the flow of a superfluid Fermi gas
4.2.1. Introduction
As mentioned in previous section, a distinctive character of a superfluid or superconducting state, which led to its discovery in the last century [Leg06, Van10], is its ability to flow
with very low friction or resistance. While the particle flow in liquid Helium or superconducting materials is essential to identify superfluidity or superconductivity, an analogous
measurement has not been performed with superfluids based on ultracold Fermi gases. Here
we report on the direct measurement of the conduction properties of strongly interacting
fermions, and the observation of the celebrated drop of resistance associated with the onset
of superfluidity. We observe variations of the atomic current over several orders of magnitude by varying the depth of the trapping potential in a narrow channel, which connects two
atomic reservoirs. We relate the intrinsic conduction properties to thermodynamic functions
in a model-independent way, making use of high-resolution in-situ imaging in combination
with current measurements. Our results show that, similar to solid-state systems, current
and resistance measurements in quantum gases are a sensitive probe to explore many-body
physics. The presented method is closely analogous to the operation of a solid-state fieldeffect transistor. It can be applied as a probe for optical lattices and disordered systems, and
paves the way towards the modeling of complex superconducting devices.
Our experiment probes the dynamical properties of a strongly interacting, superfluid Fermi
gas. So far, only the equilibrium properties of those gases have been measured with increasing
precision [Luo07, Hor10, Nas10, Ku12] and the superfluid character of the ground state has
been investigated via the response to external perturbations [Mil07] and the direct observation
of vortices [Zwi05].

4.2.2. Concept, set-up and preparation
Opposed to the experiments presented in chapter 3, where we tuned νz or a disordered
potential, we control the atomic current using a repulsive gate potential in the channel. The
gate potential is created by an off-resonant laser beam, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. In analogy
with an electronic field-effect transistor, this gate potential controls the chemical potential
in the channel while keeping the temperature imposed by the reservoirs unchanged. With
the gate potential as a control parameter, we measure the current through the channel over
a large dynamic range and relate it to the observed density in the channel region. This
allows us to observe the onset of superfluid flow of strongly interacting fermions. These
measurements are compared to the case of weakly interacting fermions. In our experiment
the current established in the channel is a response to the longitudinal perturbation induced
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Figure 4.1.: Principle of the experiment. An atom number imbalance NL > NR between
source and drain drives an atom current through the channel, indicated by the arrows. A
repulsive gate laser beam (green) propagating along the z-axis is focused on the channel. It
creates a repulsive potential with a Gaussian envelope and a tunable amplitude. The lighter
region in the channel indicates the reduced density due to the repulsive potential.

by a difference in chemical potential between the two reservoirs. This is complementary
to experiments probing the response of isolated atomic clouds to transverse excitation via
rotation [Zwi05] or shear [Cao11].
The experiments are performed with strongly and weakly interacting quantum degenerate
gases of fermionic 6 Li atoms, equally populating the lowest two hyperfine states. To obtain
a strongly interacting gas, the atoms are placed in a homogeneous magnetic field of 834 G
where the s-wave scattering length diverges and leads to the formation of pairs, while a weakly
interacting gas is studied at a field of 475 G. The experiments are performed in dipole trap I
(see 2.3.2). Reservoirs and quasi-2D channel are engineered as described in chapter 2.4. The
vertical confinement frequency of the channel is set to ωz = 2π × 2.9 kHz. The gate potential
is created by a laser beam at 532 nm that is sent along the z-axis onto the channel and has a
waist of 18 µm. We refer to the maximum of the repulsive potential created by this beam as
the gate potential U . Along the z-axis, our high-resolution microscope objective is used for
in-situ absorption imaging of the atoms in the channel.
Quantum degenerate Fermi gas are prepared by all-optical evaporation of a balanced mixture of the two lowest hyperfine states of 6 Li. Evaporation is performed at a magnetic field
of 795 G (where the scattering length is 3500 a0 , a0 is the Bohr radius) down to a trap
depth of 880 nK. This produces a Bose-Einstein condensate of molecules. Then the trap
depth is increased to 2.6 µK in order to stop the evaporation, and the magnetic field is adiabatically ramped to 834 G, where the broad s-wave Feshbach resonance is positioned. The
curvature of this Feshbach field sets the trap frequency along the y-axis ωy = 2π × 32(1) Hz.
We obtain a strongly interacting Fermi gas of about 6.7 × 104 atoms with a temperature
T . 0.1 TF [Bar04b], where TF is the Fermi temperature. We determine the chemical potential (µ ≈ 0.8 µK) of the strongly interacting gas by measuring the size of the cloud in
the trap. The weakly interacting Fermi gas is prepared using the same evaporation ramp
at a magnetic field of 300 G. The magnetic field is then ramped up adiabatically to 475 G
(ωy = 2π × 25(1) Hz) where the scattering length is -145 a0 . This yields atom numbers of
about 4.5 × 104 at T ≈ 0.3 TF .
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4.2.3. Results
Resistance and current
Fig. 4.2A presents an example of the time evolution of the relative number imbalance between
the two reservoirs, measured for strongly interacting (red) and weakly interacting fermions
(blue), using the same gate potential of U = 525(50) nK. For the strongly interacting gas, an
exponential fit yields a decay time of 0.057(7) s, which is more than one order of magnitude
faster than the decay time of 0.70(6) s obtained for the weakly interacting gas.
The reservoirs can be considered to be in quasi-thermal equilibrium during the entire decay,
provided this process is sufficiently slow compared to the thermalization dynamics within
the reservoirs. We thus interpret the exponential decay of the imbalance as a resistance
measurement through a tunable channel with resistance R, see section 2.6. The natural
time scale to which we compare the decay time is provided by ωy , the frequency of the
overall harmonic confinement along the y-axis. Therefore, we define a dimensionless resistance
r = τ ωy which is shown in Fig. 4.2B as a function of the gate potential U . For decreasing
gate potential the weakly interacting Fermi gas (blue) shows a decrease of resistance reaching
a minimum value of r ≈ 35 for zero gate potential. For high gate potentials the resistance
for both interaction strengths are comparable, yet the strongly interacting gas (red) shows a
much faster drop of resistance below 0.7 µK. At a gate potential of 0.23(2) µK the resistance
differs by a factor of about 25 from the weakly interacting gas. As r approaches unity (below
0.23 µK) the decay time τ becomes equal to the time scale of the internal dynamics of the
reservoirs, set by the trap frequency along the y-direction. In this regime, we cannot interpret
our strongly interacting data sets in terms of a resistance measurement because the reservoirs
do not remain in thermal equilibrium at each point in time, i. e. the resistance has dropped
below our measurement capabilities. This gives rise to deviations from the exponential decay.
In addition to the resistance, we also estimate the current through the channel using a linear
fit to the initial part of the decay. This measurement does not rely on the thermalization
of the reservoirs and thus can also be applied to cases where the reservoirs are not fully in
quasi-thermal equilibrium. Figure 4.2C shows the current I as a function of the gate potential
for the strongly interacting gas (red) and the weakly interacting gas (blue). Contrary to the
weakly interacting gas, the strongly interacting gas shows a fast increase of the current
below 0.7 µK. For the lowest gate potentials the current is limited by the conservation of
energy. The limit is reached when the potential energy introduced by the initial imbalance
is fully converted into kinetic energy, as for example in undamped dipole oscillations. It is
represented by the shaded region in Fig. 4.2D, where we show the current in logarithmic
scale. Remarkably, the observed current is very close to that limit, meaning that the strongly
interacting Fermi gas flows as if there was no constriction or gate potential at all. This is the
expected behaviour of a superfluid.
Drift velocity
Whilst the current depends on the atomic density in the channel, the transport properties are
characterized in a density independent way by the drift velocity. To extract this quantity, we
first use high-resolution in-situ imaging to measure the atomic line density nl in the channel.
The measured line density as a function of the gate potential is shown in Fig. 4.3B. As
expected from its higher compressibility [Ku12, Bar04b], the strongly interacting gas reaches
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Figure 4.2: Conduction properties
through the channel. Red and blue
data points correspond to the strongly
and weakly interacting gas, respectively.
A: Decay of the relative atom number
imbalance between source and drain as
a function of time with a gate potential U = 525(50) nK. The solid lines are
exponential fits with fixed offset of 0.04
for the red curve to account for a small
remaining imbalance in the reservoirs.
B: Dimensionless resistance r as a function of gate potential. The data points
that are shown are those for which the
decay is exponential. C: Atom current
as a function of the gate potential U .
A large increase of the current appears
for the strongly interacting gas below
U ≈ 0.7 µK. D: Atom current in logarithmic scale. The dashed region indicates the maximum current allowed by
the internal dynamics of the reservoirs
(see text). The error bars show the statistical errors (one standard deviation).

larger line densities. For each value of the gate potential, we then divide the measured current
by the corresponding line density, yielding the drift velocity.
The drift velocities as a function of gate potential are presented in Fig. 4.3A. The drift velocity for the weakly interacting gas shows almost no variations. In contrast, the drift velocity
for the strongly interacting gas increases significantly below U = 0.7 µK. This demonstrates
that the large increase of the current, as seen in Fig. 4.2, is not simply caused by the higher
density of the strongly interacting gas in the channel but reveals a change in the nature of the
transport process. It cannot be explained by a transition of the gas from ballistic to classical
hydrodynamic behaviour because even for large gate potentials the mean free path remains
well below the channel size. On the other hand, at low gate potentials, that is, at low T /TF ,
Pauli blocking of interparticle collisions in a normal gas should restore the ballistic behavior
[Som11, Ens11, Bru12b] (see section 4.2.4). This is in stark contrast to our observations, supporting our interpretation in terms of superfluidity. Whether another mechanism can lead to
better conduction properties than that of a perfect ballistic conductor is to our knowledge
an open question.
It is instructive to compare the drift velocity to characteristic velocities of the superfluid
flow. A Landau-type critical velocity provides a value which is expected to be of the order of
the Fermi velocity for strongly interacting fermions [Gio08]. We estimate the Fermi velocity
in the channel from the column density at zero gate potential which gives about 50 mm/s,
twice as large as the measured drift velocity. Additionally, the creation of vortices in the
fluid provides a lower critical velocity, giving rise to a finite resistance. This velocity can
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Figure 4.3.: Density independent conduction properties through the channel.
Red and blue data points correspond to strongly interacting and weakly interacting atoms,
respectively. A: Drift velocity as a function of gate potential. The points corresponding to
the three highest values of the gate potential are omitted in the weakly interacting case since
the density is almost zero. B: Line-density measured in-situ in the channel as a function of
gate potential. Error bars represent statistical errors (one standard deviation).

be roughly estimated from the channel geometry and the healing length using energetic
arguments [Ram11], and yields about 5 mm/s. The observed drift velocity is significantly
larger than this critical value. This would explain the low but finite resistance observed
even in the superfluid state, where the decay of the number imbalance is fast but remains
exponential.
Thermodynamic potential
We now relate the conduction properties to a thermodynamic parameter by replacing the gate
potential scale, which is specific to our system, by a thermodynamic potential. To this end, we
use the high-resolution images of the gas in the channel, which give us access to the equation
of state [Nas10, Ku12, Hor10]. The gas in the channel is in the crossover regime between
two and three dimensions, where the equation of state naturally relates the column density
ncol to the chemical potential [Ore11, Dyk11]. Our thermodynamic potential is defined via a
generalized Gibbs-Duhem relation for fixed temperature (see section 4.2.5 below),
dΩ = ncol dµ

(4.17)

The function ncol (µ) = ncol (µ0 − U ) at fixed temperature is accessible from the in-situ
absorption images of the channel for different gate potentials because temperature and the
global chemical potential µ0 are imposed by the reservoirs and are thus fixed. Integrating this
relation over the known variations of the gate potential yields the thermodynamic potential
Ω(U ) ≡ Ω(µ(U )) =

µ(U
Z )

0

0

Z∞

ncol (µ ) dµ =
−∞

ncol (µ0 − U 0 )dU 0

(4.18)

U

In a purely two-dimensional gas, Ω would be equal to the pressure. We thus normalize Ω
by the pressure of a two-dimensional ideal Fermi gas at zero temperature Ω0 = π~2 n2col /m
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Figure 4.4.: Conduction properties as a function of thermodynamic potential. A:
Drift velocity as a function of the reduced thermodynamic potential Ω/Ω0 for the strongly
interacting (red) and weakly interacting (blue) Fermi gas. B: Dimensionless resistance as a
function of Ω/Ω0 in logarithmic scale for the strongly interacting gas, showing the drop of
resistance. The dashed black lines at Ω/Ω0 = 0.55 indicate the position where the superfluid
transition in three dimensions occurs. Error bars represent statistical errors (one standard
deviation).

and obtain a model-independent thermodynamic scale, analogous to the three-dimensional
situation discussed in reference [Ku12]. This allows us to convert the gate potential into a
thermodynamic quantity, even though the gas in the channel is not expected to be in the universal regime [Gio08] due to the strong confinement [Pet01], where most of the thermometry
techniques cannot be applied directly [Ku12, Luo07].
The drift velocity as a function of reduced thermodynamic potential is shown in 4.4A. The
strongly interacting gas (red) shows a pronounced increase of drift velocity below Ω/Ω0 ≈ 1,
indicating the onset of superfluidity. This illustrates the high sensitivity of transport measurements to many-body effects in strongly correlated quantum gases. For higher Ω/Ω0 the
blue and red data sets show a constant drift velocity. Fig. 4.4B presents the resistance as
a function of Ω/Ω0 for the strongly interacting Fermi gas. Here, we observe a very rapid
decrease of the resistance for low values of Ω/Ω0 . We interpret this as the counterpart of
the drop of resistance observed in superconductors. Measurements of the equation of state
of a unitary Fermi gas in three dimensions have shown that the transition takes place for a
critical reduced thermodynamic potential of 0.55 [Ku12]. Even though our channel is in the
crossover between two and three dimensions, we observe the change in the conduction properties at around the same value of the two-dimensional reduced thermodynamic potential
(black dashed lines in Fig. 4.4).

4.2.4. Superfluidity vs. hydrodynamic behavior
In this section we explicitly show that simple hydrodynamics cannot explain the observed
drop of resistance. We estimate the mean free path between collisions for the gas at a magnetic
field of 834 G and compare it to the length of the channel to evaluate the hydrodynamic
character of the strongly interacting gas. We first consider the limit of low density, i.e. large
T /TF , at high gate potential. Using a 2D ansatz for the gas at high gate potential and
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following reference [Pet01], we estimate the collision rate Ω = ~n2D |f |2 /m from the scattering
amplitude f , which depends only on the 2D density n2D (via the Fermi energy) and the
confinement when the 3D scattering length diverges [Pet01]. The mean free path is given
by the Fermi velocity divided by the collision rate yielding l . 2µm for n2D > 0.01 µm−2 .
With our channel length of around 20 µm, the gas is hydrodynamic down to the lowest
observed densities. In the opposite limit of low gate potentials and high density, Pauli blocking
of collisions is expected to increase the mean free path in a classical hydrodynamic gas,
eventually making the gas ballistic. We assume the gas to be in the 3D regime, which yields the
unitarity limited scattering cross-section given by σ = 4π/kF2 , with kF the Fermi wavevector.
The mean free path is given by l = 1/σn3D , with n3D the 3D density. This yields l ' 1 µm
for n3D ' 2 µm−3 . Pauli blocking, however, reduces the scattering cross section propotional
to (T /TF )2 ≥ 0.01 [OHa02] for our case, leading to a mean free path of the order of the
channel size or even larger. Hence, we have the counter-intuitive situation where reducing
the gate potential (increasing the density) rather drives the gas in the channel from the
hydrodynamic to the ballistic regime than the other way round. This shows that the observed
drop of the resistance cannot be a hydrodynamic effect. To the best of our knowledge, the
only remaining effects that can explain a lower resistance than the one of a ballistic Fermi
gas, are superfluidity or preformed pairs. In chapter 8 a more direct proof for superfluidity
is obtained by the observation that the initial current does not depend on the applied bias.
There, a smooth constriction confines the current to one dimension. Hence, the current is
not averaged over regions of different densities as was the case in this experiment.
To further investigate the effect of strong interactions we took complimentary data on the
BEC side for 1/kF a ' 1.85, and on the BCS side for 1/kF a ' −0.9. In both cases the gas is
less strongly interacting than the unitary gas, but expected to be still superfluid. Both data
sets are presented in appendix B and feature the same low resistances as the unitary gas,
supporting our interpretation in terms of superfluidity.

4.2.5. Experimental details and data analysis
Current generation and measurement
As described in section 2.6.2 a number imbalance between the two reservoirs is created during
evaporative cooling by having the trapping potential shifted along the y direction, away
from the center position of the channel. The shift is created by a magnetic field gradient of
strength 0.25 G/cm. The symmetry of the trapping potential is restored in 10 ms, significantly
faster than the particle flow, thereby creating a chemical potential bias. At this stage of the
experiment, the repulsive elliptically shaped gate laser beam (not to confuse with the repulsive
round gate laser beam used in this experiment) was not present yet. Each measurement is
repeated 3 times and averaged to reduce noise. In addition to the exponential fit, we fit a
line to the first 4 points of a measured decay curve of the relative number imbalance. We
define the current I as the fitted slope multiplied by half of the total atom number. For the
case where the decay is exponential we checked that fitting a line and an exponential gives
the same current within the error bars.
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Equilibrium density of the gas
In the absence of current, we take high-resolution in-situ absorption images of the cloud. We
use light pulses of 5 µs with an intensity of ' 0.1 Isat . We extract the line-density of the cloud
by counting the total number of atoms in a region of 18 µm along the y-axis at the center
of the channel, over which the trap frequency along the z-axis varies by less than 10. The
variations of the column density along the x-axis, used to construct the equation of state
ncol (V ), are measured by counting the atom number in patches of length 18 µm in the ydirection, and 2.4 µm in the x-direction. From the known waist of the dipole trap (22(1) µm),
we infer that the change of chemical potential within one of those patches is lower than
13.7 %. All in-situ pictures are averaged 20 times to reduce the noise. In addition, the gate
beam profile is directly imaged through the same optical system, yielding a map of the gate
potential.
Thermodynamic potential
The used thermodynamic potential is related to the grand-canonical potential. The differential form of the latter is
T,V f ix

dΩgr = −N dµ − SdT − pdV −−−−→ −N dµ,
where we have used that temperature and volume of the channel are fix. The thermodynamic
potential Ω is defined by normalizing to the area A of the channel,
dΩgr
N
= dµ = ncol dµ.
A
A
Hence, Ω = −Ωgr /A, similar to the pressure P = −Ωgr /V to which Ω reduces in pure 2D
geometry. For each power setting of the gate beam, the in-situ column density along the
x-axis is processed in seven patches to yield a set of curves ncol (V ), where V is the local gate
potential in the corresponding patch. In the local density approximation, these curves belong
to the same equation of state (as the confinement along the z-axis is the same in all patches).
The curves are combined (see [Sta10] for details) using the hypothesis that regions having
the same column density have the same chemical potential, giving the equation of state
ncol (µ0 − V ) [Nas10]. Here µ0 is the unknown chemical potential imposed by the reservoirs.
Integrating this equation of state from U to infinity gives the thermodynamic potential as
a function of U for a fixed (but unknown) temperature, see Eqn. (4.18). By normalizing
the thermodynamic potential to that of an ideal two-dimensional Fermi gas with the same
column density, we obtain the thermodynamic scale which is used for Fig. 4.4.
dΩ = −

Confinement dominated regime in the channel
Inside the reservoirs, the size of the superfluid pairs on the Feshbach resonance is 2.6/kF ≈
0.6 µm [Sch08d]. This length scale is of the order
of the size of the ground state of the
p
harmonic oscillator for atoms in the channel, ~/(mωz ) ≈ 0.8 µm. Therefore, even for the
lowest gate potentials, we expect the pairing mechanism in the channel to be influenced by the
confinement. As the gate potential is increased, the density in the channel decreases, therefore
the expected pair size, being inversely proportional to the Fermi wavevector on the Feshbach
resonance, increases, and the gas acquires a more and more pronounced two-dimensional
character.
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4.2.6. Conclusion
We have shown that a strongly interacting Fermi gas confined to a quasi-2D geometry exhibits
a resistance that is almost two orders of magnitude lower than the one of a ballistic Fermi
gas. We have given reasonable arguments that the effect is due to superfluidity.
Our experimental geometry is reminiscent of weak links in superconductors [Leg06] and
the experiment probes transport in a channel long compared to the coherence length. The
coherence length of a strongly interacting superfluid is of the order of the interparticle spacing
[Gio08], which is below a few µm in the channel and smaller elsewhere. Considering the length
and energy scales of our experiment we operate in a dissipative regime complementary to the
coherent tunneling encountered in Josephson junctions [Alb05, LeB11]. Our setup allows the
investigation of superfluidity and supercurrents in a variety of configurations by projecting
a designed potential through the microscope onto the channel (see section 2.5). This opens
the way towards the cold-atom modeling of complex, superconducting devices, see chapters
7 and 8.

4.3. Thermodynamics of the unitary Fermi gas
In this section we briefly review the state of the art knowledge about the thermodynamics of
the unitary Fermi gas, based on which we extract the temperatures in the next section 4.4.
We first treat the uniform gas and then focus on the thermodynamic quantities of the trapped
case, most relevant for us. They are obtained from the equation of state of the uniform gas
by averaging over the density profile in the trap. All thermodynamic quantities are stated
for a single spin species.

4.3.1. The uniform unitary Fermi gas
From dimensional analysis [Ho04] one knows that the dimensionless density n3D λ3T can only
depend on the dimensionless parameter q = βµ, and the density equation of state thus reads
n3D = fn (q)/λ3T ,

(4.19)

where the universal function fn is a function of q only. It has been measured with high precision in [Ku12], see Fig. 4.5a. A certain value of q can be directly converted into several
dimensionless thermodynamic quantities, like T /TF , or the total energy per particle referenced to Fermi energy NEEF , or the dimensionless entropy per particle S/N kB , and more
[Ku12]. Originally, the internal energy [Hor10] and the pressure equation of state [Nas10,
Ho10] have been measured.
For the calculation of the trap averaged thermodynamic quantities we need to extrapolate
the function fn beyond the measured range −1.56 < q < 3.96 [Ku12], corresponding to a
range 0.15 < T /TF < 0.90. For larger temperatures, i.e. for large negative values of q, fn
can be extrapolated using a virial expansion, which is an expansion in the fugacity eq and is
given by [Hou13]
fn (q) = b1 eq + 2b2 e2q + 3b3 e3q + ...,
(4.20)
√
with the virial coefficients b1 = 1, b2 = 3 2/8, b3 = −0.29.
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For low temperatures, i.e. large positive values of q, a phonon model can be applied since
phonons make up for the leading contribution to the thermodynamic behavior of a superfluid
at low temperatures. It yields [Hou13]
" 
  #
4
q 3/2
π 4 3 5/2
fn (q) = √
−
,
(4.21)
ξ
480 q
3 π
where the first term, containing the Bertsch parameter ξ = 0.370(5) [Zür13], corresponds to
the zero temperature value of fn and the second term represents the leading order in 1/q due
to thermal excitation of phonons.
The function fn (q), consisting of interpolated data from [Ku12] in the intermediate temperature regime and of the described expansions for low and high temperatures, is plotted
in Fig. 4.5a. The good connection between theory curves and data is evident. For the high
temperature part this is no surprise since the calibration of the thermometer T /TF in [Ku12]
from the pressure requires the knowledge of a single point (T /TF )i in the virial regime3 .
For comparison we have also plotted the counterpart of fn for a non-interacting Fermi gas,
−Li3/2 (−eq ).
Further, we will need the universal function fp defined as [Hou13]
Z q
fp (q) =
dq0 fn (q0),
(4.22)
−∞

which appears in the pressure equation of state
P = fp (q)

kB T
.
λ3T

(4.23)

4.3.2. The trapped unitary Fermi gas
Our temperature calibration is based on a measurement of the total energy in our harmonic
trap, and we therefore need trap averaged thermodynamic quantities. Similarly to the uniform
case they depend only on the single parameter q0 = βµ0 , where µ0 is the chemical potential
at the center of the harmonic trap, and can also be converted into each other as needed.
In the following we compute those quantities, which are relevant for us, as a function of q0 .
This is done based on the local density approximation, which is valid if the Fermi energy is
much larger than the energy level spacing in the trap, i.e. for EF  ~ωx , ~ωy , ~ωz . It allows
us to obtain the spatial profiles of the thermodynamic quantities of interest by substituting



1  2 2
2 2
2 2
q = βµ = β µ0 − m ωx x + ωy y + ωz z
(4.24)
2
in the respective equations for e.g. density, energy density, or entropy density of the uniform
case. Then the integral over space is computed.
From the density equation of state Eqn. (4.19) we get the atom number
2
N=√
π
3



kB T
~ω̄

3
M0 (q0 ),

(4.25)

Note that in this reference all presented quantities are for the uniform gas.
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a

b

Figure 4.5.: Universal function fn and trap averaged thermodynamic quantities.
a, Universal function fn (q = βµ) from which all the thermodynamic properties of the uniform unitary Fermi gas can be deduced. Data points correspond to the measurements of
[Ku12]. The small q extrapolation (solid black line) stems from a third-order virial expansion and the large q extrapolation (dashed black line) from a phonon model [Hou13]. For
comparison the analogue universal function of the non-interacting Fermi gas, −Li3/2 (−eq ) is
shown as a blue dash-dotted line. b, Trapped averaged thermodynamic quantities: ratio of
total energy per particle to the Fermi energy, E/N EF (solid black line), and dimensionless
entropy per particle S/N kB (solid green line) as a function of T /TF . The critical value Tc /TF
is marked as vertical dash-dotted blue line. For comparison the corresponding quantities of
the harmonically trapped non-interacting Fermi gas are shown as dashed lines: energy in
black and entropy in green.
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where we have introduced dimensionless moments [Gua13]
Z q0
dq (q0 − q)(l+1)/2 fn (q).
Ml (q0 ) =

(4.26)

−∞

Making use of the definition of the Fermi temperature in a harmonic trap, TF = ~ω̄(6N )1/3 /kB ,
Eqn. (4.25) can be rearranged to give the ratio of temperature to Fermi temperature [Hou13]:

T /TF =

−1/3
12
√ M0 (q0 )
.
π

(4.27)

Similarly, the total energy per particle referenced to the Fermi energy, E/N EF , can be
obtained by integrating the energy density of the uniform gas plus the potential energy
density,
 fn (q) q0
q
fn (q) 1  2 2
fn (q)
2 2
2 2
×
+
×
m
ω
x
+
ω
y
+
ω
z
=
× ,
(4.28)
e=
x
y
z
β
2
β
λ3T
λ3T
λ3T
yielding
E
=
N EF



2π
9

1/6

M2 (q0 )
4/3

M0 (q0 )

.

(4.29)

The last quantity, needed for the temperature calibration of the BCS gas in chapter 7, is
the dimensionless entropy per particle, S/N kB . We obtain it from integration of the entropy
density s/kB = 52 fp (q)/λ3T − qfn (q)/λ3T [Hou13], yielding

 q0
Zq0
Z
S
1
5
dq (q0 − q)1/2 fn (q)q  .
(4.30)
dq (q0 − q)1/2 fp (q) −
=
N kB
M0 (q0 ) 2
−∞

−∞

The dimensionless energy and entropy are plotted in Fig. 4.5b as a function of T /TF . The
critical temperature is indicated by a vertical dashed line. The critical values of the discussed
thermodynamic quantities, at which the superfluid transition occurs, are listed in table 4.1
for the uniform gas and for the harmonically trapped gas respectively. In a harmonic trap the
center has the largest density and therefore becomes superfluid first, defining the transition
temperature. Since the global chemical potential µ0 in a harmonic trap coincides with the
local chemical potential at the trap center, the critical values for q in a uniform gas and for
q0 in a trapped gas coincide. For all other listed quantities the critical values of the trapped
gas are larger. The reason is that the definition of TF in the uniform case naturally contains
the density (see Eqn. (2.33)) and is thus increased compared to the TF of the trapped gas,
Eqn. (2.34), because the overall interactions in a unitary gas are attractive. Further, internal
energy per particle and entropy per particle in the trapped case at the critical temperature are
still dominated by the large normal regions around the center of the trap, leading generically
to larger critical values.

4.4. Temperature calibration
Our temperature determination is based on a measurement of the second moment of the
density distribution [Gua13] along the long axis of the cloud, which is directly proportional
to the total energy of the gas since the virial theorem holds in a unitary Fermi gas [Tho05].
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Quantity
qc = (βµ)c
Tc /TF
Sc /N kB
Ec /N EF

Uniform gas
2.50(19)
0.167(13)
0.73(13)
0.33

Trapped gas
2.50(19)
0.223(15)
1.70(10)
0.698(23)

Description
ratio chem. potential to thermal energy
ratio temperature to Fermi temperature
entropy per particle
ratio total energy per particle to Fermi energy

Table 4.1.: Critical values of relevant dimensionless thermodynamic quantities, at which
the superfluid transition occurs, determined from the data of [Ku12]. They are stated for
both the case of a uniform unitary Fermi gas and for a harmonically trapped unitary Fermi
gas. The critical point in the trapped case is defined as the onset of superfluidity at the trap
center.

The internal energy can then be converted in a temperature using the known equation of
state of a unitary Fermi gas. More precisely, in a harmonically trapped Fermi gas the second
moment is proportional to the potential energy and the virial theorem tells us that the total
energy per particle E/N in a harmonic potential is twice the potential energy of a particle
and hence in three dimensions we have
E
= 3mωy2 hy 2 i,
N
where the second moment

R∞
R∞
hy i = −∞
2

dy n1D (y)y 2

−∞ dy n1D (y)

(4.31)

(4.32)

can be determined experimentally from the in-situ 1D density profile along the y axis. We
extract the second moment from the y axis because it has the smallest trapping frequency
ωy = 2π × 28.2(5) Hz, see chapter 2.3.2. Hence, in a short time of flight (TOF) the cloud expands essentially in the transverse directions, which trapping frequencies during imaging are
a factor of ∼ 15 larger than ωy , leaving n1D (y) primarily unaffected. The trapping potential
along y cannot be switched off for the TOF imaging and one is thus rather concerned about
a shrinking of the cloud along the y axis than about an expansion4 (see below).
For absorption imaging of the cloud (chapter 2.3.3) we use low intensities to be in the low
saturation regime, where the measured atom number is independent of the imaging intensity.
We checked that we are in this regime by absorption spectroscopy of the atomic transition
used for imaging: measuring the total absorption of the cloud as a function of the detuning
of the imaging light yields a curve with Lorentzian line shape. The fitted width coincides
with the natural linewidth of the transition, from which we conclude that there is no power
broadening. The length of the used imaging pulse amounts to 8µs, which is short enough
to neglect the Doppler shift of the transition due to the momentum imparted to the atoms
during imaging.
Fig. 4.6a (black squares) shows the second moment measured as a function of TOF. It
is constant for a TOF . 1 ms and decreases monotonically for larger TOF. We explain this
decrease by a redistribution of the particles after the trap has been converted in a pure
4

The expansion of the cloud along the transverse direction is necessary in order to reduce the large central
densities encountered in low-temperature clouds at the BEC-BCS crossover. Otherwise its large optical
densities would require imaging intensities of the order of Isat and thus a precise calibration of the intensity
profile of the imaging laser beam and the camera parameters to retrieve the density.
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magnetic trap, anti-confining along the z axis though, by having switched off the dipole trap
for TOF imaging. With the central trapping region becoming more dilute (less quantum
pressure), particles with large y coordinates move towards the center due to the persisting
magnetic confinement along y.
The second moment is calculated based on a fit of the obtained one-dimensional density
profile with the expected density profile of a non-interacting Fermi gas. Although the cloud
is strongly interacting we find that the experimental profiles are well fitted, see Fig. 4.6c. Alternatively we checked that calculating the second moment directly from the density profiles,
with a fitted offset and slope subtracted, yields the same result. The degenerate Fermi gas
fit is more convenient since it reduces noise. Further, determining the second moment from
a fit of the one-dimensional equation of state of the unitary Fermi gas (see below) to the
1D density profile yields the same result. To get stable running fits a tight region of interest
(ROI) along the z axis within which the 2D density profile is accumulated, is crucial. A too
loosely chosen ROI enhances the background noise compared to the already weak density
signal in the wings, which contains the information about the temperature.
The atom number as a function of TOF is plotted in Fig. 4.6b (black squares). It does not
depend on the TOF time except for a slight decrease for TOF ≤ 0.6 ms. For these TOF values
the 2D column densities contain an increasing amount of pixels with infinite optical density,
which arise when all photons incident on a certain column corresponding to a certain pixel are
absorbed by the dense cloud. Although those values are masked in the fits, we check whether
the density profiles and the extracted second moments are reliable in this regime by doubling
the intensity of the imaging laser pulse, ensuring a larger signal for short TOF. The results
are shown as green circles in Fig. 4.6a and are in good agreement with the results obtained
with the low saturation imaging pulses. The obtained atom number is plotted in Fig. 4.6b
(green circles). It is systematically lower by ∼ 8% since we do not correct for saturation.
The decrease for TOF ≤ 0.6 ms however is still there, showing that it does not come from
the above described black-out effect where all the imaging light is absorbed, but rather from
deviations from the Beer-Lambert law at high densities [Cho12] as also found in [Gua13].
The consequence of a too low estimated central density would be a larger second moment
because the relative weight of the central part is decreased. Since we do not observe such
an increase, we trust the measured dependence of the second moment on TOF time with its
constant regime for TOF ≤ 1 ms.
To conclude, a TOF of 1 ms seems to be the best choice, because it is small enough that no
noticeable reduction of the second moment due to particle redistribution in the trap occurs,
and large enough that the atom number can be reliably determined.

We now turn to the conversion of the second moment into T /TF . To get a feeling for the
uncertainties and the sensitivity of the conversion we present the results also as a function
of the TOF, keeping in mind that the correct values are those for TOF= 1 ms. The first step
consists in calculating the ratio of the total energy per particle to the Fermi energy, E/N EF ,
using Eqn. (4.31) and the formula for the Fermi energy in a harmonic trap, EF = ~ω̄(6N )1/3 .
The quantity is plotted in Fig. 4.6d. The horizontal dashed line marks the critical value at
which the superfluid transition occurs.
To convert the measured energy into temperature requires the knowledge of the equation
of state of the unitary Fermi gas, which we used to derive the formulas for E/N EF (q0 ) (Eqn.
4.29), T /TF (q0 ) (Eqn. 4.27), Sc /N kB (q0 ) (Eqn. 4.30). Hence, using Eqn. (4.29) we obtain
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Figure 4.6.: Temperature calibration of the unitary gas based on the second
moment method. a, Second moment extracted from a degenerate Fermi gas fit to the 1D
density profile as a function of time of flight. Black squares correspond to imaging pulses
in the low saturation regime, whereas green circles correspond to a doubled intensity of the
imaging light. b, Atom number as a function of time of flight for the two cases of imaging
intensities. c, Example of a 1D density profile (black) and the corresponding degenerate
Fermi gas fit (green). d-f, Ratio of the total energy per particle to Fermi energy, ratio of
temperature to Fermi temperature, and dimensionless entropy per particle as a function of
time of flight. The true values correspond to a time of flight of ∼ 1 ms. Horizontal dashed
lines correspond to the respective critical values below which the gas becomes superfluid.
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q0 , and insert it in Eqn. (4.27) to get T /TF , which is plotted in Fig. 4.6e. For the data set
presented here, the temperature is slightly below the critical temperature in a harmonic trap,
which is given by Tc /TF = 0.223(15) and indicated as a black dashed line. In the same way
we obtain the dimensionless entropy per particle, plotted in Fig. 4.6e, also with its critical
value indicted as a black dashed line. It is used for the temperature determination in the
BCS regime, chapter 7). We conclude that the quantities plotted in 4.6d-f are equivalent since
they can be transformed into each other with the stated formulas.

4.4.1. Benchmarking with a non-interacting Fermi gas
In this section we introduce various possibilities to determine the temperature of a noninteracting Fermi gas and compare them to their counterparts for the unitary Fermi gas. The
results give us confidence in the second moment method described above and allow us to get
an estimate for the systematic errors.
Temperature determination for a non-interacting Fermi gas
of a non-interacting Fermi gas reads [Ket08]

The density equation of state

n3D = −Li3/2 (−eq )/λ3T ,

(4.33)

where Li3/2 (−eq ) is one of the n-th order polylogarithmic functions Lin (z). The in-situ density
profiles within the local density approximation can be obtained by substituting q = q0 −
βV (r), where V (r) can be an arbitrary trapping potential, but is in most cases to a very
good approximation harmonic. For the same reason as for the unitary gas, one measures the
density distribution after time of flight. In that respect a harmonic trap is very convenient
because in that case the density distribution after free, ballistic expansion (time of flight) has
the same shape as the in-situ density profile except for rescaled axes. In our case, only the
z axis has to be rescaled, since the magnetic trapping potential along the y axis cannot be
switched off for time of flight imaging because it is generated by the Feshbach coils. The x
axis is of no importance because the imaging laser beam propagates along it, thus integrating
the density profile along x. Hence,
q
z → z/bz = z/ 1 + ωz2 t2TOF ,
(4.34)
with the time of flight tTOF ∼ 1 ms, which is the time interval between switching off the
dipole trap and the imaging laser pulse, which has a much shorter length of ∼ 8 µm.
The most common method to extract the temperature of a non-interacting Fermi gas is
to run a two-dimensional degenerate Fermi gas fit, based on Eqn. (4.33) on the 2D column
density profiles obtained by absorption imaging. Usually, an additional amplitude and an
additional temperature parameter for the second axis are used as additional fitting parameters
besides q0 and T [Ket08]. The temperatures Ty , Tz are not direct fit parameters but deduced
from the fit parameters Ry , Rz , which parametrize the width along the respective axes and
are defined as
Ry2 =

2kB Ty Li1 (−eq0 )
mωy2 Li0 (−eq0 )

(4.35)

Rz2 =

2kB Tz Li1 (−eq0 )
(1 + ωz2 t2TOF ).
mωz2 Li0 (−eq0 )

(4.36)
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They interpolate smoothly between the Gaussian width of a thermal gas and the Fermi radius
of a zero temperature gas. Hence, they do not tend to zero with decreasing temperature as
the Gaussian width would do, and thus represent a good choice for a numerically stable fit
[Ket08]. The fitted temperatures Ty and Tz of the two axes agree very well when the trapping
frequency along the y axis has been thoroughly calibrated. Because ωz2 t2TOF is significantly
larger than one, the temperature Tz determined from Eqn. (4.36) is not so sensitive to the
trapping frequency ωz , with its dependence even vanishing in the limit ωz2 t2TOF  1.
The determination of the degeneracy T /TF from the described fit is ambiguous because
the degenerate Fermi gas fit function is over-determined: it contains an additional amplitude
fitting parameter. Hence, there are two ways to determine T /TF :
(i) Using the extracted temperature from Eqn. (4.35) or (4.36) (another over-determination)
and computing the Fermi temperature from the fitted or counted atom number and the
knowledge of the trapping frequencies via Eqn. (2.34).
(ii) Relying on the fitted shape parameter q0 , which in principle solely determines T /TF
according to
T /TF = (6 [−Li3 (−eq0 )])−1/3 .
(4.37)
This method is independent of the atomic scattering cross section.
Using a set of 15 pictures with a mean atom number of 115(3) × 103 , we compare both
methods. The first method yields a mean value of T /TF ∼ 0.175(28), whereas the second
method gives 0.168(30), which is ∼ 4% lower than the first. The relatively large error in
both cases can be explained with the sensitivity of q0 to the shape of the wings, which are
most affected by noise. Using larger atom numbers the error can be reduced. Using the fitted
q0 and the fitted temperature Tx or Ty , one can get an alternative estimate for the atom
number, disregarding the fitted density amplitude,

N=

kB T
~ω̄

3

[−Li3 (−eq0 )]

(4.38)

This corresponds to trusting the fitted µ and T , or in other words, the shape and the width,
but not the amplitude. It yields an atom number of 131(11) × 103 , which would correspond to
a scattering cross section reduced by 12% from its theory value 3λ2 /2π, with λ the wavelength
of the imaging light. It is the maximum reduction that we can imagine based on an estimate of
possible reduction factors arising from the Doppler shift or the alignment of the polarization
axis of the imaging light. Since the number of atoms enters with a power of one third into
TF , the relative difference in T /TF between the two methods is a factor of three smaller (see
above) than the relative difference between the atom numbers.
We also run the degenerate Fermi gas fit without an amplitude fitting parameter (method
(iii)). It yields a value of T /TF = 0.203(14), which is 15% larger than the one from method
(i). With this method the ambiguity in the determination of T /TF disappears. However,
comparing the fit to the data by accumulating the fit function and the density profile along one
of the axes one recognizes that the wings are less well fitted as before because the parameters
q0 and R are now also needed to match the amplitude. The results of all three methods are
plotted as green circles in Fig. 4.7a. To summarize, method (iii) relies on the measured atom
number, method (ii) not at all, and method (i) partly through the determination of TF .
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a

b

Figure 4.7.: Comparison of different methods to extract the temperature a, Noninteracting Fermi gas: Black squares are temperature estimates based on 1D fit functions,
whereas green circles correspond to the use of 2D fit functions. The first three methods (i)(iii) are based on a fit of the density-profile as predicted by the equation of state (Eos) of a
harmonically trapped non-interacting Fermi gas. Method (iv) estimates the temperature by
determining the energy of the gas from its second moment along the y axis and subsequent
application of the virial theorem. The results are obtained from the analysis of a set of 15
absorption pictures with a mean atom number of 115(3)×103 . b, Same as (a) for the unitary
Fermi gas. Only 1D methods are shown because the exact expansion dynamics of the unitary
gas are not known. The data was obtained from the analysis of a set of 15 absorption pictures
with at mean atom number of 93(3) × 103 .
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Contrary to the non-interacting gas, for the unitary Fermi gas one is obliged to fit the
1D density profile because the expanded 2D profile is influenced by interaction effects and
modeling the expansion process to infer the initial density distribution is difficult [OHa02,
Men02]. To be able to better compare the various methods for both cases (see below), we also
determine T /TF from a 1D degenerate Fermi gas fit run on the 1D density profile obtained
by accumulating the measured column density along the z axis. As for the 2D case, we obtain
different results depending on which method (i)-(iii) we apply. They are represented by the
black squares in Fig. 4.7a. The first two methods, which have an additional amplitude as a
fitting parameter, yield values of T /TF = 0.12(6) and T /TF = 0.11(6), which are significantly
lower than their 2D counterparts, but still in agreement within error bars. Further, the
obtained values are inherently more noisy than the ones from the 2D fit. We think that this
is due to the following two reasons: first the temperature signal is hidden in the wings of
the cloud and by going from a 2D fit to a 1D fit the wing signal is reduced from an elliptic
annulus to two point-like regions, although the relative importances might stay the same.
Second, the 1D density profiles are obtained by accumulating the density of the elliptic profile
along its short axis within a rectangular region of interest. Hence the ratio of the accumulated
density signal compared to the accumulated background noise decreases continuously as a
function of position when going from the center to the wings of the 1D profile, which actually
contain the information about the temperature. We can check the significance of these results
by calculating the atom number based on the fitted q0 and Ry from Eqn. (4.38), obtaining
150(32) × 103 , which is 30% larger than the measured atom number. This is clearly beyond
what we could attribute to a reduced atomic scattering cross section and we therefore do
not trust the 1D methods (i) and (ii). On the other hand, the 1D method (iii) yields a
temperature almost identical to the corresponding 2D method. We explain this by the fact
that the fit parameters (q0 , Ry ) or (q0 , Ry , Rz ) respectively are mainly determined in this
case by the requirement of matching the amplitude and width of the profile, accepting small
deviations in the wings. Hence the precise shape of the wings of the 2D and 1D profile, which
may be differently affected by noise in the two cases, are not so important.
We checked whether we can achieve better mutual agreement between the various 1D
methods by first averaging all 15 2D density profiles and running the fits on the resulting
smoother 1D profile. We observe only a tiny effect for method (i) and (ii), which shifts the
obtained values for T /TF by a few per cent upwards. For all the other methods, regardless
of 2D or 1D, there is no effect at all.
As a last method we apply the second moment method (iv) to the non-interacting density
profiles. We put it into the category of 1D methods since the underlying fit is one-dimensional.
Applying a 2D fit would also be possible and leads to comparable results. However, it sometimes trades a better fit along the short axis against a precise fit along the relevant long
axis and we therefore find that a 1D fit is more suited. The expression for the dimensionless
energy E/N EF , needed for this method, is given by
E
3 [−Li4 (−eq0 )]
= 1/3
N EF
6 [−Li3 (−eq0 )]4/3

(4.39)

With this expression available the second moment method to retrieve T /TF can be applied
in complete analogy to the unitary case: getting E/N from inserting the measured second
moment into Eqn. (4.31), normalizing it to EF to obtain E/N EF , which can then be converted
into q0 using Eqn. (4.39) and thus into T /TF using Eqn. (4.37). We obtain T /TF = 0.183(35),
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which is plotted as a black square (iv) to the right in Fig. 4.7a. It agrees best with the
results (i) and (ii) from the 2D fit. In particular it deviates only by 5% from method (i). This
agreement is natural considering that both methods rely on the fitted width and the counted
atom number. From that we conclude that the second moment method constitutes a faithful
1D alternative to a direct 2D fit based on the equation of state of the gas.
We also applied all the described 1D and 2D methods to another data set consisting also of
15 pictures, but with an overall lower atom number of 83(3) × 103 . Up to a common shift for
all the methods due to a lower TF the relative results are very similar to the ones presented
in Fig. 4.7a, which gives us confidence in the drawn conclusions.
A complete list of all the used thermodynamic quantities for both the non-interacting and
the unitary Fermi gas can be found in Table 4.2.

n3D
T
TF



E
N EF



S
N kB



1
5
M0 (q0 ) 2

Zq0
−∞

unitary

non-interacting

fn (q)/λ3T

−Li3/2 (−eq )/λ3T

12
√ M0 (q0 )
π

2π
9

1/6

−1/3

(6 [−Li3 (−eq0 )])−1/3
[−Li4 (−eq0 )]
61/3 [−Li3 (−eq0 )]4/3

M2 (q0 )

3

4/3

M0 (q0 )

dq (q0 − q)1/2 fp (q) −

Zq0

−∞


dq (q0 − q)1/2 fn (q)q 

8

[−Li4 (−eq0 )]
− 2q0
[−Li3 (−eq0 )]

Table 4.2.: Relevant thermodynamic quantities in a harmonic trap for the non-interacting
and the unitary Fermi gas.

Saddle point correction For completeness we mention that for the determination of Tx we
actually have to consider an expansion into a saddle point potential [Ket08], which is formed
by the curvature of the Feshbach magnetic field, resulting in a confining potential in the
x − y plane and an√anti-confining potential along the z axis. Maxwell’s equations impose
the relation ωm,z = 2ωy , for the magnetic trapping frequency ωm,z characterizing the anticonfinement along z in the absence of the dipole trap. Concerning the density profiles after
TOF this leads to a rescaling of the z axis by a factor bs,z ,
s
z → z/bs,z = z/

cosh2 (ωm,z tTOF ) +

ωz2
sinh2 (ωm,z tTOF ),
2
ωm,z

(4.40)

different from Eqn. (4.34) valid for free expansion. The temperature can then be obtained
from Eqn. (4.36) with the factor (1 + ωz2 t2TOF ) = b2z replaced by b2s,z . In our case this yields
values of Tx which are by ∼ 2% smaller than the ones obtained by assuming free expansion.
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4.4.2. Various methods for the unitary gas
We now turn to the unitary Fermi gas and apply the analogs of the 1D methods (i)-(iii) introduced for the non-interacting Fermi gas and compare them to the second moment method
introduced at the beginning of the chapter. For that purpose we use a set of 15 absorption
pictures of the bare atomic cloud, taken after evaporation and a waiting time of 4s in the
dipole trap at a magnetic field of 689 G, corresponding to the |1i − |3i Feshbach resonance.
The atom number amounts to 93(3) × 103 . We first need an appropriate 1D fitting function based on the equation of state Eqn. (4.19). Using the local density approximation it is
straightforward to show that in a harmonic trap the 1D in-situ density profile of the unitary
Fermi gas is given by [Ho10, Nas10]


2π
1
1
2 2
n1D (y) =
fp q0 − βmωy y ,
(4.41)
mωx ωz βλ3T
2
with the fp universal function as defined in Eqn. (4.23). As fitting parameters we use the same
as for the non-interacting case, i.e. q0 , Ry and an additional amplitude. The latter leads again
to an ambiguity in the determination of T /TF and the values obtained by method (i) and
(ii) are plotted in Fig. 4.7b. Method (ii) yields a value of 0.124(16) which is by 14% smaller
than the value 0.143(16) obtained from method (i). The difference can again be explained
by the fact that method (i) computes the Fermi temperature from the actual atom number,
whereas method (ii) relies purely on the fitted shape parameter q0 . Analogous to Eqn. (4.38)
the atom number to which the fit would correspond if one trusted the fitted q0 and Ry is
given by


2
kB T 3
N=√
M0 (q0 )
(4.42)
π ~ω̄
and amounts to 147(13) × 103 , which is 58% larger than the counted atom number. Since this
would correspond to an accordingly large reduction of the atomic scattering cross section we
do not put much faith into the obtained values.
We rather make now the amplitude a function of T and q0 according to Eqn. (4.41),
leaving no ambiguity in the determination of T /TF . The obtained value T /TF = 0.185(7) is
significantly larger and plotted as method (iii) in Fig. 4.7b. From the fitted profiles we see
that the wings are still well fitted, although less tight than before.
The second moment method (iv) yields a value T /TF = 0.172(9). As already mentioned
above we checked that the second moment method is independent of the fit function and that
a counting method, which relies on a fit function only for the subtraction of an offset and a
slope, yields the same results. Comparing Fig. 4.7a and b we see that the relation between the
various 1D methods is very similar for these two extreme cases of interaction strengths, the
non-interacting and the unitary regime. Since for the non-interacting Fermi gas, we saw that
the second moment method yields results consistent with the temperature estimate based on
the 2D fit, which for the reasons cited above we believe to be the most reliable temperature
estimate, we trust the second moment method for the temperature estimate of the unitary
gas.
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5 Disorder and superfluidity
In this chapter the interplay between superfluidity and disorder is studied. Experimentally,
this is achieved by projecting an optical speckle pattern on the 2D channel, instead of the
repulsive gate laser beam used in chapter 4. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 closely follow our publications
 [Kri13] S. Krinner, D. Stadler, J. Meineke, J.-P. Brantut and T. Esslinger, Superfluidity
with disorder in a thin film of quantum gas, Physical Review Letters 110, 100601 (2013),
 [Kri15b] S. Krinner, D. Stadler, J. Meineke, J.-P. Brantut and T. Esslinger, Observation
of a fragmented, strongly interacting Fermi gas, Physical Review Letters 115, 045302
(2015).

5.1. Introduction
Describing the behavior of strongly interacting particles in the presence of disorder is among
the most challenging problems in quantum many-body physics. In fermionic systems, attractive interactions favor superconductivity or superfluidity and can lead to an extended,
macroscopically occupied wave function, whereas disorder has the tendency to localize single
particles or pairs. In bosonic systems, repulsive interactions are necessary to stabilize the
coherent flow of Bose condensed particles against excitations, and thus to form a superfluid.
Sufficiently strong disorder in combination with the repulsive interactions fragments the BEC
and finally localizes individual particles.
A better understanding of those systems is desirable because disorder is omnipresent in
all kinds of materials and has such profound effects as turning metals [Abr01], or superconductors and superfluids into insulators [Gol98, Rep92, Cro97]. A superconductor-to-insulator
or superfluid-to-insulator transition induced at effectively zero temperature by an external
control parameter, such as disorder strength, thickness of the sample, or magnetic field, is
a quantum phase transition: the system goes from one particular ground state to another
ground state with different properties. In general, the evolution from a superfluid or superconducting state to an insulator depends on the details of the underlying material structure,
which is complex and often only partially known. Several models have been devised, accounting for various aspects of the transition [Gan10].
Superconducting or superfluid thin films are particularly suited to study the mechanism
of this quantum phase transition because in two dimensions the influence of disorder is naturally more pronounced [Gol98, Cro97]. Two-dimensionality here refers to the geometry of
the films and is not related to freezing the motion perpendicular to the film to the ground
state. However, the films are two-dimensional in a sense that the film thickness is smaller
than the coherence length of the superconductor or superfluid. In electronic thin films, two
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main scenarios have emerged, regarding the mechanism by which disorder can destroy conventional fermionic superfluidity. In the first scenario, Cooper pairs are broken by disorder,
and the unpaired particles get localized [Fin94], whereas in the second scenario Cooper pairs
are preserved in the presence of disorder and get themselves localized, leading to the emergence of a bosonic insulator [Lar99]. The first scenario is believed to be more applicable to
so-called homogeneously disordered or homogeneous amorphous films, where the disorder
shows variations on length scales smaller than the coherence length. The second scenario
applies more to the opposite class of granular films, where the disorder length scale is larger
than the coherence length, leading to locally superfluid clusters dispersed in an insulating
environment. However, localized Cooper pairs have recently also been found in an amorphous
superconducting film by means of scanning tunneling spectroscopy [Sac11a].
Hence, the nature of the insulating phase is still subject of current research and is strongly
influenced by interactions and the quantum statistics of the localized entities [San10]. Dirty
boson models, where interacting bosons are placed in a random potential, have attracted
particular attention. They predict new phases such as the Bose-glass resulting as a competition of the localizing effects of disorder and the delocalizing effects of repulsive interactions
[Gia88, Fis89, Pol09, Ale10]. For fermions analogous models exist [Shk08].
The controlled setting of cold atom experiments provides a new avenue to address these
challenges [Sha12], complementing studies in solid state physics. They offer comparatively
simple systems controlled by a few microscopic parameters that are known and controlled. In
particular, the disordered potential is introduced in a controlled and tunable way. Observables
such as phase coherence, response to external forces and lattice modulations [Fal07, Whi09,
Pas10, Gad11, All12, Bee12] have been studied, but transport coefficients have not been
measured, preventing a direct comparison with condensed matter systems. In this chapter we
present such measurements for a disordered quasi-2D sheet of atoms using our two-terminal
set-up, see Fig. 5.1. 6 Li is particularly suited for those experiments because its broad Feshbach
resonance allows to investigate both the bosonic and fermionic scenario for the breakdown of
superfluidity. The bosonic one is studied by producing a BEC of molecules, that have a pair
size small compared to the correlation length of the disorder. The healing length on the other
hand is comparable to the length scale of the disorder. The fermionic scenario is studied by
preparing a strongly interacting fermionic superfluid with a pair size initially larger than the
correlation length of the disorder.

5.2. Controlled disordered potentials
There are currently three methods which allow the creation of disordered potentials for cold
atoms. They consist in
(i) using the random intensity distribution of an optical speckle pattern.
(ii) superimposing two optical lattices with incommensurate frequencies (quasi random potential) (see e.g. [Roa08]).
(iii) using a second atomic species or spin state, randomly occupying the sites of a speciesselective or state-selective optical lattice, as spatially fixed impurities [Gad11].
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Figure 5.1.: Sketch of the experimental configuration. Two macroscopic reservoirs are
connected by a narrow, quasi-2D channel. When a number imbalance between the reservoirs
is present (indicated by the dark blue and light blue colors), a current sets in through the
channel. A speckle pattern of variable intensity, created by a laser beam (green) at 532 nm
with a 1/e2 -waist of 30 − 35 µm is projected onto the channel along the z-axis through the
upper microscope objective. The lower one can be used to image the pattern, which is shown
in the inset. Figure taken from [Sta10].

Method (ii) and (iii) involve optical lattices, and were so far only applied in 1D geometries.
Method (i) is most widely used because it is comparatively simple and is not restricted to
optical lattices. It is also applied in our experiments.

5.2.1. Properties of optical speckle
In the following we summarize the most important properties of an optical speckle pattern.
We consider only optical intensities, bearing in mind that the potential seen by the atoms is
proportional to it, see Eqn. (2.9).
Consider a plane wave incident on a diffusing transparent plate. Its effect is to randomize
the initially flat phase profile: if the diffuser is sufficiently fine grained and thick, the electromagnetic field at a point (x,y) in the exit plane of the diffuser has a random phase. The
intensity at a point (x0 , y 0 ) in the far field is then a result of the mutual interference of all
points (x,y) irradiating from the exit plane of the diffuser. The random intensity distribution
that arises is called speckle.
Assuming that in the far field, in the x0 − y 0 plane, real and imaginary part of the electromagnetic field are Gaussian distributed, one directly obtains the normalized probability distribution p(I) that a given point (x0 , y 0 ) has an intensity I [Goo07],

1
p(I) = ¯ exp −I/I¯ ,
I

(5.1)

¯ Hence, regions of low intensity are most probable, whereas large
with the mean intensity I.
intensities are exponentially suppressed. Intuitively this becomes clear if one represents the
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amplitude in the far field as a vector in the complex plane, which is the the sum of a
large amount of vectors with random length and direction, representing the individual waves
arriving at a particular point (x0 , y 0 ).
A second, relevant quantity of a speckle pattern is its intensity auto-correlation function,
which we write as

hI(r)I(r + ∆r)i = I¯2 1 + |γ(∆r)|2 .
(5.2)
In a plane perpendicular to the optical axis1 and for a homogeneously illuminated δ-correlated2
circular diffuser, the function γ(∆r) is given by
γ(∆r) = 2

J1 (NAkL ∆r)
,
NAkL ∆r

(5.3)

where J1 (x) denotes the Bessel function of first order, kL is the wave vector of the used laser
light and NA is the numerical aperture defined by the maximum half-angle that rays between
diffuser plane and far-field x0 − y 0 plane draw with the optical axis. If we introduce a lens
or microscope objective to bring the far field in the focal plane of lens or microscope, NA
is defined by the maximum half-angle that rays between the plane of the lens and the focal
plane draw with the optical axis. If the entire aperture of the microscope is illuminated NA
is the numerical aperture as given in the specifications of an objective.
It is useful to consider the variations of the intensity around its mean value, δI(r), defined
via I(r) = I¯ + δI(r). The auto-correlation function of the intensity variations then reads
hδI(r)δI(r + ∆r)i = |γ(∆r)|2

(5.4)

The auto-correlation function defines a characteristic length scale, the correlation length σ. A
possible definition is the value of ∆r, where γ(∆r) has its first minimum, i.e. σ = 0.61λ/NA,
which coincides with the Rayleigh criterion for the minimum resolvable distance. Here, in
addition, it has the meaning of the typical speckle grain size.

5.2.2. Set-up and characterization
Practically, we generate the optical speckle pattern by placing a light shaping diffuser (LSD)
(Luminit LLC, transmission ∼ 90%, RMS angle 0.5°) between a fiber output coupler and a
collimating lens, see Fig. 5.2. The LSD is characterized by the angular spread it introduces,
which corresponds to a RMS angle of 0.5° in our case. This low value guarantees that the
laser beam can be sufficiently collimated and be directed to the microscope objective, which
focuses the beam with the distorted wavefront in the atomic plane, producing a random
intensity distribution. On the other hand, the lower the angular spread, the larger are the
correlations in the light field emerging from the LSD. As long as the illuminated area on the
LSD is much larger than its correlation length, we obtain a well developed speckle pattern.
This set-up has the advantage that σ can be tuned. Consider first a situation, where the
collimator is adjusted such that the beam is best collimated within the constraints of the
LSD. The beam size incident on the aperture of the microscope, determines σ. If we now
1

Along the axial direction the correlation length is larger. In our configuration it exceeds the width of the
2D atomic sheet and the disorder is thus effectively 2D.
2
δ-correlated in this context means that the wavelets emerging from the exit plane of the diffuser are uncorrelated
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Figure 5.2.: Creation of the speckle pattern. A diffuser is illuminated with divergent
laser light exiting from an optical fiber. A collimating lens collimates the beam as well as
allowed by the angular spread introduced by the diffuser. The distortion of the wavefront
after passage through the diffuser is indicated by wiggled rays. The beam is directed towards
the upper microscope objective (not shown) where it is focused on the 2D channel, resulting
in an optical speckle pattern.

move the LSD more towards the fiber, the collimator overcompensates the angular spread
from the LSD, such that the beam gets slightly focused towards the microscope, resulting in
an increased σ and a larger envelope of the speckle pattern in the focal plane.
Two examples of speckle pattern with different correlation lengths, produced with the described method, are shown in Fig. 5.3a and b. They correspond to a top view on the 2D
channel and atoms would flow from left to right. The shown region is cropped along the
transverse direction to a size comparable to the transverse cloud size. Fig. 5.3c and d are
the corresponding auto-correlation functions |γ(∆x, ∆y)|2 , computed within a square of size
33 µm×33 µm and 24 µm×24 µm respectively, corresponding to the 1/e-radius of the Gaussian envelope. Horizontal cuts are presented in Fig. 5.3e. From a Gaussian fit to these profiles
√
we obtain a 1/ e-radius σ ∼ 0.8 µm and σ ∼ 0.4 µm for the large and short correlation length
pattern respectively.

5.3. Bosons: Superfluidity with disorder in a thin film of quantum gas
In this section we investigate the properties of a strongly interacting, superfluid gas of 6 Li2
Feshbach molecules forming a thin film confined in our quasi two-dimensional channel with
a tunable random potential, creating a microscopic disorder. We measure the atomic current and extract the resistance of the film in our two-terminal configuration, and identify
a superfluid state at low disorder strength, which evolves into a normal, poorly conducting
state for strong disorder. The transition takes place when the chemical potential reaches the
percolation threshold of the disorder. The evolution of the conduction properties contrasts
with the smooth behavior of the density and compressibility across the transition, measured
in-situ at equilibrium. These features suggest the emergence of a glass-like phase at strong
disorder.
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a

c

b

d

e

Figure 5.3.: Analysis of produced speckle patterns. Two examples of speckle patterns
as imaged with the help of the lower microscope objective. a, Large correlation length σ ∼
0.8 µm, b, Small correlation length σ ∼ 0.4 µm. c, Intensity auto-correlation function γ
of pattern (a). d, Intensity auto-correlation function γ of pattern (b). e, Horizontal cuts
through the center of (c) (black squares) and through (d) (green circles) and corresponding
Gaussian fits.

5.3.1. Set-up and preparation
The experiment is based on our two-terminal set-up and is sketched in Fig. 5.1. We prepare a
cloud of 1.03(5) × 105 molecules formed during evaporative cooling of a 6 Li gas in a mixture
of the two lowest hyperfine states at a magnetic field of 751 G. At this field, the s-wave
scattering length is 3545 a0 , where a0 is Bohr’s radius, and the binding energy of the molecules
is Eb = 2.3 µK [Bar05]. The confinement of the channel is set to ωz = 2π × 6.1 kHz  Eb /~.
The chemical potential of the molecular gas in the reservoirs is µ0 = 550(70) nK, deduced
from the particle number and trap frequencies 3 . the local chemical potential in the channel
is thus µ = µ0 − 12 ~ωz ' 400(70) nK. With µ ' 1.4 ~ωz , the gas predominantly populates
the lowest vibrational state. The inter-molecule scattering length is√am = 2100 a0 [Pet04],
which yields an interaction parameter for the 2D scattering problem 8πam /lz ' 1.1, with lz
being the harmonic oscillator length in the tightly confined direction [Pet01]. The molecular
gas is thus in the strongly interacting regime, where the scattering amplitude depends on
momentum [Pet00].
The disordered potential is realized by projecting a speckle pattern onto the channel
through a high-numerical aperture microscope. A Gaussian fit to the envelope of the pattern
yields a 1/e2 -radius of 36 µm. The average disorder strength V̄ at the center of the pattern is
calculated from the beam envelope and the laser power. The correlation length σ of the dis√
order, defined by the 1/ e-radius of the autocorrelation function is 290(90) nm. Associated
~2
with this length scale, we introduce a correlation energy Eσ = mσ
2 = 0.48 µK, where m is
the mass of a molecule. This scale separates the quantum regime V̄  Eσ from the classical
regime V̄  Eσ [Shk08].
It is instructive to compare these scales to that of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of
3

In the reservoirs the interaction parameter is kf a ∼ 1, deep in the BEC regime. All the numbers in the text
are stated for the molecules.
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Figure 5.4.: Conduction properties of the disordered gas of molecules (red squares), and of
a weakly interacting Fermi gas (grey dots) as a function of disorder strength normalized by
µ = 400 nK, the chemical potential of the molecular gas in the channel without disorder. A:
Initial current, for a fixed driving (see text). B: Dimensionless resistance. The dotted green
line represents the classical percolation threshold of the speckle pattern. The dash-dotted
line indicates the correlation energy Eσ . Note that the first two points of the BEC data in
A have no resistance counterpart in B (see text). Error bars are statistical.

molecules. The chemical potential in the channel is independent of the disorder, and fixed by
the unperturbed particle reservoirs. The size of a molecule, given by the interatomic scattering
length, is 190 nm, comparable but smaller than the correlation length of the disorder, so we
expect the molecules to remain bound for increasing disorder. The healing length of the
molecular BEC, associated with the chemical potential, is typically ξ ' 230 nm, of the order
of the correlation length of the disorder. Thus, we expect the disorder to affect the many-body
physics at the microscopic level [All12].

5.3.2. Conduction properties
We investigate the conduction properties of the disordered gas by inducing a chemical potential difference ∆µ between the two reservoirs [Bra12, Sta12]. During evaporative cooling,
a fixed relative atom number imbalance of 0.3 is created between the left and right reservoir, corresponding to a chemical potential bias of ∆µ ' 0.2µ. We observe the evolution
of the atom number imbalance while a quasi-stationary current flows through the channel.
We measure the slope of the initial evolution, yielding the maximum current driven by the
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chemical potential difference. Fig. 5.4A shows the initial current as a function of V̄ . For weak
disorder, we observe a large current, limited by conservation of energy. We interpret this as a
manifestation of superfluidity, as expected for a BEC of molecules [Zwi05]. With increasing
disorder, the current quickly decreases, and except for the two lowest values of the disorder
strength, the time evolution of the number imbalance is well described by an exponential
[Sta12]. In this regime we fit a decay time τBEC = RCeff , see chapter 2.6. The finite resistance
is due to dissipation that can arise by direct depletion of the order parameter if the velocity
exceeds the Landau critical velocity or by turbulence if the velocity exceeds the Feynman
critical velocity. Both mechanisms are enhanced with a decreasing superfluid fraction. The
resistance measured reflects the balance between the overall dissipation and the constant
driving.
Fig. 5.4B shows r = τBEC ωy , where ωy is the underlying trap frequency of the reservoirs
along the transport direction [Sta12]. For V̄ /µ below ∼ 2, we observe a fast increase of r with
disorder strength. Above this value the increase of resistance shows a weaker dependence on
disorder strength. In total, the resistance varies by three orders of magnitudes over the range
of explored disorder strengths. The highest value of measured resistance represents the limit
in our sensitivity to low currents.
To disentangle the effects of superfluidity from the single particle effects caused by disorder,
we repeat the experiment in the same trap and disorder configuration with a weakly interacting Fermi gas (WIF) of 9.3(4) · 104 atoms per spin state at a temperature of 0.25(5) TF ,
TF = 1.0(2) µK denoting the Fermi temperature, prepared at a magnetic field of 475 G, where
the scattering length is −145 a0 . The current and resistance are shown as grey dots in Fig. 5.4.
They show a single exponential dependency and a finite resistance at low disorder strength,
corresponding to the contact resistance of the channel [Bra12]. This behavior confirms that
the disorder strongly affects transport at the single particle level [Kuh07, Rob10, Pez11]. Yet
we cannot provide a quantitative explanation of the curve since even at the level of classical
mechanics no full understanding of the single particle dynamics at strong disorder exists
[Pez11].
We then extract the ratio RBEC /RWIF , which measures the effect of pairing and superfluidity compared to the ideal Fermi gas case, keeping the geometry and potential landscape
unchanged. It accounts, at least qualitatively, for the variations of resistance in a non superfluid case, without relying on a model for the complicated single particle dynamics. This
procedure resembles the use of the normal state resistance as a reference in the physics
of superconductors. We evaluate RBEC /RWIF = KτBEC /τWIF where K is the ratio of the
compressibility of the reservoirs4 , which does not depend on disorder strength. Modeling
the reservoirs as harmonically trapped zero temperature Fermi gases and weakly interacting
Bose-Einstein condensates, we estimate K ' 0.57.
Fig. 5.5 shows the evolution of RBEC /RWIF with disorder strength, obtained by the ratio
of the decay times for the molecules and the linearly interpolated data of the WIF. For strong
disorder, it remains almost constant. The exact value depends on the chemical potentials of
the reservoirs and reflects the low temperature behavior of conductance5 . The constant value
4

Since the quasi-two-dimensional channel is much longer than ξ, having superfluid reservoirs changes their
compressibility, but does not induce macroscopic coherence effects in the channel.
5
The single particle transport is determined by the energy of particles, which in the case of the weakly
interacting Fermi gas is set by the Fermi energy. Therefore, as long as the gas is degenerate, the conduction
properties should be close to that of the zero temperature cloud. For the BEC case, even at moderate
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Figure 5.5.: Ratio of resistances of the BEC and the weakly interacting Fermi gas
(WIF). The green dotted line represents the percolation threshold of the speckle potential,
and coincides with the change of behavior from superfluid to single-particle transport. The
dash-dotted line shows the correlation energy Eσ . Error bars represent statistical errors.

indicates that transport in the strongly disordered regime is dominated by single atom or
molecule physics [Kuh07]. In contrast, for weak disorder, RBEC /RWIF varies very quickly,
incompatible with simple diffusion [Kuh07]. The ratio displays a relatively sharp change of
behavior for intermediate disorder strength, where the chemical potential of the reservoirs
reaches the percolation threshold of the disorder V̄t = 1.92µ [Smi79, Wei82] (green dotted
line). The sharpness of the transition in Fig. 5.5 is probably reduced by trap averaging along
the x-direction. Surprisingly, the breakdown of superfluid flow coincides with the classical
percolation threshold, even though interactions are strong and tunneling through individual
disorder grains is significant, as V̄t ∼ 1.6Eσ [Shk08]. This observation suggests that percolation plays a key role in the transition.
It leads to the intuitive picture of a transition from a connected, globally coherent superfluid
allowing for superflow to an arrangement of incoherent superfluid pockets, i.e. a Bose-glass
[Gia88, Fis89, Pol09, Ale10, Shk08, Lug07, Pil10, Fal09, Bou12]. However, contrary to the
superfluid to Bose-glass quantum phase transition at zero temperature, we observe a residual conductance in the strongly disordered case. At finite temperature, the Bose-glass is
smoothly connected to the normal Bose gas, therefore we attribute the finite resistance to
finite temperature effects, as well as possible finite size effects.
In addition to fragmenting the gas, disorder can also enhance the interaction-induced
depletion of the ground state, as the atoms are strongly localized [Gau11]. This effect may
compete with, or reinforce, the single particle localization phenomena close to the percolation
threshold. Our data do not allow us to identify which effect dominates the transition. Nevertheless, the fragmented condensate character of the ground state at high disorder seems to
be a generic feature of disordered superfluids, even for uncorrelated disorder (see for example
[Fis89]).
temperatures, the mean energy of particles is set by the chemical potential. Except close to the transition
where temperature induced depletion may be comparable to the disorder induced depletion, temperature
should have little influence.
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5.3.3. Equilibrium properties
We now investigate how the density and compressibility in the channel depend on the disorder
strength. We prepare a cloud with equal population in the two reservoirs. The disorder is
switched on and an absorption picture is taken in-situ after 150 ms, allowing the channel to
thermalize with the reservoirs6 . We typically average 20 of those pictures to reduce noise.
We first consider the density observed at the center of the channel, averaged over a region
of 18 µm (7 µm) along the y- (x-)direction. Over this region, the trapping frequency along z
varies by less than 10 %, and the local chemical potential of the cloud by about 30 %. The
area of this region is much larger than the correlation length of the disorder, therefore we
expect the spatial average to reflect the average over disorder realizations.
Fig. 5.6A presents the number of atoms per correlation area of the disorder ñ = nπσ 2 as a
function of disorder strength. The density smoothly decreases with increasing disorder up to
the highest disorder strength. This is expected since the disorder is repulsive and reduces the
available phase space. The density changes by a factor of 5, which is small compared to the
three orders of magnitude change in the resistance. Therefore, the fast variation in resistance
can not be solely attributed to a change in density.
We now make use of the in-situ density measurements to evaluate the compressibility.
Because the trapping potential along x varies much slower than the correlation length of
the disorder, we use the local density approximation to obtain the variation of the disorderaveraged density with chemical potential, i.e. the disorder-averaged compressibility dn̄/dµ,
where n̄ is the disorder-averaged density. At the center of the cloud, the curvature of the
2
density distribution reads [Gem09] ddxn̄2 = −mωx2 dn̄
dµ , where we include in ωx the small effect
of the envelope of the speckle pattern. We use a quadratic fit to the central part of the cloud
to extract the curvature of the density profile, shown on Fig. 5.6C and D for two different
disorder strengths.
2

Fig. 5.6B presents the reduced compressibility ~m dn̄
dµ . For very weak disorder, the compressibility remains constant, equal to that of the system without disorder. For stronger disorder,
it decreases continuously with disorder strength. The overall variation remains within a factor of ∼ 5. The compressibility remains finite up to very strong disorder where transport is
frozen, suggesting a glassy phase.
The zeroth order effect of a weak repulsive disorder is a shift of the average chemical potential equal to the mean disorder strength. We can use this and the measured compressibility
to estimate the decay of the density due to the disorder (dashed line in Fig. 5.6A). The
agreement gives us confidence in the compressibility measurement.
We can further compare these observations to the predictions of a zero-temperature ThomasFermi approximation for a random potential [Bou12], shown as a black line in Fig. 5.6A (B).
The free parameters are the chemical potential and compressibility in absence of disorder. We
find good agreement at low disorder, where the disorder mainly gives an overall shift of V̄ of
the chemical potential. For higher disorder, the observed density lies below the predictions.
This is expected as ñ < 1 and interactions are strong, so that the fragments of BEC are
strongly depleted. Surprisingly, the shape of the compressibility data is well reproduced.
6

The classical timescale for transport in the speckle pattern
we show, so we can expect to reach a steady state [Pez11].
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Figure 5.6.: Equilibrium properties of the disordered gas as a function of disorder
strength. The green dotted line indicates the percolation threshold. The solid black line indicates the prediction of the Thomas-Fermi approximation. A: average density at the center
of the channel. The dashed line indicates the expected decrease of density from the compressibility measurement without disorder (see text). B: Reduced compressibility (see text)
estimated from the shape of the cloud. Insets: density profiles in the channel (open circles)
and quadratic fit to the central part (continuous line) used to extract the compressibility,
for V̄ /µ = 0 and 1.6 (C and D).

5.4. Fermions: Observation of a fragmented, strongly interacting Fermi gas
In this chapter we present our study of the emergence of a fragmented state in a strongly
interacting Fermi gas subject to a tunable disorder. We investigate its properties using a
combination of high resolution in-situ imaging and conductance measurements. The fragmented state exhibits saturated density modulations, a strongly reduced density percolation
threshold, lower than the average density, and a resistance equal to that of a non-interacting
Fermi gas in the same potential landscape. The transport measurements further indicate that
this state is connected to the superfluid state as disorder is reduced. We propose that the
fragmented state consists of unpercolated islands of bound pairs, whose binding energy is
enhanced by the disorder.
The concept of fragmentation has been introduced to extend the description of BoseEinstein condensation to situations when low energy states become degenerate. This condition
can be achieved using internal atomic states, momentum states in one-dimensional gases or
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angular momentum states in rotating gases. In real space fragmentation occurs in multiple
well geometries, including optical lattices [Mue06]. In random potentials fragmentation can
manifest itself as a glassy state [Gia88, Fis89] and has been studied experimentally using
ultracold bosonic gases [Fal07, Che08, Pas10, Bee12, All12, Kri13]. Fermionic quantum gases
differ from their bosonic counterparts in that the presence of spatial inhomogeneities directly
affects the pairing mechanism via confinement induced effects [Chi10]. Consequently, pairing
is an additional mechanism by which disorder can influence superfluidity and the occurrence of
fragmentation. This is also discussed for solid state materials, where strongly inhomogeneous
materials show superconductor to insulator transitions [Gan10].

5.4.1. Set-up and preparation
We create a thin atomic sheet of a strongly interacting Fermi gas by tightly confining a unitary
gas along one direction using our lightsheet trap, and expose it to a microscopic disorder.
Specifically, we start with a Fermi gas containing 9.9(7) × 104 atoms in each of the two
lowest hyperfine states prepared in a homogeneous magnetic field of 834 G where the s-wave
scattering length diverges, resulting in a superfluid with short coherence length [Blo08]. The
two high-resolution microscopes are used to optically project a controlled disorder potential
into the two-dimensional region and to image the atomic density distribution at a micrometer
length scale. As usual, the confined section is smoothly connected to two reservoirs.
The thin film has a chemical potential µ ' 1.9 ~ωz = 0.55(7) µK, where ωz = 2π ×
6.1(2) kHz is the trap frequency along the tightly confined z direction. This yields an interaction parameter ln(kµ a2D ) = 1.4 in the absence of disorder, corresponding to a stronglyinteracting BCS-type regime
p [Frö11, Som12], with a2D denoting the two-dimensional scattering length and kµ = 2mµ/~2 the momentum associated with the chemical potential.
We add a controlled, repulsive disorder in the film [Sha12] by projecting an optical speckle
pattern at a wavelength of 532 nm through one of the microscope objectives. It can be imaged
with the second microscope, see section 5.2.2. The pattern has a Gaussian envelope with a
√
waist of 35 µm and a correlation length σ = 0.72(5) µm, defined as the 1/ e - radius of
a Gaussian fit to the autocorrelation function. This introduces two new energy scales, the
average disorder strength V̄ , defined as the ac Stark shift at the maximum of the envelope,
and the correlation energy Eσ = ~2 /mσ 2 . We have µ > Eσ , so that Anderson localization of
individual atoms at weak disorder should not occur [Kuh07, Shk08]. However, we also have
Eσ = 2.4 × Eb , where Eb = 0.24 ~ωz is the binding energy of pairs in a unitary Fermi gas
tightly confined along one direction [Frö11, Som12], implying that disorder will exert different forces on the two paired constituents. In this regime, pairing is directly influenced by
disorder even though the density within one well of the random potential may be sufficient
to sustain superfluidity locally. A similar situation occurs in granular superconductor with
small grains [Fry03].

5.4.2. Density distribution
We first investigate the density distribution in the disordered potential using high-resolution
imaging. Starting from a strongly interacting gas in the channel, we switch on the disorder
to a variable strength and wait for 150 ms for thermalization with the reservoirs. The atoms
are then illuminated by a 4 µs pulse of resonant light with an intensity of about 0.1 Isat and
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Figure 5.7.: Evolution of the column density n (in units of σ −2 ) as the disorder
strength is increased. a-e, High-resolution images of size 21 µm × 72 µm of the in-situ
density distribution in the channel for increasing V̄ /µ. The saturated column density on top
and bottom marks the beginning of the reservoirs, which extend far beyond the field of view.
The systematic uncertainty in V̄ /µ is estimated to be 25 %. f, Image of the projected speckle
pattern. The density ripples, gradually appearing from panel a to e, can be matched one
to one to bright (potential hills) and dark spots (potential valleys) in the image. g, Local
column density as a function of disorder strength for three specific points indicated in the
potential landscape of panel f (point A: red, point B: blue, point C: cyan), each computed
within a region of size 1.2 µm × 1.2 µm marked as red squares in image c. The grey data
points are the mean column density in the channel, computed in a central region of size
18 µm × 7 µm. h, Variance of the density computed in the same central region. The dashed
line represents the theoretical percolation threshold for the potential seen by point-like pairs.

the absorption pattern is registered on an EMCCD camera. We average typically 20 of those
pictures to reduce noise, leading to the images shown in Fig. 5.7. All subsequent analysis is
performed on the averaged images and for one given realization of the disordered potential
depicted in Fig. 5.7f.
Fig. 5.7a shows a clean film, smoothly connected on two sides to the reservoirs. For
V̄ /µ = 0.45 (Fig. 5.7b), first density ripples appear. With increasing V̄ /µ, they become
more pronounced until V̄ /µ = 1.8 (Fig. 5.7d), where unpopulated regions occupy a significant fraction of the channel. At the largest disorder strength of V̄ /µ = 3.3 (Fig. 5.7e) the gas
is composed of disconnected pockets separated by large empty regions. Fig. 5.7f shows the
potential landscape observed directly with our imaging system (see appendix C.2 for details).
In Fig. 5.7g, the density at three distinct points (labeled A, B, C in Fig. 5.7f) is monitored
along the fragmentation process. Point A and C correspond to a large and a moderate potential hill and the local densities at these positions decrease correspondingly fast. In contrast,
point B corresponds to a potential valley and its local density remains constant, suggesting
that the superfluid persists at this point for all disorder strengths. The density averaged over
the center part of the channel is shown for comparison in the same graph. It shows a smooth
decrease with increasing disorder, due to the repulsive nature of the random potential.
Density modulations are quantified by the variance of the density δn2 . It is presented
in Fig. 1h as a function of disorder strength and shows a non-monotonous evolution: from
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Figure 5.8.: Percolation properties of the density distribution. a, Shortest connecting path between the two ends of the reservoirs (indicated by the red dashed lines) for
V̄ /µ = 1.39 and a density level of ñ = 0.6/σ 2 close to the percolation threshold. The path displays strong deviations from a straight line and has a length of 1.5·L b, Shortest path length
as a function of density level ñ (in units of σ −2 ), for V̄ /µ = 0.12, 0.58, 1.39, 2.78 in blue,
cyan, green, red, respectively. c, Percolation threshold as a function of disorder strength.
The solid line is a linear fit to the first 9 points. d, Percolation threshold normalized to the
average density as a function of disorder strength. Error bars represent the statistical error
in the measurement of n. e, Map of the relative path length as a function of ñ and V̄ /µ.
The dashed lines in c and e represent the theoretical percolation threshold of the potential
seen by point-like pairs of atoms.

zero disorder to V̄ /µ ∼ 1 density modulations increase quickly although the average density decreases in this interval. Having reached its maximum value at around V̄ /µ ∼ 1, the
modulations slowly decrease for higher disorder, likely because the average density decreases.

5.4.3. Path lengths
As the thin film fragments under the influence of disorder, the two reservoirs get gradually
disconnected. Both thermodynamic and transport properties of the disordered thin film are a
direct consequence of the ability of atoms to reach the reservoirs from the center of the trap.
This mechanism maintains thermal equilibrium, and is directly reflected in the conductance of
the thin film [Kir73, Pez11]. Semi-classically, the density distribution reflects the distribution
of allowed regions, suggesting that the properties of the film are related to the percolation
properties of the density. We extract the latter by determining for each disorder strength the
length l of the shortest possible connecting path from one reservoir to the other, along which
the density n always stays above a certain density level ñ (see appendix C.2). The distance
between the two ends of the reservoirs is L = 42 µm. A typical result is presented in Fig.
5.8a.
We evaluate the normalized path length l/L as a function of ñ. The results are shown in Fig.
5.8b for different disorder strengths. Typically, l/L remains close to one for ñ much smaller
than the mean density since the path remains close to a straight line. With increasing ñ, l/L
increases since regions of low density have to be circumvented. Beyond a critical threshold,
ñ ≥ nth , no connecting path exists anymore. For large disorder strengths (V̄ /µ = 1.39, 2.78)
l/L reaches values as high as 1.6 for ñ close to nth , limited by the extension of the cloud in the
transverse direction. In contrast, for low disorder strengths (V̄ /µ = 0.12, 0.58) the increase
is limited to l/L ∼ 1.2, which is comparable to the detection-noise induced increase without
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disorder (see appendix C.2). These l(ñ) curves are typical for percolation transitions, and
allow to unambiguously identify the percolation threshold of the density nth . The thresholds
are plotted as a function of disorder strength in Fig. 5.8c. Two regimes can be identified:
for V̄ /µ < 1, nth shows a fast decrease, whereas for V̄ /µ > 1 the decrease is slowed down.
They correspond to the regimes of growing and saturated density modulations observed in
Fig. 5.7h.
The ratio of the percolation threshold to the mean density is presented in Fig. 5.8d. It
starts very close to one for weak disorder. This is expected since the percolation threshold
of a 2D continuous symmetric random variable is its mean [Zal71]. For stronger disorder,
the ratio drops well below one. From this we deduce that the density profile has become
asymmetric, i.e. applied to our case, there are more empty regions than regions having an
excess density.
The path length l/L as a function of disorder strength allows us to further characterize
the system. To show this we stack all l(ñ)/L curves as a function of disorder strength on
the vertical axis, encoding l/L in color. It is set to grey if no connecting path exists. The
resulting 2D map is shown in Fig. 5.8e, manifesting the two regimes also in the path length:
For V̄ < µ the maxima of l/L reached at the percolation transitions remain moderate, whereas
in the strongly disordered regime V̄ > µ, large values of l/L are encountered. The transition
observed in Fig. 5.8c and 5.8e coincides with the maximum in the density modulations in Fig.
1h, confirming our interpretation of two regimes, smooth and fragmented. For comparison, we
have reproduced the percolation analysis on a thin film subject to a homogeneous repulsive
potential instead of the speckle pattern [Sta12], finding only a single smooth regime (see
appendix C.2).

5.4.4. Transport properties
The evolution from smooth to fragmented density is accompanied by a clear change in the
transport properties. We measure the dimensionless resistance r of the thin film as a function
of disorder strength [Sta12, Kri13]. The results are presented in Fig. 5.9a and are similar to
the case of a disordered bosonic superfluid [Kri13]. For the lowest disorder, the resistance
is below our measurement resolution, as it should be for a superfluid gas. The resistance
increases very quickly until V̄ /µ ∼ 0.7. Above this disorder strength the resistance increases
more slowly. In order to disentangle the effects of strong interactions from single-particle
effects, like simple atomic diffusion, we repeat the same experiment with a weakly interacting
Fermi gas, for the same trapping potential, disorder configuration, and atom number. The
measured resistances are shown in Fig. 5.9a as grey circles and show a smooth exponential
evolution with disorder strength. For zero disorder, the resistance corresponds to the contact
resistance of the ballistic channel [Bra12].
We compare the transport properties of the two cases by evaluating the ratio of absolute resistances Runi /RWIF = CWIF /Cuni ×runi /rWIF where Cuni (CWIF ) is the compressibility of the
reservoirs for the unitary (weakly interacting) Fermi gas. Assuming zero temperature and a
√
harmonic trap for unitary and weakly interacting Fermi gases, one obtains CWIF /Cuni = ξB ,
where ξB = 0.37 is the Bertsch parameter [Gio08]. Fig. 5.9b shows the evolution of Runi /RWIF
with disorder strength. We observe a sharp decrease for V̄ /µ < 0.7. Interestingly, in the strong
disorder regime at V̄ /µ & 1, Runi /RWIF varies only weakly and remains close to one. This
suggests that beyond a certain disorder strength, disorder dominates over interactions, even
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Figure 5.9.: Resistance of the thin film. a, Dimensionless resistance as a function of
disorder strength for the strongly interacting Fermi gas (blue squares) and for a weakly
interacting Fermi gas (grey circles) for comparison. b, Ratio of absolute resistances of the
strongly and weakly interacting Fermi gas. The dashed-dotted horizontal red line emphasizes
that the ratio is close to one in the strongly disordered regime. The dashed vertical black
line indicates the theoretical percolation threshold for the potential seen by tightly bound,
point-like pairs.

in a unitary Fermi gas.
The drop of resistance takes place close to the transition observed in the in-situ data. This
suggests that a percolation process plays a role in the transition: for strong disorder, the
superfluid fraction should be localized and transport takes place as if the gas was normal.
At the percolation threshold the superfluid islands start to connect and the resistance drops
accordingly. This picture is similar to that of weakly interacting Bosons in one dimension,
as theoretically investigated in [Lug07, Fon11]. The classical percolation threshold of the
potential for a free atom of energy µ is reached in two dimensions at V̄ = 1.92 µ [Wei82,
Pez11]. However, the potential seen by pairs is a more intricate problem and in the limit
of tightly bound, point-like pairs it is equal to twice that for free atoms [Gio08]. In this
extreme case, the percolation transition for pairs happens at V̄ = 0.95 µ. This is indicated
by the dashed, vertical lines in Fig. 5.7h, 5.8c, 5.8e, and 5.9. A reason why the resistance
starts to drop slightly later at V̄ /µ ' 0.7 could be that density distributions are sensitive to
pairing and condensation, while currents are sensitive to superfluidity and phase coherence.
The latter may in addition be affected by dynamical phenomena like phase slippage.
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5.4.5. Interpretation
The interpretation in terms of percolation of pairs is strengthened by the following observations: (i) for V̄ /µ & 1 the resistance of the thin film is identical to that of weakly interacting,
unpaired fermions, suggesting that pairs do not contribute to the transport above this disorder strength. (ii) The in-situ measurements reveal regions where the density is constant
for all disorder strengths. This is only possible if superfluidity is preserved locally, since the
normal gas has a significantly lower compressibility [Ku12, Nav13] and could therefore not
accommodate the same amount of particles at fixed chemical potential imposed by the reservoirs. (iii) In the percolation analysis leading to Fig. 5.8c and e the sharp initial drop of the
threshold density nth stops at V̄ /µ ' 1 as expected if pairs are localized at this value. The
remaining finite nth for V̄ /µ > 1 we attribute to unpaired atoms, the same that give rise to
the normal-state transport properties in that regime. (iv) The correlated disorder will naturally increase the binding energy of pairs, localizing them into a single potential minimum.
This fact was already pointed out in several theoretical analysis about cold atoms and dirty
superconductors [Lag00, Duf12, Pal13, Gho98, Bou11], and emerges naturally for classical
disorder, where already at V̄ /µ ∼ 0.3 we should have Eb ∼ Eσ (see appendix C.2).
While the percolation picture is a plausible candidate for the nature of the fragmented state,
the transition from fragmented to superfluid is likely to be influenced by tunneling between
isolated clusters, leading to a disordered Josephson junction array [Gan10]. Furthermore,
the disorder can also enhance the interaction-induced depletion of the condensate fraction
of pairs [Ors07, Mül12, Ast13]. Eventually, since the thin film is quasi-2D, unbound vortex
- antivortex pairs may lead to dissipation already before the superfluid cluster disconnects
[Car13].
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6 Observation of Quantized Conductance
So far we have studied transport through quasi two-dimensional channels [Bra12, Sta12,
Kri13, Bra13], which corresponded to a semi-classical regime, where individual transport
modes are not resolved. In the experiment described in this chapter we add another tight
transverse confinement in the plane of the 2D atomic sheet along the experimental x axis
in order to enter a single mode quantum regime. After a general, and a more quantitative
introduction into the topic of ballistic and adiabatic transport in the few mode regime, we
present our results, which are published in
[Kri15a]: S. Krinner, D. Stadler, D. Husmann, J.-P. Brantut, and T. Esslinger, Observation
of quantized conductance in neutral matter, Nature 517, 64 (2015).
We then go on with a discussion about non-universal conductance quantization and present
a numerical simulation of our experiments.

6.1. Introduction
In transport experiments the quantum nature of matter becomes directly evident when
changes in conductance occur only in discrete steps [Imr86], with a size determined solely by
Planck’s constant h. The observations of quantized steps in the electric conductance [Wee88,
Wha88b] have provided important insights into the physics of mesoscopic systems [Imr02] and
allowed for the development of quantum electronic devices [Ihn10]. Even though quantized
conductance should not rely on the presence of electric charges, it has never been observed
for neutral, massive particles [Sat05].
Here we report on the observation of quantized conductance in the transport of neutral
atoms driven by a chemical potential bias. We enter an ultra-ballistic regime, where the mean
free path exceeds not only the size of the transport channel, but also the size of the entire
system, including the atoms reservoirs. We employ high resolution lithography to shape light
potentials that realize either a quantum point contact or a quantum wire for atoms. These
constrictions are imprinted on our quasi two-dimensional ballistic channel connecting the
reservoirs [Bra12]. By tuning either a gate potential or the transverse confinement of the
constrictions, we observe distinct plateaux in the conductance for atoms. The conductance
in the first plateau is found to be equal to the universal conductance quantum 1/h. We use
Landauer’s formula to model our results and find good agreement for low gate potentials, with
all parameters determined a priori. Our experiment provides the opportunity to investigate
quantum conductors with wide control not only over the channel geometry, but also over the
reservoirs properties, such as interaction strength, size and thermalization rate.
Cold atomic one-dimensional systems have been extensively explored either in the framework of optical lattices [Mor03, Par04, Kin04b, Mor05, Hal09], where several 1D tubes arise
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at the same time, or in atom chip experiments [Bou10, Hof07], or in other trap geometries
[Gör01, Zür12]. However, in all cases, the 1D atomic clouds are isolated by construction and
transport experiments in analogy to solid state physics are not possible due to the absence
of reservoirs. Hence the typical regime of quantum transport described by the LandauerBüttiker theory of transport, remained illusive. A situation opposite to the Landauer picture
had been realized by placing Bose-Einstein condensates into a double well potential, where the
transport is governed by the coherence between the reservoirs [Alb05]. Here we enter a fewmode quantum regime of ultra-ballistic transport by connecting the realized one-dimensional
constrictions to much larger incoherent Fermion reservoirs [Bra12]. In sharp contrast to their
solid-state counterparts, the atomic reservoirs are isolated systems, in which energy and particle number are strictly conserved and the dynamics is governed by free-particle motion
interrupted only by rare elastic collisions between the particles, see appendix D.1.
Quantized Conductance
As introduced in chapter 3, the Landauer-Büttiker formalism of transport views conductance
as the transmission of carriers from one terminal to another. A derivation of the Landauer
formula has already been given in chapter 3.2.1. We recall formula (3.12) for the conductance
of a defect-free, ballistic conductor connected adiabatically to leads or reservoirs,
1X
G=
f (En − µ)
(6.1)
h n
P
with f the Fermi-Dirac distribution. In the zero temperature limit we have G → En <µ h1 .
More precisely, the requirements for this formula and thus for a quantization of the conductance are the following: first, the temperature has to be small compared to the energy
level spacing of the individual transverse modes. Second, transport has to be ballistic. In the
context of solid-state devices this means that the constriction should be disorder-free or the
elastic mean free path should be larger than the constriction respectively. Otherwise, not only
is the conductance be below the universal values, but also the quantization itself disappears
because scattering is energy-dependent and the cancellation of the energy dependencies of
the velocity and the 1D density of states is no longer given. Third, the connection of the
constriction to the reservoirs or leads has to be smooth enough such that the modes are
adiabatically coupled into the QPC and out of it, and not back-reflected at the entrance or
exit due to a sudden change in the potential landscape. This latter criterion is discussed in
detail in section 6.2 below. In solid state systems, these criteria are only met in very few
systems, such as high mobility 2D electron gases (2DEG) [Wee88, Wha88b], atomic sized
break junctions in metals [Kra95], or carbon nanotubes [Fra98].
In the following we give an alternative picture of quantized conductance in the time domain.
Consider the occupation of the one-dimensional phase space at zero temperature. According
to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle a single particle state has a finite phase space volume
h. The Pauli principle dictates that each phase space cell may be occupied only by a single
particle. Considering only the N right-moving particles in the QPC that contribute to the
net current, having energies in a window defined by the applied bias ∆µ, they fill a phase
space volume of N × h = ∆µ × T , where T is the time it takes for the total of N particles
to move through the QPC. This re-division of the 1D phase space is sketched in Fig. 6.1. It
follows that the net current in this single 1D mode is given by I = N/T = ∆µ/h, and hence
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Figure 6.1.: Phase space re-division. The 1D phase in the QPC can either be considered
with axes (y, py ) (left) or with axes of energy and time (right). According to the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation a single particle state occupies a phase space volume of at least h. The
Pauli principle dictates that those cells may only be occupied by more than one particle if
they have different quantum states.

the conductance is G = 1/h.
One can go even further and consider the corresponding wave packets in the time domain.
For this purpose we write the wave functions as superpositions of plane waves having energies
within the bias window ∆µ:


Z
1
E−µ
ikE y−i E
t
~
ψn (y, t) =
dE e
× e2πinE/∆µ ,
(6.2)
rect
2π∆µ
∆µ
2 /2m, rect(x) is
where kE is the wave vector related to the energy of the particles E = ~2 kE
the rectangular function and n = 0, ±1,
R ±2,∗... is a quantum number, which allows to form
a set of orthonormal wave functions, dy ψn (y, t)ψn0 (y, t) = δnn0 . To reveal the exact time
dependence of the wavefunctions we carry out the integral over energy. Setting y = 0 without
loss of generality and defining µ = 0 so that positive and negative energies correspond to
particle-like and hole-like excitations, we obtain:



1
∆µ
h
ψn (y = 0, t) =
sinc π
t−n
,
(6.3)
2π
h
∆µ

which is a cardinal sine function with width (maximum to zero crossing) ∆t = h/∆µ, displaced by n∆t from the origin, see Fig. 6.2a.
This result is analogous to the one obtained in optics for the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern
of a single slit of width ∆x. In that case the intensity distribution of the diffraction pat2π
tern is a sinc2 function. Now, if an additional phase gradient n ∆x
x is present along the slit,
e.g. because the incident plane wave, having a wavelength λ, has an angle θ, defined via
sin θ = nλ/∆x, with respect to the slit normal, the diffraction pattern will be displaced by a
distance ∝ 1/∆x, centered exactly at the position where the first minimum would be located
if the illumination direction were given by sin θ = (n±1)λ/∆x. This situation is illustrated in
Fig. 6.2b. We have the analogous situation to Eqn. (eqn:wavelets-fourier), which represents a
Fourier transform of a rectangular function with a phase gradient in energy space. The only
difference is that the Fourier transform links the light field in the plane of the slit to the light
field as it appears on a screen in the far field, instead of linking the energy domain to the
time domain.
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Figure 6.2.: Wavelets in time domain and optical analog. a, Train of orthogonal
wavelets in a 1D conductor, spaced by ∆t = h/∆µ. b, Optical analog (see text): Plane
waves incident with different angles from the left on a slit of width ∆x are diffracted and
give rise to a diffraction pattern in the far field.

Hence, if we start with 2N + 1 particles in the 1D channel, which were injected from one of
the reservoirs biased by ∆µ with respect to the other one, we obtain a train of sinc-wavelets
spaced by h/∆µ in time,



X
X
∆µ
h
1
ψ(t) =
sinc π
t−n
,
(6.4)
ψn (y = 0, t) =
2π
h
∆µ
n=−N,...,N

n=−N,...,N

A graphical representation is shown in Fig. 6.2. It shows that the electrons arrive in a correlated way due to the Pauli principle. This leads to a suppression of shot noise at the center of
the conductance plateaux1 , which was indeed observed in [Rez95] after having been predicted
in [Les89].
Condensed Matter Point of View
The discovery of quantized conductance was made in high mobility 2D electron gases [Wee88,
Wha88b] forming at the interface of a semiconductor GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure. This
has essentially two main reasons: first, the Fermi wavelength in a semiconductor is typically
100 times larger than in a metal due to the lower carrier density and amounts to typically
40 nm in a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure [Wee88, Wee91, Rös11]. Hence, the criterion for
creating a constriction on the scale of the Fermi wavelength is less stringent. Second, the
electron mobility in those heterostructures can be very large at low temperatures, reaching
values up to 100 m2 (V s)−1 [Wee88, Wha88b] in the early experiments and values up to 20003000 m2 (V s)−1 in state-of-the-art samples [Kum10, Rös11], corresponding to elastic mean free
paths of ∼ 10µm and ∼ 200µm respectively. This is much larger than the typical length of the
1

Our calculation assumes that the energy-superposition states can be built by giving the same weight to
each energy within the bias window ∆µ. This approximation is only valid if the chemical potential lies well
above the barrier because only then the 1D density of states associated with the propagating mode can
be treated as constant within the energy range ∆µ if at the same time ∆µ is small enough. But anyway,
when the chemical potential lies closely above or below a transverse energy barrier, a full suppression of
shot noise is not possible due to the probabilistic nature of tunneling and above barrier reflections. Hence,
only around the center of the conductance plateaux shot noise is suppressed.
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Figure 6.3.: QPCs in condensed matter physics experiments a, Two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) formed at the interface between layers of AlGaAs and GaAs is constricted to a narrow region at the center by the application of a voltage to the split gate
structure. Figure taken from [Hou96]. b, Conductance as a function of the split gate voltage
resulting in a typical conductance staircase. Inset: atomic force microscope pictures of the
QPC. Bright regions represent Ti/Au Schottky split gate electrodes, and dark regions the
GaAs surface. Figure taken from [Rös11].

constriction of ∼ 1µm, making ballistic electron transport possible. The constriction itself is
formed by a split gate structure evaporated on top of the semiconductor wafer. Applying a
negative voltage on it depletes the underlying 2DEG, which resides 50 − 100µm underneath
the gates, creating a narrow constriction between source and drain, called a quantum point
contact. Pictures of such structures are shown in Fig. 6.3. When the split gate voltage is tuned,
individual subbands or modes can be populated or depopulated, resulting in a conductance
staircase, as shown in 6.3b.
Interestingly, ballistic electron transport was already observed in 1965 when Y. Sharvin
soldered two thin tin wires to the top and bottom of a single crystal metallic plate of high
purity resulting in two point-like contacts of diameter ∼ 1µm separated by 0.4mm [Sha65b].
He showed that the injected electrons could be focused towards the second contact with the
help of a longitudinal magnetic field. The order of magnitude of the observed resistance he
had predicted beforehand by considering the local voltage drops at the contacts [Sha65a],
which is the reason why still today a resistance due to a geometric constriction rather than
due to diffusive transport is called Sharvin or contact resistance.
Later quantized conductance was also observed in atomic sized metallic point contacts
[Kra95, Ohn98]. They can be either produced with a break junction technique where a fine
metal wire is first broken in vacuum into two pieces, whose clean fracture surfaces are then
brought back into contact using a piezo-electric element [Mul92] or by pressing the tip of
a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) into a metallic surface [Gim87]. The third system
where quantized conductance was observed are carbon nanotubes [Fra98]. Further, an optical
analogue of quantized conductance could be observed by diffusively illuminating a thin slit
of variable length with a narrowband light source and measuring the transmitted power as
a function of the slit length [Mon91]. It increases in a step-wise manner whenever another
half-wavelength, i.e. another transverse mode of the electromagnetic field, fits into the slit.
Since Planck’s constant does not appear in the formulas it is not a quantum mechanical
effect.
From the Landauer-Büttiker framework of conductance it becomes clear that the phenomenon of quantized conductance does not rely on electric charges. In that context liquid
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Helium was proposed as a system to observe quantum limited mass flow [Sat05, Lam08].
The flow of gaseous Helium through nanoholes was investigated in [Sav09], where a crossover
from viscous flow to statistical flow is observed when the mean free path exceeds the diameter of the nanohole. Such studies are important in the context of nanofluidics [Sch08c]. Our
realization of quantized conductance using ultracold atoms represents the first observation
of this effect in neutral matter.
The thermal analog of quantized particle transport is quantized heat transport. The
heat current Jth across a single mode channel induced by a temperature difference ∆T
is given in linear response by Jth = Gth ∆T , with the quantum of thermal conductance
Gth = π 2 k2B T /(3h) [Pen83, Reg98]. Contrary to its particle counterpart, the quantum of
thermal conductance is independent of the heat carrier statistics, be it bosons, fermions or
anyons [Reg99]. For bosons, it has been measured in a system of nanoscale phonon waveguides with as few as 16 phonon channels [Sch00] and probed at the single channel level with
photons being the heat carriers [Mes06]. For fermions it was only recently that the quantization of thermal conductance has been demonstrated for electrons flowing across a QPC
[Jez13]. To complete this subject, we mention that heat transport across a QPC was already
studied earlier with the striking result that the thermopower shows peaks as a function of
gate potential at the positions of the steps in the electric conductance [Mol90].
Electron Quantum Optics
Since their first realization in 1988 QPCs have become a widespread building block of quantum devices in mesoscopic physics, especially in the field of electron quantum optics [Hou89],
where quantum optics like experiments are conducted with electrons. In particular the discovery of the quantum Hall effect led to the use of QPCs as electronic beam splitters [Büt90b]:
the QPC transmission is set to the desired value and an incident edge channel is split into
a reflected edge channel and a transmitted one. Without a magnetic field distinction between the incident and reflected electron beams would be impossible. In addition, operating
in the quantum Hall regime has the advantage of a dramatic suppression of back-scattering
[Büt88a] leading to very long mean free paths and phase coherence lengths [Rou08]. This
made it possible to study the fermionic analogs of the Hanbury Brown and Twiss effect and
the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [Hen99, Oli99, Boc13], and to realize an electronic analog of the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer [Ji03]. Furthermore, QPCs close to pinch-off are used as tunnel
barriers to couple single electrons to quantum dots. Using such geometries on-demand coherent single electron sources have been built [Fèv07, Her11, McN11], which, if synchronized
among each other, may be part of future quantum information protocols using ballistic electrons as flying qubits [Ber00, Yam12]. A single QPC set-up has been employed recently to
create minmal excitation states above the Fermi sea, so-called levitons [Lev96], which may
equally well be used as a single electron source without the need of delicate nanolithography
[Dub13].

6.2. Conditions for accurate quantization
In this section we discuss the importance of adiabatic mode coupling and the precise requirements to obtain an accurate quantization of the conductance, i.e. to obtain conductance
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plateaus at exact multiples of 1/h. The first thorough theoretical model explaining the experimental finding of the quantization of conductance [Wee88, Wha88b], was introduced by Glazman et al. [Gla88], relying on an adiabatic separation of longitudinal and transverse variables.
It neglects transitions between different transverse modes and is justified if the confinement
of the constriction varies smoothly at the scale of 1/kF . The model predicts that the corrections δG to accurate quantization due to back-scattering within each mode
exponentially
h are
i
p
2
small in the smoothness parameter R/d of the constriction, δG ∝ −exp −π 2R/d , where
R is the radius of curvature of the constriction and d its width at the narrowest point of the
hard-wall confinement. One year later Yacoby and Imry [Yac90] showed that the corrections
to this approximation due to intermode reflections are exponentially small in essentially the
same smoothness paramter, too. In the following two sections, we first review the adiabatic
approximation by applying it to our case and then evalutate its validty range.

6.2.1. The adiabatic approximation
The confinement of our QPC is harmonic along both transverse axes, x and z, and is given
by the following potential energy term in the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation,
1
1
Vho (x, y, z) = mωx2 (y)x2 + mωz2 (y)z 2 ,
2
2

(6.5)

with the confinement frequencies of the QPC having a Gaussian envelope along y,
2
ωx/z (y) = ωx/z,0 exp(−y 2 /wx/z
),

(6.6)

which is determined by the waists wx = 5.6(3)µm and wz = 30(1)µm of the laser beams
creating the confinement along the x and z direction respectively. Besides neglecting intermode transitions, the adiabatic approximation ignores the kinetic energy term arising from
the y dependence of the transverse confinement. This is similar to the approximation made
in wave optics to obtain the paraxial wave equation from the Helmholtz equation. A more
detailed discussion about which terms are neglected is given below. Consequently, the function
ψ(x, y, z), solving the Schrödinger equation
−


~2
∂x2 + ∂y2 + ∂z2 ψ + Vho (x, y, z)ψ = Eψ
2m

(6.7)

is written in the form ψ(x, y, z) = ψ(y)φy (x)φy (z), with
−

1
~2 2
∂ φy (x) + mωx2 (y)x2 φy (x) = Enx (y)φy (x)
2m x
2

(6.8)

and likewise for the z coordinate. Here Enx (y) = ~ωx (y)(nx +1/2) are the position dependent
energy eigenvalues of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. This leads to an effective onedimensional Schrödinger equation of the form
−

~2 2
∂ ψ(y) + [Enx (y) + Enz (y)] ψ(y) = Eψ(y),
2m y

(6.9)

with the transverse energy acting as a potential energy term, which is usually referred to as
potential barrier. In the semi-classical limit, where tunneling below this barrier and reflection
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above it are absent, the propagating modes are those which have an energy larger than the
threshold energy, E > Enx (y = 0)+Enz (y = 0). At zero temperature each of them contributes
with 1/h to the conductance. An attractive gate potential is used to shift this barrier with
respect to the chemical potential of the reservoirs. One can then define an effective potential
Veff by adding the gate potential to the potential barrier term Enx (y) + Enz (y)
Veff = Enx (y) + Enz (y) − Vg (y)

(6.10)

A typical situation, corresponding to one occupied mode, can be found in Fig. 6.5d.
To arrive at an analytic solution of Eqn. (6.9) we restrict the discussion to a small region
around the center of the QPC, where we can make a parabolic approximation to the barrier:
Enx/z

2
)(nx/z + 1/2)
= ~ωx/z,0 exp(−y 2 /wx/z
!
y2
≈ ~ωx/z,0 (nx/z + 1/2) − 1 − 2
.
wx/z

Eqn. (6.9) can then be written as


~2 2 1
2
2
2
∂ − m(Ωy,nx + Ωy,nz )y ψ(y) = (E − Enx − Enz ) ψ(y),
−
2m y 2
with

s
Ωy,nx =

aho,x p
~ωx,0 (2nx + 1)
=
(2nx + 1) ωx
mwx2
wx

(6.11)

(6.12)

(6.13)

and likewise for the z coordinate. Precisely the same one-dimensional Schrödinger equation is
obtained in the saddle point model of the quantum point contact [Büt90a, Ihn10]. Solutions
of this equation exist for arbitrary values of (E − Enx − Enz ) and can be expressed as a
linear combination of parabolic cylinder functions. The transmission Tnx ,nz of mode (nx , nz )
through the QPC as a function of energy is then calculated [Fer87, Büt90a] to
Tnx ,nz =

1
1+

e−2πnx ,nz

,

(6.14)

with the energy parametrized as
E − Enx − Enz
nx ,nz = q
.
~ Ω2y,nx + Ω2y,nz

(6.15)

At zero temperature the transmission coefficients directly enter into the conductance and
hence this is essentially the original result from Glazman that the conductance quantization
2
is exact up to exponentially small corrections
q . The step width as a function of energy or
gate potential obtained from this model is ~ Ω2y,nx + Ω2y,nz . More precisely the transmission
q
rises from 4% to 96% when the energy E is increased from 0.5~ Ω2y,nx + Ω2y,nz below the
q
threshold energy to 0.5~ Ω2y,nx + Ω2y,nz above the threshold energy. The physical origin of
2

Glazman’s model differed to the one presented here in that he used a hard-wall confinement and took also
into account the diagonal elements of the a and b matrices introduced in the next section.
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this finite width is tunneling below the barrier and quantum reflections above it. In our case
Ωy,nx  Ωy,nz , because first the confinement along the x axis is about a factor of three
stronger than along the z axis and second the waist along the y axis of the beam creating
the QPC is more than a factor of five smaller than the one of the TEM01 -like laser mode, see
table 6.1. The criterion to observe well defined conductance plateaux at zero temperature is
thus that the transverse energy level spacing is significantly larger than the step width, i.e.
ωx , ωz  Ωy,nx .
At finite temperature the conductance steps are broadened by the finite width ∼ 4kB T of the
Fermi-Dirac distribution, see Eqn. (6.1). Hence, for temperatures larger than ∼ ~Ωy,nx /4kB
the broadening of the conductance step is dominated by temperature. This is an important
point because it determines whether or not one can use QPCs as building blocks for coherent
quantum devices, such as beam splitters or interferometers realized in electron quantum
optics [Ji03].

6.2.2. Beyond the adiabatic approximation
In the following we briefly sketch how the Schrödinger equation (6.7) can be solved in general
without any approximation. A more detailed discussion can be found in [Ihn10].
The wave function is expanded into orthonormalized wave functions φnx (x; y)φnz (z; y) at
each point y in the QPC [Yac90] resulting in the ansatz
X
ψ(x, y, z) =
ψnx nz (y)φnx (x; y)φnz (z; y).
(6.16)
nx ,nz

Note that the transverse wavefunctions φnx /nz do not have a mere subindex y any more
but now explicitly depend on the y coordinate. Inserting into (6.7) and making use of the
knowledge of the solution of the transverse eigenvalue problem, Eqn. (6.8), one obtains
X  ~2 
−
∂y2 ψnx nz (y)φnx (x; y)φnz (z; y) =
(6.17)
2m
nx ,nz
X
[E − Enx (y) − Enz (y)] ψnx nz (y)φnx (x; y)φnz (z; y).
(6.18)
nx ,nz

φ∗n0x (x; y)φ∗n0z (z; y)

Multiplication with
and integrating over the transverse coordinates gives
a system of coupled differential equations for the ψnx ,nz :
X
X
~2 00
−
ψn0x n0z +
2an0x n0z nx nz (y)ψn0 x nz +
bn0x n0z nx nz (y)ψnx nz =
2m
nx ,nz
nx ,nz


E − En0x (y) − En0z (y) ψn0x n0z ,
(6.19)
where the following notations have been used:
d2
ψn n (y)
dy 2 x z
d
ψn0 x nz =
ψn n (y)
dy x z


Z
~2 d
∗
∗
0
0
anx nz nx nz (y) =
dxdzφn0x (x; y)φn0z (z; y) −
φnx (x; y)φnz (z; y)
2m dy


Z
~2 d2
bn0x n0z nx nz (y) =
dxdzφ∗n0x (x; y)φ∗n0z (z; y) −
φnx (x; y)φnz (z; y).
2m dy 2
ψn00x nz

=

(6.20)
(6.21)
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We see now that the Schrödinger equation in the adiabatic approximation, Eqn. (6.9), is
recovered if we neglect all terms containing an0x n0z nx nz (y) and bn0x n0z nx nz (y). The off-diagonal
terms of the matrices an0x n0z nx nz (y) and bn0x n0z nx nz (y) are responsible for mode mixing, whereas
the diagonal ones can be seen as corrections to the kinetic energy term. Note that at
the center
of ai symmetric QPC the an0x n0z nx nz are zero and the bn0x n0z nx nz are of order
h

∼

~2
2m

1
wx2

Enx + Eny

1
wz2

, which is much smaller than the barrier term evaluated at the center,


2nx +1
2nz +1
~2
= 2m a2
+ a2
. An iterative, perturbative solution of Eqn. (6.19) was

+

ho,x

ho,z

presented in [Yac90]: to obtain the zeroth order solution, which corresponds to the wellknown WKB solutions far from the turning points, all the off-diagonal elements of the a
and b matrices are set to zero. The first order solution is then obtained by evaluating the
off-diagonal terms in Eqn. (6.19) using the zeroth order solution and solving the resulting
inhomogeneous linear differential equation for each mode. Further analysis yields the intermode transmission and reflection coefficients in leading order. They are used in the next
section to estimate the reflection probability at the point where the adiabatic guiding of the
particles through the QPC stops.

6.2.3. Breakdown of adiabaticity
In this section we derive a criterion to estimate at which point in space the adiabatic approximation definitively breaks down and compare it to the classical criterion given in [Yac90].
Our criterion is based on time-dependent perturbation theory: transitions between transverse
modes may take place inside the point contact even in the absence of disorder because in
their rest frame, the moving atoms see a time-dependent confinement leading to possible
transitions between modes when this change is too fast. Specifically, atoms will stay in the
same transverse energy state En = ~ωn if, in the frame moving with the atoms, the temporal
change of this energy ~ω̇n relative to the level spacing ∆E = ~∆ω is small compared to ∆ω
itself [Mig00]:
ω̇n
 ∆ω.
∆ω

(6.22)

Since ∆ω is very small far away from the QPC, this criterion can only be fulfilled in
the region of the QPC and necessarily fails at its entrance and exit. Thus, the criterion to
observe quantized conductance is that the breakdown of adiabaticity should take place inside
the reservoirs, i.e. where many modes are populated [Yac90]. The non-adiabatic motion of
atoms entering the reservoir ensures that the longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom
are coupled. It can be regarded as a diffraction effect, which randomizes the momentum
directions, leading essentially to open trajectories in the reservoirs. This mechanism thus
redistributes the energy of an atom between its different degrees of freedom — independently
of the presence of interactions — and helps to mimic reflectionless reservoirs (see section
6.5.3).
We now calculate to which extent Eqn. (6.22) is fulfilled for the atoms moving through our
QPC. We present the analysis only for the transverse energy states along the x direction,
which are the limiting case because they vary faster along y than their counterparts along
the z direction. Taking into account the Gaussian envelope of the QPC confinement, fx (y) =
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Figure 6.4.: Illustration of the adiabaticity criterion. a, Transverse energy level spacing ∆ωx = ∆Ex /h along the tightly confined QPC direction (solid red line) and corresponding temporal change of the ground state trapping frequency in the moving frame of the
atoms ω̇x,nx =0 /∆ω as a function of position along the QPC for the three possible values
of nz when q = 3 modes are populated. For the blue lines the velocity ẏ of the particles
was evaluated at y=0, whereas for the red lines its dependence on position y is taken into
account. b, Same as a, but with the corresponding curves for q=2 and q=1 also shown. ẏ is
treated as position-dependent.

e−y

2 /w 2
y

(see above), Eqn. (6.22) then reads
νx,0 (nx + 1/2)f˙x (y)
 2πνx,0 fx (y),
νx,0 fx (y)

(6.23)

where νx,0 is the central trapping frequency of the QPC along x, which was referred to as
simply νx in the main text. For nx = 0 we obtain
y
ẏ  2πνx,0 fx (y),
wy2

(6.24)

where the velocity ẏ is determined by the kinetic energy along the transport axis, which is the
local chemical potential µ + Vg minus the transverse energy Enx ,ny . On the q-th plateau the
modes (nx = 0, nz = 0, ..., q − 1) are populated and their corresponding typical longitudinal
velocities at the center of the QPC are
p
ẏ = 2[q − (nz + 1/2)]hνz /m,
(6.25)
with m the mass of the Lithium atoms. Inserting Eqn. (6.25) into Eqn. (6.24), we plot
both sides of the inequality as a function of y, as shown by the blue curves in Fig. 6.4 for the
case of q = 3. At a distance ys ∼ 1.5 wy from the center of the QPC the ω̇x,nx =0 /∆ωx curves
intersect ∆ωx , defining an interval [−ys , ys ] within which adiabatic motion of the atoms is
assumed. This interval is larger than the width ∼ 2wy of the QPC. Note that for a given
q, the mode with the largest quantum number nz , i.e. nz = q − 1, fulfills the adiabaticity
criterion best because it has least kinetic energy along the transport direction and thus the
smallest velocity ẏ entering in Eqn. (6.25). It is represented by the dash-dotted line in Fig.
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6.4a. For the same reason, counting downwards in nz leads to a successive increase of the
slopes of the ω̇x,nx =0 /∆ωx curves in Fig. 6.4a, and thus to a slightly smaller values of ys .
We also note that Eqn. (6.25) only depends on the difference between q and nz and the
ω̇x,nx =0 /∆ωx curves for q = 2, nz = 1, 0 are thus identical to the q = 3, nz = 2, 1 curves and
the q = 1, nz = 0 curve to the q = 3, nz = 2 curve.
The criterion can be refined by treating the veloctiy ẏ as position dependent:
r h
i
2
2
2
2
2
2
ẏ(y) = 2 µres + Vg e−2y /wg − ~ωz,0 e−y /wy,2D (nz + 1/2) − 0.5~ωx,0 e−y /wy,QPC /m,
(6.26)
with Vg set such that the local chemical potential at the center of the QPC lies between the
energy of the q-th and the q+1st excited mode, i.e. Vg = 0.5~ωx,0 +q~ωz,0 −µres . The resulting
curves are traced as red lines in Fig. 6.4a and lie in general very close to their counterparts
with position-independent velocities. In Fig. 6.4b the same curves are shown, together with
the q = 2, nz = 1, 0 and the q = 1, nz = 0 curves, which are no longer identical to their
counterparts with q = 3 populated modes because the corresponding effective potentials are
different.
The influence of intermode transitions on the accuracy of the conductance quantization was
investigated in detail in [Yac90]. A perturbative treatment of the inter-mode scattering (see
P
section 6.2.2) can be used to determine the reflection probability of mode s, Rs = m |rms |2 ,
with rm,s the reflection amplitude of mode s into mode m. This is straightforward if one
assumes that the QPC after some widening has an abrupt opening and the results of a
homogeneous wire terminating in a sudden opening [Sza89] can be used. However, for a
smoothly opening QPC, at some distance away from its center the perturbative treatment
becomes invalid, because the involved transverse modes get too closely spaced in energy. One
then defines a position dependent reflection probability Rs (y) having the meaning of the
probability of a particle being reflected during its way from the center of the QPC to point
y. It turns out that an expression for the reflection probability can still be obtained at the
point ȳ, where classically the particles are not guided any more: in a geometric optics picture
this corresponds to the point where the momenta of the particles are parallel to the tangent
of the hard-wall confinement,
qs (ȳ)
qs (ȳ)
d0 (ȳ) =
'
,
(6.27)
ks (ȳ)
kF
with d0 (y) defined via the width 2d(x) of the constriction and qs and ks denoting the transverse
and longitudinal wave vectors respectively. The condition for geometric guiding thus reads
d0 (y) .

qs (y)
,
kF

The reflection probability at point ȳ is given by [Yac90]


d0 4 s4
Rs (ȳ) ∼
,
d(ȳ)
n4max

(6.28)

(6.29)

with s = 1, 2, ... the mode index in a 1D hard wall confinement and nmax the number of
modes below the Fermi energy at postion ȳ.
Interestingly, our adiabaticity criterion Eqn. (6.24), setting ẏ = vF , can be rewritten as
p
2hqx2 i
1
0
aho,x (y) 
=
,
(6.30)
aho,x (y)kF
kF
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p
with hqx2 i the root mean square momentum along the x direction. If we identify the 1/ewidth of the density in mode nx = 0,
√ which is 2aho,x (y), with the width 2d(y) of the hard wall
confinement we get up to a factor 2 the same condition as for the breakdown of geometric
guiding3 , Eqn. (6.28). To estimate the reflection probability in our geometry we apply Eqn.
(6.29) with the mentioned substitution d → aho,x , s = 1, and the most pessimistic (lowest)
µ +V (y )−0.5~ω f (y )
nmax which we get for q = 1 occupied mode, nmax ∼ res g ~ωsx fx (ys ) z z s ∼ 7 and obtain

Rs=1 = O 10−5 . This consideration shows that transport through our QPC should be to a
very good approximation adiabatic concerning the guiding potential.

6.3. Preparation and detection
Experiments are performed with a balanced spin mixture of the lowest and third lowest
hyperfine states in our hybrid magnetic and optical dipole trap at a homogeneous magnetic
field of 552 G, where the scattering length is -187a0 if not stated differently. The particle
number per spin state typically amounts to N = 7.5(3) × 104 and the Fermi temperature in
the transport trapping geometry is TF = 385(12) nK and the temperature is T = 42(8) nK =
0.11(2)TF .

6.3.1. Creation and characterization of the QPC
A quantum point contact (QPC) [Hou96] is created by lithographically projecting a split gate
structure onto the two-dimensional channel, see Fig. 6.5a and b, and chapter 2.5.3. In brief,
the negative of a slit with a width of 12 µm is printed on a binary mask and illuminated with
a laser beam at 532 nm. A projection system, consisting of an achromatic lens and a high
numerical aperture microscope objective, demagnifies the object by a factor 11. The width of
the resulting QPC in the channel region is measured to be 1.5 (3) µm (FWHM) in x direction,
using a second identical microscope placed opposite to the first one [Zim11]. Since this value
is comparable to the Fermi wavelength of 2.0(2) µm in our system, a single mode regime
should be accessible. The finite width of the diffraction limited point spread function of the
projection system leads to a harmonically confining potential along the x axis. The overall
shape of the projected QPC potential is given by the Gaussian profile of the illuminating
laser beam, whose waists are 5.6(3) µm (33.6(6) µm) along the y (x) axis in the image plane.
The QPC is characterized by its trap frequencies along z and x at its center, νz and νx ,
originating from the harmonic confinement of the TEM01 -like laser beam and the lithographically imprinted constriction, respectively. Typical values are νz = ωz /2π = 10.0(4) kHz and
νx = ωx /2π = 30(3) kHz. The three lowest modes are thus separated by hνz ' 0.5 µK,
which is much more than the temperature of the gas. The zero-point energy in the QPC is
E0 = (hνz +hνx )/2 ' 1.0 µK, which is larger than the chemical potential µ = 370(11) nK, imposed by the reservoirs. We use an additional laser beam creating an attractive gate potential
Vg at the position of the QPC to successively populate its otherwise empty transverse modes,
see Fig. 6.5c, d, e. The laser beam with a wavelength of 767 nm has a waist of 25.0(6) µm
and is propagating along the z axis.
3

Performing the analysis from Eqn. (6.22) to Eqn. (6.30) with a hard wall confinement one obtains d0 (ȳ) 
2π qs
, which again is equivalent to condition Eqn. (6.27) up to a numeric prefactor of order one.
8 kF
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Figure 6.5.: An atomic QPC. a, Lithographic imprinting of the QPC (vertical green
beam). An achromatic lens and a high numerical aperture microscope objective are used to
demagnify the QPC structure onto the 2D channel region in the atomic cloud. An attractive
gate potential is created by a red detuned laser beam (red beam). It is combined with the
green beam on a dichroic mirror and focused onto the center of the QPC. The TEM01 -like
laser mode, which creates the 2D channel and sets the confinement νz of the QPC, is shown
as a horizontal green beam propagating along the x axis. b, Zoom into the channel region:
reservoirs, 2D channel and QPC are smoothly connected to each other. c, Imaged atomic
density in the QPC for νz = 4.6 kHz, νx = 29 kHz and Vg = 1.4 µK in grey scale. The overlaid
elliptic green region with the horizontal cut is an image of the projected split gate structure.
Green solid line and red dashed line are 1/e2 contours of the split gate structure and of the
gate potential, respectively. d, Effective potential along the transport axis, consisting of the
transverse mode energy and the gate potential. The energy levels corresponding to the three
lowest transverse modes are labeled with E0 , E1 and E2 . The depicted situation corresponds
to the first plateau of the νz = 10.4 kHz data of Fig. 6.6. e, Energy dispersion relation of the
particles in the QPC. The parabolas are offset by the quantized transverse mode energies.
Left and right reservoirs are represented by grey boxes, having chemical potentials µ±∆µ/2.

6.3.2. Transport sequence
During the preparation of the degenerate gas, a magnetic field gradient of 0.2 G/cm is applied
along the y axis in order to shift the trap with respect to the QPC. The repulsive elliptic
gate beam (see chapter 2.6.2) focused onto the center of the QPC is used to separate the
two reservoirs as in [Bra13]. The powers of the laser beams creating the two-dimensional
channel and the QPC are consecutively ramped from zero to its final value within 200 ms.
Then, evaporative cooling is enforced by using a magnetic field gradient along the z axis
[Hun08]. This procedure results in a well defined particle number imbalance between the two
reservoirs. Next, the dipole trap is adiabatically decompressed from a trap depth of 5.6 µK to
a final depth of 1.2 µK within 200 ms to further reduce the absolute temperature of the gas.
Assuming adiabatic decompression, i.e. a constant T /TF during decompression, we estimate
that this procedure yields a reduction in temperature by a factor (5.6/1.2)1/3 ≈ 1.7 During
the same time interval the attractive gate potential is ramped from zero to Vg . Finally, the
magnetic field gradient along y is ramped to zero within 60 ms, resulting in a well-defined
chemical potential difference ∆µ between the two reservoirs. We start the transport process
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by removing the repulsive gate beam. After a transport time of 1.5 s we switch back on the
repulsive gate beam to stop the transport process and we measure the atom number in both
reservoirs via absorption imaging along the x direction.

6.3.3. Conductance measurement
To measure the conductance we prepare an initial particle number imbalance ∆N0 = (NL −
NR )0 = 0.40(2)N between the two reservoirs. This leads to a chemical potential bias ∆µ =
94(7) nK  hνz , driving a current I = G∆µ across the QPC. Expressing I and ∆µ in terms
of the particle number imbalance ∆N = NL − NR between the reservoirs, we obtain that its
temporal evolution is governed in linear response by the equation
d
G
(∆N/N ) = −
(∆N/N ),
dt
Ceff

(6.31)

where N = NL + NR is the total atom number and Ceff = (1/CL + 1/CR )−1 is the effective
compressibility determined by the compressibilities of the single reservoirs at equilibrium (see
chapter 2.6). In agreement with this equation we observe an exponential decay of the relative
particle number imbalance as a function of time, the time constant being τ = Ceff /G. We
evaluate G by measuring τ and evaluating Ceff . The error made when substituting ∆µ by
∆N/Ceff to obtain the linear response Eqn. (6.31) is smaller than 5% at the largest value of
∆N/N = 0.4.
τ is determined by measuring the relative particle number imbalance at t = 0 and after a
transport time of ttr = 1.5s. From the solution of Eqn. (6.31) we obtain




1
1
1
∆N
∆N
=
(t = 0) − log
(t = ttr ) ,
(6.32)
log
τ
ttr
N
ttr
N
where a constant offset of -0.20(1) is subtracted from both imbalances. This offset originates
partly from the relative alignment of the gate beam and the lithographic system, and for the
data of Fig. 6.6 it varied linearly from -0.20 to -0.16 over the shown range.
The compressibilities CL = CR = C of the identical reservoirs are calculated from the
trap geometry, particle number and temperature, assuming a non-interacting Fermi gas
(see chapter 2.6.4 for details). In brief, the trapping potential is harmonic along the x and
z direction and half-harmonic along the y direction [Bra13] with trapping frequencies of
(194, 23.5, 157) Hz along the x, y and z direction. The effect of the repulsive potential of the
TEM01 -like laser mode, creating the two-dimensional channel, is to shift the Fermi energy
and chemical potential by 17% towards larger values with respect to the unperturbed cloud.
The compressibility is almost not affected. The systematic uncertainty in Ceff amounts to
11%, which is due to the calibration error in the total particle number and an uncertainty in
the overall trapping potential.

6.4. Results
6.4.1. QPC
Fig. 6.6 presents the measured conductance as a function of Vg for two different vertical
confinement frequencies, νz = 10.4 kHz and νz = 8.2 kHz. The confinement along x is set to
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Parameter
ωx
ωz
Ωy,nx =0
Ωy,nz =0
EF /~
µ/~
∆µ/~
kB T /~

Typical value
2π × 30kHz
2π × 10kHz
2π × 1.3kHz
2π × 0.1kHz
2π × 8.0kHz
2π × 7.7kHz
2π × 2.0kHz
2π × 0.9kHz

Description
Horizontal QPC confinement
Vertical QPC confinement
QPC curvature arising from split gate
QPC curvature arising from 2D confinement
Fermi energy
Chemical potential
Chemical potential bias
Temperature

Table 6.1.: Energy scales of interest for transport through our QPC.

νx = 31.8 kHz. Both curves start at zero conductance because the QPC is entirely closed at
small gate potentials due to its zero-point energy. At the point where Vg compensates the
zero-point energy the conductance starts to rise and saturates very close to the universal value
1/h as soon as the ground state mode is tuned below the chemical potential of the reservoirs.
Higher modes follow accordingly upon further increase of Vg . We clearly resolve the first two
conductance plateaus in the case of νz = 10.4 kHz (open blue circles), corresponding to the
population of the (nx = 0, nz = 0, 1) modes, where nx and nz are the quantum numbers of
the harmonic oscillator for the x and z direction respectively. For νz = 8.2 kHz (filled red
squares) the plateaus are narrower because the modes are more closely spaced in energy. In
this case we resolve the first three modes, (nx = 0, nz = 0, 1, 2) and even the onset of the
(0, 3) mode is visible.
The inset of Fig. 6.6 shows a zoom on the first conductance plateau. When substituting
Vg by the total energy Etot = Vg + µ of the particles minus E0 and normalizing to hνz , both
data sets fall on top of each other as a consequence of universality, with the width of the
plateau given by one unit of hνz . The absolute accuracy of our conductance measurement is
limited by the uncertainty in the compressibility of the reservoirs, which amounts to 11%.
The quantization of conductance is universal and should not depend on the control parameter. To demonstrate this, we next use the horizontal confinement νx of the QPC as a
tuning parameter and keep the gate potential fixed. This is the counterpart of the celebrated
measurement in solid state physics, where the split gate voltage is tuned to reveal quantized
conductance [Wee88, Wha88b]. The blue data points in Fig. 6.7 present this measurement
for νz = 10.9 kHz and Vg = 1.0(1) µK. We identify two increasingly wider plateaus centered
at νx = 20, 35 kHz. They correspond to the presence of two or one conductance modes respectively. The back-bending at νx = 12 kHz is due to the population of a third mode, the
(1,0) mode. When widening the QPC further the conductance rises quickly because the next
transverse energy levels (nx , nz ) are energetically very close. The red data points in Fig. 6.7
correspond to νz = 9.2 kHz and Vg = 0.8(1) µK and show the same features as the blue data,
with a reduced plateau width due to a smaller νz .

6.4.2. Modeling and non-interacting reservoirs
We compare our data to theoretical predictions (solid lines in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7) of the Landauer
formula in the limit of entirely adiabatic and ballistic transport, Eqn. (6.1), without any fit
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Figure 6.6.: Conductance as a function of gate potential. Open blue circles correspond to a vertical confinement of νz = 10.4 kHz. Filled red squares correspond to
νz = 8.2 kHz and are vertically shifted by two units for clarity. Each data point represents
the mean of six measurements and error bars indicate one standard deviation. Solid lines are
theoretical predictions based on the Landauer formula of conductance. The shaded regions
reflect the uncertainties in the input parameters (see text). Dashed lines are continuations of
the solid lines and correspond to a change in the effective potential (see section 6.4.4 below).
Inset: first conductance plateau as a function of reduced energy, showing universal scaling.
Vertical dashed lines indicate the width of the first plateau, whereas the horizontal dashed
line indicates the universal conductance value 1/h.

parameter (see section 6.4.4 below for details). The input parameters T , µ, ∆µ, νx , νz , Vg are
all independently measured quantities. Positions and widths of the plateaus are overall well
predicted. The conductances on the plateaus reach the universal values for moderate gate
potentials. For larger gate potentials (see Fig. 6.6) the conductance is reduced with respect
to the prediction. Possible reasons are discussed in section 6.5 below.
The sharpness of the transition from one plateau to the next is set by the finite temperature.
We checked numerically (section 6.6) that broadening due to tunneling below the barrier or
reflections above it [Gla88] is much smaller than the relevant thermal broadening of the Fermi
edge of ∼ 4kB T [Ihn10] Further, we do not observe any non-linear effects [Kou89] due to the
applied finite bias ∆µ because it is also smaller than ∼ 4kB T .
Even with isolated reservoirs, which cannot dissipate energy, our QPC features quantized
conductance that can be described by Landauer’s theory. This is remarkable as our reservoirs
are close to a collision-less regime, with a collision mean free path of approximately 12 mm
- about 40 times larger than the size of the cloud - and corresponding to a scattering time
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Figure 6.7.: Conductance as a function of horizontal confinement. Open blue circles
correspond to a vertical confinement of νz = 10.9 kHz and a gate potential of Vg = 1.0(1) µK.
Filled red squares correspond to νz = 9.2 kHz and Vg = 0.8(1) µK, and are vertically shifted
by two units for clarity. Solid lines are theoretical predictions based on the Landauer formula
of conductance. The shaded regions reflect the uncertainties in the input parameters (see
text). Error bars are the same as in Fig. 6.6.

of about 400 ms (see appendix D.1). We attribute this observation to the three-dimensional
nature and anharmonicity of the trapping potential, which should prevent closed orbits of
the particles when the longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom are mixed at the
connections with the reservoirs (see section 6.5.3 below).
To further illuminate the role of a mixing of motional degrees of freedom compared to thermalization via collisions, we measure the conductance with the scattering length set to zero
during transport, such that the entire system became non-interacting and its evolution coherent. The reservoirs are prepared as described above, with the same initial particle numbers
and a temperature of T = 50(10) nK = 0.13 TF . The confinement in the QPC is νz = 10.4 kHz
and νx = 31.8 kHz and the observation time is set to 4 s. Before starting the transport process,
the magnetic field is ramped to 567.8 G, where the scattering length amounts to a = −4 a0
[Zür13]. This corresponds to an elastic scattering time of 850 s for atoms above the Fermi
level, placing the reservoirs in non-interacting conditions. Even though the cloud is prepared
at thermal equilibrium, the subsequent evolution of the reservoirs is non-thermal. Applying
the same data processing as for the weakly interacting gas, we obtain the same step features,
as presented in Fig. 6.8 (filled magenta squares). This is in a regime, which is not covered
by the usual assumptions for the Landauer picture, where the incoherent reservoirs prevent
particles from keeping their energy and reversing their motion. From that we conclude that
the incoherence of our reservoirs is most probably mimicked by the above described geometric
effects and that inter-particle collisions play a minor role.
The data was taken simultaneously with a reference data set (open blue circles in Fig.
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Figure 6.8.: Conductance as a function of gate potential for non-interacting reservoirs. Filled magenta squares correspond to a scattering length of a = −4 a0 , whereas
open blue circles represent a reference data set for weakly-interacting reservoirs, where
a = −187 a0 . Each data point is the mean over nine measurements and error bars indicate one standard deviation. The solid black line is a theoretical prediction based on the
Landauer formula of conductance and the shaded region reflects the uncertainties in the
input parameters.

6.8), where the scattering length was set to a = −187 a0 , as it was for all the data presented
so far. By comparison, one sees that the complete absence of interactions does not lead to
any noticeable change of the conductance. The theory curve in Fig. 6.8 includes a common
shift of 150 nK of the local chemical potential in the QPC for both scattering lengths, arising
most probably from a finite contrast in the intensity profile of the QPC. Note that formally,
the absence of thermal equilibrium prevents us from defining a chemical potential in the
reservoirs. Thus, the conductance cannot be deduced from the ratio of current to particle
number imbalance and compressibility. For clarity, to allow for a direct comparison of weakly
and non-interacting gases, we nevertheless presented the data in the same way since they
result from the same data processing procedure.

6.4.3. Quantum wire
The chemical potential or voltage in a ballistic constriction drops at its contacts [Ulr98],
leading to universal conductance values independent of the length of the constriction. We
demonstrate this by creating a long quantum wire (QW), see inset of Fig. 6.9. It has a
length of 19.0(6) µm and the same width of 1.5(3) µm as the QPC. The projected structure is
spatially smoothed by the low-pass filtering of the projection system. The triangular-shaped
openings further smoothen the transition from the QW to the 2D channel to avoid reflections
at the openings [Sza89, Yac90]. The resulting effective potential, with the openings modeled
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Figure 6.9.: Quantum wire: conductance as a function of gate potential. Open
black circles correspond to a vertical confinement of νz = 8.7 kHz, and filled green squares
to a lower confinement of νz = 5.5 kHz. For the stronger confinement clear conductance
plateaus are observed. The weaker confinement illustrates the entrance of the first excited
mode along the x direction (see text). Solid lines are theoretical predictions based on the
Landauer formula of conductance. Shaded regions and error bars are the same as in Fig.
6.6. The inset shows the lithographically imprinted wire as imaged by a second identical
microscope objective. Below it, the corresponding effective potentials are drawn for the
three lowest transverse modes, E0 , E1 , E2 , for the parameters at the first plateau of the
νz = 8.7 kHz data.

by an error function, is shown in the inset of Fig. 6.9. It is highest at the entrance and
exit of the QW, which is a consequence of the nearly uniform confinement in combination
with the Gaussian envelope of the attractive gate beam. The detection of single quanta of
conductance is found to be less robust in this configuration, most likely because the points of
highest potential are located at a slope of the gate beam. Nevertheless quantized conductance
plateaus are observed for tight confinement (νx = 24.6 kHz, νz = 8.7 kHz, black circles in Fig.
6.9), using the gate potential as a tuning parameter. They are well reproduced by theory,
up to a 10-20% reduction in height for the second and third plateau. Possible interference
effects, such as above-barrier resonances [Sza89] are not observed, likely because the finite
temperature leads to a coherence length of the atoms of 7(1) µm, which is shorter than the
length of the QW.
The green data in Fig. 6.9 demonstrate how the plateaus disappear when νz is lowered
to 5.5 kHz. The conductance starts to rise at a lower gate potential because of the reduced
zero-point energy. Well defined plateaus are no longer visible due to the reduced ratio of hνz
to temperature. However we observe a change in slope of conductance by a factor of ∼ 2 at
Vg ' 1.75 µK, which is due to the entrance of the first excited state along the x direction.
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More precisely, when Vg is increased from 0.25 to 1.75 µK the states (nx = 0, nz = 0, 1, 2, 3)
enter, whereas above Vg = 1.75 µK the states (nx = 0, nz = 4, 5, ...) and the states (nx =
1, nz = 0, 1, ...) enter, giving rise to a change in slope by a factor of 2. This feature is well
covered by theory.

6.4.4. Calculation of theory curves
The theory curves in Fig. 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 are calculated from Eqn. (6.1), which we obtain
from the two-terminal Landauer formula in the adiabatic regime [Ihn10]
1X
G=
h n

Z∞

−∞


dE Tn (E)


∂f
−
(E − µ)
∂E

(6.33)

by setting the transmission probability Tn (E) = Θ(E − En ), with Θ(E − En ) the Heaviside
step function. This substitution corresponds to the semi-classical approximation, where the
transmission probability for particles is one if their total energy is larger than their transverse
energy and zero otherwise. It neglects tunneling below the barrier and reflections above it
[Gla88], which would lead to a broadening of Tn (E). We numerically checked that for our
geometry this broadening is much smaller than the thermal broadening of the Fermi-Dirac
distribution and can thus be neglected (see section 6.6 below).
Taking into account the gate potential for the conductance evaluation, Eqn. (6.1) reads:


En − Vg − µ
1X
G=
f
.
(6.34)
h n
kB T
In the case of the quantum wire Vg is multiplied by a factor exp(−9.52 /252 ) to account
for the fact that the points of largest effective potential are located 9.5 µm from the center
of gate potential and QW. The shaded error regions cover statistical and systematic errors
of the input parameters and are determined using Gaussian error propagation. The main
contribution in Fig. 6.6, 6.8, 6.9 is the uncertainty in νx , whereas in Fig. 6.7 it arises from
Vg .
The theory lines in Fig. 6.6 and 6.8 are dashed above Vg ∼ 1.5 µK because at this point
the maximum of the effective potential moves from the center to the sides of the QPC, which
is not taken into account in the theory. This effect is not expected to explain the observed
shift of the conductance below the universal values for large gate potentials.

6.5. Possible reasons for inaccurate conductance quantization
In this section possible reasons for the deviation of the conductance values on the plateaux
from the universal values are discussed. Before we do so, it is useful to make some remarks
about our daily experience when measuring quantized conductance curves. So far only the
published data has been discussed. However with time a lot of additional data has been
accumulated and our three main observations with regard to the height of the conductance
plateaux can be summarized as follows:
(i) The measured conductances for the first plateau can differ by maximally 30% between
different days, ranging from 0.7 − 1.0 × 1/h. Changes are observed in particular when
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the mutual alignment of all the involved laser beams, i.e. the beams creating the dipole
trap, the 2D confinement, the QPC and the gate potential has been redone.
(ii) For the second and third plateau the relative deviation from the universal value is larger
than for the first plateau, with peak deviations of up to 40%.
(iii) The most often encountered values for the first plateau are ∼ 0.85×1/h and ∼ 1.6×1/h
for the second plateau. In that sense the data presented in Fig. 6.8 is representative.
For the cases where the conductance plateaux are found to lie below the universal values,
several possible reason can be considered. First, non-adiabatic motion of the particles through
the combined potential of the 2D region, the QPC and the gate potential. Second, a possible
additive series resistance with the QPC. Third, the reservoirs being not at thermal equilibrium. In the following subsections we review all three possibilities in detail. Together with
the numerical simulations presented in section 6.6 the third scenario seems most plausible.
In solid-state devices, the most often stated reason is non-adiabaticity. A series resistance
due to the 2DEG onto which the split gate is metalized and the attached leads is subtracted
in any case, but since this classical series resistance may depend on the applied split gate
voltage the individual plateaus may appear slightly below or above the universal values.
Usually the subtracted series resistance is chosen such that the conductance staircase agrees
best with the universal prediction and is at the same time in agreement with reasonable
estimates [Wee88, Wha88b, Wee91]. For completeness, we mention that the low temperature
conductance of ballistic quantum wires, fabricated by cleaved edge overgrowth, systematically
show plateau values below the universal values [Tar95, Yac96]. They are explained either by
a non-ideal coupling between the wire and its 2DEG source and drain contacts [Pic00] or by
strong electron-electron interactions combined with disorder [Mas95a] or more recently by
the formation of a helical nuclear spin order [Sch14].

6.5.1. Non-adiabatic back-reflection
From measurements with solid-state QPCs it is known that the accuracy of the quantization
is sensitive to the detailed shape of the confining potential and to the presence of impurities
[Wee91]. A sudden widening of the channel or an abrupt change in the potential landscape
can lead to a partial reflection of the particle waves.
In our geometry there is the possibility that particles are reflected at the position of
the side maxima in the effective potential (see Fig. 6.5 and 6.15b). Further, experimental
imperfections, like inhomogeneities in the intensity profile of the laser beams creating the
QPC and the gate potential, could introduce back-scattering. This is in particular relevant
because the cut-off wavelength of our imaging system, λcut = λL /(2NA) ' λL , with λL the
wavelength of the used light, is smaller than the Fermi wavelength λF = 2.0(2) µm. Here,
we consider a conceptually simple model, which applies to back-scattering of any sort and
predicts resonance structures in the transmission probability in the case of multiple reflections
if the temperature is low enough.
Back-scattering due to a sudden variation of the potential is similar to the reflection of
any kind of wave at an open-ended waveguide. To first approximation a particle wave will be
reflected into the same mode. The problem can be modeled in one dimension by assuming a
sudden potential step and hence is equivalent to the reflection of a particle wave at a quantum
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Figure 6.10:
Non-adiabatic
back-reflection in a solidstate QPC. Rise to the second
conductance plateau for several
temperatures. Due to nonadiabatic
back-reflection
at
entrance and exit of the QPC
resonance features are observed,
which get gradually washed out
with increasing temperature.
At the largest temperature the
plateau saturates below the
universal value. Figure taken from
[Wee91].

well or at a rectangular barrier. The reflection probability in this case is well-known and given
by
R=

ky − ky0
ky + ky0

2

,

(6.35)

with ky0 and ky the wave vector along the transport axis before and after the potential
step respectively. The reflection probability is thus maximum for particles just above the
threshold energy for transmission. Consider first a single impurity potential, either introduced
by the potential of the QPC or by the gate potential. In a scan of the gate potential or the
horizontal confinement this can lead to a systematic down shift of the conductance plateau
if the impurity potential scales with the horizontal confinement or the gate potential in a
way that it always affects a certain velocity class in the bias window ∆µ. In a generic case
it may introduce some additional structure in the plateau, but the conductances will always
stay below the universal values.
We now turn to the effect of multiple reflections. They can arise from impurities in general
or from non-adiabatic back-reflection at the entrance and exit of the QPC. They gives rise
to transmission resonances of the form
T =

(1 − R)2
,
1 − 2Rcos(2ky L) + R2

(6.36)

where for simplicity we have assumed two scattering centers with equal reflection probabilities, separated by a length L. Such resonances could indeed be observed in a few devices
studied by van Wees et al. due to non-adiabatic back-reflection at the entrance and exit of the
QPC [Wee91], see Fig. 6.10. Three maxima and two minima are observed as the gate voltage
is varied to tune the conductance from the first to the second plateau. The fact that the first
maximum does not reach the universal value 2 × 2e2 /h of the second plateau is explained
by unequal reflection probabilities at both ends of the channel. Increasing the temperature
leads to energy averaging over the transmission coefficient, see Eqn. (6.33) and the resonances
get washed out, leading to a better defined conductance plateau, below the universal value
though. In the same way, a larger applied bias leads to energy averaging.
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6.5.2. Series resistance
In this section we investigate if an additional resistance in series with the QPC can explain the
deviation of the conductance from the universal values at large gate potential, as observed in
Fig. 6.6 and 6.8 above. This additional resistance could e.g. arise as a contact resistance due
to the connection of the reservoirs to the two-dimensional channel if a remixing of transverse
modes occurs between the tapered 2D region and the QPC. Since the transport through the
two-dimensional region is also ballistic [Bra12], this series resistance would be of a different
nature than the series resistance subtracted in solid state 2D electron gas systems [Wee91].
Let us consider the effective potential drawn in Fig. 6.5d or 6.15b. At a distance of ∼ 20 µm
to the left and right of the central maximum, there are side maxima, which are the result of
the combined potential of the two-dimensional confinement and the gate potential. They can
be regarded as constrictions in series with the QPC.
The case of two QPCs in series has been experimentally studied in [Wha88a, Mai89] and
theoretically in [Bee89], with the insight that adiabatic ballistic transport through both
QPCs is in principle possible, meaning that the total resistance is equal to the larger of the
two resistances. However, it depends crucially on the collimation of electrons after having
traversed the first QPC. The underlying model assumes a coupling of the electrons having
passed through the first QPC to an intermediate reservoir situated between the two QPCs.
The total resistance increases from the resistance of the larger of the two in the case of
zero coupling to the sum of the two resistances in the case of unity coupling. This result
was already obtained earlier by Büttiker [Büt86b] who considered transport through a series
of ballistic obstacles with phase randomizing scatterers between them. Hence it holds more
generally that if transport through a structure consisting of several constrictions is phase
coherent, its resistance is determined by the largest barrier, which is in our case the central
confinement of the QPC. However if there is a remixing of transverse modes between the
individual constrictions, their resistances add. Phase randomization in general can occur due
to inelastic scattering or effectively in our case by a sufficiently fast varying geometry along
the transport axis, which leads to inter-mode transitions [Ulr97] and thus to a randomization
of the relevant longitudinal momentum and the associated phase. Applying this scenario to
our geometry, the minima in the effective potential next to the central maximum, which
appear for large gate potential, would act as incoherent reservoirs and we could write the
measured conductance as

−1
1
2
G=
+
,
(6.37)
GQPC G2D
where GQPC is the conductance of the QPC only and G2D is the conductance associated with
one of the side maxima in the effective potential.
We measured G2D in the absence of the QPC, assuming that transport through the rather
smooth effective potential of 2D confinement and gate potential is phase coherent. It is plotted
in Fig. 6.11a for the same 2D confinement as for the data of Fig. 6.8 and for a scattering
length of a = −187a0 . Tuning the scattering length to zero has no effect. Above Vg ' 1µK
the gate potential leads to atom losses in the absence of the QPC, most probably because it
introduces a leak in the trapping potential due to the potential gradient produced by a not
perfectly collimated gate laser beam. To evaluate GQPC from Eqn. (6.37) for the entire range
of gate potentials presented in Fig. 6.8 we linearly extrapolate G2D towards larger values.
The resulting GQPC is plotted in Fig. 6.11b and one sees that the second plateau of GQPC
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Figure 6.11.: Conductance of the 2D region and of the QPC as a function of
gate potential. a, Conductance G2D as a function of gate potential in the absence of the
QPC. The solid line is a linear fit to the data. b, Conductance GQPC of the QPC only, when
considering the contact resistances of the 2D confinement as series resistors to the QPC. The
data set, color code, solid line and shaded region are the same as in Fig. 6.8. Error bars are
obtained by propagating the errors in G and G2D .

is now also in agreement with the universal value. It is of course possible that we are in an
intermediate situation between phase coherent transport and the regime where the resistances
of subsequent constrictions add, in which case G would be given by a formula interpolating
between the two regimes [Büt86b]. Further the latter regime might be reached only for large
gate potentials, in which case formula (6.37) should only be applied for large gate potentials.
However, for small gate potentials, i.e. for small conductances G, the contribution of G2D in
the evaluation of GQPC is anyway very small, because the resistor 1/GQPC then dominates
over the two resistors 1/G2D .

6.5.3. Insufficient thermalization of the reservoirs
In the Landauer picture the notion of reflectionless contacts [datta ] is essential, ensuring that
each particle entering a contact or lead is absorbed. In our finite size system this requirement
might only be fulfilled partly in the absence of thermalization processes. The fact that we
observe an identical conductance staircase for the scattering length during transport set to
−187 a0 and −4 a0 (see Fig. 6.8), corresponding to mean free paths in the reservoirs which
are longer than their size by a factor 40 or a factor 9 × 104 respectively, suggests that even
in the first case interactions play a minor role. Instead, reflectionless or absorbing reservoirs
are mimicked by the 3D nature and possible chaotic behavior of the reservoirs. They should
in general make it unlikely that a transmitted particle — diffracted from the QPC into some
mode of the reservoir — is redirected into the QPC and back to the initial reservoir without
having thermalized in the right reservoir. However there may be a finite probability for such
processes, with the consequence that particles that have been transmitted initially but flown
back within the time window of the transport process, are counted as non-transmitted. In
that case the effective transmission of the QPC is reduced, leading to plateau conductances
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below the universal values.
In this section we estimate the order of magnitude of this ”back-flow” probability in the
absence of interactions by assuming classical chaotic trajectories for the particles in the reservoirs. This assumption is based on the following two arguments: first, approximate chaotic
behavior should be established by the anharmonicity of the trapping potential, which arises
from the Gaussian transverse confinement4 and the lightsheet potential at the center of the
trap. Second, possible interferences should be washed out due to a sufficiently large energy
spread of the particles incident from the QPC. It arises from the finite bias window ∆µ and
from the projection of the wave function in the QPC onto the states in the reservoirs.
Consider particles following chaotic trajectories in a d-dimensional container containing
a small hole. It can be shown that the particle loss due to the hole follows an exponential
decay, with a decay time given by [Bau90]
τ=

πV
,
vA

(6.38)

with V the volume of the container, A the area of the hole, and v the velocity of the particles.
Chaotic behavior in such a geometry has indeed been observed in a 2D billiard using bosonic
atoms in a MOT [Fri01].
The probability for a particle to have escaped after a time t is thus
Pesc (t) = 1 − exp (−t/τ ) .

(6.39)

Applied to our case, we introduce a back-flow probability, which is the escape probability
averaged over times t ∈ [0, ttr ], with ttr the transport time. It reads
1
Pbf =
ttr

Zttr
0




τ
ttr
Pesc (t)dt = 1 −
1 − exp −
.
ttr
τ

We first estimate τ assuming that V is defined by the Thomas-Fermi radii RFi =
x, y, z of the reservoirs. In that case we have
V

=

A = πaho,x aho,z
v =


2EF 3/2 1
m
ω̄ 3
π~
π~
= √
=
m ωQPC,x ωQPC,z
mω̄QPC

2
2
πRFx RFy RFz = π
3
3

(6.40)
q

2EF
,
mωi2

i=



p
2EF /m

(6.41)
(6.42)
(6.43)

Inserting these expressions in Eqn. (6.38) yields
2

4 EF ω̄QPC
2 ω̄QPC
τ= π
' π 3 ,
3
3
~ω̄
3 ω̄

(6.44)

where in the last step we have used EF ∼ 0.5~ω̄QPC , valid for the parameter set as it was
for the data shown in Fig. 6.6 (red squares). With those parameters we obtain τ = 136 s and
4

During the transport process the trap is maximally decompressed to reduce the absolute temperature. At
the same time, this makes it necessary to include anharmonic corrections for the trapping potential, as
e.g. included in the calculation of the chemical potential and the compressibility, see chapter 2.6.4.
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thus a negligible Pbf ' 0.5%. However, this result disregards the fact that particles exiting
the QPC will predominantly populate the lowest transverse modes of the reservoirs5 with
most of their energy put into kinetic energy along the longitudinal direction. If along these
lines we assume the extreme case that only the lowest transverse mode in the reservoir is
occupied τ will be reduced by a factor
aho,x aho,z
ω̄⊥
'
' 0.01,
RFx RFz
ω̄QPC

(6.45)

√
where we have defined ω̄⊥ = ωx ωz . Hence, we obtain τ = 1.36 s, of the order of the transport
time ttr = 1.5 s, and thus a non-negligible Pbf ' 40%. The obtained Pbf should be interpreted
as a first order result because processes where a particle flows forth and back several times
without relaxing to equilibrium in the reservoir are not considered. For such higher-order
n ), with n the number of times a particle flows
processes, we expect corrections of order O(Pbf
back and forth. The obtained Pbf is larger than the typically observed 15% reduction of the
first conductance plateau below the universal value. However, the second order correction is
negative, and corrections due to the population of higher transverse modes in the reservoirs
will go in the same direction since this increases the effective volume V .
In the next section we will see that at the first conductance plateau, ∼ 60% of the particles
exiting the QPC stay in the ground state along the x direction. Hence, the second order
of magnitude estimate is certainly closer to reality than the first one, which assumed equal
population of all reservoir modes.
We conclude that the described backflow mechanism is a plausible candidate to explain the
reduction of the plateau heights. The scenario is further strengthened by our observations that
in the presence of stronger interactions in the reservoirs the first plateau indeed reaches the
universal value (chapter 7). In fact the scenario presented here is most compatible with those
observations: interactions would couple the incident modes to all reservoir modes, and would
possibly further increase the chaotic behavior of the particle trajectories. For the scenarios
of non-adiabatic back-reflection and series resistance it is not evident that their effects would
be suppressed with stronger interactions.

6.6. Numerical simulation with kwant
In this section we test with a numerical simulation how plausible the reasons cited in sections
6.5.1 and 6.5.2 for non-universal quantization are. For this purpose we use kwant [Gro14], a
free software for numerical quantum transport simulations, available in the form of a python
package. It has been mainly designed to efficiently compute transport properties in infinite
systems, which typically consist of a finite scattering region and some semi-infinite leads
attached to it. It numerically solves the scattering problem under the boundary conditions
imposed by the leads, which can be considered as semi-infinite waveguides that channel plane
waves into and out of the scattering region. It is thus implicit that the Landauer-Büttiker
formalism of transport is applied. Since the leads in the simulation are ideal and reflection-less
it cannot be used to test the scenario proposed in 6.5.3.
Kwant can treat problems of any dimensionality and geometry that can be described by
a tight-binding Hamiltonian. For a continuous system as we have it, a finite difference dis5

This is confirmed in the numerical simulation presented in the next section
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cretization of the Hamiltonian needs to be done. We restrict the simulations to 2D because
there the correct relative length scales of all the involved potentials, QPC, 2D confinement,
and gate potential, can be implemented without the system size getting too large and incomputable in a reasonable amount of time. For a 3D simulation, length and width of the system
would have to be reduced accordingly if the total number of sites should not be larger than
in a 2D simulation. But even then, the computation time would be a factor ∼ N 1/3 larger
because the execution time of the solver scales as O(N 3−2/d ), with d the dimension of the
problem. We thus implement the vertical confinement of the lightsheet trap as a semi-classical
potential because it constitutes the smoothest varying confinement.
The corresponding tight-binding Hamiltonian in 2D reads
i
Xh
H=
(Vi,j + 4t)c†i,j ci,j − t(c†i+1,j ci,j + c†i,j+1 ci,j + h.c.) ,
(6.46)
i,j

with (i,j) labeling the position (x,y)=(ai,aj) in the lattice with lattice constant a, the tunneling amplitude t = ~2 /2ma2 , and the on-site matrix elements Vi,j + 4t. The potentials of
QPC and lightsheet, gate potential and a global transverse confinement from the dipole trap
are encoded in Vi,j :
Vi,j = qpc(i, j) + lightsheet(j) + gate(i, j) + trap(i)
We work in units such that t = a = 1. The matrix elements then read


(j − L/2)2
(i − W/2)2
qpc(i, j) = exp −
×
,
wx2
a4ho,x


2nz + 1
(j − L/2)2
× 2
,
lightsheetnz (j) = exp −
wz2
aho,z


(i − W/2)2 + (j − L/2)2
gate(i, j) = −vg × exp −2
,
wg2
trap(i) =

(i − W/2)2
a4ho,trap

(6.47)

(6.48)
(6.49)
(6.50)
(6.51)

with L the length (y direction) and and W the width (x direction) of the system in units of
the lattice spacing a, and vg the gate potential in units of ~2 /2ma2 (a ≡ 1). All further length
scales are understood to be in units of the lattice spacing a. As stated above, the lightsheet
potential is treated semi-classically and represents the y dependent transverse energy of mode
nz , whereas the potential due to the QPC is treated quantum mechanically.
Due to the distinction of scattering region and leads in kwant, the above Hamiltonian describes only the scattering region. However, the leads are described by the same Hamiltonian
except for Vi,j containing only the transverse confinement of the dipole trap, Vi,j ≡ trap(j),
because the leads need to have translational symmetry. We hence have transverse harmonic
oscillator states in both the reservoirs and the QPC.
We restrict our presentation to one representative set of parameters, corresponding to
the gate potential scan of Fig. 6.6 (red squares). The corresponding parameters and their
mapping to dimensionless energies and length scales of the tight-binding model are stated
in table 6.2. For the choice of the proper system size, we refer to appendix D.2. Since we
are mainly interested in the plateau height, we simulate only a single energy of the incident
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particles, corresponding to the chemical potential µ = 370 nK. To obtain the broadening of
the conductance steps due to finite temperature, one would have to run the simulation for
various incident energies and weight the results according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
Parameter
ωx,QPC
ωz,ls
ωx,res
µ
p
aho,QPC = p~/mωx,QPC
aho,ls = p~/mωz,ls
aho,res = ~/mωx,res
wQPC
wgate
wls

value
2π × 31.8kHz
2π × 9.2kHz
2π × 194Hz
kB × 370nK
0.23µm
0.43µm
2.94µm
5.6µm
25µm
29.6µm

Dim.less value
0.22
0.057
0.001
0.054
3
5.9
38.4
73
326
386

Description
Horizontal QPC conf.
Lightsheet conf. (vert. QPC conf.)
Horizontal confinement in reservoir
Chemical potential
Harmonic oscillator length QPC
Harmonic oscillator lightsheet
Harmonic oscillator length reservoirs
Waist QPC
Waist gate
Waist lightsheet

Table 6.2.: Energy scales and length scales for the kwant simulation. The dimensionless
values in the third column give the related energy in units of the tunneling t (first four rows)
or the length in units of the lattice spacing a. For the 2D simulation presented in Fig. 6.12b
the sampling was increased by a factor of two, hence the dimensionless energy scales were
reduced by a factor 4 and the dimensionless length scales by a factor 2.

Fig. 6.12a presents the numerical results, obtained from a system with N = 1600 × 800 =
1.28×106 lattice sites. The curve is the sum of the conductances obtained from three separate
simulations for nz = 0, 1, 2. The equi-distant conductance plateaux reach the universal values.
From that we draw two conclusions. First, there is a negligible amount of geometry-induced
non-adiabatic back-reflection, confirming our estimate in section 6.2.3 and showing that the
minima in the effective potential (see Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.15) do not lead to back-scattering
neither. Second, the scenario of a geometry-induced series resistance as proposed in section
6.5.2 is unlikely: the 2D simulation tells us that a possible remixing of transverse modes
along the x direction in the minima of the effective potential is not sufficiently pronounced
to lead to a reduced conductance. A remixing of the modes along z is a priori excluded in
our 2D simulation, but seems even less likely because in the region of the potential minima
the energy level spacing is much larger for the states along z than for the states along x.
Fig. 6.12b shows a zoom on the rise of the conductance to the first plateau. At zero
temperature the broadening is due to tunneling below and reflections above the barrier. We
compare three different methods [Maa94, Ulr97]: the exact simulation in 2D6 , the global
adiabatic approximation, which numerically solves the 1D barrier problem, and the local
adiabatic approximation, which makes a parabolic approximation to the barrier, leading to
an analytical expression for the transmission probability, Eqn. (6.14). Only the first method
allows for inter-mode transitions. We observe that all the methods give almost identical
results, with the local adiabatic approximation predicting a slightly broader step. This is
because it overestimates tunneling through the barrier and reflections above it due to a
smaller barrier width.
The agreement between the numerical exact result in 2D and the adiabatic approxima6

For this simulation we roughly doubled the sampling, corresponding to N = 3.6 × 106 sites.
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a

b

Figure 6.12.: Numerical computation of the conductance using kwant. a, Conductance as a function of gate potential Vg for νx = 31.8 kHz, νz = 8.2 kHz. The conductance reaches the universal values, indicated by the horizontal dashed bars. b, Zoom on the
first conductance step. Three different methods to compute the conductance are compared:
black solid line: 2D Kwant simulation treating the vertical confinement semi-classically. green
dashed line: 1D Kwant simulation, corresponding to a global adiabatic approximation. blue
dotted line: 1D local adiabatic approximation using Eqn. (6.14).

tions suggests that inter-mode transitions play a minor role. To test this hypothesis we use
the scattering matrices, returned by kwant for each conductance evaluation, to analyze the
probabilities Tij (see section 3.2.1) that a particle incident in mode j of the left reservoir is
transmitted into mode i of the right reservoir. The mode indices i, j thus label the transverse
harmonic oscillator states in the 2D reservoirs. For the parameters cited in table 6.2 40 of
those states are occupied. We first focus on the vertical mode nz = 0. Fig. 6.13a shows the
matrix Tij in false color representation for a value of the gate potential corresponding to the
center of the first conductance plateau in Fig. 6.12a. Our two main observations are: first,
there are off-diagonal elements with significant weights, demonstrating that a mixing of the
transverse modes takes place. Second, Tij = 0 if one of the indices i, j is odd. This means
that only even modes are transmitted and that the transmitted modes couple only to the
even modes of the right reservoir. The reason is that only reservoir modes having the same
symmetry as the transverse wave function in the QPC can couple to it7 . Fig. 6.13b shows the
corresponding conditional probability Tij /Tj for j even, which is the probability that an incident mode j is transmitted and ends up in mode i of the right reservoir preconditioned that
it is transmitted at all. It does not depend on j because once a mode from the left reservoir
has been injected into the QPC it has lost its memory from which mode it originally came.
The relative large probability, & 0.6, to end up in the ground state wave function of the
right lead can be regarded as a collimation effect of the QPC [Bee89, Top00]. A more concrete
7

In the experiment, the relative alignment of the QPC with respect to the reservoirs is unlikely to be precise
at the scale of the typical size of the QPC, ∼ 0.2 µm, and we therefore expect that also transverse modes
from the reservoirs with odd symmetry have a finite transmission probability. This is confirmed by running
the simulations with a displaced or rotated QPC.
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b

a

c

d

Figure 6.13.: Transmission probabilities for the nz = 0 vertical mode. a, Transmission probability matrix Tij in false color representation, corresponding to the center of the
first plateau in Fig. 6.12a. b, Conditional transmission probability as a function of the mode
index i of the right reservoir, for j even and for the same parameters as in a, The quantity
is independent of j if j is even, and zero anyway if j is odd. c, Transmission probabilities
Ti as a function of the reservoir mode index i for different values of the total transmission
P
Tnz =0 = i Ti,nz =0 . d, Transmission probability Ti as a function of Vg for various reservoir
modes i.
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Figure 6.14.: Total density due to particles incident from left reservoir. a, Density
in the scattering region (800 × 1600 sites) due to 40 transverse modes incident from the left
lead. Leads are attached to the left and right (not shown). The The situation corresponds
to parameters for which the center of the first conductance plateau is reached in Fig. 6.12a.
Hence, only a tiny fraction of the incident modes is transmitted through the QPC to the
right lead. b, Same as (a) but with a reduced dynamic range to highlight the collimation
effect of the QPC.

illustration of it is provided in Fig. 6.14, where we plot the density in the scattering region as
it arises due to the 40 modes incident from the left lead. The lower panel of Fig. 6.14b shows
that the extent of the density ”fountain” exiting the QPC is of the order of the transverse
size of the ground state wave function in the right lead.
P
P
We now turn to the transmission probabilities Ti = j Tij = j Tji , where the second
equal sign holds due to time-reversal symmetry. This has the consequence that Ti represents
both, the probability for a particle incident from the left reservoir in mode i to be transmitted
into any of the modes of the right reservoir, and the probability by which a particle from
any of the modes of the left reservoir is transmitted into mode i of the right reservoir (see
section 3.2.1). Assuming the second point of view we see that Ti is equal to the conditional
P
probability considered above if the total transmission T = i Ti = 1.
For the nz = 0 vertical mode, plots of Ti,nz =0 are shown in Fig. 6.13c for various values of
P
the total transmission Tnz =0 = i Ti,nz =0 , corresponding to different Vg . As long as Tnz =0 ≤ 1
only even modes are transmitted for the reason stated above. As already mentioned above
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the coefficients Ti for Tnz =0 = 1 are the same as in Fig. 6.13b. For more general total
transmissions Tnz =0 ≤ 1 only the conditional transmission coefficients Ti,nz =0 /Tnz =0 are
independent of Tnz =0 and identical to the conditional probabilities of Fig. 6.13b. This can be
seen from the following consideration:
P
Tij,nz =0 ratio indep. of j j Tij,nz =0
Ti,nz =0
P
=
=
(6.52)
Tj,nz =0
Tnz =0
j Tj,nz =0
The situation changes for Tnz =0 > 1 (regime not shown in Fig. 6.12), for which also odd
modes are transmitted because they can now couple to the first excited mode along the x
direction in the QPC. The touching of the Tnz =0 = 2 curve with the Tnz =0 = 1 curve at
even mode indices reflects the fact that the transmission probability for even modes does
not change when the second mode along the x direction gets populated in the QPC. The
reason is again that the even modes of the reservoir cannot couple to the additional odd
mode available in the QPC.
Fig. 6.13d shows the dependence of Ti,nz =0 on the gate potential for various values of i. In
agreement with Fig. 6.12 the transmission probabilities start to rise at Vg ' 0.55 independent
of the mode index i. Once the ground state mode in the QPC is fully occupied the transmission
probabilities stay constant. Ti,nz can thus be parametrized solely as a function of the total
transmission Tnz , independent of the gate potential.
Fig. 6.15a shows the transmission probabilities Ti,nz for the three vertical modes nz = 0, 1, 2
present in Fig. 6.12a, in each case for unity transmission, Tnz = 1. We observe that with
increasing vertical mode index, the ground state mode of the reservoir contributes more,
whereas for all the other reservoir modes, i = 2, 4, ... the situation is reversed. This means in
particular that diffraction of the particle waves outgoing from the QPC is less pronounced
for larger nz . This important insight is in agreement with the scenario proposed in section
6.5.3 because if a particle wave out-going from the QPC and incident in the right reservoir
is more likely to be diffracted in transverse modes with low extension along x they are more
likely to return to the left reservoir without thermalizing in the right reservoirs.
To give a possible reason for the effect we plot in Fig. 6.15b the corresponding effective
potentials for the different vertical modes. Although the transmission coefficients of Fig. 6.15a
do not depend on Vg as long as the total transmission is unity, the effective potentials do. In
6.15b we have chosen the three values of Vg at which the center of the conductance plateaux
in Fig. 6.12a are reached. The difference between the three traces is that for larger nz the
secondary two maxima to the sides of the central maximum grow higher, whereas the two
neighboring minima get shallower. Both effects may explain the observed difference in the
distribution of the Ti : larger maxima filter more the states with larger transverse energy and
shallower minima lead to less diffraction because the potential difference measured from the
central maximum is smaller.

6.7. Conclusion and outlook
We have for the first time observed quantized conductance in a charge neutral system. A new
ultra-ballistic regime has been accessed, where the particles propagate ballistically not only
in the conductor but also in the reservoirs. Although plateau conductances at the universal
values are observed for some experiments, the situation encountered most often is that they
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a

b

Figure 6.15.: Transmission probabilities and effective potential for unity transmission Tnz = 0. a, Transmission probabilities Ti as a function of the reservoir mode index
i for total transmission, Tnz = 1, of each vertical mode nz = 0, 1, 2. b, Effective potential
as a function of position in the central region around the QPC. As in a, the three different
lines (black, green, blue) correspond to the three vertical modes nz = 0, 1, 2 and different
gate potentials Vg = 0.78, 1.17, 1.57 µK, at which the center of the conductance plateau in
Fig. 6.12a is reached for each mode.

lie 10 − 20% below the universal values. We discussed possible reasons for this reduction and
found that insufficient thermalization of the reservoirs during the transport process is most
plausible. This possibility is further strengthened by the measurements presented in chapter
7, where we indeed find universal quantization in the presence of stronger interactions in the
reservoirs.
The detection of conductance at the level of single quanta provides access to the physics
of topological edge states [Has10], transport in the vicinity of a quantum phase transition
[Sac11b], and universal conductance fluctuations [Lee85a].
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7 Anomalous conductances in a tunable Fermi gas
This chapter provides a quantum simulation of particle and spin transport of a strongly interacting Fermi gas through a single mode quantum point contact. We discover how quantized
conductance gradually disappears when attractive interactions are increased. Complementary measurements of the spin conductance, which decreases whilst the particle conductance
increases, allow us to draw a picture of the effect of strong attractive interactions on quantized conductance. Since this is the first time that the DC spin conductance is measured in
our set-up, and more generally in a quantum gas, we also present the detailed procedure of
how we create the spin bias. The content of this chapter closely follows our publication:
S. Krinner, M. Lebrat, D. Husmann, C. Grenier, J.-P. Brantut, and T. Esslinger, Anomalous conductances in a tunable Fermi gas, arXiv:1511.05961 (2015).

7.1. Introduction
Currents of charge or spin are key observables for retrieving information on complex physical
systems. However, the relation between macroscopic currents, generated by external driving,
and the motion of the microscopic constituents of matter is a very difficult problem in physics.
The extraordinary features of many-body systems, such as the fractional quantum Hall effect
or superconductivity, have revealed the essential role of interactions in the macroscopic transport properties of matter. Here, we study spin and particle conductance of low-temperature
fermions in a single-mode quantum point contact, finding intriguing features due to interactions. For moderate interactions, we observe that the spin conductance presents a maximum
as a function of chemical potential, which gets suppressed with increasing interactions. Simultaneously, we observe a non-universal particle conductance quantization with plateaux as
high as 4/h, where h is Planck’s constant. Upon further increase of interactions, the spin conductance is zero for all values of chemical potential while the particle conductance plateaux
disappear. We interpret the strongly interacting data as demonstrating the emergence of a
superfluid with a spin-insulating character. Our observations document the breakdown of
universal conductance quantization as many-body correlations appear. The anomalous quantization suggests that close to the transition, the normal phase of the strongly attractive
Fermi gas is incompatible with a Fermi liquid description.
The precise setting of a quantum point contact (see chapter 6) allows for the manifestation
of universal quantization of conductance in units of 1/h [Wee88, Wha88b]. This universal phenomenon applies to all quantities that are transported by long-lived fermionic quasi-particles,
such as spin or charge. Interactions between particles affect spin and charge transport in different ways: spin currents are damped, while charge currents are preserved. This damping was
used in recent cold atoms experiments to investigate universal diffusion processes [Som11,
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Kos13, Bar14, Hil14]. The comparison between particle and spin conductances reveals precious information on the nature of the interacting system. When many-body correlations
arise, conductances loose their universal character and novel transport properties emerge.

7.2. Preparation and detection
We study spin and particle transport in strongly interacting Fermi gases, produced by evaporatively cooling a balanced spin mixture of N = 9.6(3) × 104 6 Li atoms in each of the
lowest and third lowest hyperfine states (labeled ↑ and ↓) at a homogeneous magnetic field
of 689 Gauss, the center of the corresponding Feshbach resonance [Zür13]. The interaction
strength is adjusted by ramping the magnetic field within 200 ms to the desired value between 673 andp949 Gauss, covering interaction strengths from 1/kF,res a = −2.0 to +0.6.
Here, kF,res = 2mEF /~2 is the Fermi wave vector in the reservoirs, m the mass of 6 Li and
EF = kB TF = ~ω̄(6N )1/3 the Fermi energy in our harmonic trap, with ω̄ the geometric mean
of its frequencies. Temperatures reach from 0.15(2) TF for the strongest to 0.11(2) TF for the
weakest interactions (see section 7.4.3 below).
The confinement of the QPC is set to νz = 9.2 kHz along the vertical direction and to
variable νx along the x direction. The attractive gate potential Vg tunes the chemical potential
in and directly next to the QPC, see Fig. 7.1c. The left (L) and right (R) reservoirs connected
to the QPC contain Ni,σ atoms and have chemical potentials µi,σ , with i = L, R and σ =
↑, ↓. To measure the particle or spin conductance of the QPC, we prepare either an atom
number imbalance ∆N = (∆N↑ + ∆N↓ )/2 ' 0.4 N or a magnetization imbalance ∆M =
(∆N↑ −∆N↓ )/2 ' 0.25 N , with ∆Nσ = NL,σ −NR,σ . They correspond to a chemical potential
bias ∆µ = (∆µ↑ + ∆µ↓ )/2 ' 0.21(2)µ  hνz or a spin bias ∆b = (∆µ↑ − ∆µ↓ )/2 ' 0.24µ
respectively, see Fig. 7.1d-g. The interaction-dependent chemical potentials µi,σ , and the
chemical potential at equilibrium µ are extracted from the known equation of state of the
tunable Fermi gas [Nav10] (see section 7.4.1 below). The biases induce a particle or spin
current, which for a globally balanced spin mixture are defined as
(
d
IN = − 21 dt
∆N = GN ∆µ
d
Iσ = − 12 dt
∆M = Gσ ∆b

(7.1)

The particle conductance GN and the spin conductance Gσ are extracted by measuring the
number of transferred particles after 2 s or 4 s of transport time, respectively (see section
7.4.2 below). Without interactions, the currents of the two spin components are independent
and their conductances are quantized in units of 1/h [Wee88, Wha88b], and so are GN and
Gσ .

7.3. Results
7.3.1. Spin conductance
Since collisions do not conserve spin currents, spin transport is a sensitive probe for interactions. We measure the spin conductance Gσ of the QPC at fixed νx = 23.2 kHz as a function
of Vg , a regime where we observe quantized conductance the non-interacting case [Kri15a].
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Figure 7.1.: Concept of the experiment. a, Low-temperature phase diagram of the attractive Fermi gas at fixed temperature. In the normal, weakly-interacting phase the two spin
components move independently of each other. In the superfluid phase large particle currents
arise, whereas spin currents are strongly suppressed due to pairing. b, Three-dimensional
impression of the QPC, connected via an intermediate 2D region to large 3D reservoirs
(only shown partly). c, Effective potentials in the central region around the QPC along the
transport axis y. It is the sum of the zero-point energy of the QPC (green dashed line: contribution from confinement along x), an attractive gate potential (purple dashed line) and
the underlying harmonic trap. The black solid line corresponds to the parameters for which
the conductance plateau in Fig. 7.3a is observed. Thin violet lines show how the effective potential evolves when Vg is increased from 0.42 µK to 0.82 µK, whereas thin green lines depict
the corresponding evolution when νx is increased from 13.2 kHz to 25.2 kHz. d, Absorption
images of the ↑ and ↓ cloud components as prepared before spin conductance measurements.
e, Chemical potentials and currents in the presence of a spin bias. f, Absorption image of
the atoms prepared for the particle transport, with identical bias for ↑ and ↓. g, Chemical
potentials and currents in the presence of a chemical potential bias.
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Figure 7.2: Spin conductance of
the attractively interacting Fermi
gas. a, Spin conductance Gσ as a function of the gate potential Vg for different interaction strengths 1/(kF,res a) in
the reservoirs. Each data point represents the mean over 9 measurements and
error bars indicate one standard deviation plotted for every third point. Inset: Gσ obtained from a mean-field phenomenological model, reproducing the
non-monotonic behaviour of the experimental data. b, Two-dimensional color
plot of Gσ as a function of 1/(kF,res a),
with cuts of (a) indicated as grey dotted
lines. The points where Gσ is maximum,
obtained from a parabolic fit along Vg ,
are displayed as orange circles for comparison. The black dashed line represents the superfluid critical line estimated at the entrance and exit regions
of the QPC, using the results of [Hau07].
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It is presented in Fig. 7.2a and b for various interaction strengths. For the weakest interactions, we observe the onset of spin transport as the channel opens, followed by an increase
of the spin conductance up to the highest gate potential. The second channel opens around
Vg = 0.8 µK, which coincides with an increase in slope in Gσ . For intermediate interaction
strengths −1.7 < 1/kF,res a < −1.0, we observe a maximum in Gσ . The opening of the channel is still indicated by a sharp increase at an interaction-independent gate potential, but
for larger Vg , Gσ gets suppressed. With increasing interactions, the position of the maximum shifts to lower Vg , while its height is reduced. For 1/(kF,res a) > −0.5, Gσ is compatible
with zero over the entire range of gate potentials. A complete map of Gσ as a function of
interaction strength and gate potential is shown in Fig. 7.2b.
We interpret the existence of a maximum and the negative spin transconductance dGσ /dVg
for strong interactions as indicating a transition to a spin insulating phase. Increasing Vg
leads to an increase of the chemical potential at the entrance and exit of the channel. At
fixed temperature, we expect that increasing the gate potential will lead to the appearance
of a spin gap, as a result of s-wave pairing.
We use a mean-field approach to capture the phenomenology of the spin transport, where
the excitations above the gap are non-interacting, fermionic Bogoliubov quasi-particles (see
appendix E.2.1). Since the pairs are singlets, those excitations carry the spin current and
their populations are controlled by the spin bias. This allows for a generalization of the
Landauer approach to spin conductance. The predictions are shown in the inset of Fig 7.2.
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The emergence of a maximum beyond a critical interaction strength is reproduced, resulting
from the competition between the non-linear increase of the gap at the entrance and exit of
the QPC and the opening of the conduction channels in the QPC.
The validity of this model is limited, since the quasi-particles are assumed to propagate
ballistically. Yet, in the one-dimensional QPC region we expect scattering to be strongly
enhanced, especially for moderate gate potentials where densities are low [Ols98]. We propose
that the anomalously low Gσ , compared to the model, is due to scattering events in the QPC.
The spin of an excitation injected in the QPC will be exchanged by random scattering events
in the channel leading to an excitation of random spin in the QPC, and a corresponding
suppression of Gσ by a factor of two (see also section 7.3.4 below). A possible series resistance
from the 2D region is negligibly small (appendix E.2.2).

7.3.2. Particle conductance
Contrary to Gσ , GN is expected to be robust against collisions, since they conserve momentum. Yet, we find interactions to have large effects on GN . We first measure GN as a function
of νx for Vg = 0.42 µK. Curves measured for several interaction strengths are shown in Fig.
7.3a. For the weakest interaction strength 1/kF,res a = −2.1, GN shows a distinct plateau
at 1/h in agreement with the Landauer picture. For the tightest horizontal confinement,
νx = 23.2 kHz, the QPC is almost pinched off, while when reducing νx below 8 kHz, several
transverse modes with closely spaced energies get populated and the conductance increases
accordingly fast.
For interaction strengths −2.1 < 1/kF,res a < −0.5, the conductance plateau remains visible. The height of the plateau continuously increases from the universal value to ∼ 4/h for
1/(kF,res a) = −0.5. A similar observation is made for varying Vg at fixed νx = 23.2 kHz, as
shown in Fig. 7.3b. There again, plateaux with conductances higher than 1/h are observed
for interaction strengths 1/(kF,res a) < −1.3. As interactions are further increased towards
the unitary regime (−0.5 < 1/(kF,res a) ≤ 0 for Fig. 7.3a and c, −1.3 < 1/(kF,res a) ≤ 0 for
Fig. 7.3b and d), no conductance plateaux can be distinguished any more, and GN increases
continuously from zero to large values. Contrary to variations of νx , variations of Vg change
the density at the entrance and exit of the QPC, causing the disappearance of the plateau
already at a lower value of the interaction strength.
The entire crossover from quantized conductance of weakly interacting atoms to its breakdown for strong interactions is mapped in Fig. 7.3c for fixed Vg and varying νx , and in Fig.
7.3d for fixed νx and varying Vg . The latter demonstrates most clearly that the conductance plateau, discernible as green area, shrinks gradually when the interaction strength is
increased from 1/(kF,res a) < −2 to 1/(kF,res a) < −1. In this regime the plateau width is well
predicted by a mean-field model accounting for intra- and inter-mode attraction in the QPC
(see appendix E.1). Furthermore, we observe little difference between the unitary and the
strongly repulsive interactions in the experimentally accessible region, 0 < 1/kF,res a < 0.5,
where the reservoirs form a condensate of molecules [Gio08].
In the strongly interacting regime (deep purple regions in Fig. 7.3c and d), deviations from
a linear response to the bias are observed [Jen14, Lab15], see section 7.3.5 below. This is in
agreement with the measurements for a QPC in a unitary superfluid presented in chapter 8.
Indeed, for the temperature imposed by the reservoirs, increasing Vg or the interactions
leads to the onset of superfluidity in the minima of the effective potential (see Fig. 7.1c),
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Figure 7.3.: Particle conductance of the attractively interacting Fermi gas. a,
Particle conductance GN as a function of the horizontal confinement frequency νx of the
QPC, at fixed gate potential Vg = 0.42 µK; and b, as a function of the gate potential Vg
at fixed confinement frequency νx = 23.2kHz, for different interaction strengths 1/(kF,res a)
in the reservoirs. The solid lines are theoretical predictions for 1/(kF,res a) = 2.1 and 1.9
respectively, based on the Landauer formula including mean-field attraction (Methods). Each
data point represents the mean over 5 measurements and error bars indicate one standard
deviation. c, and d, Two-dimensional colour plot of GN as a function of interaction strength
1/(kF,res a) and horizontal confinement (c) or gate potential (d). Both plots contain the cuts
of (a) and (b) (grey dotted lines), and an estimation of the local superfluid transition at the
QPC exits (black dashed line).

i.e. at the entrance and exit of the QPC. To obtain the
 critical temperature Tc at those
points we use the state-of-the-art calculation of Tc /T̃F 1/(k̃F a) [Hau07] in local density
approximation, with kB T̃F = ~2 k̃F2 /(2m) = ~2 (6π 2 n)2/3 /(2m) being the Fermi energy of a
homogeneous gas1 with density n. We estimate n at the entrance and exit of the QPC from
the trap geometry and the equation of state of the low-temperature, tunable Fermi gas (see
section 7.4 below). The resulting critical line is displayed in Fig. 7.2b, 7.3c and d. It closely
tracks the maxima of the spin conductance in Fig. 7.2b, as well as the disappearance of the
conductance plateaux in Fig. 7.3.

1

In this chapter, for clarity, we put a tilde above quantities of the uniform gas.
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Figure 7.4.: Particle and spin conductances in the single mode regime. GN (closed
circles) and Gσ (open triangles, every second error bar displayed) for various interaction
strengths are presented as a function of the reduced temperature T /Tc , which varies due to
the dependence of Tc on density and scattering length. Blue data points are obtained from
the measurements shown in Fig. 7.2 and Figs. 7.3b, d, for Vg = 0.64µK and νx = 23.2 kHz.
Red data points are obtained from the measurements shown in Figs. 7.3a, c, for Vg = 0.42µK
and νx = 14.5 kHz. GN tends to the conductance quantum 1/h (horizontal dash-dotted line)
for weak interactions (T /Tc  1). Error bars contain statistical and systematic errors.

7.3.3. Conductances in the single mode regime
We now focus on the conductances in the single mode regime where universal quantization
is observed for weak interactions. For this purpose, we display in Fig. 7.4 the conductances
measured at the center of the plateaux as a function of T /Tc . They are extracted from Fig.
7.3c for fixed νx = 14.5 kHz and from Fig. 7.3d for fixed Vg = 0.64µK. We observe that the
resulting conductances now coincide within error bars. This demonstrates that T /Tc is a key
control parameter of the transition, despite the fact that the two data sets correspond to
different geometries in the single mode regime. Simultaneously, the drop of spin conductance
manifests the strong link between pairing and superfluidity.
The regime of non-universal quantization extends to far above the superfluid transition,
suggesting a breakdown of Fermi liquid description even for the normal phase of the gas.
A possible interpretation is the presence of strong superfluid fluctuations, due to the large
critical region around the superfluid transition [Tay09, Deb15]. The Luttinger liquid in one
dimension with attractive interactions in the leads provides an explicit model with large
fluctuations, known to have an enhanced conductance [Mas95b, Pon95, Saf95]. Another possibility are preformed pairs above Tc , that could form in the contact region and open another
bosonic transport channel with increasing interactions. Evidence for such non-Fermi liquid
behaviour in the BEC-BCS crossover was found using photoemission spectroscopy [Sag15],
in contrast to results based on the equation of state [Nas11, Ku12]. Quantized super currents
above Tc could explain the persistence of a plateau even in the superfluid phase [Bee91].
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7.3.4. More on spin conductance
Spin drag
For a mixture of two interacting spin components, the currents for individual spin components
are given within linear response by
(
I↑ = G↑ ∆µ↑ + Γ∆µ↓
(7.2)
I↓ = Γ∆µ↑ + G↓ ∆µ↓
where Iσ is the current of spin σ atoms and Γ is a coefficient describing spin drag [Fle01]. In
particular, the previous relations yield


Γ2
Γ
I↑ = G↑ −
∆µ↑ +
I↓
(7.3)
G↓
G↓
The quantity Γ/G↓ can thus be interpreted as the fraction of particles of spin ↑ ’dragged’ by
the flow of particles of spin ↓.
In the absence of a global spin polarization we have G↑ = G↓ ≡ G, and Eqn. (7.2) is
diagonalized in the particle-spin basis. We obtain
(
IN = 21 (I↑ + I↓ ) = GN ∆µ
(7.4)
Iσ = 21 (I↑ − I↓ ) = Gσ ∆b,
with

(
GN = G + Γ
Gσ = G − Γ.

(7.5)

Γ
N −Gσ
We characterize the spin drag by the ratio r = G
GN +Gσ = G . In the non-interacting regime,
Γ is zero and so is r, while for a maximally correlated flow, Gσ is zero and r = 1. Note that
for magnetic insulators such as produced with repulsive Fermions in optical lattices, r would
be close to −1.
We use the data of Fig. 7.2b and Fig. 7.3d to extract r. The result is plotted as a function
of interaction strength and gate potential in Fig. 7.5. In the regime of high gate potential
and strong interactions, r is equal to one: the spin channel is entirely closed by pairing
and particle transport proceeds only via singlet pairs. For weaker interactions or lower gate
potentials, r decreases to about 0.3 but remains significantly larger than zero. The non-zero
value of r illustrates the fact that contrary to the particle transport, spin transport turns
diffusive and is reduced by interparticle scattering, as collisions transfer momentum between
the two spin components. In one-dimensional systems, this process is responsible for spincharge separation.

Quantized spin conductance
To investigate whether the change in slope observed in Fig. 7.2a for the weakest interaction
strength indicates a spin conductance plateau, we measure Gσ as a function of νx for fixed
Vg = 0.42 µK, which is the counterpart of the particle conductance measurements presented
in Fig. 7.3a and c. The interaction strength is set to 1/kF,res a = −1.9, corresponding to a
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as a function of gate potential Vg and interaction strength in the reservoirs. Points where
GN < 0.05/h, corresponding to a pinched-off QPC, are not shown. The dashed line indicates
the expected superfluid transition.

magnetic field of 885 G and a = −2894 a0 . The results are shown in Fig. 7.6. We indeed
observe a plateau at Gσ ' 0.5, in agreement with the data of Fig. 7.2a. As already indicated
above a simple explanation could be that scattering inside the QPC leads to random momentum exchange between ↑ and ↓ particles, which gives an incident spin excitation a probability
of 50% to exit on the other side with the same spin. A rough estimate of the transmission
coefficient for the scattering of two particles in a 1D waveguide [Ols98] yields a value < 0.9
for particles with an energy 0.5hνz . Hence multiple scattering due to the finite length of the
QPC (1/e width of 11.2(6) µm, n1D ' 1 µm−1 ) could lead to a complete loss of the initial
momentum. The fact that the transmission increases continuously from zero to < 0.9 [Ols98]
as the longitudinal momentum of the particles in the QPC increases upon its opening could
also explain why the plateau is reached more slowly than the corresponding plateau in the
particle conductance, see Fig. 7.3a. An explanation of the reduced spin conductance in terms
of a possible series resistance due to diffusive spin transport in the 2D region seems unlikely
based on an estimate presented in appendix E.2.2.

7.3.5. More on particle conductance
Mean field shift of the plateau width
For the data set of Fig. 7.3c and d we extract the plateau width of those conductance curves,
for which we observe clear plateaux or a remaining bending of the curve, i.e. for interaction
strengths 1/(kF,res a) ≤ −0.9. We do so by fitting the sum of two sigmoid functions having equal steepness and amplitude. Fig. 7.7 shows the fitted plateau widths as a function of
1/(kF,res a) and 1/a. The data point to the very left is extracted from a reference measurement
using a weakly interacting Fermi gas prepared on the other side of the Feshbach resonance
at a magnetic field of 491 G, where a = −601 a0 . The data is in good agreement with a
mean-field model of the QPC (solid line in Fig. 7.7), which is presented in appendix E.1.
It includes intra- and inter-mode interactions to determine the occupation of the transverse
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Figure 7.6.: Quantized spin conductance. Spin conductance Gσ as a function of horizontal confinement for weak attractive interactions, 1/kF,res a = −1.9. Each data point is the
mean of 10 measurements and error bars indicate one standard deviation.

modes in a self-consistent manner. The conductance is then calculated using the Landauer
formula and the resulting theory curves are fitted with the same sigmoid fit function as the
data. Attraction between particles of the ground state and the first excited mode leads to an
occupation of the latter at an already lower gate potential, and thus to a decreased plateau
width. Intra-mode interactions on the other hand increase the steepness of the conductance
rise to the plateau values. This effect however is rather small and not resolved in our measurements.

Non-linear response of particle currents in the superfluid regime
For a fixed gate potential and horizontal confinement, Vg = 0.67 µK and νx = 23.2 kHz,
corresponding to the center of the conductance plateaux of Fig. 7.3b and d, we measure the
decay of the initial particle imbalance as a function of time. A linear relation between the
current and the chemical potential bias implies an exponential decay, like for the discharge
of a capacitor in a RC circuit. Deviations from exponential behaviour signal a breakdown of
linear response and appear in the deep superfluid regime.
Extended Data Fig. 7.8a shows a set of experimental decay curves, together with an exponential least-square fit. For a wide range of interaction strengths, 1/(kF,res a) < −0.5, the
data is adequately fitted by an exponential. For stronger interactions, systematic deviations
from an exponential appear, as studied in detail in chapter 8 for a unitary superfluid.
We assess the quality of the exponential fit using the reduced χ2 obtained from the least
square method. Extended Data Fig. 7.8b presents the evolution of χ2 as a function of interaction strength. It shows a sharp increase for 1/(kF,res a) > −0.5, which coincides with the
transition to the deep purple region in Fig. 7.3d.
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a

b

Figure 7.8.: Time evolution of the particle number imbalance. a, Relative imbalance
between the two reservoirs as a function of time for various values of the interaction strength
1/(kF,res a) in the reservoirs. The horizontal confinement and the gate potential were set to
νx = 23.2 kHz and Vg = 0.64 µK respectively, corresponding to the center of the conductance
plateaux in Fig. 7.3b and d. Solid lines are exponential fits. b, Fit error χ2 as a function of
interaction strength. The sharp rise at 1/(kF,res a) ∼ −0.7 indicates the onset of non-linear
current-bias characteristics in the strongly interacting regime.
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7.4. Experimental details and data analysis
7.4.1. Thermodynamics of the reservoirs
In this section we outline how we compute the interaction dependent chemical potentials µ↑
and µ↓ , the compressibility κ (called C in the previous chapters) and the spin bias ∆b along
the BCS-BEC crossover. We do so by using the zero temperature pressure equation of state
(EoS) of the two component, homogeneous Fermi gas [Nav10], which can be written as
µ↓
~
P(µ↑ , µ↓ , a) = P0 (µ↑ ) · h(δ = p
,η =
)
µ↑
2M µ↑ a
with
1
P0 =
15π 2



2m
~2

3/2

(7.6)

µ5/2

(7.7)

the pressure of an ideal single component Fermi gas, µ↑ and µ↓ < µ↑ the chemical potentials
of the two spin components, and h a function taking into account interactions and population
imbalance. The latter was measured in [Nav10] and we use their data to extract all relevant
thermodynamic quantities2 .
Integrating the pressure over the trap provides a thermodynamic potential
Z
Ptrap = d~r P(µ↑ − V (~r), µ↓ − V (~r), a)ϑ(µ↑ − V (~r)) ,
(7.8)
with V (~r) the known trapping potential (including the QPC region) and ϑ the Heaviside
function. The particle number N and the magnetization M in a single reservoir are then
given by


1 ∂Ptrap
N = N↑ + N↓ =
,
2
∂µ
b


(7.9)
1 ∂Ptrap
,
M = N↑ − N↓ =
2
∂b
µ
with

µ↑ + µ↓
,
2
(7.10)
µ↑ − µ↓
.
b=
2
The factors of 1/2 in the RHS of Eqn. (7.9) arise because the size of the two identical reservoirs
is half of the entire cloud. Given the measured N and M , one can solve numerically for µ↑
and µ↓ , or equivalently, for µ and b.


µ=

∂2P

trap
The compressibility and spin susceptibility of a single reservoir are given by κ = 14
∂2µ
b
 2

1 ∂ Ptrap
and χ = 4
, respectively. The additional factors of 1/2 compared to Eqn. (7.9) arise
∂2b

µ

2

For the extraction of the EoS in [Nav10] the authors used a Bertsch parameter ξ = 0.41, different from
the state of the art measurement ξ = 0.370(5) [Zür13]. This discrepancy leads to an underestimation
of the chemical potential and compressibility around unitarity by ∼ 10%. Towards the BCS regime the
deviations should be less because the measured EoS along the crossover from BCS to unitarity is fitted by
a Pade-type approximant with the asymptotic limits imposed by the (correct) BCS EoS and the unitary
EoS with ξ = 0.41.
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a

b

Figure 7.9.: Particle number, Fermi energy, and chemical potential. a, Typical
particle number as a function of interaction strength for the data set corresponding to Fig.
7.3c and d. b, Fermi energy EF (black squares) and chemical potential µ (green circles) as
a function of interaction strength computed from the particle number of (a), the knowledge
of the low temperature equation of state, and the trapping potential.

because in our definitions of κ and χ we require that κ → (∂N↑(↓) /∂µ↑(↓) )b for b → 0, following the convention in cold atoms to state atom numbers and thermodynamic quantities of a
50:50 spin mixture only for a single spin component. For the determination of Gσ we use the
spin bias ∆b rather than χ (see next section 7.4.2). It is defined as ∆b = (∆µ↑ − ∆µ↓ )/2 =
[(µL,↑ − µR,↑ ) − (µL,↓ − µR,↓ )]. For a symmetric spin bias, ∆µ↑ = −∆µ↓ , as we apply it for
the spin measurements, it is given by ∆b = 2b.
Explicit numbers are provided in Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10. Fig. 7.9a shows the atom number
corresponding to Fig. 7.3d. It decreases by ∼ 5% on the BEC side due to three-body losses.
The corresponding Fermi temperature (computed from Eqn. (2.34)) and chemical potential
are shown in Fig. 7.9b as a function of 1/(kF,res a). The Fermi temperature (black squares)
decreases continuously by a maximum of ∼ 10% as the interactions are tuned from the BCS to
the BEC regime because the trapping frequency ωy changes from 2π × 33.1 Hz to 2π × 27.9 Hz
as a result of the changing magnetic field (see Eqn. (2.53)). The chemical potential (green
√
circles) experiences a decrease by a factor ∼ ξ (see Eqn. (2.45)) when going from BCS to
unitarity, and decreases further towards the BEC side [San11].
√
The corresponding compressibility is shown in Fig. 7.10a. It increases by a factor ∼ 1/ ξ
from the BCS regime to the unitary regime, and further towards the BEC side [San11]. The
spin bias ∆b, corresponding to the data set of Fig. 7.2 is plotted in Fig. 7.10b as black
squares It ranges from 0.18µ to 0.34µ for interaction strengths −2.0 ≤ 1/(kF,res a) ≤ −0.5,
corresponding to a mean value of 0.24µ, as previously stated. For the data in the unitary and
the BEC regime, where we observe no spin currents within error bars, ∆b is comparable to
µ itself. For comparison the corresponding µ is plotted as green circles.

7.4.2. Conductance extraction
The extraction of the particle conductance GN has already been described in chapter 2.6
and 6.3.3. In brief, we linearize around equilibrium the equations relating current to chemical
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a

b

Figure 7.10.: Compressibility and spin bias. a, Compressibility 2κ of the entire cloud
(two reservoirs) as a function of interaction strength for the data set corresponding to Fig.
7.3d. b, Spin bias ∆b (black squares) for the data set of Fig. 7.2. The corresponding chemical
potential µ (green circles) is plotted for comparison and is very similar to Fig. 7.9b.
d
potential bias on the one hand, IN = − 12 dt
∆N = GN ∆µ; and particle number to chemical
potential on the other hand, ∆N = κ∆µ (κ denoting the compressibility of a single reservoir
at equilibrium, for a single spin component). The temporal evolution of ∆N is then governed
by the differential equation
d
2GN
∆N = −
∆N.
(7.11)
dt
κ
The characteristic time τN of the decay is thus related to the particle conductance through

GN = κ/2τN .

(7.12)

To determine GN , we evaluate κ using the known equation of state [Nav10] as described in
the previous section, and determine τN by measuring the particle number imbalance at t = 0
and after a transport time of ttr = 2s. From the solution of Eqn. (7.11) we obtain




1
1
∆N
1
∆N
=
ln
(t = 0) −
ln
(t = ttr ) .
(7.13)
τN
ttr
N
ttr
N
In the deep superfluid regime (see section 7.3.5), where we observe deviations from linear
response, the meaning of GN as calculated through Eqn. (7.12) and (7.13) is less straightforward. Eqn. (7.13) can be rewritten as:
Z
d
∆N (t)
1
1 tr dt
=−
dt
(7.14)
τN
tr 0 ∆N (t)
Using the thermodynamic relation ∆N = κ∆µ and the definition of the current in Eqn. (7.1),
Eqn. (7.12) reads
Z
1 tr IN (t)
GN =
dt.
(7.15)
tr 0 ∆µ(t)
The estimated conductance appears as a time average of the particle current-to-bias ratio.
Assuming that IN is a concave function of ∆µ (as observed
 in chapter 8), GN is therefore a
dIN
.
lower bound for the linear conductance defined as d∆µ
∆µ=0
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The spin conductance is extracted slightly differently because a linear response relation
similar to Eqn. (7.11) cannot be established for ∆M . This is because the magnetic susceptibility χ = ∂M
∂b , which is the counterpart of κ for the spin measurements, depends in a
non-linear way on b. In particular, χ starts close to zero for low b due to the superfluid gap
(in a homogeneous system at zero temperature, χ is strictly zero below the critical polarization). We define the spin conductance as the ratio of the initial spin current to the applied
spin bias ∆b = 2b,
Iσ
Gσ =
.
(7.16)
∆b
We evaluate ∆b from the initial magnetization imbalance ∆M0 (see previous paragraph)
and determine Iσ from
Iσ = ∆M0 /(2τσ ),
(7.17)
where τσ is the time constant of the observed exponential decay of the magnetization imbalance ∆M (t). τσ is determined by measuring the relative magnetization imbalance at t = 0
and after a transport time of ttr = 4s. Similarly to Eqn. (7.13) we have




1
1
∆M
∆M
1
=
ln
ln
(t = 0) −
(t = ttr ) .
(7.18)
τσ
ttr
N
ttr
N

7.4.3. Temperature calibration
For the temperature measurement we ramp the magnetic field back to 689 Gauss, where we
can use our temperature determination of the unitary gas as introduced in chapter 4.4. For
the BCS gas, we can deduce the temperatures as they were during the transport process, by
assuming that the entropy remains constant during the magnetic field sweep to the unitary
regime for imaging. For this purpose, we evaluate the entropy from the EoS of the unitary gas
(see chapter 4.3.2, in particular Eqn. (4.30)) and set it equal to the entropy of a harmonically
trapped gas in the BCS regime, which is given by [Car04]


64kF a
SBCS = kB N π 2 T /TF × 1 +
(7.19)
35π 2
Temperatures extracted this way are shown in Fig. 7.11a. The solid black line is obtained
from Eqn. (7.19) using the extracted entropy S/N kB = 1.17(15) of the unitary gas. It corresponds to T /TF = 0.17(1) indicated by the black square in the graph. Since Eqn. (7.19)
contains interaction effects only to lowest order, we linearly interpolate the temperature for
interaction strengths −1.1 ≤ 1/(kF,res a) ≤ 0 (green dashed line) between the prediction of
Eqn. (7.19) for 1/(kF,res a) = −1.1 and the measured value at unitarity. Here, the upper limit
of the validity range of Eqn. (7.19), −∞ ≤ 1/(kF,res a) < −1.1, has been chosen such that
the equation predicts a value of T /TF which is maximally by 20% larger than its value for
1/(kF,res a) → −∞.
Black crosses mark the interaction strengths that have been sampled in the measurements.
The adiabatic sweep from the unitary regime to the BCS regime reduces T /TF by ∼ 25% at
the weakest value of the interaction strength achieved in the BCS regime in our experiment,
1/(kF a) ' −2.0. For 1/(kF a) ' −1.9 the temperature was independently estimated from a
degenerate Fermi gas fit to the 2D density profile which was obtained by keeping the magnetic
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Figure 7.11.: Temperature estimate from the BCS to the unitary regime. a, Solid
black line: Prediction of Eqn. (7.19) based on the extracted entropy S/N kB = 1.17(15)
of the unitary gas, corresponding to T /TF = 0.17(1) indicated by the black square in the
graph. Dashed green line: linear interpolation between the BCS prediction and the unitary
regime (see text). Black crosses: T /TF of the sampled interaction strengths. Blue crosses:
same as black crosses, but with an amount of off-resonant heating from the dipole trap
subtracted, which occurs between the middle of the transport process and the imaging. b,
Ratio of temperature to the local Fermi temperature T̃F as a function of the local interaction
strength 1/(k̃F a) (see text). Blue crosses correspond to the local T /T̃F and k̃F at the trap
center in the absence of the QPC, and are obtained from the blue crosses in subpanel a,.
Orange crosses correspond to the local T /T̃F and k̃F at entrance and exit of the QPC for
the parameters for which the center of the conductance plateau in Fig. 7.3b is reached.
The dashed black line is the ratio of critical temperature to Fermi temperature predicted
by [Hau07], and the dash-dotted line corresponds to BCS theory with Gorkov and MelikBarkhudarov corrections.

field for imaging at the same value as for the transport process. It yields T /TF = 0.13(2) in
perfect agreement with the value deduced from the entropy of the unitary gas.
The temperatures stated so far correspond to the temperatures at the end of the experimental sequence where the absorption pictures are taken. Since in our experimental sequence
some time elapses between the transport process and the imaging, we have to correct those
temperatures for heating occurring in this time interval in order to get the actual temperatures during the transport process. By measuring the temperatures for different hold times
in the dipole trap we find that the observed temperature increase with increasing hold time
corresponds to the expected off-resonant heating from the dipole trap. For the measurements
presented here, the transport time, i.e. the time over which particles can flow between the
two reservoirs, is 2 s and the images are taken 2.2 s after the stop of the transport process. We
hence subtract a temperature ∆T = r × 3 s + 1 nK ' 8 nK from the measured temperatures
to get the temperature at the middle of the transport process. Here r = 2.3 nK/s is the
heating rate in the decompressed dipole trap during transport (P=150 mW) and the additional 1 nK results from the recompression of the dipole trap to P=800 mW. The resulting
temperatures as a function of interaction strength are plotted as blue crosses in Fig. 7.11.
The corresponding absolute temperatures are shown in the inset.
Since predictions for the critical temperature in the regime between BCS and unitarity are
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usually made for uniform gases, we convert T /TF into T /T̃F and 1/(kF,res a) into 1/(k̃F a) (see
Eqn. (2.33) and section 7.3.2). For their computation we need to know the density at the trap
center (in the absence of the QPC), which we estimate from the known zero temperature
EoS (see section 7.4.1). The resulting values are plotted as blue crosses in Fig.7.11b as a
function of 1/(k̃F a). Compared to Fig.7.11a these temperatures are shifted towards lower
values because T̃F increases with density, which increases due to attractive interactions.
We now turn to the local T /T̃F and k̃F at entrance and exit of the QPC. We obtain them
by calculating the local density at those points, using the known effective potential and
the equation of state. Orange crosses show these values for the parameters for which the
center of the conductance plateau is reached in Fig. 7.3b and d, i.e. for Vg = 0.64 µK and
νx = 23.2 kHz. Note that in the evaluation of the density, we account for the zero-point energy
of the 2D confinement by subtracting hνz fz (y)/2 from the local chemical potential. While
this is correct for the weakly attractive case, this correction is probably overestimated in the
strongly interacting case [Lev15]. For the parameters for which the center of the conductance
plateau is reached in the data of Fig. 7.3a and c, i.e. for Vg = 0.42 µK and νx = 14.5 kHz, the
effective potential at entrance and exit of the QPC turns out to be close to zero, and hence
the corresponding T /T̃F and k̃F are represented by the blue crosses.
The dashed black line in Fig.7.11b is the ratio of critical temperature to Fermi temperature
as predicted by [Hau07]. The dash-dotted line is the prediction of BCS theory including the
Gorkov and Melik-Barkhudarov corrections [Pet02], Tc /T̃F = 0.28 exp[π/(2k̃F a)].
In the remaining section we show that our assumption of adiabatic sweeps from the unitary
regime to the BCS regime and back is fulfilled. For this purpose we extract the temperatures
as a function of the interaction strength during transport. Since the repulsive gate laser beam
is kept switched on during imaging in order to count the atom numbers in each reservoir separately we extract the second moment and thus the temperature of each reservoir separately
as well. The center of the trap to which the second moment is referenced is determined
from a fit to the bare cloud where the repulsive gate laser beam is not present. It differs by
∼ 12 µm from the plane where the repulsive gate laser beam separates the cloud, and has no
further importance for the experiment. As a representative example we plot in Fig. 7.12a the
determined T /TF of both reservoirs for the data set presented in Fig. 7.3a and c. For each
interaction strength we averaged the extracted temperatures over the four largest values of
νx corresponding to the situation where one of the reservoirs contains 65-70% of the total
atom number (black squares) and the other 30-35% (green circles).
First, we note that for each reservoir the temperature is constant within error bars over
the entire interaction range confirming that our magnetic field sweeps are conserving entropy.
Second, we observe that the extracted T /TF for the individual reservoirs differ by . 15%,
with the reservoir containing an excess atom number (black squares) achieving lower values
(T /TF ' 0.16) as compared to the reservoir with lower atom number where T /TF ' 0.18.
This is expected because the reservoirs are thermalized, and the absolute temperature should
be the same for both reservoirs, as we indeed observe and show in Fig. 7.12b.
In addition, we took images of the bare cigar-shaped cloud, without the repulsive gate
laser beam switched on. Also, the ramping up and down of the power of the laser beams
creating the gate potential and the QPC were disabled, but the ramping up and down of the
2D channel was kept, because it influences the overall atom number. The value of T /TF and
the absolute temperature can now be extracted by a fit to the entire cloud which reduces
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Figure 7.12.: Temperatures of the unitary gas as a function of the interaction
strength during transport. a, Ratio of temperature to Fermi temperature for the reservoir
initially containing an excess atom number (black squares) and for the reservoir initially
containing fewer atoms (green circles). For comparison, the temperature extracted from an
image of the entire cloud, where the splitting into reservoirs had not been done, is shown
for three interaction strength (blue triangles). b, absolute temperature, the color code is the
same as in (a). Each data point corresponds to the average of the extracted temperatures
over the four largest values of νx

noise compared to the fits to the single reservoirs. The results are shown as blue triangles in
Fig. 7.12a and b for three different interaction strengths and are in good agreement with the
temperature measurements of the single reservoirs.

7.4.4. Spin bias
A qualitative description of how we create a spin bias in our two-terminal set-up has already
been presented in chapter 2.6.2. Here, more details are provided.
Preparation
We start in our description from the point where an equilibrated |1i-|2i mixture has been
produced in dipole trap II (see chapter 2.3.2).
We ramp the magnetic field in 10 ms from 302 G down to 52 G, where the lowest and
second lowest hyperfine states have different magnetic moments, and apply at the same time
a magnetic field gradient along the transport axis. The ramp is chosen as fast as possible in
order to minimize losses due to p-wave Feshbach resonance of state |1i at B ' 214 G and
of state |2i at B ' 158 G. The applied magnetic field gradient exerts a force of differential
strength on the two spin states, inducing dipole oscillations with different frequencies and
different amplitudes for the two states. More precisely, at this magnetic field state |1i and
|2i have magnetic moments differing by more than a factor 2,
µm,|1i = ∂EZ,|1i /∂B ' 0.72 µB ,
µm,|2i = ∂EZ,|2i /∂B ' 0.31 µB
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with EZ,|1i(|2i) the Zeeman energy of state |1i (|2i) and µB Bohr’s magneton. Since the
confinement along the y axis is magnetic and formed by the curvature of the magnetic field
produced by the Feshbach coils, the two spin states see different potentials. In particular,
the ratio of their trapping frequencies scales as the square root of the ratio of their magnetic
moments and we have
ωy,|1i = 2π × 6.5 Hz,

ωy,|2i = 2π × 4.2 Hz.

(7.22)
(7.23)

We wait for roughly one period of the faster oscillation before we abruptly switch on an
elliptic repulsive gate laser beam separating the reservoirs [Bra13].
Next, the magnetic field is ramped to 242 G, from where we transfer all the atoms in
state |2i to state |3i using an adiabatic Landau-Zener transfer realized by increasing the
magnetic field in 200 ms to 276 G during irradiation of a radio-frequency field at a frequency
of 93.4 MHz. Last the magnetic field is ramped to 689 G, where the gas is evaporatively
cooled at the |1i-|3i Feshbach resonance after all the beams in the constriction region have
been ramped to their final values. Importantly, to keep the spin polarization in each of
the reservoirs the repulsive gate laser beam remains switched on during evaporation. This
procedure effects opposite atom number imbalances for the two states,
∆N|↑i
∆N|↓i
'−
' 0.25.
N|↑i
N|↓i

(7.24)

The final temperatures are the same as those reached when preparing a chemical potential
bias because the evaporation is equally efficient with a spin-imbalanced gas as long as the
initial polarization in the reservoirs does not exceed ∼ 90 : 10. The magnetic field is then
adiabatically ramped within 200 ms to the value at which transport should take place (see
above) and the repulsive gate potential is abruptly removed to start the transport process.
Characterization
To find out the optimum time interval during which the two spin states oscillate with different frequencies at low magnetic field, we scan this hold time and measure the resulting
imbalances for both spin states. To have a larger signal the evaporation depth is reduced
by 30%, and for clarity no magnetic field gradient to kick the atoms is applied. The results
are presented in Fig. 7.13a. We see that the relative imbalance of state |1i oscillates with a
period close to 1/(2πωy,|1i ) = 0.15 s and the imbalance of state |3i with a period compatible
with 1/(2πωy,|2i ) = 0.24 s (remember that state |2i is later transformed into state |3i). Thus,
dipole oscillations are already induced by the fast ramp-down of the magnetic field, although
no magnetic field gradient to kick the atoms has been applied. We think that the origin of
the oscillations are an axial displacement of the focus of the dipole trap from the minimum
of the magnetic trapping potential created by the Feshbach field: when the magnetic field is
lowered, the axial confinement produced by the dipole trap, which has an otherwise negligible
axial trapping frequency of 2π × 1.5 Hz at a power of 800 mW, becomes relevant and leads
to a shift of the minimum of the combined trap. Further, the oscillations are not symmetric
with respect to zero relative imbalance. This is because during the spin separation we do not
apply a magnetic field gradient to center the cloud on the repulsive gate potential. Only at
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Figure 7.13.: Creating a symmetric spin bias. a-b, relative imbalance and atom number of state |1i (black squares) and state |3i (green circles) as a function of the hold time at
a magnetic field of 52 G after the fast ramp down of the magnetic field. No magnetic field
gradient pulse is applied for this data. c-d, relative imbalance and atom number of both
states as a function of the applied magnetic field gradient strength for a fixed hold time of
0.16 s. Compared to the data shown in a and b the evaporation depth has been increased.
e-f, relative imbalance and atom number as a function of evaporation depth. The hold time
is kept fixed at 0.16 s and the strength of the magnetic field gradient has been fixed to 2.4.

a later stage, before starting the transport process, this is done. The reason is that with a
magnetic field gradient present during spin separation the created imbalances are found to
be less reproducible.
Fig. 7.13 b shows the corresponding atom number in the different states as a function of
the hold time. We observe that large (positive) imbalances for a given spin state go along
with a low total atom number of that spin state. This can be explained by considering that
a large imbalance after evaporation means that the initial imbalance has been even larger,
rendering the evaporation process less efficient. Losses due to dipole oscillations of too large
amplitude can be excluded as a possible reason because atom numbers increase again for
longer hold time.
We next fix the hold time to 0.16 s because at this value the imbalances of the two spin
states are sufficiently different, while the difference in total atom number is not very large.
The evaporation depth is increased by ∼ 30% because in general we work with an overall
lower atom number. We activate the magnetic field gradient pulse and measure the achieved
imbalances and total atom numbers as a function of the amplitude of the applied pulse.
The results, presented in Fig. 7.13c, show that this primarily affects the imbalance of state
|1i, most probably because a larger momentum is imparted on this state due to its larger
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magnetic moment at low magnetic field. Most importantly, this method allows to create a
symmetric spin bias,
∆N|1i = −∆N|3i .
(7.25)
At the same time the total atom numbers approach each other, see Fig. 7.13d.
We thus fix the magnetic field gradient pulse amplitude to ∼ 1.5 G/cm (corresponding to
three units in Fig. 7.13e) and increase the evaporation depth further. Its effect is shown in
Fig. 7.13 e. It symmetrically diminishes the absolute values of the relative imbalances because
evaporation of a partially polarized Fermi gas tends to equilibrate the spin components. The
overall atom numbers (Fig. 7.13f) are reduced accordingly and the difference between the
two spin states is less than 5%. For the measurements we usually fix the evaporation depth
such that we get initial relative imbalances of ∆N|3i /N|3i = −∆N|1i /N|1i ' 0.25 and a total
atom number in each spin state of ∼ 9 × 104 .
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8 Connecting strongly correlated superfluids by a
quantum point contact
In this chapter we study the QPC in the unitary regime. In the previous chapter we have
seen how quantized conductance gradually disappears with increasing attractive interaction
strength, but the non-linear effects observed in the deep purple regions of Fig. 7.2c and d were
not further investigated. Here, we focus on that effect in the unitary regime and study its
temperature dependence. The measurements are compared to a theoretical model provided
by our collaborators Shun Uchino and Thierry Giamarchi. The content of this chapter closely
follows our publication
D. Husmann, S. Uchino, S. Krinner, M. Lebrat, T. Giamarchi, T. Esslinger, and J.-P.
Brantut Connecting strongly correlated superfluids by a quantum point contact, to appear in
Science, arXiv:1508.00578 (2015),
in which also details of the theoretical model can be found.

8.1. Introduction
Point contacts provide simple connections between two macroscopic particle reservoirs. In
electric circuits, strong links between metals, semiconductors or superconductors have found
applications in fundamental condensed matter physics as well as in quantum information
processing. However controlling such junctions for strongly correlated materials, often exhibiting remarkable properties, has proven more elusive and largely restricted to weak tunnel
junctions. Here we study resonantly interacting Fermionic atom reservoirs connected by a
tunable, ballistic quantum point contact, finding a non-linear current-bias relation. At low
temperature, our observations agree quantitatively with a theoretical model in which the
current originates from multiple Andreev reflections. At higher temperatures, the behavior
departs from predictions based on a Fermi liquid description of the reservoirs. In addition,
in a wide contact geometry, the competition between superfluidity and thermally activated
transport leads to a conductance minimum. Our system offers a controllable platform for the
study of mesoscopic devices based on strongly interacting matter.
The effect of strong interactions between the constituents of a quantum many-body system is at the origin of several challenging questions in physics. Whilst the ground states of
strongly interacting systems are increasingly better understood [Leg06], the properties out of
equilibrium and at finite temperature often remain puzzling, as these are determined by the
excitations above the ground state. In laboratory experiments, strongly interacting systems
are found in certain materials, as well as in quantum fluids and gases [Leg06]. In solid-state
systems, a conceptually simple and clean approach to probe non-equilibrium physics is pro-
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vided by transport measurements through the well-defined geometry of a quantum point
contact (QPC) [Pos94, Sch97, Fis07]. Yet, the technical hurdles to realize a controlled QPC
between strongly correlated materials pose a big challenge. Ultra-cold atomic Fermi gases
in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance, the so-called unitary regime, provide an alternative
route to study correlated systems [Zwe12]. Similar to strongly correlated materials, superfluidity has been established at low temperature [Zwi05], but the finite-temperature properties
are only partially understood [Nas11, Ku12, Sag15].

8.2. Preparation and detection
We create a strongly interacting Fermi gas consisting of 1.7(2) × 105 6 Li atoms in each
of the two lowest hyperfine states, in a magnetic field of 832 G, where the mixture has a
broad Feshbach resonance and the interaction strength diverges. The atoms form a strongly
correlated superfluid, with a pairing gap larger than the chemical potential [Zwe12]. Typical
temperatures in the cloud are T = 100(4) nK at a chemical potential of µ = 360 nK · kB .
The setup is the same as for the experiments presented in chapter 6 and 7. Figure 8.1A gives
another impression of the cloud geometry. The transverse trapping frequencies of the QPC
are set to νx = 10.0(4) and νz = 10(3) kHz in x- and z-direction. The tunable attractive
gate potential Vg is again used to control the chemical potential and the number of channels
in the QPC (see Figure 8.1A and B). Two atomic clouds with an atom number difference
∆N are prepared in the two reservoirs, while blocking transport through the QPC with a
repulsive laser beam. This results in a chemical potential difference between the two reservoirs
∆µ = f (∆N, T /TF ), where the function f is derived from the equation of state of the trapped
unitary Fermi gas, see chapter 4.3.
The QPC is then opened and ∆N is measured as a function of time t. Figure 8.2A presents
this evolution for various strengths of the gate potential. We observe that the atom number
imbalance decays from its initial value to zero over a time scale of 0.5 to 1.5s. The shape
of the decay curves clearly deviates from an exponential and is a direct manifestation of a
non-linear relation between ∆N and the atom current.

8.3. Non-linear current bias characteristics
We extract the numerical derivative of these data, yielding the instantaneous current as a
function of ∆µ, as shown in Figure 8.2B. We normalize the current and bias by the strength
of the pairing gap ∆ expected in the QPC, using the known relation of ∆ with the chemical
potential µ for the low temperature Fermi gas, ∆ = η/ξ · µ, with η = 0.44 [Sch08a] and
ξ = 0.37 [Ku12, Zür13] being the zero temperature universal pairing gap and universal
ground state energy in units of the Fermi energy, respectively.
The current-bias characteristics in Figure 8.2B are strongly non-linear for all the choices
of Vg , featuring a very strong response at low bias. The high-bias regime approaches a linear
dependence with a nonzero intercept on the current axis, marking an excess current that
depends on Vg . The current is much larger than what is observed for non-interacting atoms
[Kri15a], as observed in earlier measurements on strongly interacting atoms in multimode
channels [Sta12].
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Figure 8.1.: Concept of the experiment. (A) Schematics of the two atom reservoirs
(green) connected by a QPC. Two repulsive beams (not shown) confine the center of the
cloud in x- and z-direction, the attractive gate beam (red) propagates along z and tunes
the density in the QPC. (B) Potential landscape in the plane z = 0. Close to the QPC
the attractive gate creates areas of high density (blue). (C) Theoretical model for the QPC.
Both sites of the QPC have a defined atom number, imposing a chemical potential µL , µR
and a pairing gap ∆L ,∆R . The transparency α is an energy dependent function describing
the transmission of single particles from one site to the other. (D) Transport via multiple
Andreev reflections: the coherent tunneling of pairs allows for the creation and tunneling of
a single particle excitation (pair breaking) leading to a DC current, even for ∆µ  ∆.

To understand the origin of these features, we model the experimental system as two
superfluid reservoirs connected by a single particle hopping mechanism solely characterized
by the transparency α of the QPC [Blo82, Ave95, Cue96, Bol04, Bol05], see Fig. 8.1C for a
schematic representation. It is motivated by the large proximity effect in superfluids separated
by a ballistic normal barrier [Zag98]. Indeed, we expect a coherence length of k~vBFT ∼ 3 µm (vF
being the Fermi velocity). This is comparable to the half-width half-maximum length of the
laser beam creating the channel (3.3 µm). Thus we approximate the channel with a point-like
connection. Using a non-equilibrium Keldysh Green function technique [Kam11] with meanfield approximation we calculate the theoretical current-bias curves for our experimental
parameters. Our model excludes any finite size and geometry-dependent effects, which we
think of as absorbed in the transparency α.
Since the pairing gap and the equation of state of the unitary gas are known a priori, the
only free parameter in the model is the transparency αn for each transverse mode n of the
QPC. It is influenced by the energy of the transverse mode with respect to the chemical
potential, as well as the adiabaticity of the potential landscape connecting the QPC and the
reservoir. The solid lines in Figure 8.2B show the results with the best fits of α. For the two
lowest gate potentials we obtain good agreement with a single channel model, whereas for
higher gate potentials three channels are required, in agreement with our reference measurements with a weakly interacting Fermi gas [Kri15a]. We typically obtain α > 0.99 for the
single mode case. In the three channel case one of the transparencies is typically decreased
to α ' 0.97, see inset of Fig. 8.2B.
The agreement between theory and experiment clarifies the microscopic origin of the current. Due to the strongly interacting nature of the system, we have ∆µ  ∆. In this regime,
a current flow is allowed via multiple coherent reflections of quasiparticles between superconducting reservoirs, i.e., multiple Andreev reflections, illustrated in Figure 8.1D [Ave95]. The
gap for a single particle transfer can be bridged by the simultaneous, coherent transfer of n
pairs if n∆µ > 2∆, with a probability of order α2n . As is seen in Figure 8.2B, the drop of
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A

Figure 8.2: Non-linear characteristic of the QPC. (A) Time evolution
of the particle imbalance ∆N/N for gate
potentials Vg =341 nK (filled circle),
443 nK (open square), 544 nK (filled
triangle), 645 nK (open diamond) and
747 nK (filled hexagon). (B) Current-bias
characteristics normalized with respect to
the superfluid pairing gap ∆. The error
bars represent the variation of three averaged data sets. Negative values of the
current are artifacts from the numerical
derivation process. The red lines show the
result of Keldysh calculations with the
transparency α of the QPC as the only
free parameter. For clarity the curves are
shifted vertically by 4 units. Temperature
is 100(4) nK for all data sets. Inset: fitted
transparency α for the various gate potentials. Black circles refer to the lowest
mode, red diamonds refer to the next two
degenerate modes, when present.

B

current observed at low bias corresponds to ∆µ ∼ ∆(1 − α) [Ave95], where the finite transparency α suppresses the corresponding Andreev processes. The DC current should become
exponentially suppressed in the very low bias regime, which is not resolved in the experiment.
A situation different to ours occurs in tunnel junctions with much lower transparencies. There
multiple Andreev reflections lead to a succession of sharp conduction peaks at very low bias
[Ave95]. The AC Josephson current, which is induced by the energy mismatch between the
two reservoirs, adds to the DC response [Ave85, Dav02, Alb05, Ram11, LeB11, Jen14] but
averages to zero in the DC limit and is therefore not measured in the experiment.

8.4. Temperature dependence
We now investigate the current-bias relation as a function of temperature, for a fixed gate
potential Vg = 674 nK. To this end, we introduce a controlled heating of both reservoirs before the transport is started, using variable amplitude parametric heating. With this method
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Figure 8.3.: Finite-temperature transport properties.(A) Current -bias curves for
temperatures 124 nK (open circle), 135 nK (filled triangle), 145 nK (open triangle), 170 nK
(filled hexagon), 223 nK (empty diamond) and 290 nK (filled square). For better visibility
the curves have been shifted vertically by 40 units. Solid lines show best fits of the Keldysh
calculations. Dashed lines are linear fits to the low bias regime, which yields the differential
resistance R = ∆µ/I shown in (B) as a function of decreasing temperature µ/kB T . (C) Decay
time τ of the particle imbalance relaxation (open circle) obtained by fitting decay curves
with an exponential; χ2 of the corresponding exponential fits (filled diamond) as a function
of decreasing temperature µ/kB T . The gray solid line marks the superfluid transition at
µ/kB Tc = 3.56.

we explore a temperature range of 124-290 nK, from a deeply superfluid regime up to the
superfluid-to-normal transition point. We measure the decay of particle imbalance with increasing temperature and observe a crossover towards exponential decay when temperature is
above 145 nK. We extract the current-bias characteristic using the known finite-temperature
EoS of the unitary Fermi gas [Ku12]. The result is shown in Figure 8.3A. With increasing
temperature the non-linearity disappears and the current globally decreases. We interpret this
as the disappearance of the superfluid contribution to transport as temperature is raised.
From these data, the differential resistance R at low bias is estimated by fitting a line to the
low bias region of the curve. The result is presented in Fig. 8.3B, where the decrease in R is
clearly visible as temperature is decreased. We compare this to a model independent measure
of the non-linearity of the characteristic provided by the χ2 parameter of an exponential fit
to the entire decay curves. This parameter, as well as the fitted timescale τ of the exponential
decay track the measured differential resistance (Fig. 8.3C). This highlights the link between
nonlinearity, which is a high-bias property, and the drop of the low-bias differential resistance,
and confirms that the two phenomena originate from superfluidity.
While the non-linearity in the low temperature regime is captured by our mean- field model,
the model fails to reproduce the resistance at high temperature, indicating a breakdown of
the mean-field description. In particular, it predicts a resistance in the linear regime given by
the non-interacting Landauer formula, while the resistance that we measure is one order of
magnitude smaller. This constitutes an indirect evidence that the high temperature state of
the gas is not a Fermi liquid, since Fermi liquid theory leads to the Landauer formula, setting
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the upper limit for the current carried by an ideal contact. One possible explanation is the
presence of superfluid fluctuations, which are expected to be large close to TC [Liu14]. Indeed,
it is known that a one-dimensional Fermi gas held between attractively interacting leads, a
prototype of non-Fermi liquid system [Gia03], shows an enhanced conductance [Mas95b,
Saf95, Pon95].

8.5. Temperature scaling in a widened QPC
The physical picture emerging from these measurements relies on the finite-temperature
properties of the reservoirs. Some of the intrinsic physics of the channel appears when the
mode spacing in the QPC is comparable to the temperature range explored. In this situation,
several modes can be thermally populated, enhancing transport for increasing temperature
and competing with the subsequent reduction of the superfluid current. To show this, we
decrease the confinement in the QPC along the x−direction to 5 kHz and systematically
measure the current at the largest bias as a function of temperature for various gate potentials.
The results can be seen in Figure 8.4A where the current at high bias divided by the bias is
shown as a function of temperature for various gate potentials. In the linear response regime,
this current-bias-ratio reduces to the differential conductance.
For large Vg , we observe a decrease of the current with temperature over one order of
magnitude. In this superfluid-dominated regime, the pairing gap is large compared to both
temperature and level spacing in the QPC, analogous to the previous measurements. At low
Vg , the pairing gap is small and vanishes upon heating. In this channel-dominated regime,
we observe an increase of the normalised current with temperature, which we attribute to
thermal activation of transport channels in the QPC. There again, the current in the high
temperature regime is much higher than predicted by a Fermi-liquid based Landauer formula.
At equilibrium in the reservoirs, superfluidity is universally related to the local fugacity
[Ho04] thanks to the scale invariance of the unitary Fermi gas. This suggests the parameter
(µ + Vg )/kB T as a common dimensionless scale for comparing conductances at various temperatures and gate potentials. Figure 8.4B presents the normalized current as a function of
(µ + Vg )/kB T . The data sets, showing decreasing current with increasing temperature, are
all grouped in the high fugacity regime, below the expected superfluid transition point, confirming that this regime is dominated by superfluidity. Conversely, in the low fugacity regime
the current increases with temperature, corresponding to the channel dominated regime. The
crossover takes place close to the same fugacity for all the gate potentials, and is close to the
universal transition point for the unitary Fermi gas at the center of the cloud. We expect that
the exact location of the crossover, as well as the conductance at the minimum depend on
the details of the channel geometry such as its energy dependent mode spacing. In addition,
proximity effects should be reduced at high temperature and one dimensional physics could
emerge in the QPC making the results dependent on its length. Our setup, allowing for a
direct and independent control of the geometry, could be used to investigate such effects in
future experiments.
Conclusion
Quantum point contacts are very sensitive probes of the nature of the system in the leads.
We have demonstrated their use to study the dynamical properties of the finite-temperature
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Figure 8.4.: Competition between superfluidity and thermally activated transport. (A) Ratio of current to chemical potential bias as a function of temperature for various
Vg : 0 nK (open circle), 12 nK (filled triangle left), 54 nK (open hexagon), 97 nK (filled triangle up), 139 nK (open diamond), 223 nK (filled triangle down), 308 nK (open pentagon),
519 nK (filled triangle right), 942 nK (open square). Inset: Zoom into the transient region for
three selected values of Vg . (B) The same data as a function of µ/kB T . The gray solid line
marks the superfluid transition at µ/kB Tc = 3.56. Few representative error bars are shown.

Fermi gas, which remains a challenge concerning our understanding of the many-body problem. In addition, they constitute complex quantum systems where finite size, reduced dimensionality and non-equilibrium dynamics conspire to produce very rich physics.
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9 Outlook
The long-term vision for our experiment is a versatile analog quantum simulator for the
computation of transport coefficients. Towards the end of this thesis we have implemented
a new flexible method to project arbitrary, time-dependent potentials onto the 2D channel.
It should enable the study a wide range of Hamiltonians and their transport properties: the
geometry or potential landscape can be defined arbitrarily with a resolution of the Fermi
wavelength and the possibility to make those potentials time-dependent gives access to new
effective Hamiltonians, including e.g. effective magnetic fields or gauge potentials [Dal11].
From mesoscopic physics it is known that the interplay between geometry and the properties
of the Hamiltonian gives rise to a large number of interesting and technological relevant
quantum phenomena. E.g. sending electrons through a ring-shaped geometry in the presence
of a magnetic field results in Aharonov-Bohm oscillations of the current. If the ring is made
superconducting and if two Josephson weak links are included one obtains a SQUID [Cla06].
Investigating such phenomena in the presence of strong interactions, a regime difficult to
access with solid state samples, would allow to enter uncharted territory and may lead to the
discovery of new quantum phenomena. Ideally, such possible findings would create a backaction on solid state physics and material science, trying to synthesize materials showing the
new effects and turning them into applications. A prominent example of such a development
from the last decade is the field of circuit QED which is motivated from quantum optics
and cavity QED [Har06] and uses their concepts and physical insights about the strong
coupling between atoms and light. It strives towards building a universal quantum computer
[Fow12] using superconducting qubits coupled to microwave photons from a superconducting
transmission line resonator [Wal04].
In the following we introduce our new flexible projection technique and then give a few
examples of possible future experiments, which are partly based on that technology.

9.1. Projection of arbitrary, dynamic potentials
In chapter 2.5 we introduced our projection system, which allows to image structures printed
on a binary mask onto the atomic plane. Although many of those structures can be printed
on a mask, which can then be moved transverse to the optical axis to change the structure
projected on the atoms, a more flexible approach, allowing to switch dynamically between
structures without experimental realignment is desirable. This goes along with the idea of
a quantum simulator which ”computes” transport coefficients for arbitrary geometries and
interaction strengths.
We realized such a dynamic projection system during this thesis by means of a Digital
Micromirror Device (DMD), a Texas Instruments technology with principal use in high-end
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Figure 9.1.: Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) An array of 1024 × 768 micromirrors
can be used in future experiments to project arbitrary diffraction limited structures on the
2D region of our two-terminal setup.

video projectors. It consists of an array of micromirrors, each of which can be individually
addressed and set into either an ON or OFF state, corresponding to a an angle of +12° or
-12° that the mirror normal draws with the chip normal. A picture of it with a displayed
image is shown in Fig. 9.1. The specifications of the chip and further details can be found in
appendix A.4.
The DMD is placed in the back focal plane of a telephoto objective, identical to the
one of the imaging setup (chapter 2.3.3). The telephoto objective together with the upper
microscope objective forms an imaging system. The demagnification factor is 54, meaning
that one micromirror pixel corresponds to 0.2 µm×0.2 µm in the atomic plane, which is
smaller than the resolution of the imaging system. The final image is given by a convolution
of the structure displayed on the DMD and the point spread function of the imaging system.
It is also possible to place the DMD in a Fourier plane of the microscope objective. In
this case it is possible to correct aberrations [Zup13]. An efficient algorithm based on the
principle of a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor has been developed during the course of a
semester thesis [Lés14].

9.2. Many-body physics in 1D
The 0.7 anomaly
The 0.7-anomaly occurring in QPCs in semiconductor heterostructures is a puzzling feature
in the context of quantized conductance. It consists in an additional shoulder at G ∼ 0.7×1/h
in the conductance staircase, which is generally believed to be an effect of strong electronelectron interaction. Among the large variety of theories that try to explain the effect, there
are two of them which provide explicit calculations and comparison with theory: in the first
the shoulder results due to an enhanced Hartree potential barrier for the electrons, which
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has its origin in the large 1D density of states at the bottom of the lowest subband [Bau13].
The second theory explains the anomaly by a spontaneously localized state, whose spin gives
rise to a Kondo effect [Iqb13].
Besides interactions, a prerequisite to enter the strongly correlated regime is that the energy scale associated with the curvature of the QPC, ~Ωy is larger than the temperature,
or equivalently, the step width between two conductance plateaux should be determined by
tunneling instead of temperature. E.g. the width of the van Hove ridge, responsible for enhanced interaction effects in the model of [Bau13], is smeared over that energy scale. Hence
to resolve its effects the temperature should be smaller than it. In the presented experiments
we had ~Ωy /3 ' 4kB T (see table 6.1). Hence, we would need to make the QPC shorter by
at least a factor three. We estimate that a factor of five should be possible using either the
present set-up with a more tightly focused beam illuminating the mask or using the DMD
technique.
Introducing strong repulsive interactions with a Feshbach resonance causes three-body losses.
However the gas could be stabilized by adding an optical lattice. Further decompression of
the dipole trap to achieve even lower densities in the reservoirs may also help. On the other
hand the regime of large attractive interactions is readily accessible (see chapter 7). Testing
various predictions of the two theories in that case could help to validate one or the other.
The first theory in particular predicts that in the presence of a magnetic field, where the
two conductance staircases are split, the rise to the first conductance plateau is retarded
for the minority component due to the Hartree barrier created by the majority component
that already occupies the QPC. Since the relevant effect of the magnetic field is to shift the
chemical potentials of the two spin states, this situation corresponds to a spin imbalanced
Fermi gas in our case. In that case the prediction is that the rise of the conductance for the
minority component should occur either simultaneously or only little later than the one of
the majority component due to mean-field attraction.

One-dimensional superfluids
In one dimension superconductivity is inherently fragile because fluctuations are more effective in the creation of vortices (solitions in 1D). Thermally activated phase slips may occur
even at very low currents [Aru08], giving rise to a finite resistance below Tc . For very thin
wires quantum phase slips are believed to play a dominating role, rendering those wires resistive down to very low temperatures. Whether there exists a limit how thin wires can be
made without losing their superconducting state is an open question [Bez08]. In contrast to
the above requirement of a short junction or QPC, exploring this type of physics requires
long wires in order to exclude any proximity effects in the interpretation of the results. In our
set-up wires of different length and width could be projected to study mechanisms of dissipation in 1D superfluids. In particular a scaling analysis of the wire resistance as a function
of its length would be interesting.

9.3. Many-body physics in 2D
2D is a special dimension in transport experiments because conductivity and conductance
are the same. This gives rise to universal conductance values at quantum phase transitions
such as metal-insulator [Abr01] or superconductor-insulator transitions [Gol98].
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Finite size scaling
The famous scaling theory of localization [Abr79] predicts that in one and two dimensions,
single-particle states are always localized no matter how weak the disorder is. An important
question is the influence of interactions on the localized states. Whereas in 1D, localization is
fairly robust [DEr14], because the localization length is given approximately by the mean free
path of the carriers, the situation is entirely different in 2D. There, for perturbative disorder,
the localization length is exponentially large [Lee85b],
ξloc = lB exp

π
2


kF lB ,

(9.1)

where lB is the Boltzmann mean free path, i.e. the length over which the momentum loses
its memory. In fact, there is an on-going debate whether true metallic conduction in 2D
exists [Abr01]. Whereas initial experiments observed the expected effects of weak localization
[Dol79, Bis80], experiments with high-mobility Si MOSFETs observed metallic behavior at
low temperatures [Kra94] in contradiction to the scaling theory of localization. Whether the
latter experiment is as fundamental as proving that metallic conduction in 2D is possible,
e.g. due to strong electron-electron interactions, is still not resolved.
In order to determine whether a sample shows metallic or insulating behavior, the scaling of
the conductance with temperature is measured1 . A more direct way, closer to the idea of the
scaling theory of localization, is to do a finite size scaling, i.e. to measure the conductance
of a thin film as a function of its size. Such experiments are hard to carry out with solid
state samples because samples of different sizes with exactly the same amount of disorder
strength would be necessary. With our new projection technique we can at the same time
create controlled disordered potentials and clip them to any desired extent over the channel.
Studying the finite size scaling of the conductance of a disordered thin film of quantum gas
in the presence of strong interactions could bring new insights in this three decades lasting
problem.

Superfluid-insulator transition
So far we discussed metal-insulator transitions, and the influence of interactions. In the presence of a superconducting or superfluid state at low temperature the transition is replaced
by a superconductor-insulator quantum phase transition. As outlined in chapter 5 the mechanism of this transition and the nature of the insulating state are not entirely understood
and several models exist [Gan10]. In one of our experiments we found indirect evidence for
localized pairs (chapter 5.4). It would be interesting to directly measure the binding energy of
those possible pairs. This could be achieved using radio-frequency spectroscopy, and spatial
resolution could be obtained by using our high-resolution imaging system for detection. More
precisely, one would measure the fraction of atoms transferred to a previously unoccupied
hyperfine state as a function of the rf frequency. Measuring such spectra for disordered potentials of different correlation lengths could be used to find out for which parameters the
fermionic and the bosonic models apply respectively.
1

From a finite conductance it is not possible to infer metallic behavior because conducting behavior is also
observed in a situation where the localization length exceeds the size of the sample.
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Transport at quantum critical points
Transport properties of many materials can be understood in terms of long-lived quasiparticles, for which transport equations are written down. This works for systems as diverse
as metals, fractional quantum Hall states or Luttinger liquids. However, there exists a range
of quantum materials for which a quasi-particle description is not possible in the quantum
critical region of their phase diagram [Sac11b]. A quantum critical region is the region in the
phase diagram, where quantum fluctuations prevail and the system exhibits special symmetries, like scale or conformal invariance. At zero temperature it shrinks to a single point, the
so-called quantum critical point (QPC). It marks the value of the external control parameter
at which the quantum phase transition occurs, see Fig. 9.2a.
Computing the transport properties of those materials constitutes one of the most challenging tasks in modern condensed matter physics [Sac08]. A prototype example is the quantum
critical region of the superfluid to Mott insulator transition in the two-dimensional BoseHubbard model. Its quantum critical dynamics is described by a conformal field theory, and
scaling arguments predict a universal conductivity, given by the conductance quantum times
a universal function [Sac08],


1
~ω
σ(ω) = f
,
(9.2)
h
kB T
with ω the frequency by which the system is driven. Only recently has it become possible to
calculate the function f using quantum Monte Carlo and a duality between specific conformal
field theories and string theory, called AdS/CFT correspondence [Che14, Wit14].
Measuring this function would provide a first experimental test of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Our experiment could address the DC conductivity,
σ(ω = 0) =

1
F,
h

(9.3)

with
F = lim f (x) ' 0.4
x→0

(9.4)

a universal number. First experimental progress towards the connection of a 2D Hubbard
system to our reservoirs is presented in Fig. 9.2b. It shows the atomic density in a projected
optical lattice with a lattice spacing of 2.1 µm. The mean site occupation at the center of the
2D channel is ∼ 16 atoms, which drops towards the transverse edges.

9.4. Mesoscopic physics: single particle effects
Interference phenomena
In this thesis the quantization of the transverse motion has been demonstrated by the observation of quantized conductance. Quantum effects along the longitudinal direction, or
equivalently the coherence of the particle flow, are revealed in interference experiments. We
could project a Fabry-Pérot cavity, consisting of two tunneling barriers, either into the QPC
or the quantum wire. Measuring the atomic current as a function of the cavity length or a
gate potential might reveal quantum interferences. Ring geometries are possible, too. Further,
the realization of a scanning gate microscope, where the current is measured as a function of
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Figure 9.2.: Quantum criticality. a, Low temperature phase diagram of the 2D Bose
Hubbard model. The horizontal axis is the ratio of tunneling t to on-site interaction energy
U . b, Density distribution in the 2D channel in the presence of a projected optical lattice
with a spacing of 2.1 µm. The picture is obtained from absorption imaging and represents the
mean of 100 absorption pictures. The mean site occupation in the center is ∼ 16 atoms. The
saturated column density to both sides of the lattice marks the beginning of the reservoirs.

the position of a repulsive barrier is possible. It could be used to reveal interferences between
the scanning tip and the QPC [Top00] or a second tip.

Anderson localization in 2D
Once interferences have been observed, it should be possible to observe Anderson localization.
In this regime of strong localization the conductance decreases exponentially as a function of
sheet size. Anderson localization has so far been observed only in one and three dimensions.
The two-dimensional case is harder to tackle because there, the classical percolation threshold
of a speckle potential is comparably large (see our experiments) and renders a clear interpretation in terms of quantum localization more difficult. Using point-like disorder, e.g. an
arrangement of Gaussian barriers, which could be created by our DMD technique, reduces
the percolation threshold and should therefore facilitate interpretation of the experiments
[Mor15].
Even in 3D the current experiments need a thorough theoretical modeling because in the
expansion of the cloud into the disordered potential energies from zero up to the chemical
potential contribute. Studying Anderson localization in our transport geometry where only
particles at the Fermi energy contribute to the signal, provides a unique opportunity. In both
2D and 3D there are still open questions, in particular in the regime of strong disorder where
the perturbative theoretical modeling breaks down.

Adiabatic pumping
Adiabatic pumping is the transport of charges or particles without dissipation [Alt99]. The
idea is to transport charges using external potentials that are varied periodically in time,
such that the system remains always in its ground state. Of particular interest are topological charge pumps that transfer charges in a quantized fashion [Tho83]. Proposals based
on dynamic 1D optical lattices [Wan13] could be realized by projection of a time-dependent
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lattice potential making use of the high update rate of a DMD, which may reach up to 70 kHz.

9.5. Mesoscopic physics with superfluids
Based on our experiment described in chapter 8, there are several interesting possibilities for
further study. Two of them are briefly described here.

Thermo-mechanical effects
In chapter 3.5 we have observed thermoelectric effects in a weakly-interacting Fermi gas. The
presented approach could be applied to a strongly interacting superfluid Fermi gas, e.g. in
the unitary regime. There, we expect to observe thermo-mechanical effects in analogy to the
fountain effect observed in liquid helium [All38]: two superfluids are connected through a
superleak, a constriction through which only the superfluid and not the normal component
can flow. Upon heating one of them a strong superflow directed from the untouched part
to the heated parts sets in as a result of a difference in partial pressure of the superfluid,
similar to osmosis. The particular geometry of a thin capillary leads to the formation of a
fountain. Applied to cold atoms it is a priori not clear into which direction the superflow
goes and it depends on the thermodynamics of the reservoirs [Pap12, Kar12] and on the constriction between them. We expect that our QPC geometry realizes to a good approximation
a superleak. In a possible experiment we would not only monitor the particle flow but also
the entropy flow using the temperature calibration of the unitary gas developed during this
thesis.

Josephson related effects
The DC and AC Josephson effect and the related plasma oscillations and quantum selftrapping effects could so far only be observed in BECs [Cat01, Alb05, Lev07]. Our experiments
with fermionic superfluids in a 2D geometry, presented in chapter 4 and 5, correspond to the
situation of a strong link, where the healing or coherence length ξ is much smaller than
the length L of the channel. The Josephson effect, with its characteristic dependence of the
current on the sine of the phase appears in weak links, which are connections where the length
and at least one transverse dimension are of the order of ξ [Dav02]. Our experiment from
chapter 8 suggests that we can enter this regime by decreasing the transparency of the QPC
[Ave95]. A further reduction of the length L of the QPC to guarantee ξ ∼ L may be helpful.
In general, the QPC is not absolutely necessary but it avoids averaging over the transverse
trap direction which mixes superfluid and normal regions.
An intrinsic problem for the observation of the AC Josephson effect with fermionic superfluids is their large chemical potential compared to BECs. For bosons the associated
mean-field energy gives rise to a quantum self-trapping effect [Sme97], where the population
imbalance in the double-well does not decay [Alb05, Lev07]. Observing plasma oscillations,
the linear limit of the AC Josephson effect [Lev07], requires the thermalization dynamics of
the reservoirs to be faster than the oscillations. For reasonable detectable relative population
differences of ∼ 0.1 the frequency of the oscillations ∆µ/h = ∆N/(Ch), with C the compressibility of the reservoirs is already several kHz, which is much larger than our trapping
frequencies. A possibility to circumvent this problem is going to a tighter dimple trap.
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A more promising experiment might be to map the AC Josephson effect on a DC current.
From superconducting weak links it is well known that superimposing an AC driving to
an applied DC voltage yields a large DC current response whenever an integer multiple
of the driving frequency matches the Josephson frequency. This heterodyning effect was
originally observed by Shapiro (Shapiro effect or Shapiro steps), who realized the AC driving
by immersing a superconducting tunnel junction in microwave radiation [Sha63].
The fact that for the observation of the effect not even tunnel junctions are necessary [And64]
and that it has also been observed in neutral liquid 3 He [Dav02] gives hope that a similar
effect can be observed in our setup. An AC driving in our case could be achieved by an
oscillating magnetic field gradient along the transport axis.
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A.1. Lightsheet trap
In this appendix we provide a precise characterization of the beam profile of the lightsheet
trap introduced in chapter 2.4.1.

Beam characterization
In a test set-up we imaged the intensity profile of the generated TEM01 -like mode on a CCD
camera (PointGrey Flea). The imaging system is formed by two lenses, an aspheric lens of
short focal length, fasph = 18.4 or 3.1 mm, and an achromatic lens with a focal length of
200 mm, corresponding to magnification factors of 11 or 63 (measured values), which are
identical or close to the expected magnifications of 11 or 64.5 respectively. By moving the
translation stage onto which the beam-shaping optics is mounted, we obtain a series of
pictures through the focus of the lightsheet beam, shown in Fig. A.1a for the magnification
factor 11 and in Fig. A.2a for the magnification factor 63 respectively.
Both yield consistent results for the obtained waist in the focus, (wy , wz ) = (9.5(2), 30.2(1.0)) µm.
The intensity profiles in the focus are plotted in a magnified view in Fig. A.1b and Fig. A.2b,
together with a 2D fit based on Eqn. (2.62) in panel c of the two figures. The accumulated
intensity profiles and accumulated 2D fit results are traced in panels d and e for the z direction and y direction respectively. The agreement with the predicted mode shape is overall
good except for deviations in the wings, where we observe additional fringes (see A.1d). They
originate from spherical aberrations introduced by the telescope after the beam shaper and
the focusing lens, since for both cases the incident beam covers a large fraction of the clear
apertures of the involved lenses, especially along the z direction. Since the used laser light
acts as a repulsive potential for the atoms, we do not care about these fringes since no atoms
will reside there.
Contrast
To illustrate this we have replotted in Fig. A.1f and Fig. A.2f the images of panels c, but
with the dynamic range of the color scale reduced by a factor 15. It clearly demonstrates
that the zero intensity line is of good quality. For comparison we have plotted in Fig. A.2g
an image where the optics were not perfectly aligned resulting in a merging of the upper
and lower lobe of the lightsheet beam at two positions ' 20 µm away from the center. In
that case the darkness was on the per cent level and an integration of such a beam profile
in the experiment indeed resulted in a suppression of transport when trying to go to large
confinement frequencies ωz . In obtaining the low darkness profiles of panel f it turned out to
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Figure A.1.: Beam profile of the lightsheet (magnification 11). a, Beam profile of the
TEM01 -like mode through its focus, measured in a test set-up with an optical magnification
factor of 11. b, Magnified image of the focus. c, Fit to (b) based on Eqn. (2.62). d,-e,
Horizontal and vertical line sum of (b) (black line) and of (c) (green line). The blue dashed
line is a fit of a ”real” Gaussian TEM01 mode. f, Same as (b) but with dynamic range of
color scale reduced by a factor 15. g, Fitted waists through the focus. Green circles: wz
determined from a fit of a Gaussian TEM01 mode. Black squares: wz determined from a fit
of a TEM01 -like mode, Eqn. (2.62). Blue triangles: wy determined from Gaussian fit. Solid
lines are fits based on Gaussian beam propagation, Eqn. A.1.
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Figure A.2.: Beam profile of the lightsheet (magnification 63). a,-f, Same as in Fig.
A.1. g, Example of a beam profile, for which the alignment has not been optimized. The
merging of the two lobes at the sides would prohibit any transport through the channel if
implemented in the experiment.
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be essential to not only put the phase plate and focusing lens on a cage holder movable in
the plane perpendicular to the optical axis, but also one of the lenses of the telescope (the
plano-concave lens) in order to have another degree of freedom for alignment, which made
it possible to have at the same time a symmetric beam profile with the same power in both
lobes and a low darkness value1 .
Beam propagation
For the pictures taken with a magnification factor 11, we present in Fig. A.1g the fitted waists
along the z (black squares) and y (blue triangles) direction as a function of distance from
the focus. We observe that the foci along both directions are reached at different positions,
2 mm apart. This is due to astigmatism which is introduced by the focusing lens due to a too
large initial beam diameter along the z direction. However, this is of no great importance
to us and has the only consequence that instead of an aspect ratio of 2:1 we work with an
aspect ratio of 3:1 since as a working point we choose the position which yields the largest
ωz . The fact that at this position we have a slope in wy (x) does not matter because over
the small diameter of the cloud (∼ 30 µm) the change in wy (x) can be neglected. The beam
propagation can be fitted in both cases with a function
s
2

x
w(x) = w0 1 + M 2
,
(A.1)
xR
with xR = πw02 /λ the Rayleigh length and the M 2 parameter which characterizes the divergence of laser beams [Sie86]. From a fit to data points with distances x . 2 ' 2xR (shown as
solid black and blue lines in Fig. A.1g) we obtain waists w0,z = 10.3 and w0,y = 18.4(2) µm
reflecting the 2:1 aspect ratio of the initial laser beam. The M 2 parameter amounts to 1.04
for the y axis and to 0.55 for z axis. Values of M 2 < 1 are unphysical for Gaussian beams.
The reason why we obtain an unphysical value for the z axis is that the profile (2.62) is
not Gaussian along the z axis and thus a priori does not have to follow Eqn. (A.1). Using a
2D fit of the propagation invariant real TEM01 Gaussian mode we obtain larger waists for
the z axis, as represented by the green circles in Fig. A.1g. However, such a mode clearly
deviates from the profile (2.62) in the wings, which can be seen in Fig. A.1d, where we have
traced the line sum of the corresponding 2D fit as a blue dashed line. Fitting Eqn. (A.1) to
these waists (green solid line in Fig. A.1g) then yields a physical M 2 parameter of 1.1. and
w0,z = 14.8(3) µm.

A.2. Projection system
In this appendix we provide details about the high-resolution projection system introduced
in chapter 2.5.

Choice of lens
The lens that forms the projection system together with the microscope objective, is selected
such that it does not introduce aberrations. We briefly estimate the requirements on it.
1

Further complications arose when one of the mirror substrates is too tightly fixed in the mirror holder. In
that case we could not achieve the required low values for the darkness.
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Consider therefor the optical invariant of an imaging system [Mel09],
NA
s0
=
= M,
s
NA0

(A.2)

where NA, NA0 are the numerical apertures defined with respect to the two principal planes
of a generic imaging system, s, s0 are the distance between object and first principal plane and
between second principal plane and image respectively, and M is the magnification. In Eqn.
(A.2) the numerical apertures should in principle be interpreted as a property of the involved
rays and not as a lens property. Since our microscope objective has an infinite conjugate
design, s and s0 are given by the focal lengths fl and fm of lens and microscope respectively.
Assuming that we use the entire numerical aperture of the microscope, we can identify the
numerical aperture of the rays on the side of the microscope with the numerical aperture of
the microscope, NA0 = NAm . The numerical aperture on the side of the lens, NA = NAl is
to be understood as the minimum numerical aperture that the lens should have in order not
to limit the resolution of the microscope.
In choosing the magnification M = fm /fl one has to make a compromise between stability
and system size: The smaller the magnification, the more stable will be the position of the
projected image in the atomic plane if we assume it to be limited by the position stability of
the mask in the plane transverse to the optical axis. This however requires a large focal length
fl , which is at the same time the distance between object (mask) and lens. Since space on
the upper bread board, on which all the optics for beams that need to go through the upper
microscope is mounted, is limited one cannot choose it arbitrarily large. Our compromise is
fl = 200 mm, which gives M = 1/11.1. We estimate the position stability of the mask to
be . 1 µm. If e.g. we want to project a lattice with a lattice spacing of 2µm, this would
correspond to a positional drift of the lattice by less than 1/22.2 lattice sites.
The requirement on the NA of the lens is according to Eqn. (A.2) NA = NA0 × M , or in
other words, in order to make use of the full numerical aperture of the microscope one should
make sure that the lens can handle rays with f-numbers smaller than 1/2NA = 1/(2NA0 ×M ).
The minimum clear aperture CA that the lens should have is determined by the properties
of the microscope only:
!

CA ' 2NAfl ≥ 2NA0 fm ≈ 19.1 mm.

(A.3)

To be sure about this requirement we use a 2-inch diameter lens. From the requirements
concerning the NA or f-number of the lens a plano-convex singlet lens would be sufficient.
To prevent possible aberrations due to imperfect alignment we however use an achromatic
doublet lens.

Choice of light source
We tested a couple of light sources with different coherence properties in order to evaluate
their performance regarding image quality. A choice for blue-detuned (repulsive) light has
been made beforehand because there the atoms are attracted to the intensity minima of the
projected structures and therefore see less possible inhomogeneities in the created potential.
The latter arise mainly due to the overall beam profile or due to optical aberrations or due
to the nature of coherent light illumination, which e.g. leads to ringing at sharp edges. A
second reason for using repulsive light is its smaller wavelength. Since the wavelength enters
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linearly in the various criteria for the minimum resolvable distance due to diffraction, a short
wavelength is desirable. Using repulsive 532 nm light instead of e.g. 767 nm attractive light
yields a 30% better resolution.
A second consideration concerns the coherence of the light source. Despite its technical
convenience laser light has the disadvantage that due to its coherence small amplitude fluctuations in the light field at the position of the atoms are enhanced. They typically arise
from scattering at dust in the optical path or from scattering at optically rough surfaces like
the glass cell in our experiment. We therefore write the light field U at a given position in
the atomic plane as the sum of the original field, U0 eiφ0 , and a fluctuation field δU eiφ1 . The
intensity I is given by
I = |U |2 = |U0 eiφ0 + δU eiφ1 |2 = U02 + 2U0 δU cos(φ0 − φ1 ) + δU 2
p
' I0 + 2 I0 Iδ cos(∆φ),

(A.4)

where in the second line we have neglected the second order term Iδ = δU 2 . The average
intensity fluctuations in the atomic plane are obtained by an average over ∆φ and read
p
p
∆I = < (I − I0 )2 > = 2I0 Iδ .
(A.5)
Hence we face a homodyning effect: the intensity fluctuations are not proportional to Iδ but
to the geometric mean of Iδ and I0 . E.g. scattered waves in the optical path that arrive with
an intensity Iδ ∼ 10−3 in the atomic plane will cause intensity modulations on the few per
cent level.
One could avoid the homodyning problem if ∆φ in Eqn. (A.4) were not defined. This is
the case for incoherent light sources, where it averages to zero over a timescale given by the
coherence time of the light source. On the other hand we may also hope that the homodyning
effect does not play such a critical role when the scattering occurs sufficiently far away from
the atomic plane. In that case the amplitudes of the emerging spherical waves decrease as
one over the distance and have less impact in the atomic plane. For points in the atomic
plane which lose intensity due to scattering of rays, which were supposed to contribute to
the intensity in those points, the reduction is also less severe for larger distances between
scatterer and focus if we consider a converging beam, as is the case for the beam passing
through the glass cell.
As argued above, we expect the most severe effects arising from scattering events happening closest to the atomic plane. The last object in the optical path is the glass cell. Due to
the proximity of the upper microscope objective its surface is hard to clean from dust particles. Further, its surface roughness is a source of scattering events, and the absence of an
anti-reflection coated on its inner sides leads to back-reflection of a fraction of the light from
its lower surface. To find out how severe the described effects are we simulated the projection
system in a test set-up during a master thesis [Hus13]. The custom made microscope objectives of our main set-up were represented by commercial ones (Olympus RMS10X, f = 18
mm, NA=0.25), and the glass cell was simulated with a cover glass of thickness 0.5 mm. Its
distance from an imaginary atomic plane could be adjusted with a translation stage. Images
were recorded with a CCD camera (PointGrey Flea). We tested the following light sources:
(i) Narrow linewidth laser at 532 nm (L532) (Coherent Diabolo)
(ii) High-power laser diode (HPLD) (LaserComponents BLD-63-05-400-09-F-105-M)
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(iii) Superluminescent light emitting diode (SLED) (Exalos EXS0650-006-10-0M00030)
(iv) Light emitting diode (LED) (Osram OSLON SSL 80 LR CP7P)
Their coherence properties are listed in table A.1.
Quantity
λ (nm)
∆λ (nm)
lc

L532
532
6 × 10−9
∼km

HPLD
632
3
130 µm

SLED
650
6
70 µm

LED
635
30
22 µm

Description
wavelength
linewidth (FWHM)
coherence length

Table A.1.: Characteristics of the tested light sources.

For each light source the projection system is aligned and pictures of a certain structure
(depicted in Fig. A.3a) are taken as a function of the distance d between the dust covered
glass plate and the imaginary atomic plane. The variance of the intensity ∆I is computed
in a quadratic region of size 47 µm×47 µm (atomic plane). It is plotted in Fig. A.3b as a
function of d. As expected ∆I is largest for small d and decays to a constant value for
larger d, which is limited by the beam homogeneity. The most important result is that ∆I
of the narrow linewidth laser has decayed to a constant value comparable to the ones from
SLED and HPLD for d ∼ 4 mm. The intensity variations at that distance are most relevant
because it corresponds to the distance between the atoms and the inner upper surface of
our octagonal glass cell, at which the closest possible scattering events can occur. Note that
since the thickness of the glass cell is 4 mm, only dust particles farther away than 8 mm
can cause intensity variations in the atomic plane. The practical conclusion drawn from Fig.
A.3b is that we can use the convenient 532 nm laser for the projection system in the main
set-up without having to worry too much about imaging artifacts due to interferences. The
other light sources do not show a significant better performance except for the LED, which is
experimentally difficult to handle2 . The usage of the laser at 532 nm is of great convenience
because all the optics in place at the upper bread board is designed for the usage of the
wavelengths 532 nm, 671 nm, 767 nm. In particular the microscope objectives are corrected
and anti-reflection coated at those wavelengths. For the other three light sources new dichroic
optics and beam rearrangements would be necessary3 .
We now discuss in more detail the differences between the various light sources. The LED
shows the best performance because its emitted light is not only temporally incoherent but
also spatially incoherent. Surprisingly, the second best is the HPLD, although it has a smaller
coherence length than the SLED. The most probable explanation is that the HPLD is fiber
coupled using a multi-mode fiber, whereas the SLED is fiber coupled using a single-mode
fiber. Hence the multiple spatial modes exiting from the multi-mode fiber of the HPLD
probably reduce the spatial coherence.
Further, also surprisingly, there is not much difference between the SLED and the L532.
Together with the other observations this shows that it is rather spatial incoherence than
temporal incoherence that matters for our imaging set-up. This can be understood from a
2

The main problems with the LED are its large beam divergence and beam size, which in particular prevents
the usage of an AOM (Acousto Optic Modulator) for power stabilization.
3
Incoherent light sources with a wavelength centered at ∼ 532 nm and sufficient power are not readily
available.
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b
Intensity variance σ
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Figure A.3.: Comparison of different light sources in terms of image flatness. a,
Projected structure in a test set-up. The highlighted quadratic area of size 47 µm × 47 µm
is used to compute the intensity fluctuations ∆I. The picture was taken with illumination
from the narrow linewidth laser (L532). b, ∆I as a function of distance between the dust
covered glass plate and the imaginary atomic plane for the various tested light sources. For
comparison the ∆I of white light was measured using a flash light (FLASH).

Fourier optics point of view: when an image is formed this occurs in general such that in the
image plane all contributing waves have the same phase. Hence the optical path difference
∆s between a wave scattered close to the image plane and some reference wave is not so
large and typically of the order ∆s ' d2i /d, where di is the image size, i.e. the size of the
demagnified beams in our case. For the SLED we had di ∼ 400 µm, and ∆I has significantly
decayed at ∼ 2 mm. This gives ∆s = 80 µm, which is close to its coherence length. Hence we
cannot expect a significantly reduced ∆I for d . 2mm in that case.
The fact that ∆I of the L532 decays almost as fast as the SLED can be understood by
noting that the intensity pattern in the focal plane is dominated by the Fourier transform
of the dust particles. The scale of the Fourier transform increases linearly with the distance
d [Goo05] and hence the intensity variations become smoother with larger distances d. Estimating the typical size of a dust particle to 50 µm we expect that at d ∼ 2 mm its Fourier
transform, an Airy disc, extends over the full size of the analyzed region (Fig. A.3a).

Imaging of projected structures
In this section we show that the images of the projected structures, obtained with the highresolution imaging system, are rescaled copies of the light pattern in the atomic plane and
do not involve any image degradation.
We start from the light field Ua (x, y) in the atomic plane, Eqn. (2.70). It is useful to
consider the equation in Fourier space,
Ũa (kx , ky ) = h̃(kx , ky ) Ũo (Mp kx , Mp ky ) .
where the tilde indicates the Fourier transform of a field, i.e.
ZZ
Ũ (kx , ky ) =
dkx dky U (x, y) exp [−i(kx x + ky y)] ,

(A.6)

(A.7)

The function h̃ is called amplitude transfer function and is the Fourier transform of the point
spread function, which itself, in a diffraction limited system, is the Fourier transform of the
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pupil function
P (x, y) = circ

!
p
x2 + y 2
,
w

with w the radius of the exit pupil and the circular function


r<1

1
circ(r) =

1/2


0

r=1

(A.8)

(A.9)

r>1

Hence, h̃ has the same shape as the pupil function and, up to a numerical prefactor, is given
by


kx ky
.
(A.10)
h̃(kx , ky ) = P zi , zi
k
k
with zi the distance between the exit pupil and the image in the atomic plane. In our case of
an infinite conjugate microscope design we have zi = fm = w/NA. Analogous to Eqn. (A.6)
the light field in the atomic plane is related to the light field Ui cast on the CCD chip by
Ũi (kx , ky ) = h̃i (kx , ky ) Ũa (Mi kx , Mi ky ) ,

(A.11)

with


ky
kx
h̃i (kx , ky ) = P ftele , ftele
k
k
ftele
Mi =
fm

(A.12)
(A.13)

To find an expression that directly relates Ui to the original object field Uo we substitute Ũa
in Eqn. (A.11) by Eqn. (A.6), obtaining4
Ũi (kx , ky ) = h̃i (kx , ky ) h̃(Mi kx , Mi ky ) Ũo (Mp Mi kx , Mp Mi ky )
 


ky
ky
kx
kx
P fm Mi , fm Mi
Ũo (Mp Mi kx , Mp Mi ky )
= P ftele , ftele
k
k
k
k




ky
kx
ftele
ftele
2
Ũo
kx ,
ky
= P ftele , ftele
k
k
fl
fl
= h̃i (kx , ky ) Ũo (Mtot kx , Mtot ky ) ,

(A.14)

where in the last line we have used P 2 = P , and introduced the total magnification Mtot =
ftele /fl ≈ 4.9 between object (mask) plane and image plane on the CCD chip. Fourier transforming back yields the field on the CCD chip,


1
x
y
Ui (x, y) = hi (x, y) ⊗
Uo
,
,
(A.15)
Mtot
Mtot Mtot
which is the analog equation to Eqn. (2.70) for the object cast on the CCD chip instead of
on the atomic plane. From this equation it is evident that the intermediate image formed
4

In the subsequent calculations we neglect prefactors arising from magnifaction factors and Fourier transformations. One can always at the end normalize the frequency spectrum or the light field or the intensity.
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at the atomic plane does not play a role for the image cast on the CCD if the microscopes
operate at the diffraction limit. Their only effect is that they set the width of the pupil
function because their clear aperture is with ∼ 20 mm slightly smaller than the otherwise
used 1-inch optics. To make the link between Ua and Ui even clearer, we use the relation
h̃i (kx , ky ) = h̃(Mi kx , Mi ky ) in Eqn. (A.14) and obtain
Ũi (kx , ky ) = h̃(Mi kx , Mi ky ) Ũo (Mp Mi kx , Mp Mi ky ) ,
which Fourier transformed gives




1 x 1 y
x y
1
Ui (x, y) = h
,
⊗
Uo
,
.
Mi M i
Mp Mi
Mp Mi M p M i

(A.16)

(A.17)

This equation is identical to Eqn. (2.70) except for a rescaling of the coordinates. Hence, we
arrive at the important conclusion that the intensity pattern observed on the CCD chip is
a magnified copy of the intensity in the atomic plane. This demonstrates the power of the
double microscope set-up: one has direct access to the projected potentials, allowing for a
fast and precise alignment and refinements of the structures since one does not have to rely
on weak atomic signals. The limitation in the observation of the projected structures is set
by the pixel size of the CCD chip, which corresponds to 0.3 µm in the atomic plane.
For completeness, we note that Eqn. (A.15) and (A.17) hold only for coherent illumination.
For incoherent illumination the intensities between the different planes and not the fields are
related by a convolution integral [Goo05]. But since the optical transfer function OTF, the
equivalent of the amplitude transfer function h̃, is not flat one has OTF2 6= OTF and an
intermediate image will lead to a suppression of the high frequency components in the final
image.

A.3. Microscope focusing and stability
One of the experimental challenges in our experiment is to keep the position of the microscopes stable. Since we operate them at the diffraction limit their vertical position should not
move or drift by more than ∼ 1 µm during the time over which a data set is taken, which is
typically & 1h. The short-term stability is ensured with a feedback loop having a bandwidth
of ∼ 300 Hz, where strain gauges sense the position of the microscope and piezo-electric
elements act as actuators [Mül11]. This allows to compensate changes of the microscope position with respect to the breadboard on which the entire system is mounted. However if
the entire breadboard, which is mounted on four 60 cm long aluminum supports, moves with
respect to the atomic cloud or vice versa, this method fails and one has to manually reset the
set point of the microscope position. Here, we first show how we focus the upper (and the
lower) microscope on the 2D atomic sheet and then evaluate the magnitude of changes in its
position with respect to the atomic sheet when the current in the Feshbach coils is changed
to tune the interaction strength. Our focusing method relies on the fact that the laser light
creating the QPC forms a repulsive potential for the atoms. If the microscope is defocused
the contrast of the projected split gate structure is diminished, i.e. there is residual light in
the central dark line of the QPC. This creates an increased repulsive potential for the atoms
and thus reduces transport.
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a

b

Figure A.4.: Focusing the upper microscope for all interaction strengths. a, Relative imbalance measured after 2 s of transport time as a function of the position variable
of the experimental control software for four different values of the current in the Feshbach
coils during transport: 79.8, 82.8, 90.8, 110 A (from bottom to top). The conversion of the
position variable to distance is marked on the top axis. b, Same curves, but with a linear
compensation term added to the microscope position variable. The values of the current
differ slightly from those in a, and are 79.8 (black squares), 83.8 (green circles), 94 (blue
triangles up), 110 A (orange triangles down).

Fig. A.4a shows the relative imbalance, measured after 2 s of transport time, as a function
of the vertical position of the upper microscope objective for four different values of the
current in the Feshbach coils. Pronounced minima occur in the curves due to the effect
explained above, and their positions tell us where the microscope is focused for a particular
interaction strength. The constant relative imbalances of ∼ 0.33 for defocused microscope
positions corresponds to the initial imbalance showing that a defocused QPC entirely blocks
transport. Subsequently, the fact that the upper microscope can be easily focused on the
atomic plane with this method, may be used to focus the lower microscope on the upper
microscope and thus on the atomic plane: when scanning the vertical position of the lower
microscope while monitoring the projected QPC light pattern, a maximum in the contrast
of the dark central line of the QPC (corresponding to minimum residual light in the QPC)
is observed and corresponds to the focal position. This method turns out to be much easier
and faster than aligning the lower microscope by using the fluorescence signal from the 2D
sheet.
In the measurement of Fig. A.4a the current in the Feshbach coils was the inner loop and
the microscope position the outer loop. Since we know that thermal drifts occur over a time
scale of ∼ 20 min (see below), which is long compared to the inner loop period of 1min 40s
the change in focus for increasing current may have a different origin. E.g. some residual
magnetic elements in the stack of positioning stages on which the microscope objective is
mounted [Mül11] could lead to a common move of stages and microscope in the magnetic field
produced by the Feshbach coils. A vertical shift of the atomic 2D sheet is unlikely because
the opto-mechanics for the TEM01 -like laser mode is rigidly mounted some 30cm lateral to
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the axis of the coils, whereas the just mentioned positioning stages of the microscope are
aligned with the axis of the magnetic field and only at a distance of 5-10cm from the upper
Feshbach coil. In order to measure conductances as a function of interaction strength we have
to compensate for this shift. A linear fit to the extracted positions of the minima as a function
of the current in the coils yields a vertical shift per unit of current of 0.033µm/A. It is drawn
as a blue dashed line in Fig. A.5. We thus compensate this focal shift by making the set point
of the microscope position dependent on the current in the Feshbach coils. This is done by
simply adding the corresponding linear function to the variable called Micro Upper Z Pos
in the matrix of the experiment control software. When this variable is scanned again, the
minima in the relative imbalance occur now at the same value of this variable, see Fig. A.4b,
allowing us to measure the conductance as a function of interaction strength by simply setting
the right value of this variable.
Alternatively, one can take data sets of different interaction strengths in a sequential way
by focusing the microscope at one particular value of the interaction strength, measuring the
conductance as a function of the tuning parameter and then switching to the next interaction
strength. When this is done, care has to be taken to let the apparatus thermalize before
continuing the data taking after a magnetic field change. This is because the heat dissipated
in the Feshbach coils cannot entirely be lead away with the cooling water and the temperature
of the coils thus depends on the current. At a water pressure of 5bar the temperature of
the Feshbach coils typically increases by ∼ 5° C over a timescale of ∼ 20min when the
current is changed from 80A to 110A during the 4s of the transport window (the total
length of the experimental sequence is 26s). During the same time interval the position of
the upper microscope drifts by almost 5µm, as can be seen from Fig. A.5 where we have
traced the focus positions of the microscope as a function of the current in the Feshbach
coils after thermalization. This shows that the Feshbach coils are thermally coupled to the
breadboard holding the microscope, which is indeed plausible because the breadboard is
partially supported by the supports of the Feshbach coils (see chapter 2). Black and blue
data points correspond to data from different days. The shift between the two is due to a
unique shift between the microscope and the 2D atomic sheet. This occurs for example when
re-centering the TEM01 -like laser mode on the cloud because either of them has moved, or
after some work on the breadboard on which the microscope is mounted. For comparison,
the positional shift of the microscope for the previous case where the scan of the interactions
forms the inner loop is shown as a blue dashed line. As discussed above this smaller shift
is probably due to some magnetic coupling of the positioning stages of the microscope to
the magnetic field produced by the Feshbach coils, although a thermal component cannot be
ruled out neither.

A.4. Digital Micromirror Device (DMD)
As a digital micromirror device we use the DLP5500 chip with the following specifications:
 chip diagonal: 0.55”
 micromirror array: 1024 × 768 (XGA resolution)
 micromirror pitch: 10.8 µm
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Focused microscope position ( m)
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Figure A.5.: Focus dependence of the upper microsope objective on the current
in the Feshbach coils. The shown data points are obtained by fitting the minimum position of the type of curves shown in Fig. A.4. Contrary to the those focusing curves in Fig.
A.4 the focusing curves here were taken for each interaction strength separately after rethermalization of the apparatus after changing the current in the Feshbach coils. Black squares
and blue circles correspond to measurements on different days between which the distance
between the microscope and the atomic 2D sheet was subject to a unique shift (see text).
Hence only data points of a sinlge type should be compared to each other. The blue dashed
line indicates the change in focus when the apparatus has not thermalized at a particular
value of the current, and can thus be seen as a non-thermal contribution, which has most
probably a magnetic origin (see text).

 fill factor: 92%
 max. update rate: 5 kHz
 total reflection efficiency: 71%5
 damage intensity: 25 W/cm2 [Tex12]

The chip is part of the FlexLight X3-PM55 kit from Keynote Photonics and is mounted
on a satellite board (Fig. 9.1), which is connected to a controller board. The latter contains the DLPC200 chip, which is programmed using the LightCommander API from Texas
Instruments [Tex10b, Tex10a].
For illumination with coherent light the DMD acts as a blazed reflection grating [Tex08].
To concentrate as much power as possible in one diffraction order the incident angle θi has
thus to be chosen such that the specular reflection from the micromirrors at angle
θr = −θi − 24
5

(A.18)

calculated from: single pass transmission through cover plate 97%, fill factor 92%, diffraction efficiency into
blazed order 86%
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Figure A.6.: DMD as a blazed grating. a, Difference between diffraction angle θm and
specular angle θr as a function of the incident angle θi for various diffraction orders m. The
value of θi at which the curves cross the zero line (dashed line) defines the blazing angle
θi,blazing (m). b, Blazing angle θi,blazing (m) as a function of m

coincides with or is close to a diffraction maximum of order m from the underlying grating
structure, which occurs at an angle


mλ
θm = arcsin
− sin(θi ) ,
(A.19)
a
Angles are defined with respect to the chip normal and are negative on one side and positve
on the other side. To find out the incident angles θi,blazing for which θr = θm we plot the
difference θr − θm as a function of θi for various m and the used wavelength λ = 532 nm, see
Fig. A.6a. We observe that only for m = −1, −2, −3, −4, −5 this condition can be fulfilled.
The corresponding incident angles are plotted in Fig. A.6b as a function of m. However for
m = −6 the condition is almost fulfilled, in particular at an angle θi = −12, corresponding
to the convenient Littrow configuration, where incident angle and diffraction angle are equal.
Since the width of the single mirror envelope function (FWHM' 2.5) [Tex08], centered
at the specular reflection θi = θr = −12, is much larger than the difference of this angle
and θm=−6 = −12.06, we can use this configuration without having to make a compromise
concerning power.
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In Fig. B.1 we present two data sets taken under the same conditions as the data presented
in chapter 4.2 but for different interaction strengths. One data set (orange points) is taken
at a magnetic field of 738 G where the gas forms a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of about
5.6 × 104 molecules. At this magnetic field, the s-wave scattering length is a = 2864 a0 ,
corresponding to an interaction strength of 1/kF a ' 1.85 in the reservoirs. In order to estimate
the strength of interaction we assume the gas to be two-dimensional in the channel.
√ Following
reference [Blo08], the dimensionless interactionpparameter for a 2D BEC is g̃ = 8π 0.6 a/lz
where a is the 3D scattering length and lz = ~/(2mωz ) the confinement length along the
z-axis. For our parameters this yields g̃ ' 0.9, meaning that the BEC is strongly interacting.
The actual interaction strength differs from the interaction parameter due to the peculiar
nature of 2D scattering. The second data set (green points) was measured on the other side
of the Feshbach resonance at 950 G with a negative scattering length of −5068 a0 (number of
atoms per spin state ≈ 6.5 × 104 ), corresponding to an interaction strength of 1/kF a ' −0.9
in the reservoirs. Because of its higher chemical potential compared to the BEC, the BCS
gas is not two-dimensional for zero gate potential.
We analyzed the BEC and BCS data sets as presented in chapter 4.2. Fig. B.1A and B.1B
show the dimensionless resistance and the current, respectively. For comparison, the data of
the weakly interacting Fermi gas presented in the main text (in blue) are also plotted.
Both, the dimensionless resistance in Fig. B.1A and the current in Fig. B.1B show similar
features as the strongly interacting case presented in the main text of the paper. At high
gate potential the resistance is large and comparable to the weakly interacting Fermi gas.
As the gate potential is lowered the resistance decreases faster for the BEC and BCS cases
compared to the weakly interacting data. Both data sets approach r ≈ 1 for the lowest gate
potential, as the strongly interacting gas presented in the main text. Likewise this suggests
superfluid flow at the lowest gate potentials.
For the BEC case we observe two regimes: a slow decrease of resistance for higher gate
potentials, identical to that of the weakly interacting gas and a faster decrease at low gate
potentials. This fast decrease starts at a lower gate potential (0.3 µK) than for the strongly
interacting gas shown in the main text. This results from the lower chemical potential of the
BEC in the reservoirs. For the BCS case we only observe a fast decrease of resistance over
the full range of gate potentials. We interpret this as a result of the higher chemical potential
of the BCS gas.
Fig. B.1C presents the line densities for the BEC (orange) and BCS (green) case together
with the weakly interacting gas (blue). As expected, the line densities smoothly decrease
with increasing gate potential. By considering the slow variations of the line densities we can
exlude that the drop of resistance comes only from an increase of density.
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Figure B.1.: A: Dimensionless resistance for the BEC of molecules (orange) and the BCS
regime (green) as a function of gate potential, again compared to the weakly interacting
gas in blue. B: Current as a function of gate potential. The orange data points show the
current for a BEC of molecules. The green points are taken on the BCS side of the Feshbach
resonance. The blue points are for comparison and represent the weakly interacting case. C:
Line densities as a function of gate potential for BEC (orange) and BCS (green).

For completeness we show the drift velocity in Fig. B.2, with the same color code. Both data
sets show an increase of the noise in the density data which is also reflected in the large error
bars of the drift velocities, preventing a reliable extraction of the reduced thermodynamic
potential.
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Figure B.2.: Drift velocites for the BEC of molecules (orange), the BCS regime (green)
and the weakly interacting gas (blue) versus gate potential. The larger errorbars are due to
increased noise seen in the line densities.
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C.1. Supplement: Superfluidity with disorder in a thin film of quantum gas
Here we provide additional data for chapter 5.3. We present two additional interaction
strengths, corresponding to the unitary regime and the BCS regime. The data has been
taken in the same conditions as the BEC data. We present all three interaction strengths
together in order to allow for a comparison. Table C.1 summarizes the parameters.
Fig. C.1 shows the resistance and current for the three interaction strengths. The weaklyinteracting data is always plotted for comparison as grey circles. We observe that for the
unitary gas and the BCS gas, the drop in resistance compared to the weakly-interacting
Fermi gas (WIF) occurs at a larger disorder strength than for the BEC. For the unitary gas
the transition happens at V̄ ' 0.6 µK, which is ∼ 0.25 µK larger than for the BEC. This value
coincides with the amount by which the chemcial potential of the unitary gas (µuni ' 0.75 µK
is larger than the chemical potential of the BEC, µBEC ' 0.55 µK (see chapter 5.3). For the
BCS gas we expect the transition occurs at V̄ ' 0.65 µK, in agreement with the fact that we
expect a slightly larger chemical potential than for the unitary gas. The data thus suggests
the mechanism for the transition is the same in all three cases. In particular, the unitary and
the BCS data are in agreement with our measurements with a unitary gas in a disorder of
larger correlation length (chapter 5.4), where we found indirect evidence for a percolation-like
transition of pairs.
Fig. C.2 presents the dimensionless density ñ = nπσ 2 and the compressibility respectively.
The data has been processed analogous to the data of Fig. 5.6. Whereas the densities are
very similar, the differences between the interaction strengths become evident in the compressibility. It is in agreement with our expectation that for low disorder strength it should
continuously increase from the BCS to the BEC regime [San11]. For large disorder strength
they show all comparable and small, but finite values, as one would expect for a glassy state.
The density modulations shown in the inset of Fig. C.2 are computed in the same way as the
data shown in Fig. 5.7h. In agreement with our observations in chapter 5.4 they reach peak
values at roughly the disorder strength where the transition in the resistance and current
data is observed.
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Magnetic field (G)
1/(kF a)
Scattering length (a0 )
Atom number (103 )

BEC
750.7
1.0
3560
103(6)

Unitary
833.6
0
∞
125(4)

BCS
949.2
-0.6
-5190
120(7)

WIF
474.6
' −25
-150
95(7)

Dimensionless resistance r

Table C.1.: Parameters for the various interaction regimes.

104

BEC-side (a3D = 3560 a0 )

Unitary (a3D −→ ∞)

BCS-side (a3D = −5190 a0 )
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Current (atoms/s)
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104
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0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5
Disorder strength (µK)
Disorder strength (µK)
Disorder strength (µK)
Figure C.1.: Resistance and current along the BEC-BCS crossover as a function
of disorder strength. They data has been processed in the same way as the data presented
in chapter 5.
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Figure C.2.: Density and compressibility along the BEC-BCS crossover. a, Dimensionless density as a function of disorder strength. b, Compressibility as a function of
disorder strength. Inset: Variance of the density distribution.
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C.2. Supplement: Observation of a fragmented, strongly interacting Fermi
gas
In this appendix we provide details for chapter 5.4. We determine the ratio of optical resolution to the correlation length of the disorder, provide details about the percolation analysis,
and show that the binding energy of pairs is increased in a classical disordered landscape.

Observation of the potential landscape at the single impurity level
Our experimental system comprises two identical microscope objectives facing each other.
One of them is used to create the fine grained speckle pattern, and the other is used to image
both the intensity distribution of the speckle and the density of the atoms with negligible
chromatic aberrations [Zim11]. We now analyze the picture of the speckle pattern presented
in the text and used as a disordered potential, to quantify the ratio of optical resolution
to the correlation length of the disorder. To this end, we look at the central part of the
speckle pattern (30x30 µm) where the atoms reside, and plot the histogram of the intensity
distribution in all pixels of size 300x300 nm. The normalized histogram is presented in Fig.
C.3, as a function of the relative intensity I/I¯ where I¯ is the mean intensity.
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Figure C.3.: Normalized histogram of the intensity distribution of the speckle pattern
observed through the imaging system. An exponential shape of the distribution is expected
for fully resolved speckle, and the rounding observed at low values of I/I¯ can be used to
estimate the finite resolution effects. The solid blue line is the gamma distribution applicable
for partially integrated speckle (see text).

We observe an exponential distribution over three orders of magnitude for the intensity,
which is predicted for the fully developed speckle pattern [Goo07]. The effects of finite resolution of the optical system manifest themselves in the rounding of the intensity distribution
close to zero: the blurring of the speckle pattern strongly reduces the probability to observe
very low intensity regions.
By supposing that the rounding observed in Fig. C.3 is entirely due to finite resolution
effects, we obtain an upper bound of the ratio of the optical resolution area to the correlation
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area. A good approximation for the probability distribution of integrated speckle is given by
the gamma distribution [Goo07]. The position and height of the maximum in the histogram
are used to estimate the appropriate shape parameter of the gamma distribution, drawn as a
solid line in Fig. C.3. From the shape parameter we deduce a ratio of optical resolution area
to speckle correlation area of 0.11(2), where the uncertainty comes from finite sample-size
noise in the histogram. This low value confirms that our imaging system is capable to resolve
single modulations of the potential, which we are able to relate one to one to modulations in
the density profile (Fig. 5.7 in main text).
The correlation length of the speckle pattern is obtained by fitting a Gaussian to the
autocorrelation function of the speckle pattern, like in our previous works (for example
[Bra12]). This analysis neglects the effects of finite optical resolution. This correlation length
σ = 0.72 µm and the numerical aperture NA = 0.53 of our imaging system provide another
possibility to calculate the ratio of optical resolution area π(λ/2NA)2 to correlation area πσ 2 ,
yielding an expected value of 0.12, in agreement with the above estimate.

Percolation analysis
The shortest possible connecting path between the two reservoirs for a given disorder strength
and density level ñ is determined as follows: in a window of size 42 × 24µm, comprising the
full film and overlapping with the ends of the reservoirs (see figure 5.8a), we set all pixels
(size 0.6 × 0.6 µm) with density n ≥ ñ to one and all pixels with n < ñ to zero. We then
run the burning algorithm [Sta94] on this binary grid, retaining the length l of the shortest
possible path. Due to the inherent detection noise the recorded density profile is not perfectly
homogeneous even at zero disorder potential and therefore also leads to a moderate increase
in path length when ñ is increased.

Percolation analysis for a homogenous potential
We have applied the percolation analysis leading to Fig. 5.8e to the situation where the disordered potential is replaced by a homogeneous repulsive potential with a Gaussian envelope
of waists wx = wy = 18µm [Sta12]. Here the atom number was 7 × 104 and the trapping frequency of the quasi-2D confinement was 2.9 kHz. The distance L within which the algorithm
for finding the shortest path l was run, was reduced to L = 24µm to take into account the
smaller waist of the homogenous gate beam as compared to the speckle beam. Figure C.4
shows a false-color representation of the normalized path length l/L in complete analogy to
Fig. 5.8e of the main text. For the density level plotted on the x-axis we stick to the same
units as in the paper, i.e. atoms per correlation area. The potential amplitude V , plotted
normalized to µ on the vertical axis, refers to the maximum of the repulsive gate potential.
With increasing gate power the threshold density nth , marked by the interface of colored and
gray regions, decreases quickly, similar to the initial fast reduction observed in the disordered
case. This is because the repulsive gate beam continuously reduces the density in the center
of the channel. For V & µ there is no connecting path for a non-zero ñ any more because
the density in the center of the channel has been entirely depleted. This is in strong contrast
to the disordered case of Fig. 5.8e in the main text, where an additional regime of small nth
and large path lengths is observed for V̄ & µ. Note also that the normalized path lengths at
the thresholds may increase to values slightly above the expected value of one for a perfectly
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Figure C.4.: Map of normalised path length as a function of disorder strength (vertical
axis) and density level (horizontal axis).

homogeneous density profile because the recorded density profiles are not noise-free. This
residual increase up to values of 1.2 × L is the same in the case of the homogeneous gate
beam and in the case of the smooth regime of the disordered case.

Scattering and Feshbach resonances in a random potential
Consider two atoms confined to two dimensions in the presence of a random potential, with
average amplitude V̄ and correlation length σ. The classical
q frequency scale for the oscillations

V̄
in a local minimum of the random potential is Ω = σ1 m
. In analogy with optical lattices,
p
2
~
we can write ~Ω = V̄ Eσ with Eσ = mσ
2 the correlation energy, which is the counterpart
of the recoil energy in an optical lattice [Mor06].
The presence of disorder modifies the boundary conditions for the scattering problem,
by localizing the atoms. We now illustrate the effect of disorder on scattering with the
case of a classical speckle potential V̄  Eσ . Here atoms get increasingly localized in local potential minima, where the trapping potential is approximately harmonic. Let ωz be
the trap frequency along the direction perpendicular to the plane of the film, and ω1 , ω2
the local trap frequencies in the plane. On the Feshbach resonance, where the 3D scattering length diverges, the two-body binding energy of the two atoms is Eb = ~(ωz ω1 ω2 )1/3
[Bus98]. With increasing disorder strength V̄ , the trap frequencies in the plane increase and
the binding energy increases as well. In the absence of disorder, the binding energy is equal
to Eb,0 = 0.24 ~ωz [Pet01, Frö11, Som12]. In a situation where the speckle is isotropic, we
√
write ω1 ω2 = ωk = αΩ, defining α as the in-plane trap frequency in units of Ω. The binding
energy of pairs then reads


Eb
1
Eσ 2/3 1/3 2/3
=
s α ,
(C.1)
Eb,0
0.24 ~ωz

where s = V̄ /Eσ is the average disorder strength normalized to the correlation energy. We
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now estimate explicitly this effect for our experiment, where ωz = 6.1 kHz, and Eσ = h ·
3.2 kHz. We have numerically determined the statistical distribution of α in speckle patterns.
The distribution of binding energies is then computed from C.1. The results are presented in
Fig. C.5 as a function of s. The maximum value shown, s = 13, corresponds to the maximum
value of V̄ /µ ' 3.5 explored in the experiment. As expected from C.1 the mean of the
binding energy grows proportional to s1/3 . The relative width of the distribution δEb /Eb ' 1
is independent of s. Already at the validity limit s & 1 of this classical regime, Eb is larger than
twice the binding energy of the clean system, showing that the effects of disorder dominate
the pure effect of the confinement along z.
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Figure C.5.: Statistical distribution of binding energies in a thin film of cold Fermions
subject to a classical speckle potential, normalized by the binding energy in the absence of
disorder. Each vertical cut is a normalized histogram of occurrences of binding energies.

Hence, we conclude that disorder tends to increase the binding energy of pairs, despite
the fact that the pairs in a clean film are only loosely bound. In the BEC-BCS picture, this
means that a sufficiently strong disorder will always drive the gas towards the BEC regime,
and that the natural candidate for the strongly disordered gas is a Bose-glass [Gia88, Fis89].
Interestingly, disorder also introduces random fluctuations of the binding energy, reflected
in the broadening of the binding
p energy distributions. Extending the usual definition of the
2D scattering length a2D = ~2 /mEb to the disordered case, we are led to the conclusion that the gas acquires randomness in the two-body scattering itself. Models with random
interactions present some differences with respect to the usual case of random potential background [Gim05]. They have been introduced in nuclear [Joh98, Pap02] and mesoscopic physics
[Jac00], and cold atoms could allow their experimental investigation in a novel environment.
We have discussed the case of the classical speckle for simplicity, but the picture should
remain qualitatively valid if atoms get localized by quantum interference rather than by
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2

~
classical trapping. In this case, a localization energy Eξ = mξ
2 , where ξ is the localization
length, will play the role of the oscillation frequency in one minima, and at constant s we
2/3
expect an increase of the binding energy like Eξ .
Also, these effects were computed at the point where the scattering length in three dimensions diverges, but the qualitative effect of disorder on binding should remain valid for finite
but large scattering length, comparable or larger than the correlation length of the disorder.
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D.1. Timescales in the reservoirs
In this appendix we discuss the time and associated length scales relevant for the evolution
of the coupled reservoirs, as sketched in Fig. D.1
The shortest time scale is the Fermi time h/kB TF ∼ 125 µs. At this timescale the atoms
exiting the channel into the reservoirs travel a distance of the order of the Fermi wavelength.
Recent calculations in a geometry similar to our experimental configuration, where a one
dimensional channel enters a wider region, show that already after 10 × h/kB TF a steady
flow pattern establishes [Ber13]. Importantly, it was shown that this is the case in the presence
of an incoherent bath as well as in a complete micro canonical picture.
The next longer time scale is the coherence time h/kB T ∼ 1.1 ms. This time scale is about
an order of magnitude smaller than the oscillation period in the reservoirs 1/ν̄ ∼ 8.5 ms,
where ν̄ is the mean trap frequency in the reservoirs. This prevents interference patterns to
develop in the reservoirs. The dephasing of the interferences is due to thermal averaging, and
not due to inelastic scattering with phonons as can happen in solid state systems.
Since the reservoirs are three-dimensional and the trapping potential is anharmonic, it is
unlikely that trajectories will be closed, and we should rather expect complex orbits leading
to escape times much larger than the oscillation period [Gat11].
The thermalization of the incident particles from the QPC occurs at the scale of the scat1
T
tering time. It is given by τs = n̄σv
∼ 400 ms, where n̄ is the peak density at the trap
F TF
center, σ is the scattering cross section for inter particle collisions and vF is the Fermi velocity.
This timescale does not account for the finite bias, and should thus be considered as an upper
bound. Here, we are concerned about the decay of excitations above the Fermi surface and
not about a generic particle in the trap, hence the Pauli principle leads to a suppression of
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Figure D.1.: Distribution of timescales in the reservoirs. The corresponding physical
phenomena are indicated on the time line. The meanings of the different notations are defined
in the text.
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 2
scattering by a factor TTF and not TTF . This situation is similar to the case of evaporative
cooling where the exit states are empty [OHa01]. Note that this scattering is elastic, and that
the many-body evolution of the reservoir remains coherent. The inter-particle scattering ensures that the energy distribution follows Fermi-Dirac statistics. While theoretically possible,
revivals due to the coherent many-body evolution of the reservoirs should only take place
on extremely long time scales. The corresponding collision mean free path is about 12 mm,
showing that many oscillations in the reservoirs take place before collisions redistribute the
energy. This also shows that in our experiment, the decay of excitations introduced by the
transport is non-local.
The timescale for current flow corresponds to the timescale τRC of the equivalent RC
circuit. In our case, τRC ∼ 8 s for the first conductance plateau. We measure the decay of the
atom number in the reservoirs after a observation time of typically tobs = 1.5 s.
Inelastic processes take place on even longer time scales. Three-body recombinations are
strongly inhibited by the Pauli principle. All the available estimates for the loss coefficient in
the BEC-BCS crossover (with much stronger interactions than in our present work) suggest
a time scale larger than 1000 s [Du09]. Spontaneous emission in the far detuned optical
dipole trap takes place at a time scale τtrap ∼ 580 s. The attractive gate potential has a
spontaneous emission timescale τgate ∼ 63 s. Yet, only a tiny fraction of the atoms are exposed
to this potential (< 1 %), which reduces the actual probability for an atom to scatter from
this beam accordingly. The finite depth of the optical dipole trap allows in principle for
free evaporation of high energy atoms. This effect is controlled by an effective truncation
B TF
parameter η = U −k
∼ 19, which is large enough that escape of atoms can be neglected.
kB T

D.2. System size for kwant simulation
In this appendix we describe how we determine the minimal 2D system size, L × W , with L
and W the length and width in units of lattice sites along the transport direction y and along
the x direction respectively. For a 2D simulation, the computation time scales as O(N 2 ) and
we therefore seek to minimize the total number of sites N = LW a priori. All length scales
are given in units of the lattice spacing a.
The smallest length scale that appears is the harmonic oscillator length of the QPC along
the x direction, aho,QPC . We temporarily set it to a aho,QPC = 3, where we observe conductance staircases as a function of the incident energy with a width that agrees within 1% with
~ωx,QPC . This fixes all the other length scales and energy scales. Their values can be found
in table 6.2.
h
i
µ+0.5~ωx,res
For a chemical potential of µ = 370nK we expect Integer
= 40 transverse
~ωx,res
modes in the leads. The corresponding wave functions have to be sufficiently sampled such
that their energies are equi-distant. This requires a minimum width W . To determine it we
plot in Fig. D.2a the number of propagating modes in the reservoir, which can be accessed in
kwant from the size of the scattering matrix, as a function of the system width. A saturation
at the expected 40 modes occurs at W ∼ 700. For smaller system sizes the wave functions see
the hard-wall confinement from the end of the system, and thus have larger energies, which
reduces the number of modes below the chemical potential.
To determine the longitudinal size L we increase it as long until the transmission probabilities Ti , for the transmission of mode i from the left lead through the QPC to the right
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a

b

Figure D.2.: Determining the minimal system size L × W a, Number of modes in the
reservoirs as a function of the system width W . For W ≥ 700 it converges to the expected 40
modes. b, Transmission probabilities for reservoir modes i = 1..10 for various system lengths
L. The parameters set correspond to the center of the third conductance plateau, i.e. nx = 0,
nz = 2. Convergence is achieved for L & 1600.

lead, assume stationary values. The corresponding plot is shown in Fig. D.2b, from which
we determine a minimum necessary length L = 1600. A too short length L manifests itself
also in oscillations of the conductance. They are caused by a potential mismatch between
the leads and the sides of the scattering regions, which is the case when the most extended
potential, which is the semiclassical potential in our case, has not dropped to sufficiently
small values at the connections to the leads.
We now go one step back and check whether setting aho,QPC = 3 from the beginning
is justified or whether we undersample. We characterize the sampling by the number s =
√
2aho,QPC + 1 of lattice sites that lie within the 1/ e width of the Gaussian ground state wave
function. For this purpose it is sufficient to work with a smaller system size of 80 × 80 sites,
no gate potential, and no transverse harmonic confinement of the dipole trap. We compute
conductance staircases as a function of energy for various values of s, and look above which
value of s they have converged. The resulting curves are plotted in Fig. D.3. The curves agree
best for low conductance plateaux. Only for higher plateaux there are deviations because the
corresponding transverse wave functions vary faster and become undersampled. The lower
the sampling, the more are the conductance steps shifted towards lower energy. For the shown
range, the curves have converged for s = 13. Note that these conductance steps correspond
to the quantum number nx . In the experiment and the simulations presented in chapter 6.6
we have nx = 0, i.e. only the first conductance step from G=0 to G=1/h is of importance. In
that sense, s = 7 and the above choice of aho,QPC = 3 is enough. Only for the 2D simulation
of Fig. 6.12 we set s = 13 because there, a small shift of the conductance rise by a per cent
of the plateau width matters when comparing it to the 1D simulations.
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Figure D.3.: Determining the minimum sampling. Conductance staircase as a function of energy for different numbers s of sampling points (see text).
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E.1. Mean-field model of the QPC
Here we provide the details of the mean-field model used to describe the reduced plateau
width with increasing interaction strength (see section 7.3.5). As a starting point we take
two particles in the QPC at position r and r 0 , which interact via the contact potential
U (r − r 0 ) = g3D δ (3) (r − r 0 ). The corresponding field operators are denoted Ψσ1 (r) and
Ψσ2 (r 0 ), where σi ∈ {| ↑i, | ↓i}.

Interaction energy
The interaction energy due to this two-body interaction is given by
*

Eint

g3D (3)
=
d r d r
δ (r − r0 )Ψ†σ1 (r)Ψ†σ2 (r0 )Ψσ2 (r0 )Ψσ1 (r)
2
σ1 ,σ2
Z
D
E
g3D X
d3 r Ψ†σ1 (r)Ψ†σ2 (r)Ψσ2 (r)Ψσ1 (r)
=
2 σ ,σ
1 2
Z
D
ED
E
g3D X
d3 r Ψ†σ1 (r)Ψσ1 (r) Ψ†σ2 (r)Ψσ2 (r)
=
2 σ ,σ
1 2
Z
D
ED
E
g3D X
d3 r Ψ†σ1 (r)Ψσ2 (r) Ψ†σ2 (r)Ψσ1 (r) ,
−
2 σ ,σ
XZ

3

1

Z

+

3 0

(E.1)

2

D
E
where in the last step Wick’s theorem has been applied. Since Ψ†σ1 (r)Ψσ2 (r) = δσ1 σ2 nσ1 (r),
with nσ1 (r) the density of particles having spin σ1 , we have
Eint

Z
Z
g3D X
3
d r nσ1 (r)nσ2 (r) = g3D d3 r n(r)2 .
=
2

(E.2)

σ1 6=σ2

where in the last step we have used that in a spin balanced Fermi gas n|↑i (r) = n|↓i (r) = n(r).
Note that one could have guessed beforehand that the sum in eqn. (E.2) should run only over
σ1 6= σ2 because for an interaction via the delta potential the two involved particles have to
be in the same position eigenstate, implying that their spin states have to be different due
to Pauli’s exclusion principle.
In practice only a finite number of transverse modes i will be occupied and we therefore
P
decompose the density into a sum over the mode densities: n(r) = i ni (r). Here, the index
i should be understood as a super index characterizing the transverse modes (ix , iz ) of the
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QPC. We can then write
Eint = g3D

XZ

d3 r ni (r)nj (r).

(E.3)

i,j

The individual mode densities each factorize into
ni (r) = |φix (x/ax )|2 |φiz (z/az )|2 n1D,i (y)
with

φix (x/ax ) =

1
πa2x

1
4

(E.4)
2

1
− x
p
Hix (x/ax ) e 2a2x
2ix ix !

(E.5)

the normalized wave functions of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, containing
q the Hermite polynomials Hix (x) of orders ix and the harmonic oscillator lengths ax/z = ~/mωx/z
along the x and z direction respectively. Note that in principle ax/z is a function of the
longitudinal coordinate y, determined by the confinement frequencies ωx/z (y) of the QPC.
Inserting eqn. (E.5) into (E.3) we can directly carry out the integral over the transverse
directions and obtain
Z
g3D X
Eint =
ovij dy n1D,i (y)n1D,j (y),
(E.6)
ax az
i,j

where the elements of the overlap matrix ovij are dimensionless numbers and given by
Z
Z
ovij =
dx|φ̃ix (x)|2 |φ̃jx (x)|2 dz|φ̃iz (z)|2 |φ̃jz (z)|2 ,
(E.7)
p
ax/z φix,z (x).
(E.8)
φ̃ix/z (x) =

The local chemical potential
To get the local chemical potential µi (y) of mode i we write down an expression for the total
energy density. Within the local density approximation, applied only to the longitudinal
degrees of freedom, the one-dimensional energy density per spin state is given by
X
e1D,tot =
1D,i (y) + E⊥,i (y)n1D,i (y) − Vgate (y)n1D,i (y)
i

+

g3D
2ax az


X

ovij n1D,i (y)n1D,j (y) ,

(E.9)

j

with 1D,i (y) the 1D density of the longitudinal kinetic energy of mode i. Since the reservoirs
impose their chemical potential µres on the 1D constriction, we have to require
∂e1D,tot (y)
= µres
∂n1D,i (y)

(E.10)

along a central region around the QPC. In local equilibrium this relation directly delivers the
local chemical potential of mode i:
µi (y) =

X
∂e1D (y)
g3D
= µres − E⊥,i (y) + Vgate (y) −
ovij n1D,j (y)
∂n1D,i (y)
ax (y)az (y)
j
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We thus see that interactions act on the energy levels in the QPC like an additional gate
potential. The former equation is very important since µi (y = 0), which is the local chemical
potential at the position of tightest confinement, directly enters into the Landauer formula
of conductance:
X
G=
fFD [−µi (y = 0)] .
(E.12)
i

Self-consistency equations
To evaluate eqn. (E.11) the densities n1D,i have to be calculated first. This is done in a selfconsistent way using mean-field theory. The Hamiltonian describing the QPC in the adiabatic
approximation is effectively 1D, and can be written as
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥmf

X  ~2 k 2
Ĥ0 =
+ E⊥,i − Vg a†k,i ak,i
2m
k,i


D
E
X X

Ĥmf =
Uij a†k0 ,j ak0 ,j  a†k,i ak,i

(E.13)
(E.14)

k0 ,j

k,i

−

D
ED
E
1 X
Uij a†k0 ,j ak0 ,j a†k,i ak,i ,
2
0

(E.15)

k,i,k ,j

where the creation and annihilation operators, a†k,i and ak,i , are related to the field operator
of a single spin state via
Ψ(x, y, z) =

X

ψk,i (x, y, z)ak,i

(E.16)

k,i

eiky
ψk,i (x, y, z) =φix (x/ax ) φiz (z/az ) p ,
Ly
and
Uij =

(E.17)

g3D
ovij .
ax az

(E.18)

The mean-field Hamiltonian Ĥmf can be derived from the interaction part of the Hamiltonian
(per spin state)
Z
g3D X
Ĥint =
d3 r Ψ†σ1 (r)Ψ†σ2 (r)Ψσ2 (r)Ψσ1 (r).
(E.19)
4 σ ,σ
1

2

(†)

To arrive at eqn. (E.15) the field operators are expressed in terms of the ak,i operators using
eqn. (E.16), the mean-field approximation is applied, and the orthogonality of the harmonic
oscillator wave functions and of the plane waves is used. The mean occupation number of the
state (k, i) is then given by
D
E
h
i
1
Tr e−β Ĥ n̂k,i
hn̂k,i i = a†k,i ak,i =
ZG

(E.20)
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h
i
where ZG = Tr e−β(Ĥ−µres N̂ ) is the grand-canonical partition function. Taking the trace
P
and using k hn̂k,j i = n1D,j one gets


2 k2
X
~
1
hn̂k,i i = fFD 
+ E⊥,i − Vg +
Uij n1D,j − µres  ,
(E.21)
2m
2
j

with fFD (x) = 1/ [exp(βx) + 1] the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Summing eqn. (E.21) over k
and converting the sum on the RHS into an integral over energy one gets a system of coupled
equations for the mode densities n1D,i :


Z
X
1
Uij n1D,j − µres  .
(E.22)
n1D,j = d DOS1D () fFD  + E⊥,i − Vg +
2
j

For the calculation of the conductance, the p modes having a transverse energy E⊥,i <
2 × (µres + Vgate ) are preselected and the corresponding system of p coupled equations, eqn.
(E.22), is solved. The resulting densities n1D,i with i = 0, ..., p are inserted into eqn. (E.11)
to get the local chemical potentials µi , which in return determine the conductance via eqn.
(E.12).

Physical Interpretation
In this subsection a brief explanation of the physics underlying the inter-mode interaction is
given. For this purpose only the interaction between the ground-state mode i=0 (ix = 0, iz =
0) and the first excited mode i=1 (ix = 0, iz = 1) is considered. We use the notation
Ψi ≡

X
k

Ψi,k =

X
k

eiky
φix (x/ax ) φiz (z/az ) p ak,i
Ly

(E.23)

First consider the scattering of two particles where the mode number of each particle remains
unchanged. Such a collision is described by the following term:
XZ †
(E.24)
Ĥinter-mode,a = g3D
Ψ0,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ1,−σ Ψ0,σ .
σ

Here we have already used that only scattering between two different spin states is allowed.
We can therefore treat the particles involved in the scattering process as distinguishable.
Consequently the exchange term (Fock term) in the mean-field approximation is zero and we
are left only with the Hartree term:
Z 
D
E D
E
Ĥinter-mode,a,mf =g3D
Ψ†0,σ Ψ0,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ1,−σ + Ψ†0,σ Ψ0,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ1,−σ
D
ED
E
− Ψ†0,σ Ψ0,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ1,−σ
(E.25)
The second possible term describes scattering involving inter-mode transitions, i.e. the two
modes interchange a particle. It reads
Z
Ĥinter-mode,b = g3D Ψ†0,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ0,−σ Ψ1,σ .
(E.26)
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With the same argument as before, the corresponding Fock term is zero and we have
Z 
D
E D
E
Ĥinter-mode,b,mf =g3D
Ψ†0,σ Ψ1,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ0,−σ + Ψ†0,σ Ψ1,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ0,−σ
D
ED
E
− Ψ†0,σ Ψ1,σ Ψ†1,−σ Ψ0,−σ ,
(E.27)
which is obviously zero as well because the expectation values involve integrals over orthogonal wave functions. Hence, the interaction between the two modes on a mean-field level
does not involve inter-mode transitions and is solely given by eqn. (E.25). Again, this could
have been guessed beforehand by noting that a mean-field description breaks the two-body
interaction down to a single-particle picture, in which the quantum states of the single particles remain unchanged. To see the direct physical origin of Ĥinter-mode,a,mf we go back to its
original term, eqn. (E.24), which by the use of eqn. (E.16) can be written as
X †
Ĥinter-mode,a = U01
ak+q,0,σ a†k0 −q,1,−σ ak0 ,1,−σ ak,0,σ .
(E.28)
k,k0 ,q

We thus see, that this term describes particles of different transverse modes interacting
by exchange of longitudinal momentum q, while staying in the same transverse mode. The
strength of the interaction is determined by the 3D coupling constant and the spatial overlap
of the two modes. The Hamiltonian (E.15) includes precisely these terms on a mean-field
level, i.e. it takes only those scattering events into account where the momentum of each
particle is preserved (q = 0) and approximates them by single particle scattering in an
effective mean-field, neglecting correlations.

Influence of confinement-induced resonance in 1D
The derivation of the interaction energy, Eqn. (E.6), and of the self-consistency equations
(E.22), was based on the 3D delta potential as interaction potential. This is a very good
approximation for low-energy scattering in cold atomic gases, but it assumes that the asymptotic states are plane waves. Hence it does not include confinement-induced effects, which
are expected to play a role as soon as the scattering length becomes comparable to the
typical size ax/z of the transverse confinement. Even stronger, it was predicted in [Ols98,
Ber03] and experimentally confirmed in [Mor05] that the low-energy scattering of particles
confined to a 1D waveguide with transverse harmonic confinement exhibits a confinement
induced resonance for a3D ' a⊥ /1.03, where a⊥ is the harmonic oscillator length associated
with the transverse, cylindrically symmetric confinement. In our situation of a non-isotropic
confinement it is replaced by the geometric mean of the harmonic oscillator lengths along
√
both transverse directions, a⊥ → ax az . For the calculation of the mean-field interaction
energy we started from a 3D model since we are in particular concerned about inter-mode
interactions. In the limit of a single occupied mode, E  ~ωx , ~ωz , our model, apart from the
effect of the confinement induced resonance, reduces to the effective 1D two-body interaction
term U1D = g1D δ(y − y 0 ) [Ols98, Ber03, Fuc04], with the 1D coupling constant
g1D =

2~ω⊥ a3D
,
1 − Aa3D /a⊥

(E.29)

where A ' 1.0326 [Fuc04]. The denominator is due to the confinement induced resonance. If
we use Eqn. (E.6) to trace back to the associated 1D two-body interaction term we obtain a
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coupling constant
g̃1D =

√
g3D
ov00 = 2~ ωx ωz a3D = 2~ω⊥ a3D ,
ax az

(E.30)

where at the second equal sign we have used ov00 = 1/2π and g3D = 4π~2 a3D /m.
The origin of the confinement induced resonance is a bound-state in the excited state manifold
[Ber03], whose energy crosses the bare ground state energy in the waveguide at a3D ' a⊥ /1.03
and leads to resonant scattering analogous to a Feshbach resonance. Since this reasoning can
be also applied for intra-mode scattering of excited states we include the denominator of
Eqn. (E.29) in the interaction terms in Eqn. (E.11) and (E.22) for all diagonal terms. This
makes the intra-mode interaction weaker by a factor of 0.70 and a factor of 0.49 for the
weakest and strongest interaction strength shown in Fig. 7.7 respectively. For the inter-mode
interactions we do not consider any confinement related correction because to our knowledge
no such calculation exists in the literature. However, based on the following argument we
estimate that the confinement related corrections to the here studied inter-mode interactions
between the ground state and the first excited mode are smaller: for intra-mode interactions
in the ground state mode the corrections are determined by the energy separation between
the ground state continuum energy EC,g = ~ω⊥ and the absolute energy of the bound state
of the excited state manifold which is connected to its continuum at zero scattering length,
EC,e = 3~ω⊥ . Hence the separation between the two at small scattering length is 2~ωz . For
the inter-mode scattering between ground state and first excited mode we have a continuum
of scattering states starting at ẼC,g = 2~ω⊥ , and the continuum of the excited state manifold
starts at ẼC,e = 5~ω⊥ . Hence the initial separation between the two is larger from which we
deduce that the confinement induced corrections to U01 should be smaller than for U00 .

Predictions for the conductance staircase
We now calculate the conductance as a function of gate potential following the mean-field
procedure described above. The confinement is set to the values at which the experiments
were performed, νx = 23.2 kHz and νz = 9.2 kHz. Fig. E.1a shows the resulting theory curves
for attractive as well as repulsive interactions for a temperature of 20 nK, Fig. E.1b is a zoom
on the first conductance plateau of the same curves. The major effect of attractive interactions
is to decrease the plateau widths which we attribute to the inter-mode interactions. A less
pronounced effect is an increased steepness of the conductance steps which we attribute to
the intra-mode interactions. In contrast, for repulsive interactions, we observe a comparably
strong effect on the step shape: it becomes significantly shallower and for a ∼ 3000a0 we
obtain an intermediate conductance plateau at ∼ 0.25 × 1/h. The origin of it is a competition
between the gate potential which tends to increase the local density, and the intra-mode
repulsion which gets stronger with increasing density. The plateau width is increased for
obvious reasons. Fig. E.2 shows the same data as Fig. E.1 but for a temperature of 40 nK.
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Figure E.1.: Predictions of the mean-field model of the QPC I. All curves were
generated with a horizontal confinement νx = 23.2 kHz and a vertical confinement of νz =
9.2 kHz. The temperature amounts to 20 nK. The red solid line is a non-interacting reference
curve. The blue dashed lines correspond to attractive interactions, whereas the green dashed
lines correspond to repulsive interactions. The lower plot is a zoom on the first conductance
plateau of the upper plot.
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Figure E.2.: Predictions of the mean-field model of the QPC II. All curves were
generated with the same parameters as those used for E.1, except for the temperature, which
is 40 nK. The lower plot is a zoom on the first conductance plateau of the upper plot.
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E.2. Models for spin transport
E.2.1. Spin conductance in the superfluid phase
The model presented in this section has been devised together with our theory collaborator
Charles Grenier. It predicts the spin conductances shown in the inset of Fig. 7.2. In the
superfluid phase with spin imbalanced populations, the mean-field Hamiltonian at each point
y along the transport direction (see Fig. 7.1c) reads [Pet02]:
X
†
Hmf =
ξk,s (y)γk,s
γk,s ,
(E.31)
k

with γk,s the Bogoliubovr
quasiparticle with momentum k and spin σ = ±1, and a dispersion
2

~2 k2
+ ∆(y)2 . Since the paired particles carry no spin, the
−
µ
relation ξk,σ (y) = σ · b ±
2m

†
only contribution to spin transport originates from the excitations γk,σ
on top of the superfluid
background. Then, spin transport can be viewed as the scattering of the Bogoliubov particles
generated in the reservoirs located at y = ±∞ (with an energy just above the gap ∆res in the
reservoirs) through a potential barrier representing the space-dependent spin gap ∆(y). This
approach is valid for the spin current because it is entirely carried by the normal fraction of the
gas, in contrast to the particle current which has a genuine superfluid contribution. Assuming
local thermodynamic equilibrium and applying the WKB approximation, the probability for
a Bogoliubov quasiparticle to be scattered from one reservoir to the other is given by:
" √
#2
Z
q
2m +∞
T (ε, Vg ) = exp −
dy ∆(y, Vg ) − ε
.
(E.32)
~
−∞

The spin current is obtained as the sum of the contributions from both branches of the
spectrum of Bogoliubov quasiparticles :
Z
(f↑,L − f↓,L )(ε) − (f↑,R − f↓,R )(ε)
1 +∞
dεΦ(ε, Vg )
(E.33)
Iσ =
h ∆res
2
Z
(f↑,L − f↓,L )(ε) − (f↑,R − f↓,R )(ε)
1 −∆res
dεΦ(ε, Vg )
+
,
(E.34)
h −µ
2
P
with the transport function Φ(ε, Vg ) = n T (ε, Vg )ϑ(ε − (En − Vg − µ)), which in the noninteracting limit counts the number of transport channels available for a particle having
1
an energy ε. In (E.33), fσ,L(R) = 1+exp (ε−σ·b
is the distribution of Bogoliubov
[
L(R) )/kB T ]
particles with spin σ in the left (right) reservoir. It immediately shows that the population
µ
−µ
of excitations carrying spin is driven by the spin potentials bL(R) = ↑,L(R) 2 ↓,L(R) .
Within linear response, and in a configuration such that bL = −bR ≡ b (symmetric spin bias),
one can rewrite the spin current as:
"Z


+∞
∂f↑,L
2b
Iσ =
dεΦ(ε) −
(E.35)
h ∆res
∂ε b=0

 #
Z −∆res
∂f↑,L
+
dεΦ(ε) −
.
(E.36)
∂ε b=0
−µ
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Inserting in (E.35) the expression of the transport function gives the following expression
for the spin conductance:
"Z
+∞
T (ε, Vg )ϑ(ε − (En − Vg − µ))
1X
h
i
Gσ =
dε
(E.37)
h n
∆res
4kB T cosh2 2kεB T
#
Z −∆res
T (ε, Vg )ϑ(ε − (En − Vg − µ))
h
i
dε
+
,
(E.38)
−µ
4kB T cosh2 2kεB T
which in the non-interacting regime reduces to the usual expression for the conductance
of a QPC. The ϑ-function in Eqn. (E.37) tends to increase the conductance as Vg is raised,
whereas the term T (ε, Vg ) is responsible for an exponential suppression of Gσ with increasing
Vg because the spin gap is proportional to the local Fermi energy. For quantitative comparison,
we take the following expression of the superfluid gap [Pet02] :


π
∆(y) = 0.493EF (y) · exp
.
(E.39)
2kF (y)a

E.2.2. Series spin resistance in the reservoirs
Interactions between the two spin components in the reservoirs lead to a diffusive spin transport in the reservoirs. Here we estimate the effect of this spin diffusion on the measured spin
conductance, by modelling the system as consisting of the QPC in series with the reservoirs,
to which we assign a spin resistance 1/GσR . The measured conductance is then
Gσ =

1
.
2/GσR + 1/GσQPC

(E.40)

To estimate GσR , we use the Drude model, stating that the conductivity is σ = nτ
m , with
 −2
. In the latter expression, σs is the
the density n and the scattering time τ = nσs1vF TTF
 −2
scattering cross section, vF is the Fermi velocity and the factor TTF
accounts for Pauli
suppression of scattering at low temperature.
Considering the reservoir as a box with section A and length L, the series resistance
L
1/GσR can be written as σA
. To facilitate comparison with 1/GσQPC ∼ h, we introduce
a trap frequency ω corresponding
to the level spacing in the QPC, and the corresponding
q
harmonic length lho =

~
mω .

After simple algebra, we obtain

1
1 σs L
=h √
GσR
π 2 Alho



µres + Vg
~ω

−3/2 

kB T 2
·
,
~ω

(E.41)

where we have replaced the Fermi energy by µres + Vg , which is the sum of the reservoirs’
chemical potential and the gate potential. Note that even though the expression formally
contains ω, it is actually independent
of the QPC trap frequency. Taking reasonable param√
eters for the experiment, L = A ∼ 30 µm, a scattering length of −10000 a0 , a temperature
µres +Vg
kT
∼ 1, we obtain GσR > 100
~ω ∼ 0.1 and a gate potential such that
~ω
h . We thus expect
the effects of the spin resistance of the reservoirs to be negligible for a QPC in the single
mode regime, and we disregard 1/GσR in the interpretation of the spin data in chapter 7.
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For the unitary Fermi gas, the scaling is expected to be different since σs is inversely
proportional to the Fermi wavelength rather than a constant. In this regime, we can estimate
 −2
the scattering time τ ∼ EhF TTF
from dimensional analysis and accounting for the Pauli
suppression of scattering. Taking the same estimates for the chosen geometry yields an even
lower estimate for the series resistance.
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